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sensitive to new physics effects in tt̄ production is therefore the missing
momentum.

CMS has presented a differential cross section measurement
of top-quark pair production with missing transverse energy and
corresponding interpretations in the context of dark matter (effective
and simplified) models at 8 and 13 TeV [276–278]. The results
obtained so far are consistent with the SM expectations. In particular
the search performed at 13 TeV [278] is based on 2.2 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity and include double-leptonic, single-lepton and all-jet final
states. Upper limits are derived on the production cross section and
interpreted in terms of a simplified model with a scalar/pseudoscalar
mediator. Cross sections larger than 1.5 (1.8) times the values
predicted for a 10 GeV scalar (pseudoscalar) mediator, respectively,
for couplings of gq = gc = 1 are excluded at 95% C.L.

An analogous search, at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV in
1.04 fb−1 of data has been performed by ATLAS [279]. The search
is carried out in the lepton+jets channel. The results are interpreted
in terms of a model where new top-quark partners are pair-produced
and each decay to an on-shell top (or antitop) quark and a long-lived
undetected neutral particle. The data are found to be consistent with
SM expectations. A limit at 95% C.L. is set excluding a cross-section
times branching ratio of 1.1 pb for a top-partner mass of 420 GeV/c2

and a neutral particle mass less than 10 GeV/c2. In a model of exotic
fourth generation quarks, top-partner masses are excluded up to
420 GeV/c2 and neutral particle masses up to 140 GeV/c2.

Flavor-changing-neutral-currents (FCNC) are hugely suppressed
in the SM as non zero contributions only arise at one-loop and are
proportional to the splitting between the quark masses. In the case
of the top quark B(t → Bq) with B = g, γ, Z,H and q = u, c are
predicted to be order of 10−12 (t → cg) or much smaller [280].
Several observables are accessible at colliders to test and constrain
such couplings.

CMS has performed several studies on the search for FCNC
in top-quark production. They have considered single top quark
production in the t-channel in 5 fb−1 integrated luminosity at 7 TeV
and 19.7 fb−1 integrated luminosity at 8 TeV [281]. Events with
the top quark decaying into a muon, neutrino and two or three jets
are selected. The upper limits on effective coupling strength can be
translated to the 95% upper limits on the corresponding branching
ratios B(t → gu) ≤ 2.0 · 10−5, B(t → gc) ≤ 4.1 · 10−4. They have
performed a search for a single top quark produced in association with
a photon in 19.1 fb−1 integrated luminosity at 8 TeV [282]. The
event selection requires the presence of one isolated muon and jets in
the final state. The upper limits on effective coupling strength can be
translated to the 95% upper limits on the corresponding branching
ratios B(t → γu) ≤ 0.0161%, B(t → γc) ≤ 0.182%.

Recently, a search for flavor-changing neutral currents in associated
production of a top quark with a Higgs boson decaying into bb̄ has also
been presented by CMS, corresponding to an integrated luminosity
of 35.9 fb−1 at 13 TeV. Two complementary channels are considered:
top quark pair production, with FCNC decay of the top quark or
antiquark, and single top associated production. A final state with
one isolated lepton and at least three reconstructed jets, among which
at least two are identified as b quark jets, is considered. No significant
deviation is observed from predicted background and upper limits at
95% confidence level are set on the branching ratios of top quark
decays, B(t → uH) < 0.47% and B(t → cH) < 0.47% [283], which
are similar to the combined limits on all decay channels obtained with
the full data set at 8 TeV [284].

ATLAS has presented results on the search for single top-quark
production via FCNC’s in strong interactions using data collected
at

√
s=8 TeV and corresponding to an integrated luminosity of

20.3 fb−1. Flavor-changing-neutral-current events are searched for in
which a light quark (u or c) interacts with a gluon to produce a
single top quark, either with or without the associated production
of another light quark or gluon. Candidate events of top quarks
decaying into leptons and jets are selected and classified into signal-
and background-like events using a neural network. The observed
95% C.L. limit is σqq→t × B(t → Wb) < 3.4 pb that can be
interpreted as limits on the branching ratios, B(t → ug) < 4 ·10−5 and

B(t → cg) < 1.7·10−4 [285]. This result supersedes the corresponding
7 TeV analysis in 2 fb−1 [286].

Constraints on FCNC couplings of the top quark can also be
obtained from searches for anomalous single top-quark production in
e+e− collisions, via the process e+e− → γ, Z∗ → tq and its charge-
conjugate (q = u, c), or in e±p collisions, via the process e±u → e±t.
For a leptonic W decay, the topology is at least a high-pT lepton, a
high-pT jet and missing ET , while for a hadronicW -decay, the topology
is three high-pT jets. Limits on the cross section for this reaction have
been obtained by the LEP collaborations [287] in e+e− collisions, and
by H1 [288] and ZEUS [289] in e±p collisions. When interpreted in
terms of branching ratios in top decay [290,291], the LEP limits lead
to typical 95% C.L. upper bounds of B(t → qZ) < 0.137. Assuming
no coupling to the Z boson, the 95% C.L. limits on the anomalous
FCNC coupling κγ < 0.13 and < 0.27 by ZEUS and H1, respectively,
are stronger than the CDF limit of κγ < 0.42, and improve over LEP
sensitivity in that domain. The H1 limit is slightly weaker than the
ZEUS limit due to an observed excess of five-candidate events over
an expected background of 3.2 ± 0.4. If this excess is attributed to
FCNC top-quark production, this leads to a total cross section of
σ(ep → e+ t+X,

√
s = 319 GeV) < 0.25 pb [288,292].

67.3.3.2. New Physics in Top-Quark decays:

The large sample of top quarks produced at the Tevatron and the
LHC allows to measure or set stringent limits on the branching ratios
of rare top-quark decays. For example, the existence of a light H+

can be constrained by looking for t → H+b decay, in particular with
tau-leptons in the final state (for more information see the review
”Higgs Bosons: theory and searches”).

A first class of searches for new physics focuses on the structure
of the Wtb vertex. Using up to 2.7 fb−1 of data, DØ has measured
the Wtb coupling form factors by combining information from
the W -boson helicity in top-quark decays in tt̄ events and single
top-quark production, allowing to place limits on the left-handed and
right-handed vector and tensor couplings [293–295].

ATLAS has published the results of a search for CP violation in
the decay of single top quarks produced in the t-channel where the
top quarks are predicted to be highly polarized, using the lepton+jets
final state [296]. The data analyzed are from pp collisions at

√
s = 7

TeV and correspond to an integrated luminosity of 4.7 fb−1. In the
Standard Model, the couplings at the Wtb vertex are left-handed,
right-handed couplings being absent. A forward-backward asymmetry
with respect to the normal to the plane defined by the W -momentum
and the top-quark polarization has been used to probe the complex
phase of a possibly non-zero value of the right-handed coupling,
signaling a source of CP -violation beyond the SM. The measured
value of the asymmetry is 0.031 ± 0.065(stat.)+0.029

−0.031(syst.) in good
agreement with the Standard Model.

A second class of searches focuses on FCNC’s in the top-quark
decays. Both, CDF and DØ, have provided the first limits for
FCNC’s in Run I and II. The most recent results from CDF give
B(t → qZ) < 3.7% and B(t → qγ) < 3.2% at the 95% C.L. [297] while
DØ [298,299] sets B(t → qZ)(q = u, c quarks ) < 3.2%) at 95% C.L.,
B(t → gu) < 2.0 · 10−4, and B(t → gc) < 3.9 · 10−3 at the 95% C.L.

At the LHC, CMS has used a sample at a center-of-mass energy
of 8 TeV corresponding to 19.7 fb−1 of integrated luminosity to
perform a search for flavor changing neutral current top-quark decay
t → Zq. Events with a topology compatible with the decay chain
tt → Wb + Zq → ℓν b+ ℓℓq are searched for. There is no excess seen
in the observed number of events relative to the SM prediction; thus
no evidence for flavor changing neutral current in top-quark decays
is found. A combination with a previous search at 7 TeV excludes a
t → Zq branching fraction greater than 0.05% at the 95% confidence
level [300]. CMS has also performed a search for the production of a
single top quark in association with a Z boson in the same data set
at 8 TeV. Final states with three leptons (electrons or muons) and at
least one jet are investigated. Exclusion limits at 95% confidence level
on the branching fractions are found to be B(t → uZ) < 0.022% and
B(t → cZ) < 0.049% [301].

The ATLAS collaboration has also searched for FCNC processes
in 20.3 fb−1 of tt̄ events with one top quark decaying through FCNC
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(t → qZ) and the other through the SM dominant mode (t → bW ).
Only the decays of the Z boson to charged leptons and leptonic
W boson decays were considered as signal, leading to a final state
topology characterized by the presence of three isolated leptons, at
least two jets and missing transverse energy from the undetected
neutrino. No evidence for an FCNC signal was found. An upper limit
on the t → qZ branching ratio of B(t → qZ) < 7× 10−4 is set at the
95% confidence level [302], which supersedes previous results [303].

Another search for FCNCs is in the decay of a top-quark to a Higgs
boson plus a light parton, t → qH , q = u, c. The CMS collaboration
has performed two searches using a sample at a center-of-mass
energy of 8 TeV corresponding to 19.7 fb−1 of integrated luminosity,
combining multi-lepton, γγ and bb̄ final states [284]. The combined
analysis sets an upper limit on the t → c(u)H branching ratios of
B(t → c(u)H) < 0.40(0.55)% at 95% confidence level. The ATLAS
collaboration considers t → qH , q = u, c with 4.7 fb−1 of tt̄ events at√
s = 7 TeV and 20.3 fb−1 of tt̄ events at

√
s = 8 TeV. A combined

measurement including H → γγ and H → WW∗, ττ modes yields a
95% C.L. upper limit of 0.46% and 0.45% on the branching ratios of
B(t → cH) and B(t → uH), respectively [304].

67.4. Outlook

Top-quark physics at hadron colliders has developed into precision
physics. Various properties of the top quark have been measured with
high precision, where the LHC is about to or has already reached the
precision of the Tevatron. Several

√
s-dependent physics quantities,

such as the production cross-section, have been measured at several
energies at the Tevatron and the LHC. Up to now, all measurements
are consistent with the SM predictions and allow stringent tests of the
underlying production mechanisms by strong and weak interactions.
Given the very large event samples available at the LHC, top-quark
properties will be further determined in tt̄ as well as in electroweak
single top-quark production. At the Tevatron, the t− and s−channels
for electroweak single top-quark production have been measured
separately. At the LHC, significant progress has been achieved and
all the three relevant channels are expected to be independently
accessible in the near future. Furthermore, tt̄γ, tt̄Z, and tt̄W together
with tt̄H associated production have started to or will provide further
information on the top-quark electroweak couplings. At the same
time various models of physics beyond the SM involving top-quark
production are being constrained. With the first results from LHC
Run-II at a higher center-of-mass energy and much higher luminosity
starting to be released, top-quark physics has the potential to shed
light on open questions and new aspects of physics at the TeV scale.

CDF note references can be retrieved from
www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/new/top/top.html,

and DØ note references from www-d0.fnal.gov/Run2Physics

/WWW/documents/Run2Results.htm ,

and ATLAS note references from https://twiki.cern.ch/

twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/TopPublicResults ,

and CMS note references from https://twiki.cern.ch/

twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsTOP.
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The radiative decays, π± → l±νγ and K± → l±νγ, with l standing
for an e or a µ, and γ for a real or virtual photon (e+e− pair),
provide a powerful tool to investigate the hadronic structure of
pions and kaons. The structure-dependent part SDi of the amplitude
describes the emission of photons from virtual hadronic states, and is
parametrized in terms of form factors V,A, (vector, axial vector), in
the standard description [1,2,3,4]. Note that in the Listings below
and some literature, equivalent nomenclature FV and FA for the
vector and axial form factors is often used. Exotic, non-standard
contributions like i = T, S (tensor, scalar) have also been considered.
Apart from the SD terms, there is also the Inner Bremsstrahlung
amplitude, IB, corresponding to photon radiation from external
charged particles and described by Low theorem in terms of the
physical decay π±(K±) → l±ν. Experiments try to optimize their
kinematics so as to minimize the IB part of the amplitude.

The SD amplitude in its standard form is given as

M(SDV ) =
−eGFUqq′√

2mP
ǫµlνV P ǫµνστk

σqτ (68.1)

M(SDA) =
−ieGFUqq′√

2mP
ǫµlν{AP [(qk − k2)gµν − qµkν ]

+RP k2gµν} , (68.2)

which contains an additional axial form factor RP which only can be
accessed if the photon remains virtual. Uqq′ is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa mixing-matrix element; ǫµ is the polarization vector of the
photon (or the effective vertex, ǫµ = (e/k2)u(p−)γµv(p+), of the e+e−

pair); ℓν = u(pν)γ
ν(1− γ5)v(pℓ) is the lepton-neutrino current; q and

k are the meson and photon four-momenta (k = p+ + p− for virtual
photons); and P stands for π or K.

For decay processes where the photon is real, the partial decay
width can be written in analytical form as a sum of IB, SD, and
IB/SD interference terms INT [1,4]:

d2ΓP→ℓνγ

dxdy
=

d2 (ΓIB + ΓSD + ΓINT)

dxdy

=
α

2π
ΓP→ℓν

1

(1 − r)2

{
IB(x, y)

+
1

r

(
mP

2fP

)2 [
(V +A)2SD+(x, y) + (V −A)2SD−(x, y)

]

+ǫP
mP

fP

[
(V +A)S+INT(x, y) + (V −A)S−INT(x, y)

]}
. (68.3)

Here

IB(x, y) =

[
1− y + r

x2(x + y − 1− r)

]

[
x2 + 2(1− x)(1 − r) − 2xr(1 − r)

x+ y − 1− r

]

SD+(x, y) = (x+ y − 1− r)
[
(x + y − 1)(1− x)− r

]

SD−(x, y) = (1− y + r)
[
(1− x)(1 − y) + r

]

S+INT(x, y) =

[
1− y + r

x(x + y − 1− r)

][
(1− x)(1 − x− y) + r

]

S−INT(x, y) =

[
1− y + r

x(x + y − 1− r)

][
x2 − (1− x)(1− x− y)− r

]

(68.4)
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Figure 68.1: Components of the structure dependent terms of
the decay width. Left: SD+, right: SD−

where x = 2Eγ/mP , y = 2Eℓ/mP , r = (mℓ/mP )
2, fP is the meson

decay constant, and ǫP is +1 for pions and -1 for kaons. The structure
dependent terms SD+ and SD− are shown in Fig. 1. The SD−

term is maximized in the same kinematic region where overwhelming
IB term dominates (along x + y = 1 diagonal). Thus experimental
yields with less background are dominated by SD+ contribution and
proportional to AP + V P making simultaneous precise determination
of the form factors difficult.

Recently, formulas (3) and (4) have been extended to describe
polarized distributions in radiative meson and muon decays [7].

The “helicity” factor r is responsible for the enhancement of the SD
over the IB amplitude in the decays π± → e±νγ, while π± → µ±νγ
is dominated by IB. Interference terms are important for the decay
K± → µ±νγ [8], but contribute only a few percent correction to pion
decays. However, they provide the basis for determining the signs of
V and A. Radiative corrections to the decay π+ → e+νγ have to
be taken into account in the analysis of the precision experiments.
They make up to 4% corrections in the total decay rate [9]. In
π± → e±νe+e− and K± → ℓ±νe+e− decays, all three form factors,
V P , AP , and RP , can be determined [10,11].

Theoretically, the first non-trivial χPT contributions to AP and V P

appear at O(p4) [4], respectively from Gasser-Leutwyler coefficients,
Li’s, and the anomalous lagrangian:

AP =
4
√
2MP

Fπ
(Lr

9 + Lr
10), V P =

√
2MP

8π2Fπ
. (68.5)

In case of the kaon AK = 0.042 and V K = 0.096. O(p6) contributions
to AK can be predicted accurately: they are flat in the momentum
dependence and shift the O(p4) value to 0.034. O(p6) contributions to
V K are model dependent and can be approximated by a form factor
linearly dependent on momentum. For example, when looking at the
spread of results obtained within two different models, the constant
piece of this linear form factor is shifted to 0.078± 0.005 [1,2,4].

We give the experimental π± form factors V π, Aπ, and Rπ in
the Listings below. In the K± Listings, we give the extracted sum
AK + V K and difference AK − V K , as well as VK , AK and RK .
In particular KLOE has measured for the constant piece of the
form factor AK + V K = 0.125 ± 0.007 ± 0.001 [13] while ISTRA+,
V K −AK = 0.21± 0.04± 0.04 [14].

The pion vector form factor, V π, is related via CVC (Conserved
Vector Current) to the π0 → γγ decay width. The constant term

is given by |V π(0)| = (1/α)
√

2Γπ0→γγ/πmπ0 [3]. The resulting

value, V π(0) = 0.0259(9), has been confirmed by calculations based
on chiral perturbation theory (χPT ) [4], and by two experiments
given in the Listings below. A recent experiment by the PIBETA
collaboration [5] obtained a V π(0) that is in excellent agreement
with the CVC hypothesis. It also measured the slope parameter a
in V π(s) = V π(0)(1 + a · s), where s = (1 − 2Eγ/mπ), and Eγ is
the gamma energy in the pion rest frame: a = 0.095 ± 0.058. A
functional dependence on s is expected for all form factors. It becomes
non-negligible in the case of V π(s) when a wide range of photon
momenta is recorded; proper treatment in the analysis of K decays is
mandatory.
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The form factor, RP , can be related to the electromagnetic radius,
rP , of the meson [2]: RP = 1

3mP fP 〈r2P 〉 using PCAC (Partial
Conserved Axial vector Current).

In lowest order χPT , the ratio Aπ/V π is related to the pion
electric polarizability αE = [α/(8π2mπf

2
π)] × Aπ/V π [6]. Direct

experimental and theoretical status of pion polarizability studies
currently is not settled. Most recent theoretical predictions from
χPT [15] and experimental results from COMPASS collaboration [16]
favor a small value of pion polarizability απ ∼ (2 ÷ 3) × 10−4 fm3.
Dispersive analysis of γγ → π+π− crossection [17] and experimental
results from MAMI collaboration [18] report a much larger value of
απ ∼ 6 × 10−4 fm3. Precise measurement of the pion form factors
by PIBETA collaboration favors smaller values of polarizability
απ = 2.7+0.6

−0.5 × 10−4 fm3.

Several searches for the exotic form factors Fπ
T , F

K
T (tensor), and

FK
S (scalar) have been pursued in the past. In particular, Fπ

T has been
brought into focus by experimental as well as theoretical work [12].
New high-statistics data from the PIBETA collaboration have been
re-analyzed together with an additional data set optimized for low
backgrounds in the radiative pion decay. In particular, lower beam
rates have been used in order to reduce the accidental background,
thereby making the treatment of systematic uncertainties easier and
more reliable. The PIBETA analysis now restricts Fπ

T to the range

−5.2× 10−4 < Fπ
T < 4.0× 10−4 at a 90% confidence limit [5]. This

result is in excellent agreement with the most recent theoretical
work [4].

Precision measurements of radiative pion and kaon decays are
effective tools to study QCD in the non-perturbative region and
are of interest beyond the scope of radiative decays. Meanwhile
other processes such as π+ → e+ν that seem to be better suited to
search for new physics at the precision frontier are currently studied.
The advantages of such process are the very accurate and reliable
theoretical predictions and the more straightforward experimental
analysis.
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69.1. Introduction

In contrast to the vector and tensor mesons, the identification of
the scalar mesons is a long-standing puzzle. Scalar resonances are
difficult to resolve because some of them have large decay widths
which cause a strong overlap between resonances and background. In
addition, several decay channels sometimes open up within a short
mass interval (e.g. at the KK̄ and ηη thresholds), producing cusps in
the line shapes of the near-by resonances. Furthermore, one expects
non-qq̄ scalar objects, such as glueballs and multiquark states in
the mass range below 2 GeV (for reviews see, e.g., Refs. [1–5] and
the mini-review on non–q̄q states in this Review of Particle Physics
(RPP)).

Light scalars are produced, for example, in πN scattering on
polarized/unpolarized targets, pp̄ annihilation, central hadronic
production, J/Ψ, B-, D- and K-meson decays, γγ formation,
and φ radiative decays. Especially for the lightest scalar mesons
simple parameterizations fail and more advanced theory tools are
necessary to extract the resonance parameters from data. In the
analyses available in the literature fundamental properties of the
amplitudes such as unitarity, analyticity, Lorentz invariance, chiral
and flavor symmetry are implemented at different levels of rigor.
Especially, chiral symmetry implies the appearance of zeros close to
the threshold in elastic S-wave scattering amplitudes involving soft
pions [6,7], which may be shifted or removed in associated production
processes [8]. The methods employed are the K-matrix formalism,
the N/D-method, the Dalitz–Tuan ansatz, unitarized quark models
with coupled channels, effective chiral field theories and the linear
sigma model, etc. Dynamics near the lowest two-body thresholds
in some analyses are described by crossed channel (t, u) meson
exchange or with an effective range parameterization instead of, or in
addition to, resonant features in the s-channel. Dispersion theoretical
approaches are applied to pin down the location of resonance poles for
the low–lying states [9–12].

The mass and width of a resonance are found from the position of
the nearest pole in the process amplitude (T -matrix or S-matrix) at
an unphysical sheet of the complex energy plane, traditionally labeled
as √

sPole = M − iΓ/2 .

It is important to note that the pole of a Breit-Wigner parameterization
agrees with this pole position only for narrow and well–separated
resonances, far away from the opening of decay channels. For a
detailed discussion of this issue we refer to the review on Resonances
in this RPP.

In this note, we discuss the light scalars below 2 GeV organized
in the listings under the entries (I = 1/2) K∗

0 (700) (or κ), K∗
0 (1430),

(I = 1) a0(980), a0(1450), and (I = 0) f0(500) (or σ), f0(980),
f0(1370), f0(1500), and f0(1710). This list is minimal and does not
necessarily exhaust the list of actual resonances. The (I = 2) ππ and
(I = 3/2) Kπ phase shifts do not exhibit any resonant behavior.

69.2. The I = 1/2 States

The K∗
0(1430) [14] is perhaps the least controversial of the light

scalar mesons. The Kπ S-wave scattering has two possible isospin
channels, I=1/2 and I=3/2. The I=3/2 wave is elastic and repulsive
up to 1.7 GeV [15] and contains no known resonances. The I=1/2
Kπ phase shift, measured from about 100 MeV above threshold in Kp
production, rises smoothly, passes 90◦ at 1350 MeV, and continues to
rise to about 170◦ at 1600 MeV. The first important inelastic threshold
is Kη′(958). In the inelastic region the continuation of the amplitude
is uncertain since the partial-wave decomposition has several solutions.
The data are extrapolated towards the Kπ threshold using effective
range type formulas [14,16] or chiral perturbation predictions [17,18].
From analyses using unitarized amplitudes there is agreement on the
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Figure 69.1: Location of the K∗

0 (700) (or κ) poles in the
complex energy plane. Circles denote the results of the most
refined analyses based on dispersion relations [44–45], while all
other analyses quoted in the listings are denoted by triangles.
The corresponding references are given in the listing.

presence of a resonance pole around 1410 MeV having a width of
about 300 MeV. With reduced model dependence, Ref. [19] finds a
larger width of 500 MeV.

Similar to the situation for the f0(500), discussed in the next
section, the presence and properties of the light K∗

0(700) (or κ)
meson in the 700-900 MeV region are difficult to establish since it
appears to have a very large width (Γ ≈ 500 MeV) and resides
close to the Kπ threshold. Hadronic D- and B-meson decays provide
additional data points in the vicinity of the Kπ threshold and are
discussed in detail in the Review on Multibody Charm Analyses in
this RPP. Precision information from semileptonic D decays avoiding
the theoretically more demanding final states with three strongly
interacting particles is not available. BES II [20] (re-analyzed in [21])
finds a K∗

0 (700)–like structure in J/ψ decays to K̄∗0(892)K+π−
where K∗

0 (700) recoils against the K∗(892). Also clean with respect
to final-state interaction is the decay τ− → K0

Sπ
−ντ studied by

Belle [22], with K∗
0 (700) parameters fixed to those of Ref. [20].

Some authors find a K∗
0 (700) pole in their phenomenological

analysis (see, e.g., [23–34]), while others do not need to include it in
their fits (see, e.g., [18,35–38]). Similarly to the case of the f0(500)
discussed below, all works including constraints from chiral symmetry
at low energies naturally seem to find a light K∗

0 (700) below 800 MeV,
see, e.g., [39–43]. In these works the K∗

0(700), f0(500), f0(980) and
a0(980) appear to form a nonet [40,41]. Additional evidence for this
assignment is presented in Ref. [12], where the couplings of the nine
states to q̄q sources were compared. The same low–lying scalar nonet
was also found earlier in the unitarized quark model of Ref. [42]. The
analysis of Ref. [44] is based on the Roy-Steiner equations, which
include analyticity and crossing symmetry. Ref. [45] uses the Padé
method to extract pole parameters after refitting scattering data
constrained to satisfy forward dispersion relations. Both arrive at
compatible pole positions for the K∗

0(700) that are consistent with
the pole parameters deduced either from other theoretical methods or
Breit-Wigner fits. This is illustrated in Fig. 69.1. The compilation in
this figure is used as justification for the range of pole parameters of
the K∗

0 (700) we quote as ”our estimate”, namely

√
sκPole = (630− 730)− i(260− 340) MeV .

69.3. The I = 1 States

Two isovector scalar states are known below 2 GeV, the a0(980)
and the a0(1450). Independent of any model, the KK̄ component
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in the a0(980) wave function must be large: it lies just below the
opening of the KK̄ channel to which it strongly couples [16,47]. This
generates an important cusp-like behavior in the resonant amplitude.
Hence, its mass and width parameters are strongly distorted. To
reveal its true coupling constants, a coupled–channel model with
energy-dependent widths and mass shift contributions is necessary.
All listed a0(980) measurements agree on a mass position value near
980 MeV, but the width takes values between 50 and 100 MeV,
mostly due to the different models. For example, the analysis of the
pp̄-annihilation data [16] using a unitary K-matrix description finds a
width as determined from the T -matrix pole of 92± 8 MeV, while the
observed width of the peak in the πη mass spectrum is about 45 MeV.

The relative coupling KK̄/πη is determined indirectly from
f1(1285) [48–50] or η(1410) decays [51–53], from the line shape
observed in the πη decay mode [54–57], or from the coupled-channel
analysis of the ππη and KK̄π final states of pp̄ annihilation at
rest [16].

The a0(1450) is seen in pp̄ annihilation experiments with stopped
and higher momenta antiprotons, with a mass of about 1450 MeV or
close to the a2(1320) meson which is typically a dominant feature.
A contribution from a0(1450) is also found in the analysis of the
D± → K+K−π± [58] and D0 → K0

SK
±π∓ [59] decay.

69.4. The I = 0 States

The I = 0, JPC = 0++ sector is the most complex one, both
experimentally and theoretically. The data have been obtained from
the ππ, KK̄, ηη, 4π, and ηη′(958) systems produced in S-wave.
Analyses based on several different production processes conclude that
probably four poles are needed in the mass range from ππ threshold
to about 1600 MeV. The claimed isoscalar resonances are found under
separate entries f0(500) (or σ), f0(980), f0(1370), and f0(1500).

For discussions of the ππ S wave below the KK̄ threshold and on
the long history of the f0(500), which was suggested in linear sigma
models more than 50 years ago, see our reviews in previous editions
and the review [5].

Information on the ππ S-wave phase shift δIJ = δ00 was already
extracted many years ago from πN scattering [60–62], and
near threshold from the Ke4-decay [63]. The kaon decays were later
revisited leading to consistent data, however, with very much improved
statistics [64,65]. The reported ππ → KK̄ cross sections [66–69] have
large uncertainties. The πN data have been analyzed in combination
with high-statistics data (see entries labeled as RVUE for re-analyses
of the data). The 2π0 invariant mass spectra of the pp̄ annihilation
at rest [70–72] and the central collision [73] do not show a distinct
resonance structure below 900 MeV, but these data are consistently
described with the standard solution for πN data [61,74], which
allows for the existence of the broad f0(500). An enhancement is
observed in the π+π− invariant mass near threshold in the decays
D+ → π+π−π+ [75–103] and J/ψ → ωπ+π− [78,100], and in
ψ(2S) → J/ψπ+π− with very limited phase space [80,81].

The precise f0(500) (or σ) pole is difficult to establish because
of its large width, and because it can certainly not be modeled
by a naive Breit-Wigner resonance. The ππ scattering amplitude
shows an unusual energy dependence due to the presence of a zero
in the unphysical regime close to the threshold [6–7], required by
chiral symmetry, and possibly due to crossed channel exchanges, the
f0(1370), and other dynamical features. However, most of the analyses
listed under f0(500) agree on a pole position near (500− i 250 MeV).
In particular, analyses of ππ data that include unitarity, ππ threshold
behavior, strongly constrained by the Ke4 data, and the chiral
symmetry constraints from Adler zeroes and/or scattering lengths find
a light f0(500), see, e.g., [82,83].

Precise pole positions with an uncertainty of less than 20 MeV
(see our table for the T -matrix pole) were extracted by use of Roy
equations, which are twice subtracted dispersion relations derived
from crossing symmetry and analyticity. In Ref. [10] the subtraction
constants were fixed to the S-wave scattering lengths a00 and a20
derived from matching Roy equations and two-loop chiral perturbation
theory [9]. The only additional relevant input to fix the f0(500)
pole turned out to be the ππ-wave phase shifts at 800 MeV. The

Figure 69.2: Location of the f0(500) (or σ) poles in the
complex energy plane. Circles denote the recent analyses based
on Roy(-like) dispersion relations [9–12], while all other analyses
are denoted by triangles. The corresponding references are given
in the listing.

analysis was improved further in Ref. [12]. Alternatively, in Ref. [11]
only data were used as input inside Roy equations. In that reference
also once-subtracted Roy–like equations, called GKPY equations,
were used, since the extrapolation into the complex plane based on
the twice subtracted equations leads to larger uncertainties mainly
due to the limited experimental information on the isospin–2 ππ
scattering length. Ref. [13] uses Padé approximants for the analytic
continuation. All these extractions find consistent results. Using
analyticity and unitarity only to describe data from K2π and Ke4

decays, Ref. [84] finds consistent values for the pole position and the
scattering length a00. The importance of the ππ scattering data for
fixing the f0(500) pole is nicely illustrated by comparing analyses
of p̄p → 3π0 omitting [70,85] or including [71,86] information on
ππ scattering: while the former analyses find an extremely broad
structure above 1 GeV, the latter find f0(500) masses of the order of
400 MeV.

As a result of the sensitivity of the extracted f0(500) pole position
on the high accuracy low energy ππ scattering data [64,65], the
currently quoted range of pole positions for the f0(500), namely

√
sσPole = (400− 550)− i(200− 350) MeV ,

in the listing was fixed including only those analyses consistent with
these data, Refs. [27,30,40,42,43,56,71,80–84,87–103] as well as the
advanced dispersion analyses [9–13]. The pole positions from those
references are compared to the range of pole positions quoted above
in Fig. 69.2. Note that this range is labeled as ’our estimate’ — it
is not an average over the quoted analyses but is chosen to include
the bulk of the analyses consistent with the mentioned criteria. An
averaging procedure is not justified, since the analyses use overlapping
or identical data sets.

If one uses just the most advanced dispersive analyses of Refs. [9–12]
shown as solid dots in Fig. 69.2 to determine the pole location of the
f0(500) the range narrows down to [5]

√
sσPole = (449+22

−16)− i(275± 12) MeV ,

which is labeled as ’conservative dispersive estimate’ in this reference.

Due to the large strong width of the f0(500) an extraction of
its two–photon width directly from data is not possible. Thus, the
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values for Γ(γγ) quoted in the literature as well as the listing are
based on the expression in the narrow width approximation [104]
Γ(γγ) ≃ α2|gγ |2/(4Re(

√
sσPole)) where gγ is derived from the residue

at the f0(500) pole to two photons and α denotes the electromagnetic
fine structure constant. The explicit form of the expression may vary
between different authors due to different definitions of the coupling
constant, however, the expression given for Γ(γγ) is free of ambiguities.
According to Refs. [105,106], the data for f0(500) → γγ are consistent
with what is expected for a two–step process of γγ → π+π− via
pion exchange in the t- and u-channel, followed by a final state
interaction π+π− → π0π0. The same conclusion is drawn in Ref. [107]
where the bulk part of the f0(500) → γγ decay width is dominated
by re–scattering. Therefore, it might be difficult to learn anything
new about the nature of the f0(500) from its γγ coupling. For the
most recent work on γγ → ππ, see [108–110]. There are theoretical
indications (e.g., [111–114]) that the f0(500) pole behaves differently
from a qq̄-state – see next section and the mini-review on non qq̄-states
in this RPP for details.

The f0(980) overlaps strongly with the background represented
mainly by the f0(500) and the f0(1370). This can lead to a dip in
the ππ spectrum at the KK̄ threshold. It changes from a dip into a
peak structure in the π0π0 invariant mass spectrum of the reaction
π−p → π0π0n [115], with increasing four-momentum transfer to the
π0π0 system, which means increasing the a1-exchange contribution in
the amplitude, while the π-exchange decreases. The f0(500) and the
f0(980) are also observed in data for radiative decays (φ → f0γ) from
SND [116,117], CMD2 [118], and KLOE [119,120]. A dispersive
analysis was used to simultaneously pin down the pole parameters of
both the f0(500) and the f0(980) [11]; the uncertainty in the pole
position quoted for the latter state is of the order of 10 MeV, only.
We now quote for the mass

Mf0(980)
= 990± 20 MeV .

which is a range not an average, but is labeled as ’our estimate’.

Analyses of γγ → ππ data [121–123] underline the importance of
the KK̄ coupling of f0(980), while the resulting two-photon width
of the f0(980) cannot be determined precisely [124]. The prominent
appearance of the f0(980) in the semileptonic Ds decays and decays
of B and Bs-mesons implies a dominant (s̄s) component: those
decays occur via weak transitions that alternatively result in φ(1020)
production. Ratios of decay rates of B and/or Bs mesons into J/ψ
plus f0(980) or f0(500) were proposed to allow for an extraction of
the flavor mixing angle and to probe the tetraquark nature of those
mesons within a certain model [125,126]. The phenomenological fits
of the LHCb collaboration using the isobar model do neither allow
for a contribution of the f0(980) in the B → J/ψππ [127] nor for an
f0(500) in Bs → J/ψππ decays [128]. From the former analysis the
authors conclude that their data is incompatible with a model where
f0(500) and f0(980) are formed from two quarks and two antiquarks
(tetraquarks) at the eight standard deviation level. In addition, they
extract an upper limit for the mixing angle of 17o at 90% C.L. between
the f0(980) and the f0(500) that would correspond to a substantial
(s̄s) content in f0(980) [127]. However, in a dispersive analysis of
the same data that allows for a model–independent inclusion of the
hadronic final state interactions in Ref. [129] a substantial f0(980)
contribution is also found in the B–decays putting into question the
conclusions of Ref. [127].

The f0’s above 1 GeV. A meson resonance that is very
well studied experimentally, is the f0(1500) seen by the Crystal
Barrel experiment in five decay modes: ππ, KK̄, ηη, ηη′(958),
and 4π [16,71,72]. Due to its interference with the f0(1370) (and
f0(1710)), the peak attributed to the f0(1500) can appear shifted
in invariant mass spectra. Therefore, the application of simple
Breit-Wigner forms arrives at slightly different resonance masses for
f0(1500). Analyses of central-production data of the likewise five
decay modes Refs. [130,131] agree on the description of the S-wave
with the one above. The pp̄, pn̄/np̄ measurements [72,132–134] show
a single enhancement at 1400 MeV in the invariant 4π mass spectra,
which is resolved into f0(1370) and f0(1500) [135,136]. The data on
4π from central production [137] require both resonances, too, but

disagree on the relative content of ρρ and f0(500)f0(500) in 4π. All
investigations agree that the 4π decay mode represents about half of
the f0(1500) decay width and is dominant for f0(1370).

The determination of the ππ coupling of f0(1370) is aggravated by
the strong overlap with the broad f0(500) and f0(1500). Since it does
not show up prominently in the 2π spectra, its mass and width are
difficult to determine. Multichannel analyses of hadronically produced
two- and three-body final states agree on a mass between 1300 MeV
and 1400 MeV and a narrow f0(1500), but arrive at a somewhat
smaller width for f0(1370).

69.5. Interpretation of the scalars below 1 GeV

In the literature, many suggestions are discussed, such as
conventional qq̄ mesons, compact (qq)(q̄q̄) structures (tetraquarks)
or meson-meson bound states. In addition, one expects a scalar
glueball in this mass range. In reality, there can be superpositions
of these components, and one often depends on models to determine
the dominant one. Although we have seen progress in recent years,
this question remains open. Here, we mention some of the present
conclusions.

The f0(980) and a0(980) are often interpreted as compact tetraquark
states states [138–142] or KK̄ bound states [143]. The insight into
their internal structure using two-photon widths [117,144–150] is not
conclusive. The f0(980) appears as a peak structure in J/ψ → φπ+π−

and in Ds decays without f0(500) background, while being nearly
invisible in J/ψ → ωπ+π−. Based on that observation it is suggested
that f0(980) has a large ss̄ component, which according to Ref. [151]
is surrounded by a virtual KK̄ cloud (see also Ref. [152]) . Data
on radiative decays (φ → f0γ and φ → a0γ) from SND, CMD2,
and KLOE (see above) are consistent with a prominent role of kaon
loops. This observation is interpreted as evidence for a compact
four-quark [153] or a molecular [154,155] nature of these states.
Details of this controversy are given in the comments [156,157]; see
also Ref. [158]. It remains quite possible that the states f0(980)
and a0(980), together with the f0(500) and the K∗

0 (700), form a
new low-mass state nonet of predominantly four-quark states, where
at larger distances the quarks recombine into a pair of pseudoscalar
mesons creating a meson cloud (see, e.g., Ref. [159]) . Different QCD
sum rule studies [160–164] do not agree on a tetraquark configuration
for the same particle group.

Models that start directly from chiral Lagrangians, either in
non-linear [43,26,82,154] or in linear [165–171] realization, predict
the existence of the f0(500) meson near 500 MeV. Here the f0(500),
a0(980), f0(980), and K∗

0 (700) (in some models the K∗
0(1430)) would

form a nonet (not necessarily qq̄). In the linear sigma models the
lightest pseudoscalars appear as their chiral partners. In these models
the light f0(500) is often referred to as the ”Higgs boson of strong
interactions”, since here the f0(500) plays a role similar to the Higgs
particle in electro-weak symmetry breaking: within the linear sigma
models it is important for the mechanism of chiral symmetry breaking,
which generates most of the proton mass, and what is referred to as
the constituent quark mass.

In the non–linear approaches of [26,82] the above resonances
together with the low lying vector states are generated starting from
chiral perturbation theory predictions near the first open channel,
and then by extending the predictions to the resonance regions using
unitarity and analyticity.

Ref. [165] uses a framework with explicit resonances that are
unitarized and coupled to the light pseudoscalars in a chirally
invariant way. Evidence for a non-q̄q nature of the lightest scalar
resonances is derived from their mixing scheme. In Ref. [166] the
scheme is extended and applied to the decay η′ → ηππ, which lead
to the same conclusions. To identify the nature of the resonances
generated from scattering equations, in Ref. [172] the large Nc

behavior of the poles was studied, with the conclusion that, while the
light vector states behave consistent with what is predicted for q̄q
states, the light scalars behave very differently. This finding provides
strong support for a non-q̄q nature of the light scalar resonances.
Note, the more refined study of Ref. [111] found, in case of the
f0(500), in addition to a dominant non-q̄q nature, indications for a
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subdominant q̄q component located around 1 GeV. Additional support
for the non-qq̄ nature of the f0(500) is given in Ref. [173], where the
connection between the pole of resonances and their Regge trajectories
is analyzed.

A model–independent method to identify hadronic molecu-les goes
back to a proposal by Weinberg [174], shown to be equivalent to the
pole counting arguments of [175–177] in Ref. [178]. The formalism
allows one to extract the amount of molecular component in the wave
function from the effective coupling constant of a physical state to a
nearby continuum channel. It can be applied to near threshold states
only and provided strong evidence that the f0(980) is a K̄K molecule,
while the situation turned out to be less clear for the a0(980) (see
also Refs. [150,148]) . Further insights into a0(980) and f0(980) are
expected from their mixing [179]. The corresponding signal predicted
in Refs. [180,181] was recently observed at BES III [182]. It turned
out that in order to get a quantitative understanding of those data in
addition to the mixing mechanism itself, some detailed understanding
of the production mechanism seems necessary [183].

In the unitarized quark model with coupled qq̄ and meson-
meson channels, the light scalars can be understood as additional
manifestations of bare qq̄ confinement states, strongly mass shifted
from the 1.3 - 1.5 GeV region and very distorted due to the strong
3P0 coupling to S-wave two-meson decay channels [184,185]. Thus,
in these models the light scalar nonet comprising the f0(500), f0(980),
K∗

0 (700), and a0(980), as well as the nonet consisting of the f0(1370),
f0(1500) (or f0(1710)), K

∗
0 (1430), and a0(1450), respectively, are two

manifestations of the same bare input states (see also Ref. [186]) .

Other models with different groupings of the observed resonances
exist and may, e.g., be found in earlier versions of this review.

69.6. Interpretation of the f0’s above 1 GeV

The f0(1370) and f0(1500) decay mostly into pions (2π and 4π)
while the f0(1710) decays mainly into the KK̄ final states. The KK̄
decay branching ratio of the f0(1500) is small [130,187].

If one uses the naive quark model, it is natural to assume that
the f0(1370), a0(1450), and the K∗

0 (1430) are in the same SU(3)
flavor nonet, being the (uū + dd̄), ud̄ and us̄ states, probably mixing
with the light scalars [188], while the f0(1710) is the ss̄ state.
Indeed, the production of f0(1710) (and f ′2(1525)) is observed in pp̄
annihilation [189] but the rate is suppressed compared to f0(1500)
(respectively, f2(1270)), as would be expected from the OZI rule for ss̄
states. The f0(1500) would also qualify as a (uū+ dd̄) state, although
it is very narrow compared to the other states and too light to be the
first radial excitation.

However, in γγ collisions leading to K0
SK

0
S [190] a spin–0 signal

is observed at the f0(1710) mass (together with a dominant spin–2
component), while the f0(1500) is not observed in γγ → KK̄ nor
π+π− [191]. In γγ collisions leading to π0π0 Ref. [192] reports the
observation of a scalar around 1470 MeV albeit with large uncertainties
on the mass and γγ couplings. This state could be the f0(1370) or the
f0(1500). The upper limit from π+π− [191] excludes a large nn̄ (here
n stands for the two lightest quarks) content for the f0(1500) and
hence points to a mainly ss̄ state [193]. This appears to contradict
the small KK̄ decay branching ratio of the f0(1500) and makes a qq̄
assignment difficult for this state. Hence the f0(1500) could be mainly
glue due the absence of a 2γ-coupling, while the f0(1710) coupling to
2γ would be compatible with an ss̄ state. This is in accord with the
recent high–statistics Belle data in γγ → K0

SK
0
S [194] in which the

f0(1500) is absent, while a prominent peak at 1710 MeV is observed
with quantum numbers 0++, compatible with the formation of an
ss̄ state. However, the 2γ-couplings are sensitive to glue mixing with
qq̄ [195].

Note that an isovector scalar, possibly the a0(1450) (albeit at
a lower mass of 1317 MeV) is observed in γγ collisions leading to
ηπ0 [196]. The state interferes destructively with the non-resonant
background, but its γγ coupling is comparable to that of the a2(1320),
in accord with simple predictions (see, e.g., Ref. [193]) .

The small width of f0(1500), and its enhanced production at low
transverse momentum transfer in central collisions [197–199] also

favor f0(1500) to be non-qq̄. In the mixing scheme of Ref. [195],
which uses central production data from WA102 and the recent
hadronic J/ψ decay data from BES [200,201], glue is shared between
f0(1370), f0(1500) and f0(1710). The f0(1370) is mainly nn̄, the
f0(1500) mainly glue and the f0(1710) dominantly ss̄. This agrees
with previous analyses [202,203].

However, alternative schemes have been proposed (e.g., in
[204–210], for detailed reviews see, e.g., Ref. [1] and the mini-review
on non–q̄q states in this Review of Particle Physics (RPP)). In
Ref. [210], a large K+K− scalar signal reported by Belle in B decays
into KKK̄ [211], compatible with the f0(1500), is explained as due to
constructive interference with a broad glueball background. However,
the Belle data are inconsistent with the BaBar measurements which
show instead a broad scalar at this mass for B decays into both
K±K±K∓ [212] and K+K−π0 [213].

Whether the f0(1500) is observed in ’gluon rich’ radiative J/ψ
decays is debatable [214] because of the limited amount of data - more
data for this and the γγ mode are needed.

In Ref. [215], further refined in Ref. [216], f0(1370) and f0(1710)
(together with f2(1270) and f ′2(1525)) were interpreted as bound
systems of two vector mesons. This picture could be tested in
radiative J/ψ decays [217] as well as radiative decays of the states
themselves [218]. The vector-vector component of the f0(1710) might
also be the origin of the enhancement seen in J/ψ → γφω near
threshold [219] observed at BES [220]. Note that the results of
Refs. [215,216] were challenged in Ref. [221] where in a covariant
formalism, e.g., the f2(1270) did not not emerge as a ρρ-bound state.
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70. ρ(770)

Updated May 2012 by S. Eidelman (Novosibirsk) and G. Venanzoni
(Frascati).

The determination of the parameters of the ρ(770) is beset with
many difficulties because of its large width. In physical region fits, the
line shape does not correspond to a relativistic Breit-Wigner function
with a P -wave width, but requires some additional shape parameter.
This dependence on parameterization was demonstrated long ago [1].
Bose-Einstein correlations are another source of shifts in the ρ(770)
line shape, particularly in multiparticle final state systems [2].

The same model-dependence afflicts any other source of resonance
parameters, such as the energy-dependence of the phase shift δ11 , or
the pole position. It is, therefore, not surprising that a study of ρ(770)
dominance in the decays of the η and η′ reveals the need for specific
dynamical effects, in addition to the ρ(770) pole [3,4].

The cleanest determination of the ρ(770) mass and width comes
from e+e− annihilation and τ -lepton decays. Analysis of ALEPH [5]
showed that the charged ρ(770) parameters measured from τ -lepton
decays are consistent with those of the neutral one determined from
e+e− data [6]. This conclusion is qualitatively supported by the
later studies of CLEO [7] and Belle [8]. However, model-independent
comparison of the two-pion mass spectrum in τ decays, and the
e+e− → π+π− cross section, gave indications of discrepancies between
the overall normalization: τ data are about 3% higher than e+e−

data [7,9]. A detailed analysis using such two-pion mass spectra from
τ decays measured by OPAL [10], CLEO [7], and ALEPH [11,12], as
well as recent pion form factor measurements in e+e− annihilation by
CMD-2 [13,14], showed that the discrepancy can be as high as 10%
above the ρ meson [15,16]. This discrepancy remains after recent
measurements of the two-pion cross section in e+e− annihilation at
KLOE [17,18] and SND [19,20]. This effect is not accounted for by
isospin breaking [21–24], but the accuracy of its calculation may be
overestimated [25,26].

This problem seems to be solved after a recent analysis in [27]
which showed that after correcting the τ data for the missing ρ -
γ mixing contribution, besides the other known isospin symmetry
violating corrections, the ππ I=1 part of the hadronic vacuum polariza-
tion contribution to the muon g −2 is fully compatible between τ based

and e+e− based evaluations including more recent BaBar [28] and
KLOE [29] data. Further proof of the consistency of the data on τ
decays to two pions and e+e− annihilation is given by the global fit of
the whole set of the ρ, ω, and φ decays, taking into account mixing
effects in the hidden local symmetry model [30].
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This minireview deals with some of the 0−+ and 1++ mesons
reported in the 1200–1500 MeV region, namely the η(1405), η(1475),
f1(1285) f1(1420), a1(1420) and f1(1510). The first observation of a
pseudoscalar resonance around 1400 MeV – the η(1440) – was made
in pp annihilation at rest into η(1440)π+π−, η(1440) → KKπ [1].
This state was reported to decay into a0(980)π and K∗(892)K
with roughly equal contributions. The η(1440) was also observed in
radiative J/ψ(1S) decay into KKπ [2–4] and γρ [5]. However, two
pseudoscalars are now reported in this mass region, the η(1405) and
η(1475). The former decays mainly through a0(980)π (or direct KKπ)
and the latter mainly to K∗(892)K.

The simultaneous observation of two pseudoscalars is reported
in three production mechanisms: π−p [6,7]; radiative J/ψ(1S)
decay [8,9]; and pp annihilation at rest [10–13]. All of them give
values for the masses, widths, and decay modes that are in reasonable
agreement. However, Ref. [9] favors a state decaying into K∗(892)K
at a lower mass than the state decaying into a0(980)π. In J/ψ(1S)
radiative decay, the η(1405) decays into KKπ through a0(980)π, and
hence a signal is also expected in the ηππ mass spectrum. This was
indeed observed by MARK III in ηπ+π− [14], which reported a mass
of 1400 MeV, in line with the existence of the η(1405) decaying into
a0(980)π.

BESII [15] observes an enhancement in K+K−π0 around 1.44
GeV in J/ψ(1S) decay, recoiling against an ω (but not a φ) without
resolving the presence of two states nor performing a spin-parity
analysis, due to low statistics. This state could also be the f1(1420)
(see below). On the other hand, BESII observes η(1405) → ηππ in
J/ψ(1S) decay, recoiling against an ω [16]. A single unresolved
broad peak is also observed by BESIII in the decay ψ(2S) → ωK∗K
which could be due to η(1405), η(1475) and f1(1420) [17].

The η(1405) is also observed in pp annihilation at rest into
ηπ+π−π0π0, where it decays into ηππ [18]. The intermediate
a0(980)π accounts for roughly half of the ηππ signal, in agreement
with MARK III [14] and DM2 [4].

However, the issue remains controversial as to whether two
pseudoscalar mesons really exist. According to Ref. [19] the splitting
of a single state could be due to nodes in the decay amplitudes which
differ in ηππ and K∗(892)K. Based on the isospin-violating decay
J/ψ(1S) → γ 3π observed by BESIII [20] the splitting could also be
due to a triangular singularity mixing ηππ and K∗(892)K [21–22].
However, in a further paper [23], using the approach of [21], the
authors concluded that the BESIII results can be reproduced either
with the η(1405) or the η(1475), or by a mixture of these two states.

The η(1295) has been observed by four π−p experiments [7,24–26],
and evidence is reported in pp annihilation [27–29]. In J/ψ(1S)
radiative decay, the η(1295) signal is evident in the 0−+ ηππ wave
of the DM2 data [9]. Also BaBar [30] reports evidence for a signal
around 1295 MeV in B decays into ηππK. Nonetheless, the existence
of the η(1295) is questioned in Refs. [19] and [31] in which the
authors claim the existence of a single pseudoscalar meson at 1440
MeV, the first radial excitation of the η. This conclusion is mainly
based on the analysis of the annihilation p̄p → 4πη with Crystal Barrel
data [32].

Considering that the η(1295) has been reported by several
experiments, using different production mechanisms, we shall assume
that this state is established. The η(1475) could then be the first
radial excitation of the η′, with the η(1295) being the first radial
excitation of the η. Ideal mixing, suggested by the η(1295) and
π(1300) mass degeneracy, would then imply that the second isoscalar
in the nonet is mainly ss, and hence couples to K∗K, in agreement
with properties of the η(1475). Also, its width matches the expected
width for the radially excited ss state [33,34]. A study of radial
excitations of pseudoscalar mesons [35] favors the ss̄ interpretation of
the η(1475). However, due to the strong kinematical suppression the
data are not sufficient to exclude a sizeable ss̄ admixture also in the
η(1405).

The KKπ and ηππ channels were studied in γγ collisions by
L3 [36]. The analysis led to a clear η(1475) signal in KKπ, decaying

into K∗K, very well identified in the untagged data sample, where
contamination from spin 1 resonances is not allowed. At the same
time, L3 [36] did not observe the η(1405), neither in KKπ nor in
ηππ. The observation of the η(1475), combined with the absence of
an η(1405) signal, strengthens the two-resonances hypothesis. Since
gluonium production is presumably suppressed in γγ collisions, the L3
results [36] suggest that η(1405) has a large gluonic content (see also
Refs. [37] and [38]) .

The L3 result is somewhat in disagreement with that of CLEO-II,
which did not observe any pseudoscalar signal in γγ → η(1475) →
K0

SK
±π∓ [39]. However, more data are required. Moreover, after

the CLEO-II result, L3 performed a further analysis with full
statistics [40], confirming their previous evidence for the η(1475).
The CLEO upper limit [39] for Γγγ(η(1475)), and the L3 results [40],
are consistent with the world average for the η(1475) width.

BaBar [30] also reports the η(1475) in B decays into KK̄∗K with
the η(1475) → KK̄∗ recoiling against a K, but upper limits only are
given for the η(1405). As mentioned above, in B decays into ηππK
the η(1295) → ηππ is observed while only upper limits are given for
the η(1405). The f1(1420) (and f1(1285)) are not seen.

The gluonium interpretation for the η(1405) is not favored by
lattice gauge theories which predict the 0−+ state above 2 GeV [41,42]
(see also the article on the “Quark model” in this issue of the Review).
However, the η(1405) is an excellent candidate for the 0−+ glueball in
the fluxtube model [43]. In this model, the 0++ f0(1500) glueball is
also naturally related to a 0−+ glueball with mass degeneracy broken
in QCD. Also, Ref. [44] shows that the pseudoscalar glueball could
lie at a lower mass than predicted from lattice calculation. In this
model the η(1405) appears as the natural glueball candidate, see also
Refs. [45–47]. A detailed review of the experimental situation is
available in Ref. 48.

Let us now deal with the 1++ mesons. The pseudovector nonet is
believed to consist of the isovector a1(1260), the isoscalars f1(1285)
and f1(1420), and the K1A, which is a mixture of about 50% K1(1270)
and 50% K1(1400). (This last property prevents a straightforward
calculation of the nonet mixing angle via the mass formulae.) The
f1(1285) could also be a K∗K molecule [49] or as a tetraquark
state [50] and the f1(1420) a K∗K molecule, due to the proximity

of the K∗K threshold [51]. LHCb has analyzed the decays B
0
and

B
0
s → J/ψ(1S)f1(1285) and determined the nonet mixing angle to be

consistent with a mostly uu + dd structure [52] without specifying
the identity of its isoscalar partner. This is consistent with earlier
determinations assuming the f1(1420) as the isoscalar partner [53] and

the ratio of B
0
/B

0
s decay rates excludes the tetraquark interpretation

of this state [52].

The f1(1420), decaying into K∗K, was first reported in π−p
reactions at 4 GeV/c [54]. However, later analyses found that the
1400–1500 MeV region was far more complex [55–57]. A reanalysis of
the MARK III data in radiative J/ψ(1S) decay into KKπ [8] shows
the f1(1420) decaying into K∗K. A C=+1 state is also seen in tagged
γγ collisions (e.g., Ref. [58]) .

In π−p → ηππn charge-exchange reactions at 8–9 GeV/c the ηππ
mass spectrum is dominated by the η(1440) and η(1295) [24,59], and
at 100 GeV/c Ref. [25] reports the η(1295) and η(1440) decaying into
ηπ0π0 with a weak f1(1285) signal, and no evidence for the f1(1420).

Axial (1++) mesons are not observed in pp annihilation at rest
in liquid hydrogen, which proceeds dominantly through S-wave
annihilation. However, in gaseous hydrogen, P -wave annihilation
is enhanced and, indeed, Ref. [11] reports f1(1420) decaying
into K∗K. The f1(1420), decaying into KKπ, is also seen in pp
central production, together with the f1(1285). The latter decays
via a0(980)π, and the former only via K∗K, while the η(1440) is
absent [60,61]. The K0

SK
0
Sπ

0 decay mode of the f1(1420) establishes
unambiguously C=+1. On the other hand, there is no evidence for
any state decaying into ηππ around 1400 MeV, and hence the ηππ
mode of the f1(1420) must be suppressed [62].

The COMPASS Collaboration has recently reported an isovector
state at 1414 MeV, the a1(1420) [63]. This relatively narrow
state (≃150 MeV) is produced by diffractive dissociation with 190
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GeV pions in πN → 3πN , decays into f0(980)π → 3π (P-wave)
and has therefore the quantum numbers (IG)JPC = (1−)1++. The
pseudovector nonet already contains the established a1(1260) as the
I = 1 state. As mentioned above, the f1(1420) has been interpreted
as a K∗K molecule [51]. The new a1(1420) could be its isovector
partner. Arguments favoring the f1(1420) being a hybrid qqg meson
[64] or a four-quark state [65] were also put forward. The qq state
would then remain to be identified, with the f1(1510) (see below) as
a candidate. However, an alternative explanation is suggested in Ref.
[66] in which the authors claim a single 1++ isovector around 1400
MeV, leading to two peaks in the 3π mass spectrum, depending on
the production mechanism, ρπ for the a1(1260) and f0(980)π for the
a1(1420).

We now turn to the experimental evidence for the f1(1510). The
f1(1510) was seen in K−p → ΛKKπ at 4 GeV/c [67], and at 11
GeV/c [68]. Evidence is also reported in π−p at 8 GeV/c, based on
the phase motion of the 1++ K∗K wave [57]. A somewhat broader
1++ signal is also observed in J/ψ(1S) → γηπ+π− [69] as well as a
small signal in J/ψ(1S) → γη′π+π−, attributed to the f1(1510) [70].

The absence of f1(1420) in K−p [68] argues against the f1(1420)
being the ss member of the 1++ nonet. However, the f1(1420) was
reported in K−p but not in π−p [71], while two experiments do not
observe the f1(1510) in K−p [71,72]. The latter is also not seen in
central collisions [61], nor γγ collisions [73], although, surprisingly
for an ss state, a signal is reported in 4π decays [74]. These facts led
to the conclusion that f1(1510) was not well established [75].

Summarizing, there is evidence for two isovector 1++ states in
the 1400 MeV region, the a1(1260) and a1(1420), which cannot be
both qq states. These two states could stem from the same pole,
or the latter be exotic (tetraquark or hybrid) or a molecular state.
The f1(1285) and the f1(1420) are well known but their nature (qq,
tetraquark or molecular) remains to be established. In the 0−+ sector
there is evidence for two pseudoscalars in the 1400 MeV region, the
η(1405) and η(1475), decaying into a0(980)π and K∗K, respectively.
Alternatively, these two structures could originate from a single pole.
Doubts have been expressed on the existence of the η(1295). The
f1(1510) remains to be firmly established.
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In our 1988 edition, we replaced the ρ(1600) entry with two new
ones, the ρ(1450) and the ρ(1700), because there was emerging evidence
that the 1600-MeV region actually contains two ρ-like resonances.
Erkal [1] had pointed out this possibility with a theoretical analysis
on the consistency of 2π and 4π electromagnetic form factors and the
ππ scattering length. Donnachie [2], with a full analysis of data on
the 2π and 4π final states in e+e− annihilation and photoproduction
reactions, had also argued that in order to obtain a consistent picture,
two resonances were necessary. The existence of ρ(1450) was supported
by the analysis of ηρ0 mass spectra obtained in photoproduction and
e+e− annihilation [3], as well as that of e+e− → ωπ [4].

The analysis of [2] was further extended by [5,6] to include
new data on 4π-systems produced in e+e− annihilation, and in
τ -decays (τ decays to 4π, and e+e− annihilation to 4π can be related
by the Conserved Vector Current assumption). These systems were
successfully analyzed using interfering contributions from two ρ-like
states, and from the tail of the ρ(770) decaying into two-body states.
While specific conclusions on ρ(1450) → 4π were obtained, little could
be said about the ρ(1700).

Independent evidence for two 1− states is provided by [7] in 4π
electroproduction at 〈Q2〉 = 1 (GeV/c)2, and by [8] in a high-statistics
sample of the ηππ system in π−p charge exchange.

This scenario with two overlapping resonances is supported by
other data. Bisello [9] measured the pion form factor in the interval
1.35–2.4 GeV, and observed a deep minimum around 1.6 GeV. The
best fit was obtained with the hypothesis of ρ-like resonances at
1420 and 1770 MeV, with widths of about 250 MeV. Antonelli [10]
found that the e+e− → η π+ π− cross section is better fitted with
two fully interfering Breit-Wigners, with parameters in fair agreement
with those of [2] and [9]. These results can be considered as a
confirmation of the ρ(1450).

Decisive evidence for the ππ decay mode of both ρ(1450) and
ρ(1700) comes from pp annihilation at rest [11]. It has been shown
that these resonances also possess a KK decay mode [12–14]. High-
statistics studies of the decays τ → ππντ [15,16], and τ → 4πντ [17]
also require the ρ(1450), but are not sensitive to the ρ(1700), because
it is too close to the τ mass. A recent very-high-statistics study of the
τ → ππντ decay performed at Belle [18] reports the first observation
of both ρ(1450) and ρ(1700) in τ decays. A clear picture of the two
π+π− resonances interfering with the ρ(770) was also reported by
BaBar using the ISR method [19].

The structure of these ρ states is not yet completely clear.
Barnes [20] and Close [21] claim that ρ(1450) has a mass consistent
with radial 2S, but its decays show characteristics of hybrids, and
suggest that this state may be a 2S-hybrid mixture. Donnachie [22]
argues that hybrid states could have a 4π decay mode dominated by
the a1π. Such behavior has been observed by [23] in e+e− → 4π
in the energy range 1.05–1.38 GeV, and by [17] in τ → 4π decays.
CLEO [24] and Belle [25] observe the ρ(1450) → ωπ decay mode
in B-meson decays, however, do not find ρ(1700) → ωπ0. A similar
conclusion is made by [26], who studied the process e+e− → ωπ0.
Various decay modes of the ρ(1450) and ρ(1700) are observed in pn
and pp annihilation [27,28], but no definite conclusions can be drawn.
More data should be collected to clarify the nature of the ρ states,
particularly in the energy range above 1.6 GeV.

We now list under a separate entry the ρ(1570), the φπ state with
JPC = 1−− earlier observed by [29] (referred to as C(1480)) and
recently confirmed by [30]. While [31] shows that it may be a
threshold effect, [5] and [32] suggest two independent vector states
with this decay mode. The C(1480) has not been seen in the pp [33]
and e+e− [34,35] experiments. However, the sensitivity of the two
latter is an order of magnitude lower than that of [30]. Note that
[30] can not exclude that their observation is due to an OZI-suppressed
decay mode of the ρ(1700).

Several observations on the ωπ system in the 1200-MeV re-
gion [36–42] may be interpreted in terms of either JP = 1−
ρ(770) → ωπ production [43], or JP = 1+ b1(1235) production
[41,42]. We argue that no special entry for a ρ(1250) is needed.

The LASS amplitude analysis [44] showing evidence for ρ(1270) is
preliminary and needs confirmation. For completeness, the relevant
observations are listed under the ρ(1450).

Recently [45] reported a very broad 1−− resonance-like K+K−

state in J/ψ → K+K−π0 decays. Its pole position corresponds to
mass of 1576 MeV and width of 818 MeV. [46–48] suggest its exotic
structure (molecular or multiquark), while [49] and [50] explain it by
the interference between the ρ(1450) and ρ(1700). We quote [45] as
X(1575) in the section “Further States.”

Evidence for ρ-like mesons decaying into 6π states was first noted by
[51] in the analysis of 6π mass spectra from e+e− annihilation [52,53]
and diffractive photoproduction [54]. Clegg [51] argued that two
states at about 2.1 and 1.8 GeV exist: while the former is a candidate
for the ρ(2150), the latter could be a manifestation of the ρ(1700)
distorted by threshold effects. BaBar reported observations of the
new decay modes of the ρ(2150) in the channels η′(958)π+π− and
f1(1285)π

+π− [55]. The relativistic quark model [56] predicts the
23D1 state with JPC = 1−− at 2.15 GeV which can be identified with
the ρ(2150).

We no longer list under a separate particle ρ(1900) various
observations of irregular behavior of the cross sections near the NN̄
threshold. Dips of various width around 1.9 GeV were reported by
the E687 Collaboration (a narrow one in the 3π+3π− diffractive
photoproduction [57,58]) , by the FENICE experiment (a narrow
structure in the R value [59]) , by BaBar in ISR (a narrow structure
in e+e− → φπ final state [60], but much broader in e+e− → 3π+3π−

and e+e− → 2(π+π−π0) [61]) , by CMD-3 (also a rather broad dip
in e+e− → 3π+3π− [62]) . Most probably, these structures emerge as
a threshold effect due to the opening of the NN̄ channel [63,64].
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The average of the six charged kaon mass measurements which we
use in the Particle Listings is

mK± = 493.677± 0.013 MeV (S = 2.4) , (73.1)

where the error has been increased by the scale factor S. The large
scale factor indicates a serious disagreement between different input
data. The average before scaling the error is

mK± = 493.677± 0.005 MeV ,

χ2 = 22.9 for 5 D.F., Prob. = 0.04% , (73.2)

where the high χ2 and correspondingly low χ2 probability further
quantify the disagreement.

The main disagreement is between the two most recent and precise
results,

mK± =493.696± 0.007 MeV DENISOV 91

mK± =493.636± 0.011 MeV (S = 1.5) GALL 88

Average =493.679± 0.006 MeV

χ2 = 21.2 for 1 D.F., Prob. = 0.0004% , (73.3)

both of which are measurements of x-ray energies from kaonic atoms.
Comparing the average in Eq. (73.3) with the overall average in
Eq. (73.2), it is clear that DENISOV 91 [1] and GALL 88 [2] dominate
the overall average, and that their disagreement is responsible for
most of the high χ2.

The GALL 88 measurement was made using four different kaonic
atom transitions, K− Pb (9 → 8), K− Pb (11 → 10), K−W (9 → 8),
and K−W (11 → 10). The mK± values they obtain from each of
these transitions is shown in the Particle Listings and in Fig. 1. Their
K− Pb (9 → 8) mK± is below and somewhat inconsistent with their
other three transitions. The average of their four measurements is

mK± = 493.636± 0.007 ,

χ2 = 7.0 for 3 D.F., Prob. = 7.2% . (73.4)

This is a low but acceptable χ2 probability so, to be conservative,
GALL 88 scaled up the error on their average by S=1.5 to obtain
their published error ±0.011 shown in Eq. (73.3) above and used in
the Particle Listings average.

The ideogram in Fig. 73.1 shows that the DENISOV 91 measurement
and the GALL 88 K− Pb (9 → 8) measurement yield two well-
separated peaks. One might suspect the GALL 88 K− Pb (9 →
8) measurement since it is responsible both for the internal
inconsistency in the GALL 88 measurements and the disagreement
with DENISOV 91.

To see if the disagreement could result from a systematic
problem with the K− Pb (9 → 8) transition, we have separated
the CHENG 75 [3] data, which also used K− Pb, into its separate
transitions. Figure 1 shows that the CHENG 75 and GALL 88
K− Pb (9 → 8) values are consistent, suggesting the possibility
of a common effect such as contaminant nuclear γ rays near the
K− Pb (9 → 8) transition energy, although the CHENG 75 errors
are too large to make a strong conclusion. The average of all 13
measurements has a χ2 of 52.6 as shown in Fig. 1 and the first line
of Table 1, yielding an unacceptable χ2 probability of 0.00005%. The
second line of Table 1 excludes both the GALL 88 and CHENG 75
measurements of the K− Pb (9 → 8) transition and yields a χ2

probability of 43%. The third [fourth] line of Table 1 excludes only
the GALL 88 K− Pb (9 → 8) [DENISOV 91] measurement and
yields a χ2 probability of 20% [8.6%]. Table 1 shows that removing
both measurements of the K− Pb (9 → 8) transition produces the
most consistent set of data, but that excluding only the GALL 88
K− Pb (9 → 8) transition or DENISOV 91 also produces acceptable
probabilities.

WEIGHTED AVERAGE
493.664±0.011 (Error scaled by 2.5)

Values above of weighted average, error,
and scale factor are based upon the data in
this ideogram only.  They are not neces-
sarily the same as our `best' values,
obtained from a least-squares constrained fit
utilizing measurements of other (related)
quantities as additional information.

BACKENSTO... 73 0.4
CHENG 75     K Pb  13-12 0.8
CHENG 75     K Pb  12-11 3.6
CHENG 75     K Pb  11-10 0.5
CHENG 75     K Pb  10-9 0.1
CHENG 75     K Pb  9-8 1.1
BARKOV 79 0.0
LUM  81 0.2
GALL 88         K W   11-10 2.2
GALL 88         K W   9-8 0.4
GALL 88         K Pb  11-10 0.2
GALL 88         K Pb  9-8 22.6
DENISOV 91 20.5

χ2

      52.6
(Confidence Level  0.001)

493.5 493.6 493.7 493.8 493.9 494

mK± (MeV)

Figure 73.1: Ideogram of mK± mass measurements. GALL
88 and CHENG 75 measurements are shown separately for each
transition they measured.

Table 73.1: mK± averages for some combinations of Fig. 1
data.

mK± (MeV) χ2 D.F. Prob. (%) Measurements used

493.664± 0.004 52.6 12 0.00005 all 13 measurements
493.690± 0.006 10.1 10 43 no K− Pb(9→8)
493.687± 0.006 14.6 11 20 no GALL 88 K− Pb(9→8)
493.642± 0.006 17.8 11 8.6 no DENISOV 91

Yu.M. Ivanov, representing DENISOV 91, has estimated corrections
needed for the older experiments because of improved 192Ir and
198Au calibration γ-ray energies. He estimates that CHENG 75 and
BACKENSTOSS 73 [4] mK± values could be raised by about 15 keV
and 22 keV, respectively. With these estimated corrections, Table 1
becomes Table 2. The last line of Table 2 shows that if such corrections
are assumed, then GALL 88 K− Pb (9 → 8) is inconsistent with the
rest of the data even when DENISOV 91 is excluded. Yu.M. Ivanov
warns that these are rough estimates. Accordingly, we do not use
Table 2 to reject the GALL 88 K− Pb (9 → 8) transition, but we
note that a future reanalysis of the CHENG 75 data could be useful
because it might provide supporting evidence for such a rejection.

Table 73.2: mK± averages for some combinations of Fig. 1
data after raising CHENG 75 and BACKENSTOSS 73 values by
0.015 and 0.022 MeV respectively.

mK± (MeV) χ2 D.F. Prob. (%) Measurements used

493.666± 0.004 53.9 12 0.00003 all 13 measurements
493.693± 0.006 9.0 10 53 no K− Pb(9→8)
493.690± 0.006 11.5 11 40 no GALL 88 K− Pb(9→8)
493.645± 0.006 23.0 11 1.8 no DENISOV 91

The GALL 88 measurement uses a Ge semiconductor spectrometer
which has a resolution of about 1 keV, so they run the risk of some
contaminant nuclear γ rays. Studies of γ rays following stopped π−

and Σ− absorption in nuclei (unpublished) do not show any evidence
for contaminants according to GALL 88 spokesperson, B.L. Roberts.
The DENISOV 91 measurement uses a crystal diffraction spectrometer
with a resolution of 6.3 eV for radiation at 22.1 keV to measure the
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4f-3d transition in K− 12C. The high resolution and the light nucleus
reduce the probability for overlap by contaminant γ rays, compared
with the measurement of GALL 88. The DENISOV 91 measurement is
supported by their high-precision measurement of the 4d-2p transition
energy in π− 12C, which is good agreement with the calculated energy.

While we suspect that the GALL 88 K− Pb (9 → 8) measurements
could be the problem, we are unable to find clear grounds for rejecting
it. Therefore, we retain their measurement in the average and accept
the large scale factor until further information can be obtained
from new measurements and/or from reanalysis of GALL 88 and
CHENG 75 data.

We thank B.L. Roberts (Boston Univ.) and Yu.M. Ivanov
(Petersburg Nuclear Physics Inst.) for their extensive help in
understanding this problem.
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74.1. Introduction

There are several useful reviews on rare kaon decays and related
topics [1–17]. Activity in rare kaon decays can be divided roughly into
four categories:

1. Searches for explicit violations of the Standard Model (SM)

2. The golden modes: K → πνν̄

3. Other constraints on SM parameters

4. Studies of strong interactions at low energy.

The paradigm of Category 1 is the lepton flavor violating decay
KL → µe. Category 2 includes the two modes that can be calculated
with negligible theoretical uncertainty, K+ → π+νν and KL → π0νν.
These modes can lead to precision determinations of CKM parameters
or, in combination with other measurements of these parameters, they
can constrain new interactions. They constitute the main focus of the
current experimental kaon program. Category 3 is focused on decays
with charged leptons, such as KL → π0ℓ+ℓ− or KL → ℓ+ℓ− where
ℓ ≡ e, µ. These modes are sensitive to CKM parameters but they
suffer from multiple hadronic uncertainties that can be addressed, at
least in part, through a systematic study of the peripheral modes
indicated in Fig. 74.1. The interplay between Categories 3-4 and
their complementarity to Category 2 is illustrated in the figure.
Category 4 includes reactions like K+ → π+ℓ+ℓ− where long distance
contributions are dominant and which constitute a testing ground
for the ideas of chiral perturbation theory. Other decays in this
category are KL → π0γγ and KL → ℓ+ℓ−γ. The former is important
in understanding a CP -conserving contribution to KL → π0ℓ+ℓ−,
whereas the latter could shed light on long distance contributions to
KL → µ+µ−.

Figure 74.1: Role of rare kaon decays in determining the
unitarity triangle. The solid arrows point to auxiliary modes
needed to interpret the main results, or potential backgrounds to
them.

74.2. Explicit violations of the Standard Model

Much activity has focussed on searches for lepton flavor violation
(LFV). This is motivated by the fact that many extensions of the
minimal Standard Model violate lepton flavor and by the potential to
access very high energy scales. For example, the tree-level exchange
of a LFV vector boson of mass MX that couples to left-handed
fermions with electroweak strength and without mixing angles
yields B(KL → µe) = 4.7 × 10−12(148 TeV/MX)4 [4]. This simple
dimensional analysis may be used to read from Table 74.1 that the
reaction KL → µe is already probing scales of over 100 TeV. Table 74.1
summarizes the present experimental situation vis-à-vis LFV. The
decays KL → µ±e∓ and K+ → π+e∓µ± (or KL → π0e∓µ±) provide

complementary information on potential family number violating
interactions, since the former is sensitive to parity-odd couplings and
the latter is sensitive to parity-even couplings.

Limits on certain lepton-number violating (LNV) kaon decays also
have been obtained, with recent interest arising from their role in
constraining possible extensions of the neutrino sector [18], and we
list those in the table as well. Related searches in µ and τ processes
are discussed in our section “Tests of Conservation Laws.”

Table 74.1: Searches for lepton flavor and lepton number
violation in K decay

LFV 90% CL
Mode upper limit Exp’t Yr./Ref. Type

K+→π+e−µ+ 1.3×10−11 BNL-865 2005/Ref. 19 LFV
K+→π+e+µ− 5.2×10−10 BNL-865 2000/Ref. 20 LFV
KL→µe 4.7×10−12 BNL-871 1998/Ref. 21 LFV
KL→π0eµ 7.6×10−11 KTeV 2008/Ref. 22 LFV
KL→π0π0eµ 1.7×10−10 KTeV 2008/Ref. 22 LFV
K+→π−e+e+ 6.4×10−10 BNL-865 2000/Ref. 20 LNV
K±→π∓µ±µ± 8.6×10−11 NA48/2 2017/Ref. 23 LNV
KL→e±e±µ∓µ∓ 4.12×10−11 KTeV 2003/Ref. 24 LNV
K+→π−µ+e+ 5.0×10−10 BNL-865 2000/Ref. 20 LNFV

Physics beyond the SM is also pursued through the search for
K+ → π+X0, where X0 is a new light particle. The searches cover
both long-lived particles (e.g., hyperphoton, axion, familon, etc.),
and short-lived ones that decay to muon, electron or photon pairs.
The 90% CL upper limit on K+ → π+X0 is 7.3 × 10−11 [25] for the
case of massless X0; additional results as a function of the X0 mass
can be found in [26]. Recently these limits have been reinterpreted
in connection with a dark photon [27] or dark Z [28]. Such vectors
have also been sought in their e+e− decay mode by NA48/2 [29].
Additional bounds for a short lived pseudoscalar X0 decaying to
muons or photons are B(KL → π0π0µ+µ−) < 1 × 10−10 [30] and
B(KL → π0π0γγ) < 2.4× 10−7 [31].

74.3. The golden modes: K → πνν̄

In the SM, the decay K+ → π+νν is dominated by one-loop
diagrams with top-quark intermediate states while long-distance
contributions are known to be quite small [2,32,33]. This permits a
precise calculation of this rate in terms of SM parameters. Studies of
this process are thus motivated by the possibility of detecting non-SM
physics when comparing with the results of global fits [34,35].

The branching ratio can be written in a compact form that exhibits
the different ingredients that go into the calculation [36],

B(K+ → π+νν(γ)) = κ+(1 + ∆EM)

[(
Im(V ∗

tsVtd)

λ5
Xt

)2

+

(
Re(V ∗

csVcd)

λ
(Pc + δPc,u) +

Re(V ∗
tsVtd)

λ5
Xt

)2
]
. (74.1)

The parameters in Eq. (74.1) incorporate the a priori unknown
hadronic matrix element in terms of the very well-measured Ke3

rate [2] in κ+; long distance QED corrections in ∆EM [37]; the
Inami-Lim function for the short distance top-quark contribution [38]
including NLO QCD corrections [39] and the two-loop electroweak
correction [36], all in Xt; and the charm-quark contributions due to
short distance effects including NNLO QCD corrections [40] and NLO
electroweak corrections via Pc [41], as well as certain long distance
effects via δPc,u [42,33]. An interesting approximate way to cast this
result in terms of the CKM parameters λ, Vcb, ρ and η (see our Section
on “The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix”) [11] is:

B(K+ → π+νν) ≈ 1.6× 10−5|Vcb|4[ση2 + (ρc − ρ)2], (74.2)
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where ρc ≈ 1.45 and σ ≡ 1/(1 − 1
2λ

2)2. Thus, B(K+ → π+νν)
determines an ellipse in the ρ, η plane with center (ρc, 0) and semiaxes

≈ 1

|Vcb|2
√

B(K+→π+νν)
1.6×10−5 and

1

σ|Vcb|2
√

B(K+→π+νν)
1.6×10−5 .

BNL-787 observed two candidate events [43,44] in the clean
high π+ momentum and one event [45] in the low-momentum
region. The successor experiment BNL-949 observed one more in the
high-momentum region [25] and three more in the low-momentum
region [46], yielding a branching ratio of (1.73+1.15

−1.05) × 10−10 [26].
The NA62 experiment [47], performed with in-flight decays at CERN,
aims to reach a sensitivity of ∼ 10−12/event. NA62 was commissioned
in 2015 and is expected to reach SM sensitivities with the data taken
in 2016. The 2017 run, presently in progress, is anticipated to produce
more than 10 SM events, and the collaboration expects that the
experiment will achieve its full sensitivity by the end of the 2018 run.

Our estimate for this branching ratio, using the latest CKMfitter
input [34], is B(K+ → π+νν) = (8.3 ± 0.4) × 10−11, near the
lower end of the measurement of BNL-787 and 949. However, current
parametric uncertainty in the CKM angles can result in numbers with
central values differing from this one by up to 10% [48].

The second golden mode is the neutral counterpart to our
preceeding discussion: KL → π0νν. It is dominantly CP -violating
and free of hadronic uncertainties [2,49,50]. In the Standard Model,
this mode is dominated by an intermediate top-quark state and does
not suffer from the small uncertainty associated with the charm-quark
intermediate state that affects K+ → π+νν. The branching ratio is
given by Ref. 11:

B(KL → π0νν) = κL

(
Im(V ∗

tsVtd)

λ5
Xt

)2

≈ 7.6× 10−5|Vcb|4η2 . (74.3)

As with the charged mode, the hadronic matrix element can be related
to that measured in Kℓ3 decay and is parameterized in κL.

Our estimate for the branching ratio, using the latest CKMfitter
input [34], is (2.9 ± 0.2)× 10−11. But similarly to the charged kaon
case, parametric uncertainty in the CKM angles can result in a central
value that differs from this one by up to almost 20% [48].

Grossman and Nir (GN) [51] pointed out that, in a nearly
model-independent manner, the two golden modes satisfy the relation
B(KL → π0νν). 4.4 B(K+ → π+νν). Using the 90% CL bound on
K+ → π+νν, GN then predict B(KL → π0νν) < 1.46× 10−9.

KEK-391a, which took data in 2004 and 2005, has published a
90% CL upper bound of B(KL → π0νν) ≤ 2.6 × 10−8 [52]. The
KOTO experiment at J-PARC [53], whose initial goal is to observe
this decay, had a short physics run in the spring of 2013, obtaining a
90% CL upper limit of 5.1×10−8 [54]. They resumed running in 2015
and have continued to do so each year, making incremental upgrades
to the experimental configuration between runs. They expect to reach
the GN bound level from the combined 2015 and 2016 data. It was
pointed out in a recent paper that the GN bound quoted above
applies to the three body decay KL → π0νν̄ and not necessarily to
two body modes such as KL → π0X0. In this case KOTO can provide
interesting constraints on new physics even at the current sensitivity
level [55]. Using the 2013 run, they have established a 90% CL upper
limit of 3.7× 10−8 on KL → π0X0 for mX0 ≈ mπ0 [54].

The current theoretical and experimental situation for the golden
modes is summarized in Fig. 74.2. The red area corresponds to the
90% CL SM prediction we obtain with the latest input available
from CKMfitter [34]. The dashed yellow region shows the 90% CL
region established by the combined BNL-787 and BNL-949 results.
The black dashed region illustrates the GN exclusion, which lies
significantly above the SM expectation leaving a large window for
discovery of new physics contributions by experiments seeking to
measure B(KL → π0νν). Much theoretical work has explored beyond
the SM scenarios that can populate this window as well as their
correlations with other rare processes outside kaon physics. Although
it would be relatively straight forward to establish the existence of new
physics by observing deviations from their SM values in the K → πνν̄

modes, it would take much more extensive global fits to pinpoint the
origin of any such deviation. Partial summaries with references can be
found in Refs. [14,56,57,58,59,60].
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Figure 74.2: Summary of current situation for the golden
modes K → πνν̄. The red and yellow regions correspond to the
90% CL SM prediction with input from CKMfitter and to the
BNL measurement respectively. The black dashed region shows
the GN exclusion.

Related modes with one extra pion, K → ππνν̄ , are are similarly
dominated by short distance contributions [61]. However, they occur
at much lower rates with branching rations of order 10−13. The current
best bound comes from KEK-391a, it is B(KL → π0π0νν̄) < 8.1×10−7

at 90% CL [62]. There is also a bound B(K+ → π+π0νν̄) < 4.3×10−5

at 90% CL [63] from BNL-787.

74.4. Other constraints on Standard Model
parameters

The decay KL → µ+µ− has a short distance contribution sensitive
to the CKM parameter ρ, given by [11]:

BSD(KL → µ+µ−) ≈ 2.7× 10−4|Vcb|4(ρ′c − ρ)2 (74.4)

where ρ′c depends on the charm quark mass and is approximately 1.2.
This decay, however, is dominated by a long-distance contribution
from a two-photon intermediate state. The absorptive (imaginary)
part of the long-distance component is determined by the measured
rate for KL → γγ to be Babs(KL → µ+µ−) = (6.64±0.07)×10−9; and
it almost completely saturates the observed rate B(KL → µ+µ−) =
(6.84 ± 0.11)× 10−9 [64]. The difference between the observed rate
and the absorptive component can be attributed to the (coherent) sum
of the short-distance amplitude and the real part of the long-distance
amplitude. The latter cannot be derived directly from experiment [65],
but can be estimated with certain assumptions [66,67].

By contrast, the decay KL → e+e− is completely dominated
by long distance physics and is easier to estimate. The result,
B(KL → e+e−) ∼ 9 × 10−12 [65,68], is in good agreement with the

BNL-871 measurement, (8.7+5.7
−4.1)× 10−12 [69].

The mode KS → µ+µ− similarly has a short distance contribution
proportional to the square of the CKM parameter η̄ entering at the
10−13 level [15]. It has as well long distance contributions which
arising from the two photon intermediate state which result in a
rate B(KS → µ+µ−)LD = 5.1 × 10−12 [15]. A 95% (90%) CL
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limit B(KS → µ+µ−) < 0.8(1.0) × 10−9 was recently obtained by
LHCb [70].

The decay KL → π0e+e− is sensitive to the CKM parameter
η through its CP -violating component. There are both direct and
indirect CP -violating amplitudes that can interfere. The direct
CP -violating amplitude is short distance dominated and has been
calculated in detail within the SM [8]. The indirect CP -violating
amplitude can be inferred from a measurement of KS → π0e+e−.
The complete CP -violating contribution to the rate can be written
as [71,72]:

BCPV ≈ 10−12

[
15.7|aS|2 ± 1.4

( |Vcb|2η
10−4

)
|aS |

+ 0.12

( |Vcb|2η
10−4

)2
]

(74.5)

where the three terms correspond to the indirect CP violation,
the interference, and the direct CP violation, respectively. The
parameter aS has been extracted by NA48/1 from a measurement
of KS → π0e+e− with the result |aS | = 1.06+0.26

−0.21 ± 0.07 [73],

as well as from a measurement of KS → π0µ+µ− with the
result |as| = 1.54+0.40

−0.32 ± 0.06 [74]. With current constraints on
the CKM parameters, and assuming a positive sign for the
interference term [72,75], this implies that BCPV(KL → π0e+e−) ≈
(3.1± 0.9) × 10−11, where the three contributions to the central
value from indirect, interference and direct CP violation are
(1.76, 0.9, 0.45) × 10−11 respectively. The complete CP violating
amplitude for the related mode KL → π0µ+µ− is predicted to be
BCPV(KL → π0µ+µ−) ≈ (1.4± 0.5)× 10−11 [76,15].

KL → π0e+e− also has a CP -conserving component dominated by
a two-photon intermediate state. This component can be decomposed
into an absorptive and a dispersive part. The absorptive part can
be extracted from the measurement of the low mγγ region of the
KL → π0γγ spectrum. The rate and the shape of the distribution
dΓ/dmγγ in KL → π0γγ are well described in chiral perturbation
theory in terms of three (a priori) unknown parameters [77,78].

Both KTeV and NA48 have studied the mode KL → π0γγ,
reporting similar results. KTeV finds B(KL → π0γγ) = (1.29 ±
0.03stat ± 0.05sys) × 10−6 [79], while NA48 finds B(KL → π0γγ) =
(1.36± 0.03stat ± 0.03sys ± 0.03norm) × 10−6 [80]. Both experiments
are consistent with a negligible rate in the low mγγ region, suggesting
a very small CP -conserving component BCP(KL → π0e+e−) ∼
O(10−13) [72,78,80]. There remains some model dependence in
the estimate of the dispersive part of the CP -conserving KL →
π0e+e− [72].

The related process, KL → π0γe+e−, is potentially an additional
background to KL → π0e+e− in some region of phase space [81].
This process has been observed with a branching ratio of (1.62 ±
0.14stat ± 0.09sys)× 10−8 [82].

The decay KL → γγe+e− constitutes the dominant background
to KL → π0e+e−. It was first observed by BNL-845 [83], and
subsequently confirmed with a much larger sample by KTeV [84]. It
has been estimated that this background will enter at about the 10−10

level [85,86], comparable to or larger than the signal level. Because
of this, the observation of KL → π0e+e− at the SM level will depend
on background subtraction with good statistics. Possible alternative
strategies are discussed in Ref. 72 and references cited therein.

The 90% CL upper bound for the process KL → π0e+e− is
2.8 × 10−10 [86]. For the closely related muonic process, the
published upper bound is B(KL → π0µ+µ−) ≤ 3.8 × 10−10 [87],
compared with the SM prediction of (1.5±0.3)×10−11 [76] (assuming
positive interference between the direct- and indirect-CP violating
components).

A study of KL → π0µ+µ− has indicated that it might be possible
to extract the direct CP -violating contribution by a joint study of the
Dalitz plot variables and the components of the µ+ polarization [88].
The latter tends to be quite substantial so that large statistics may
not be necessary.

Combined information from KL → π0ℓ+ℓ− as well as KL → µ+µ−

complements the K → πνν measurements in constraining physics
beyond the SM [89].

74.5. Other long distance dominated modes

The decays K+ → π+ℓ+ℓ− (ℓ = e or µ) have received considerable
attention. The rate and spectrum have been measured for both the
electron and muon modes [90,91].

The measurements have been used to exclude new physics such as
a dark photon [27]. Ref. 71 has proposed a parameterization inspired
by chiral perturbation theory, which provides a successful description
of data but indicates the presence of large corrections beyond leading
order. More work is needed to fully understand the origin of these
large corrections. The mode K+ → π+π0e+e−, recently analyzed
by NA48/2 [92], is also dominated by long distance physics
but it has been argued that measuring asymmetries can provide
information on the short distance components [93]. The related
mode KS → π+π−e+e−, which was measured by NA48/1 [94], has
received new interest by LHCb [95] as an important background to
other rare decays.

The decay K+ → π+γγ can be predicted in terms of one unknown
parameter to leading order in χPT resulting in a correlation between
the rate and the diphoton mass spectrum [96]. Certain important
corrections at the next order are also known [97]. The rate was first
measured by E787 [98], and more recently NA48/2 [99] has obtained
a more precise result with a 6% error, as well as the corresponding
spectrum fits. The most recent, and precise, result is from NA62 based
on a sample of 232 events [100] but is still insufficient to distinguish
between the leading order and next order χPT parameterizations.

Much information has been recorded by KTeV and NA48 on
the rates and spectrum for the Dalitz pair conversion modes
KL → ℓ+ℓ−γ [101,102], and KL → ℓ+ℓ−ℓ′+ℓ′− for ℓ, ℓ′ =
e or µ [24,103]. More recently, LHCb has performed preliminary
studies of KS → ℓ+ℓ−ℓ′+ℓ′− [95]. All these results are used to test
hadronic models and should eventually help unravel the underlying
physics in KL → µ+µ− [67,104,105].
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75. Dalitz Plot Parameters forK → 3π Decays

Revised 1999 by T.G. Trippe (LBNL).

The Dalitz plot distribution for K± → π±π±π∓, K± → π0π0π±,
and K0

L → π+π−π0 can be parameterized by a series expansion such
as that introduced by Weinberg [1]. We use the form

∣∣∣M
∣∣∣
2
∝ 1 + g

(s3 − s0)

m2
π+

+ h

[
s3 − s0

m2
π+

]2

+j
(s2 − s1)

m2
π+

+ k

[
s2 − s1

m2
π+

]2

+f
(s2 − s1)

m2
π+

(s3 − s0)

m2
π+

+ · · · , (75.1)

where m2
π+

has been introduced to make the coefficients g, h, j, and
k dimensionless, and

si = (PK − Pi)
2 = (mK −mi)

2 − 2mKTi , i = 1, 2, 3,

s0 =
1

3

∑

i

si =
1

3
(m2

K +m2
1 +m2

2 +m2
3) .

Here the Pi are four-vectors, mi and Ti are the mass and kinetic
energy of the ith pion, and the index 3 is used for the odd pion.

The coefficient g is a measure of the slope in the variable s3 (or T3)
of the Dalitz plot, while h and k measure the quadratic dependence
on s3 and (s2 − s1), respectively. The coefficient j is related to the
asymmetry of the plot and must be zero if CP invariance holds.
Note also that if CP is good, g, h, and k must be the same for
K+ → π+π+π− as for K− → π−π−π+.

Since different experiments use different forms for
∣∣∣M

∣∣∣
2
, in order

to compare the experiments we have converted to g, h, j, and k
whatever coefficients have been measured. Where such conversions
have been done, the measured coefficient ay, at, au, or av is given in
the comment at the right. For definitions of these coefficients, details
of this conversion, and discussion of the data, see the April 1982
version of this note [2].
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Updated September 2013 by T.G. Trippe (LBNL) and C.-J. Lin
(LBNL).

Assuming that only the vector current contributes to K → πℓν
decays, we write the matrix element as

M ∝ f+(t)
[
(PK + Pπ)µℓγµ(1 + γ5)ν

]

+ f−(t)
[
mℓℓ(1 + γ5)ν

]
, (76.1)

where PK and Pπ are the four-momenta of the K and π mesons, mℓ is
the lepton mass, and f+ and f− are dimensionless form factors which
can depend only on t = (PK −Pπ)

2, the square of the four-momentum
transfer to the leptons. If time-reversal invariance holds, f+ and f−
are relatively real. Kµ3 experiments, discussed immediately below,
measure f+ and f−, while Ke3 experiments, discussed further below,
are sensitive only to f+ because the small electron mass makes the f−
term negligible.

76.1. Kµ3 Experiments

Analyses of Kµ3 data frequently assume a linear dependence of f+
and f− on t, i.e.,

f±(t) = f±(0)
[
1 + λ±(t/m2

π+
)
]
. (76.2)

Most Kµ3 data are adequately described by Eq. (76.2) for f+ and a
constant f− (i.e., λ− = 0).

76.1.1. Two commonly used equivalent parametrizations :

76.1.1.1. λ+, ξ(0) parametrization:

Older analyses of Kµ3 data often introduce the ratio of the two
form factors

ξ(t) = f−(t)/f+(t) . (76.3)

The Kµ3 decay distribution is then described by the two parameters
λ+ and ξ(0) (assuming time reversal invariance and λ− = 0).

76.1.1.2. λ+, λ0 parametrization:

More recent Kµ3 analyses have parametrized in terms of the
form factors f+ and f0, which are associated with vector and scalar
exchange, respectively, to the lepton pair. f0 is related to f+ and f−
by

f0(t) = f+(t) +
[
t/(m2

K −m2
π)
]
f−(t) . (76.4)

Here f0(0) must equal f+(0) unless f−(t) diverges at t = 0. The
earlier assumption that f+ is linear in t and f− is constant leads to f0
linear in t:

f0(t) = f0(0)
[
1 + λ0(t/m

2
π+

)
]
. (76.5)

With the assumption that f0(0) = f+(0), the two parametrizations,
(λ+, ξ(0)) and (λ+, λ0) are equivalent as long as correlation
information is retained. (λ+, λ0) correlations tend to be less strong
than (λ+, ξ(0)) correlations.

Since the 2006 edition of the Review [4], we no longer quote
results in the (λ+, ξ(0)) parametrization. We have removed many
older low statistics results from the Listings. See the 2004 version
of this note [5] for these older results, and the 1982 version [6]
for additional discussion of the K0

µ3 parameters, correlations, and
conversion between parametrizations.

76.1.2. Quadratic Parametrization :

More recent high-statistics experiments have included a quadratic
term in the expansion of f+(t),

f+(t) = f+(0)

[
1 + λ

′
+(t/m

2
π+

) +
λ
′′
+

2
(t/m2

π+
)2

]
. (76.6)

If there is a non-vanishing quadratic term, then λ+ of Eq. (76.2)

represents the average slope, which is then different from λ
′
+. Our

convention is to include the factor 1
2 in the quadratic term, and to

use mπ+ even for K+
e3 and K+

µ3 decays. We have converted other’s
parametrizations to match our conventions, as noted in the beginning
of the “K±

ℓ3 and K0
ℓ3 Form Factors” sections of the Listings.

76.1.3. Pole Parametrization :

The pole model describes the t-dependence of f+(t) and f0(t) in
terms of the exchange of the lightest vector and scalar K∗ mesons
with masses Mv and Ms, respectively:

f+(t) = f+(0)

[
M2

v

M2
v − t

]
, f0(t) = f0(0)

[
M2

s

M2
s − t

]
. (76.7)

76.1.4. Dispersive Parametrization :

This approach [7,8] uses dispersive techniques and the known
low-energy K-π phases to parametrize the vector and scalar form
factors:

f+(t) = f+(0)exp

[
t

m2
π
(Λ+ +H(t))

]
; (76.8)

f0(t) = f+(0)exp

[
t

(m2
K −m2

π)
(ln[C]−G(t))

]
, (76.9)

where Λ+ is the slope of the vector form factor, and ln[C]=
ln[f0(m

2
K − m2

π)] is the logarithm of the scalar form factor at the
Callan-Treiman point. The functions H(t) and G(t) are dispersive
integrals.

76.2. Ke3 Experiments

Analysis of Ke3 data is simpler than that of Kµ3 because the
second term of the matrix element assuming a pure vector current
[Eq. (76.1) above] can be neglected. Here f+ can be assumed to be
linear in t, in which case the linear coefficient λ+ of Eq. (76.2) is

determined, or quadratic, in which case the linear coefficient λ
′
+ and

quadratic coefficient λ
′′
+ of Eq. (76.6) are determined.

If we remove the assumption of a pure vector current, then the
matrix element for the decay, in addition to the terms in Eq. (76.1),
would contain

+2mK fS ℓ(1 + γ5)ν

+(2fT /mK)(PK)λ(Pπ)µ ℓ σλµ(1 + γ5)ν , (76.10)

where fS is the scalar form factor, and fT is the tensor form factor.
In the case of the Ke3 decays where the f− term can be neglected,
experiments have yielded limits on |fS/f+| and |fT /f+|.
76.2.1. Fits for Kℓ3 Form Factors :

For Ke3 data, we determine best values for the three parametriza-

tions: linear (λ+), quadratic (λ
′
+, λ

′′
+) and pole (Mv). For Kµ3 data,

we determine best values for the three parametrizations: linear (λ+,

λ0), quadratic (λ
′
+, λ

′′
+, λ0) and pole (Mv, Ms). We then assume

µ − e universality so that we can combine Ke3 and Kµ3 data, and
again determine best values for the three parametrizations: linear

(λ+, λ0), quadratic (λ
′
+, λ

′′
+, λ0), and pole (Mv, Ms). When there is

more than one parameter, fits are done including input correlations.
Simple averages suffice in the two Ke3 cases where there is only one
parameter: linear (λ+) and pole (Mv).

Both KTeV and KLOE see an improvement in the quality of their
fits relative to linear fits when a quadratic term is introduced, as well as
when the pole parametrization is used. The quadratic parametrization

has the disadvantage that the quadratic parameter λ
′′
+ is highly

correlated with the linear parameter λ
′
+, in the neighborhood of

95%, and that neither parameter is very well determined. The pole
fit has the same number of parameters as the linear fit, but yields
slightly better fit probabilities, so that it would be advisable for
all experiments to include the pole parametrization as one of their
choices [9].

The “Kaon Particle Listings” show the results with and without
assuming µ-e universality. The “Meson Summary Tables” show all of
the results assuming µ-e universality, but most results not assuming
µ-e universality are given only in the Listings.
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Updated October 2013 by M. Antonelli (LNF-INFN, Frascati) and G.
D’Ambrosio (INFN Sezione di Napoli).

CPT theorem is based on three assumptions: quantum field theory,
locality, and Lorentz invariance, and thus it is a fundamental probe of
our basic understanding of particle physics. Strangeness oscillation in

K0 −K
0
system, described by the equation

i
d

dt

[
K0

K
0

]
= [M − iΓ/2]

[
K0

K
0

]
,

where M and Γ are hermitian matrices (see PDG review [1], references
[2,3], and KLOE paper [5] for notations and previous literature),
allows a very accurate test of CPT symmetry; indeed since CPT
requires M11 = M22 and Γ11 = Γ22, the mass and width eigenstates,
KS,L, have a CPT -violating piece, δ, in addition to the usual
CPT -conserving parameter ǫ:

KS,L =
1√

2
(
1 + |ǫS,L|2

)
[(
1 + ǫS,L

)
K0 ±

(
1− ǫS,L

)
K

0
]

ǫS,L =

−iℑ (M12)−
1

2
ℑ (Γ12)∓

1

2

[
M11 −M22 −

i

2
(Γ11 − Γ22)

]

mL −mS + i(ΓS − ΓL)/2

≡ ǫ± δ. (77.1)

Using the phase convention ℑ(Γ12) = 0, we determine the phase

of ǫ to be ϕSW ≡ arctan
2(mL −mS)

ΓS − ΓL
. Imposing unitarity to an

arbitrary combination of K0 and K
0
wave functions, we obtain the

Bell-Steinberger relation [4] connecting CP and CPT violation in the
mass matrix to CP and CPT violation in the decay; in fact, neglecting
O(ǫ) corrections to the coefficient of the CPT -violating parameter, δ,
we can write [5]

[
ΓS + ΓL

ΓS − ΓL
+ i tanφSW][

ℜ(ǫ)
1 + |ǫ|2 − iℑ(δ)] =

1

ΓS − ΓL

∑

f

AL(f)A
∗
S(f), (77.2)

where AL,S(f) ≡ A(KL,S → f). We stress that this relation is
phase-convention-independent. The advantage of the neutral kaon
system is that only a few decay modes give significant contributions to
the r.h.s. in Eq. (77.2); in fact, defining for the hadronic modes

αi ≡
1

ΓS
〈AL(i)A∗

S(i)〉 = ηi B(KS → i),

i = π0π0, π+π−(γ), 3π0, π0π+π−(γ), (77.3)

the recent data from CPLEAR, KLOE, KTeV, and NA48 have led to
the following determinations (the analysis described in Ref. 5 has been
updated by using the recent measurements of KL branching ratios
from KTeV [6,7], NA48 [8,9], and the results described in the CP
violation in KL decays minireview, and the recent KLOE result [10])

απ+π− = ((1.112± 0.010) + i(1.061± 0.010))× 10−3 ,

απ0π0 = ((0.493± 0.005) + i(0.471± 0.005))× 10−3 ,

απ+π−π0 = ((0 ± 2) + i(0± 2))× 10−6,

|απ0π0π0 | < 1.5× 10−6 at 95% CL . (77.4)

The semileptonic contribution to the right-handed side of Eq. (77.2)
requires the determination of several observables: we define [2,3]

A(K0 → π−l+ν) = A0(1− y) ,

A(K0 → π+l−ν) = A∗
0(1 + y∗)(x+ − x−)∗ ,

A(K
0 → π+l−ν) = A∗

0(1 + y∗) ,

A(K
0 → π−l+ν) = A0(1− y)(x+ + x−) , (77.5)

where x+ (x−) describes the violation of the ∆S = ∆Q rule in
CPT -conserving (violating) decay amplitudes, and y parametrizes
CPT violation for ∆S = ∆Q transitions. Taking advantage of their

tagged K0(K
0
) beams, CPLEAR has measured ℑ(x+), ℜ(x−), ℑ(δ),

and ℜ(δ) [11]. These determinations have been improved in Ref. 5
by including the information AS −AL = 4[ℜ(δ) +ℜ(x−)], where AL,S
are the KL and KS semileptonic charge asymmetries, respectively,
from the PDG [12] and KLOE [13]. Here we are also including the
T -violating asymmetry measurement from CPLEAR [14].

Table 77.1: Values, errors, and correlation coefficients for
ℜ(δ), ℑ(δ), ℜ(x−), ℑ(x+), and AS + AL obtained from a
combined fit, including KLOE [5] and CPLEAR [14].

value Correlations coefficients

ℜ(δ) (3.0± 2.3) × 10−4 1

ℑ(δ) (−0.66± 0.65)× 10−2 − 0.21 1

ℜ(x−) (−0.30± 0.21)× 10−2 − 0.21 −0.60 1

ℑ(x+) (0.02± 0.22)× 10−2 − 0.38 −0.14 0.47 1

AS +AL (−0.40± 0.83)× 10−2 − 0.10 −0.63 0.99 0.43 1

The value AS + AL in Table 77.1 can be directely included in
the semileptonic contributions to the Bell Steinberger relations in
Eq. (77.2)

∑

πℓν

〈AL(πℓν)A∗
S(πℓν)〉

= 2Γ(KL → πℓν)(ℜ(ǫ)−ℜ(y)− i(ℑ(x+) + ℑ(δ)))

= 2Γ(KL → πℓν)((AS +AL)/4− i(ℑ(x+) + ℑ(δ))) . (77.6)

Defining

απℓν ≡ 1

ΓS

∑

πℓν

〈AL(πℓν)A∗
S(πℓν)〉+2i

τKS

τKL

B(KL → πℓν)ℑ(δ) , (77.7)

we find:
απℓν = ((−0.2± 0.5) + i(0.1± 0.5))× 10−5 .

Inserting the values of the α parameters into Eq. (77.2), we find

ℜ(ǫ) = (161.1± 0.5)× 10−5,

ℑ(δ) = (−0.7± 1.4)× 10−5 . (77.8)

The complete information on Eq. (77.8) is given in Table 77.2.

Table 77.2: Summary of results: values, errors, and correlation
coefficients for ℜ(ǫ), ℑ(δ), ℜ(δ), and ℜ(x−).

value Correlations coefficients

ℜ(ǫ) (161.1± 0.5)× 10−5 + 1

ℑ(δ) (−0.7± 1.4)× 10−5 + 0.09 1

ℜ(δ) (2.4± 2.3)× 10−4 + 0.08 −0.12 1

ℜ(x−) (−4.1± 1.7)× 10−3 + 0.14 0.22 −0.43 1

Now the agreement with CPT conservation, ℑ(δ) = ℜ(δ) =
ℜ(x−) = 0, is at 18% C.L.

The allowed region in the ℜ(ǫ) − ℑ(δ) plane at 68% CL and 95%
C.L. is shown in the top panel of Fig. 77.1.

The process giving the largest contribution to the size of the allowed
region is KL → π+π−, through the uncertainty on φ+−.
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Figure 77.1: Top: allowed region at 68% and 95% C.L. in the
ℜ(ǫ), ℑ(δ) plane. Bottom: allowed region at 68% and 95% C.L.
in the ∆M,∆Γ plane.

The limits on ℑ(δ) and ℜ(δ) can be used to constrain the K0 −K
0

mass and width difference

δ =
i(mK0 −m

K
0) +

1
2 (ΓK0 − Γ

K
0)

ΓS − ΓL
cosφSW eiφSW [1 +O(ǫ)] .

The allowed region in the ∆M = (mK0 −m
K

0),∆Γ = (ΓK0 −Γ
K

0)

plane is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 77.1. As a result, we
improve on the previous limits (see for instance, P. Bloch in Ref. 12)
and in the limit ΓK0 − Γ

K
0 = 0 we obtain

−4.0×10−19 GeV < mK0−m
K

0 < 4.0×10−19 GeV at 95 % C.L .
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78.CP Violation inKS → 3π

Written 1996 by T. Nakada (Paul Scherrer Institute) and L. Wolfen-
stein (Carnegie-Mellon University).

The possible final states for the decay K0 → π+π−π0 have isospin
I = 0, 1, 2, and 3. The I = 0 and I = 2 states have CP = +1 and
KS can decay into them without violating CP symmetry, but they
are expected to be strongly suppressed by centrifugal barrier effects.
The I = 1 and I = 3 states, which have no centrifugal barrier, have
CP = −1 so that the KS decay to these requires CP violation.

In order to see CP violation in KS → π+π−π0, it is necessary to
observe the interference between KS and KL decay, which determines
the amplitude ratio

η+−0 =
A(KS → π+π−π0)
A(KL → π+π−π0)

. (78.1)

If η+−0 is obtained from an integration over the whole Dalitz plot,
there is no contribution from the I = 0 and I = 2 final states and a
nonzero value of η+−0 is entirely due to CP violation.

Only I = 1 and I = 3 states, which are CP = −1, are allowed for
K0 → π0π0π0 decays and the decay of KS into 3π0 is an unambiguous

sign of CP violation. Similarly to η+−0, η000 is defined as

η000 =
A(KS → π0π0π0)

A(KL → π0π0π0)
. (78.2)

If one assumes that CPT invariance holds and that there are no
transitions to I = 3 (or to nonsymmetric I = 1 states), it can be
shown that

η+−0 = η000

= ǫ+ i
Im a1
Re a1

. (78.3)

With the Wu-Yang phase convention, a1 is the weak decay amplitude
for K0 into I = 1 final states; ǫ is determined from CP violation in
KL → 2π decays. The real parts of η+−0 and η000 are equal to Re(ǫ).
Since currently-known upper limits on |η+−0| and |η000| are much
larger than |ǫ|, they can be interpreted as upper limits on Im(η+−0)
and Im(η000) and so as limits on the CP -violating phase of the decay
amplitude a1.
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79. Vud, Vus, the Cabibbo Angle, and CKMUnitarity

Updated February 2018 by E. Blucher (Univ. of Chicago) and W.J.
Marciano (BNL)

The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) [1,2] three-generation
quark mixing matrix written in terms of the Wolfenstein parameters
(λ,A, ρ, η) [3] nicely illustrates the orthonormality constraint of
unitarity and central role played by λ.

VCKM =




Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb




=




1− λ2/2 λ Aλ3(ρ− iη)
−λ 1− λ2/2 Aλ2

Aλ3(1− ρ− iη) −Aλ2 1


+O(λ4) . (79.1)

That cornerstone is a carryover from the two-generation Cabibbo
angle, λ = sin(θCabibbo) = Vus. Its value is a critical ingredient in
determinations of the other parameters and in tests of CKM unitarity.

For many years, the precise value of λ was somewhat controversial,
with kaon decays suggesting [4] λ ≃ 0.220, while indirect determina-
tions via nuclear β-decays implied a somewhat larger λ ≃ 0.225−0.230.
This difference resulted in a 2 – 2.5 sigma deviation from the unitarity
requirement

|Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 = 1, (79.2)

a potential signal [5] for new physics effects. Below, we discuss the
current status of Vud, Vus, and their associated unitarity test in
Eq. (79.2). (Since |Vub|2 ≃ 1.7× 10−5 is negligibly small, it is ignored
in this discussion.) Eq. (79.2) is currently the most stringent test of
unitarity in the CKM matrix.

79.1. Vud

The value of Vud has been obtained from superallowed nuclear,
neutron, and pion decays. Currently, the most precise determination
of Vud comes from a set of superallowed nuclear beta-decays [5]
(0+ → 0+ transitions). Measuring their half-lives, t, and Q values
that give the decay rate factor, f , leads to a precise determination of
Vud via the master formula [6–10]

|Vud|2 =
2984.48(5) sec

ft(1 + ∆)
, (79.3)

where ∆ denotes the entire effect of electroweak radiative corrections
(RC), nuclear structure, and isospin violating nuclear effects. ∆ is
nucleus-dependent, ranging from about +3.0% to +3.6% for the
best measured superallowed decays. It includes a universial ±0.04%
theoretical uncertainty for all beta decays coming from the radiative
corrections.

The most recent analysis of 14 precisely measured superallowed
transitions by Hardy and Towner [11] gives a weighted average of

Vud = 0.97420(10)exp.,nucl.(18)RC (superallowed) , (79.4)

which, assuming unitarity, corresponds to λ = 0.2256(9). This recent
determination of Vud has shifted upward slightly compared to the 2016
value of 0.97417(21).

Combined measurements of the neutron lifetime, τn, and the ratio
of axial-vector/vector couplings, gA ≡ GA/GV , via neutron decay
asymmetries can also be used to determine Vud:

|Vud|2 =
4908.7(1.9) sec

τn(1 + 3g2A)
, (79.5)

where the error stems from uncertainties in the electroweak radiative
corrections [7,8] due to hadronic loop effects. Using the world averages
from the 2016 Review, updated with a recent measurement [12] of
τn = 877.7(7)(+3

−1) sec

τaven = 879.3(9) sec (×2.1 PDG scale factor)

gaveA = 1.2723(23) (×2.2 PDG scale factor) (79.6)

leads to
Vud = 0.9763(5)τn(15)gA(2)RC, (79.7)

with the error dominated by gA uncertainties. We note that the gA
adopted in Eq. (79.6) leads to a value of Vud that is somewhat high by
1.3 sigma, but roughly in accord with the superallowed nuclear beta
decay result in Eq. (79.4). The value of Vud in Eq. (79.4) together with
the new τaven in Eq. (79.6) suggest, via Eq. (79.5), gA ∼ 1.276. Future
neutron studies [13] are expected to resolve any current inconsistencies
and significantly reduce the uncertainties in gA and τn.

The PIBETA experiment at PSI measured the very small (O(10−8))
branching ratio for π+ → πoe+νe with about ±0.5% precision. Their
result gives [14]

Vud = 0.9749(26)

[
BR(π+ → e+νe(γ))

1.2352× 10−4

] 1
2

(79.8)

which is normalized using the very precisely determined theoretical
prediction for BR(π+ → e+νe(γ)) = 1.2352(5)× 10−4 [6], rather than
the experimental branching ratio from this Review of 1.230(4)× 10−4

which would lower the value to Vud = 0.9728(30). Theoretical
uncertainties in the pion β-decay determination are very small;
however, much higher statistics would be required to make this
approach competitive with others.

79.2. Vus

|Vus| may be determined from kaon decays, hyperon decays, and tau
decays. Previous determinations have most often used Kℓ3 decays:

ΓKℓ3 =
G2
FM

5
K

192π3
SEW (1 + δℓK + δSU2)C

2 |Vus|2 f2+(0)IℓK . (79.9)

Here, ℓ refers to either e or µ, GF is the Fermi constant, MK is
the kaon mass, SEW is the short-distance radiative correction, δℓK is
the mode-dependent long-distance radiative correction, f+(0) is the
calculated form factor at zero momentum transfer for the ℓν system,
and IℓK is the phase-space integral, which depends on measured
semileptonic form factors. For charged kaon decays, δSU2 is the
deviation from one of the ratio of f+(0) for the charged to neutral
kaon decay; it is zero for the neutral kaon. C2 is 1 (1/2) for neutral
(charged) kaon decays. Most early determinations of |Vus| were based
solely on K → πeν decays; K → πµν decays were not used because
of large uncertainties in IµK . The experimental measurements are
the semileptonic decay widths (based on the semileptonic branching
fractions and lifetime) and form factors (allowing calculation of the
phase space integrals). Theory is needed for SEW , δℓK , δSU2, and
f+(0).

Many measurements during the last decade have resulted in a
significant shift in Vus. Most importantly, the K → πeν branching
fractions are significantly different than earlier PDG averages,
probably as a result of inadequate treatment of radiation in older
experiments. This effect was first observed by BNL E865 [15] in
the charged kaon system and then by KTeV [16,17] in the neutral
kaon system; subsequent measurements were made by KLOE [18–21],
NA48 [22–24], and ISTRA+ [25]. Current averages (e.g., by the
PDG [26] or Flavianet [27]) of the semileptonic branching fractions are
based only on recent, high-statistics experiments where the treatment
of radiation is clear. In addition to measurements of branching
fractions, new measurements of lifetimes [28] and form factors [29–33],
have resulted in improved precision for all of the experimental inputs
to Vus. Precise measurements of form factors for Kµ3 decay make it
possible to use both semileptonic decay modes to extract Vus.

Following the analysis of Moulson [34] and the Flavianet group [27],
one finds, after including the isospin violating up-down mass difference
effect, δSU2 , the values of |Vus|f+(0) in Table 79.1. The average of
these measurements, including correlation effects [34], gives

f+(0)|Vus| = 0.2165(4). (79.10)

Lattice QCD calculations of f+(0) have been carried out for 2, 2+1,
and 2+1+1 quark flavors and range from about 0.96 to 0.97. Here, we
use recent FLAG averages [35] for 2+1 and 2+1+1 flavors:

f+(0) = 0.9677(27) Nf = 2 + 1

f+(0) = 0.9704(32) Nf = 2 + 1 + 1 (79.11)
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One finds from Eq. (79.10) and Eq. (79.11),

|Vus| = 0.2238(4)exp+RC(6)lattice (Nf = 2 + 1, Kℓ3 decays)

= 0.2231(4)exp+RC(7)lattice (Nf = 2 + 1 + 1, Kℓ3 decays)

(79.12)

Table 79.1: |Vus|f+(0) from Kℓ3.

Decay Mode |Vus|f+(0)

K±e3 0.2171± 0.0008

K±µ3 0.2170± 0.0011
KLe3 0.2163± 0.0006
KLµ3 0.2166± 0.0006
KSe3 0.2155± 0.0013

Average (including correlation effects [34]) 0.2165± 0.0004

A value of Vus can also be obtained from a comparison of the
radiative inclusive decay rates for K → µν(γ) and π → µν(γ)
combined with a lattice gauge theory calculation of fK+/fπ+ via

|Vus|fK+

|Vud|fπ+
= 0.23871(20)

[
Γ(K → µν(γ))

Γ(π → µν(γ))

] 1
2

(79.13)

with the small error coming from electroweak radiative corrections
and isospin breaking effects [36]. Employing

Γ(K → µν(γ))

Γ(π → µν(γ))
= 1.3367(29), (79.14)

which includes Γ(K → µν(γ)) = 5.134(11)× 107s−1 [34,37], leads to

|Vus|fK+

|Vud|fπ+
= 0.2760(4). (79.15)

Employing the FLAG [35] lattice QCD averages,

fK+

fπ+
= 1.192(5) Nf = 2 + 1

= 1.1933(29) Nf = 2 + 1 + 1. (79.16)

along with the value of |Vud| in Eq. (79.4) leads to

|Vus| = 0.2256(10) (Nf = 2 + 1, Kµ2 decays)

= 0.2253(7) (Nf = 2 + 1 + 1, Kµ2 decays) (79.17)

Together, weighted averages of the Kℓ3 (Eq. (79.12)) and Kµ2
(Eq. (79.17)) values give similar results for Nf = 2 + 1 and 2 + 1 + 1
flavors:

|Vus| = 0.2244(6) Nf = 2 + 1

|Vus| = 0.2243(5) Nf = 2 + 1 + 1. (79.18)

Note that the differences between Kℓ3 and Kµ2 values for Vus differ
by 1.5 and 2 sigma, respectively, for Nf = 2 + 1 and 2 + 1 + 1
flavors. One might, therefore, scale the uncertainties in Eq. (79.18)
accordingly.

It should be mentioned that hyperon decay fits suggest [38]

|Vus| = 0.2250(27) (Hyperon Decays) (79.19)

modulo SU(3) breaking effects that could shift that value up or down.
We note that a representative effort [39] that incorporates SU(3)

breaking found Vus = 0.226(5). Strangeness changing tau decays,
averaging both inclusive and exclusive measurements, give [40]

|Vus| = 0.2216(15) (Tau Decays) , (79.20)

which differs by about 2 sigma from the kaon determination discussed
above, and would, if combined with Vud from super-allowed beta
decays, lead to a 2.4 sigma deviation from unitarity. This discrepancy
results mainly from the inclusive tau decay results that rely on Finite
Energy Sum Rule techniques and assumptions, as well as experimental
uncertainties. Recent investigation of that approach suggests a larger
value for Vus, which is more in accord with other determinations [41].

Employing the values of Vud and Vus from Eq. (79.4) and
Eq. (79.18), respectively, leads to the unitarity consistency check

|Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 = 0.9994(4)(2). (79.21)

where the first error is the uncertainty from |Vud|2 and the second
error is the uncertainty from |Vus|2 for Nf = 2+1+1. For Nf = 2+1,
the sum of the squares remains the same, but the Vus error increases
to (3). If scale factors are included, both |Vus|2 uncertainties roughly
increase to (4).

79.3. CKM Unitarity Constraints

The current good experimental agreement with unitarity, |Vud|2 +
|Vus|2 + |Vub|2 = 0.9994(5), provides strong confirmation of Standard
Model radiative corrections (which range between 3-4% depending
on the nucleus used) at better than the 50 sigma level [42]. In
addition, it implies constraints on “New Physics” effects at both
the tree and quantum loop levels. Those effects could be in the
form of contributions to nuclear beta decays, K decays and/or
muon decays, with the last of these providing normalization via the
muon lifetime [43], which is used to obtain the Fermi constant,
Gµ = 1.1663787(6)× 10−5GeV−2.

In the following sections, we illustrate the implications of CKM
unitarity for (1) exotic muon decays [44]( beyond ordinary muon decay
µ+ → e+νeν̄µ) and (2) new heavy quark mixing VuD [45]. Other
examples in the literature [46,47] include Zχ boson quantum loop
effects, supersymmetry, leptoquarks, compositeness etc.

Exotic Muon Decays

If additional lepton flavor violating decays such as µ+ → e+ν̄eνµ
(wrong neutrinos) occur, they would cause confusion in searches for
neutrino oscillations at, for example, muon storage rings/neutrino
factories or other neutrino sources from muon decays. Calling the
rate for all such decays Γ(exotic µ decays), they should be subtracted
before the extraction of Gµ and normalization of the CKM matrix.
Since that is not done and unitarity works, one has (at one-sided 95%
CL)

|Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 = 1−BR(exotic µ decays) ≥ 0.9986 (79.22)

or
BR(exotic µ decays) ≤ 0.0014 . (79.23)

This bound is a factor of 10 better than the direct experimental bound
on µ+ → e+ν̄eνµ.

New Heavy Quark Mixing

Heavy D quarks naturally occur in fourth quark generation models
and some heavy quark “new physics” scenarios such as E6 grand
unification. Their mixing with ordinary quarks gives rise to VuD ,
which is constrained by unitarity (one sided 95% CL)

|Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 = 1− |VuD |2 ≥ 0.9986

|VuD | ≤ 0.04 . (79.24)

A similar constraint applies to heavy neutrino mixing and the
couplings VµN and VeN .
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80.CP Violation inKL Decays

Updated April 2016 by L. Wolfenstein (Carnegie-Mellon University),
C.-J. Lin (LBNL), and T.G. Trippe (LBNL).

The symmetries C (particle-antiparticle interchange) and P (space
inversion) hold for strong and electromagnetic interactions. After the
discovery of large C and P violation in the weak interactions, it
appeared that the product CP was a good symmetry. In 1964 CP
violation was observed in K0 decays at a level given by the parameter
ǫ ≈ 2.3× 10−3.

A unified treatment of CP violation in K, D, B, and Bs mesons is
given in “CP Violation in Meson Decays” by D. Kirkby and Y. Nir in
this Review. A more detailed review including a thorough discussion
of the experimental techniques used to determine CP violation
parameters is given in a book by K. Kleinknecht [1]. Here we give a
concise summary of the formalism needed to define the parameters of
CP violation in KL decays, and a description of our fits for the best
values of these parameters.

80.1. Formalism for CP violation in Kaon decay

CP violation has been observed in the semi-leptonic decays
K0

L → π∓ℓ±ν, and in the nonleptonic decay K0
L → 2π. The

experimental numbers that have been measured are

AL =
Γ(K0

L → π−ℓ+ν)− Γ(K0
L → π+ℓ−ν)

Γ(K0
L → π−ℓ+ν) + Γ(K0

L → π+ℓ−ν)
(80.1a)

η+− = A(K0
L → π+π−)/A(K0

S → π+π−)

= |η+−| eiφ+− (80.1b)

η00 = A(K0
L → π0π0)/A(K0

S → π0π0)

= |η00| eiφ00 . (80.1c)

CP violation can occur either in the K0 –K
0
mixing or in the

decay amplitudes. Assuming CPT invariance, the mass eigenstates of
the K0–K0 system can be written

|KS〉 = p|K0〉+ q|K0〉 , |KL〉 = p|K0〉 − q|K0〉 . (80.2)

If CP invariance held, we would have q = p so that KS would
be CP -even and KL CP -odd. (We define |K0〉 as CP |K0〉). CP
violation in K0–K0 mixing is then given by the parameter ǫ̃ where

p

q
=

(1 + ǫ̃)

(1− ǫ̃)
. (80.3)

CP violation can also occur in the decay amplitudes

A
(
K0 → ππ(I)

)
= AIe

iδI , A
(
K0 → ππ(I)

)
= A∗

Ie
iδI , (80.4)

where I is the isospin of ππ, δI is the final-state phase shift, and AI
would be real if CP invariance held. The CP -violating observables
are usually expressed in terms of ǫ and ǫ′ defined by

η+− = ǫ+ ǫ′ , η00 = ǫ− 2ǫ′ . (80.5a)

One can then show [2]

ǫ = ǫ̃+ i
(
Im A0/Re A0

)
, (80.5b)

√
2ǫ′ = iei(δ2−δ0)(ReA2/ReA0)

(
ImA2/ReA2 − ImA0/Re A0

)
,

(80.5c)
AL = 2Re ǫ/(1 + |ǫ|2) ≈ 2Re ǫ . (80.5d)

In Eqs. (80.5a), small corrections [3] of order ǫ′ × Re (A2/A0) are
neglected, and Eq. (80.5d) assumes the ∆S = ∆Q rule.

The quantities Im A0, Im A2, and Im ǫ̃ depend on the choice
of phase convention, since one can change the phases of K0 and

K
0
by a transformation of the strange quark state |s〉 → |s〉 eiα; of

course, observables are unchanged. It is possible by a choice of phase
convention to set ImA0 or ImA2 or Im ǫ̃ to zero, but none of these
is zero with the usual phase conventions in the Standard Model. The
choice ImA0 = 0 is called the Wu-Yang phase convention [4], in which

case ǫ = ǫ̃. The value of ǫ′ is independent of phase convention, and
a nonzero value demonstrates CP violation in the decay amplitudes,
referred to as direct CP violation. The possibility that direct CP
violation is essentially zero, and that CP violation occurs only in the
mixing matrix, was referred to as the superweak theory [5].

By applying CPT invariance and unitarity the phase of ǫ is given
approximately by

φǫ ≈ tan−1 2(mKL
−mKS

)

ΓKS
− ΓKL

≈ 43.52± 0.05◦ , (80.6a)

while Eq. (80.5c) gives the phase of ǫ′ to be

φǫ′ = δ2 − δ0 +
π

2
≈ 42.3± 1.5◦ , (80.6b)

where the numerical value is based on an analysis of π–π scattering us-
ing chiral perturbation theory [6]. The approximation in Eq. (80.6a)
depends on the assumption that direct CP violation is very small
in all K0 decays. This is expected to be good to a few tenths of
a degree, as indicated by the small value of ǫ′ and of η+−0 and
η000, the CP -violation parameters in the decays KS → π+π−π0 [7],
and KS → π0π0π0 [8]. The relation in Eq. (80.6a) is exact in the
superweak theory, so this is sometimes called the superweak-phase
φSW. An important point for the analysis is that cos(φǫ′–φǫ) ≃ 1.
The consequence is that only two real quantities need be measured,
the magnitude of ǫ and the value of (ǫ′/ǫ), including its sign. The
measured quantity |η00/η+−|2 is very close to unity so that we can
write

|η00/η+−|2 ≈ 1− 6Re (ǫ′/ǫ) ≈ 1− 6ǫ′/ǫ , (80.7a)

Re(ǫ′/ǫ) ≈ 1
3
(1− |η00/η+−|) . (80.7b)

From the experimental measurements in this edition of the Review,
and the fits discussed in the next section, one finds

|ǫ| = (2.228± 0.011)× 10−3 , (80.8a)

φǫ = (43.5± 0.5)◦ , (80.8b)

Re(ǫ′/ǫ) ≈ ǫ′/ǫ = (1.66± 0.23)× 10−3 , (80.8c)

φ+− = (43.4± 0.5)◦ , (80.8d)

φ00–φ+− = (0.34± 0.32)◦ , (80.8e)

AL = (3.32± 0.06)× 10−3 . (80.8f)

Direct CP violation, as indicated by ǫ′/ǫ, is expected in the Standard
Model. However, the numerical value cannot be reliably predicted
because of theoretical uncertainties [9]. The value of AL agrees with
Eq. (80.5d). The values of φ+− and φ00 − φ+− are used to set limits
on CPT violation [see “Tests of Conservation Laws”].

80.2. Fits for K0
L CP -violation parameters

In recent years, K0
L CP -violation experiments have improved our

knowledge of CP -violation parameters, and their consistency with
the expectations of CPT invariance and unitarity. To determine the
best values of the CP -violation parameters in K0

L → π+π− and π0π0

decay, we make two types of fits, one for the phases φ+− and φ00
jointly with ∆m and τ

S
, and the other for the amplitudes |η+−| and

|η00| jointly with the K0
L → ππ branching fractions.

80.2.1. Fits to φ+−, φ00, ∆φ, ∆m, and τS data :

These are joint fits to the data on φ+−, φ00, the phase difference
∆φ = φ00 –φ+−, the K0

L –K0
S mass difference ∆m, and the K0

S mean
life τS , including the effects of correlations.

Measurements of φ+− and φ00 are highly correlated with ∆m
and τS . Some measurements of τS are correlated with ∆m. The
correlations are given in the footnotes of the φ+− and φ00 sections of
the K0

L Listings, and the τS section of the K0
S Listings.

In most cases, the correlations are quoted as 100%, i.e., with the
value and error of φ+− or φ00 given at a fixed value of ∆m and
τ
S
, with additional terms specifying the dependence of the value

on ∆m and τS . These cases lead to diagonal bands in Figs. 80.1
and 80.2. The KTeV experiment [10] quotes its results as values of
∆m, τ

S
, φǫ, Re(ǫ

′/ǫ), and Im(ǫ′/ǫ) with correlations, leading to the
ellipses labeled “b.” The correlations for the KTeV measurements
are given in the Im(ǫ′/ǫ) section of the K0

L Listings. For small |ǫ′/ǫ|,
φ+− ≈ φǫ + Im(ǫ′/ǫ).
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Figure 80.1: φ+− vs ∆m for experiments which do not assume
CPT invariance. ∆m measurements appear as vertical bands
spanning ∆m± 1σ, cut near the top and bottom to aid the eye.
Most φ+− measurements appear as diagonal bands spanning
φ+− ± σφ. Data are labeled by letters: “b”–FNAL KTeV,
“c”–CERN CPLEAR, “d”–FNAL E773, “e”–FNAL E731, “f”–
CERN, “g”–CERN NA31, and are cited in Table 80.1. The
narrow band “j” shows φSW. The ellipse “a” shows the χ2 = 1
contour of the fit result.

Table 80.1: References, Document ID’s, and sources corre-
sponding to the letter labels in the figures. The data are given in
the φ+− and ∆m sections of the KL Listings, and the τS section
of the KS Listings.

Label Source PDG Document ID Ref.

a this Review OUR FIT

b FNAL KTeV ABOUZAID 11 [10]

c CERN CPLEAR APOSTOLAKIS 99C [11]

d FNAL E773 SCHWINGENHEUER 95 [12]

e FNAL E731 GIBBONS 93,93C [13,14]

f CERN GEWENIGER 74B,74C [15,16]

g CERN NA31 CAROSI 90 [17]

h CERN NA48 LAI 02C [18]

i CERN NA31 BERTANZA 97 [19]

j this Review SUPERWEAK 16

The data on τ
S
, ∆m, and φ+− shown in Figs. 80.1 and 80.2 are

combined with data on φ00 and φ00 –φ+− in two fits, one without
assuming CPT , and the other with this assumption. The results
without assuming CPT are shown as ellipses labeled “a.” These
ellipses are seen to be in good agreement with the superweak phase

φSW = tan−1
(
2∆m

∆Γ

)
= tan−1

(
2∆mτS τL
~(τL – τS )

)
. (80.9)

In Figs. 80.1 and 80.2, φSW is shown as narrow bands labeled “j.”

Table 80.2 column 2, “Fit w/o CPT ,” gives the resulting fitted
parameters, while Table 80.3 gives the correlation matrix for this fit.
The white ellipses labeled “a” in Fig. 80.1 and Fig. 80.2 are the χ2 = 1
contours for this fit.
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Figure 80.2: φ+− vs τ
S
. τ

S
measurements appear as vertical

bands spanning τS ± 1σ, some of which are cut near the top
and bottom to aid the eye. Most φ+− measurements appear
as diagonal or horizontal bands spanning φ+− ± σφ. Data are
labeled by letters: “b”–FNAL KTeV, “c”–CERN CPLEAR, “d”–
FNAL E773, “e”–FNAL E731, “f”–CERN, “g”–CERN NA31,
“h”–CERN NA48, “i”–CERN NA31, and are cited in Table 80.1.
The narrow band “j” shows φSW. The ellipse “a” shows the fit
result’s χ2 = 1 contour.

For experiments which have dependencies on unseen fit parameters,
that is, parameters other than those shown on the x or y axis of the
figure, their band positions are evaluated using the fit results and their
band widths include the fitted uncertainty in the unseen parameters.
This is also true for the φSW bands.

If CPT invariance and unitarity are assumed, then by Eq. (80.6a),
the phase of ǫ is constrained to be approximately equal to

φSW = (43.50258±0.00021)◦+54.1(∆m−0.5289)◦+32.0(τ
S
−0.89564)

(80.10)
where we have linearized the ∆m and τS dependence of Eq. (80.9).
The error ±0.00021 is due to the uncertainty in τL . Here ∆m has

units 1010 ~ s−1 and τS has units 10−10 s.

If in addition we use the observation that Re(ǫ′/ǫ) ≪ 1 and
cos(φǫ′ − φǫ) ≃ 1, as well as the numerical value of φǫ′ given in
Eq. (80.6b), then Eqs. (80.5a), which are sketched in Fig. 80.3, lead to
the constraint

φ00 –φ+− ≈ −3 Im

(
ǫ′

ǫ

)

≈ −3 Re

(
ǫ′

ǫ

)
tan(φǫ′ –φǫ)

≈ 0.006◦ ± 0.008◦ , (80.11)

so that φ+− ≈ φ00 ≈ φǫ ≈ φSW.

In the fit assuming CPT , we constrain φǫ = φSW using the linear
expression in Eq. (80.10), and constrain φ00 − φ+− using Eq. (80.11).
These constraints are inserted into the Listings with the Document
ID of SUPERWEAK 16. Some additional data for which the authors
assumed CPT are added to this fit or substitute for other less precise
data for which the authors did not make this assumption. See the
Listings for details.

The results of this fit are shown in Table 80.2, column 3, “Fit
w/CPT ,” and the correlation matrix is shown in Table 80.4. The ∆m
precision is improved by the CPT assumption.
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Table 80.2: Fit results for φ+−, ∆m, τ
S
, φ00, ∆φ = φ00−φ+−,

and φǫ without and with the CPT assumption.

Quantity(units) Fit w/o CPT Fit w/ CPT

φ+−(◦) 43.4± 0.5 (S=1.2) 43.51± 0.05 (S=1.2)

∆m(1010~ s−1) 0.5289± 0.0010 0.5293± 0.0009 (S=1.3)

τS (10
−10s) 0.89564± 0.00033 0.8954± 0.0004 (S=1.1)

φ00(
◦) 43.7± 0.6 (S=1.2) 43.52± 0.05 (S=1.3)

∆φ(◦) 0.34± 0.32 0.006± 0.014 (S=1.7)

φǫ(
◦) 43.5± 0.5 (S=1.3) 43.52± 0.05 (S=1.2)

χ2 16.4 20.0

# Deg. Free. 14 16

Figure 80.3: Sketch of Eqs. (80.5a). Not to scale.

Table 80.3: Correlation matrix for the results of the fit
without the CPT assumption

φ+− ∆m τS φ00 ∆φ φǫ

φ+− 1.000 0.596 −0.488 0.827 −0.040 0.976

∆m 0.596 1.000 −0.572 0.487 −0.035 0.580

τ
S

−0.488 −0.572 1.000 −0.423 −0.014 −0.484

φ00 0.827 0.487 −0.423 1.000 0.529 0.929

∆φ −0.040 −0.035 −0.014 0.529 1.000 0.178

φǫ 0.976 0.580 −0.484 0.929 0.178 1.000

Table 80.4: Correlation matrix for the results of the fit with
the CPT assumption

φ+− ∆m τ
S

φ00 ∆φ φǫ

φ+− 1.000 0.972 −0.311 0.957 −0.105 0.995

∆m 0.972 1.000 −0.509 0.958 −0.007 0.977

τS −0.311 −0.509 1.000 −0.306 0.004 −0.312

φ00 0.957 0.958 −0.306 1.000 0.189 0.981

∆φ −0.105 −0.007 0.004 0.189 1.000 −0.006

φǫ 0.995 0.977 −0.312 0.981 −0.006 1.000

80.2.2. Fits for ǫ′/ǫ, |η+−|, |η00|, and B(KL → ππ) :

We list measurements of |η+−|, |η00|, |η00/η+−|, and ǫ′/ǫ.
Independent information on |η+−| and |η00| can be obtained from
measurements of the K0

L and K0
S lifetimes (τL , τS ), and branching

ratios (B) to ππ, using the relations

|η+−| =
[
B(K0

L → π+π−)
τ
L

τS
B(K0

S → π+π−)

]1/2
, (80.12a)

|η00| =
[
B(K0

L → π0π0)

τL

τ
S

B(K0
S → π0π0)

]1/2
. (80.12b)

For historical reasons, the branching ratio fits and the CP -violation
fits are done separately, but we want to include the influence of
|η+−|, |η00|, |η00/η+−|, and ǫ′/ǫ measurements on B(K0

L → π+π−)
and B(K0

L → π0π0) and vice versa. We approximate a global fit
to all of these measurements by first performing two independent
fits: 1) BRFIT, a fit to the K0

L branching ratios, rates, and mean
life, and 2) ETAFIT, a fit to the |η+−|, |η00|, |η+−/η00|, and ǫ′/ǫ
measurements. The results from fit 1, along with the K0

S values from
this edition, are used to compute values of |η+−| and |η00|, which
are included as measurements in the |η00| and |η+−| sections with a
document ID of BRFIT 16. Thus, the fit values of |η+−| and |η00|
given in this edition include both the direct measurements and the
results from the branching ratio fit.

The process is reversed in order to include the direct | η |
measurements in the branching ratio fit. The results from fit 2 above
(before including BRFIT 16 values) are used along with the K0

L and

K0
S mean lives and the K0

S → ππ branching fractions to compute the

K0
L branching ratio Γ(K0

L → π0π0)/Γ(K0
L → π+π−). This branching

ratio value is included as a measurement in the branching ratio section
with a document ID of ETAFIT 16. Thus, the K0

L branching ratio fit
values in this edition include the results of the direct measurement
of |η00/η+−| and ǫ′/ǫ. Most individual measurements of |η+−| and
|η00| enter our fits directly via the corresponding measurements of
Γ(K0

L → π+π−)/Γ(total) and Γ(K0
L → π0π0)/Γ(total), and those that

do not have too large errors to have any influence on the fitted values
of these branching ratios. A more detailed discussion of these fits is
given in the 1990 edition of this Review [20].
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81. Review ofMultibody CharmAnalyses

Revised 2017 by D. M. Asner (Brookhaven National Laboratory) and
J. Rademacker (University of Bristol)

81.1. Kinematics & Models

The differential decay rate to a point s = (s1, . . . , sn) in n
dimensional phase space can be expressed as

dΓ = |M(s)|2
∣∣∣∣

∂nφ

∂(s1 . . . sn)

∣∣∣∣ dns (81.1)

where |∂nφ/∂(s1 . . . sn)| represents the density of states at s, and M
the matrix element for the decay at that point in phase space. For
two-body decays, |∂nφ/∂(s1 . . . sn)| is a δ function, while for D decays
to 3, 4, 5, . . . pseudoscalars, phase space is 2, 5, 8, . . . dimensional,
leading to a rich phenomenology. Additional parameters are required
to fully describe decays with vector particles in the initial or final
state.

For the important case of a three body decay D → abc, where
D, a, b, c are all pseudoscalars, the decay kinematics can be represented
in a two dimensional Dalitz plot [1]. This is usually parametrized
in terms of invariant-mass-squared variables s1 = (pa + pb)

2 and
s2 = (pb + pc)

2, where pa, pb, pc are the four-momenta of particles
a, b, c. In terms of these variables, phase-space density is constant
across the kinematically allowed region, so that any structure seen
in the Dalitz plot is a direct consequence of the dynamics encoded
in |M|2. For this type of decay, the operation of parity can also be
expressed as a rotation of the decay plane, so no parity violating
kinematic observables can be defined (unless they also violate
rotational invariance). This is not the case for decays to four or more
particles, which can therefore not be unambiguously described in
terms of invariant-mass-squared variables, which are parity-even. The
use of parity-odd observables in four body decays is discussed below.

The matrix element M is usually modeled as a sum of interfering
decay amplitudes, each proceeding through resonant two-body
decays [2]. See Refs [2–4] for a review of resonance phenomenology.
In most analyses, each resonance is described by a Breit-Wigner [5]
or Flatté [6] lineshape, and the model includes a non-resonant
term with a constant phase and magnitude across the Dalitz
plot. This approach has well-known theoretical limitations, such
as the violation of unitarity and analyticity, which can break the
relationship between magnitude and phase across phase space. This
motivates the use of more sophisticated descriptions, especially
for broad, overlapping resonances (frequently found in S-wave
components) where these limitations are particularly problematic.
In charm analyses, these approaches have included the K-matrix
approach [5,7,8] which respects two-body unitarity; the use of LASS
scattering data [9]; dispersive methods [10,11,12,13]; methods based
on chiral perturbation theory [14,15] and quasi model-independent
parametrizations [16,17,18]. An important example first analyzed
by CLEO [19,20,21] is D0 → KSπ

+π−, which is a key channel in
CP violation and charm mixing analyses. Belle models this decay
as a superposition of 18 resonances (including 4 significant doubly
Cabibbo suppressed amplitudes) described by Breit-Wigner or Flatté
lineshapes, plus a non-resonant component [22]. CDF’s analysis
follows a similar approach [23]. BaBar’s model replaces the broad
ππ and Kπ S-wave resonances and the non-resonant component with
a K-matrix description [24]. Belle’s and BaBar’s data have been
re-analyzed by [25] in a QCD factorization framework, using line-shape
parametrizations for the S [26,27] and P wave [11] contributions that
preserve 2-body unitarity and analyticity. The measurements give
compatible results for the components they share. The field of
amplitudes analyses remains very active. Publications since the last
update of this review two years ago include Dalitz plot analyses of
D0 → K0

SK
±π∓ by LHCb [28], and D0 → π+π−π0 by BaBar [29];

and several four body amplitude analyses: D0 → K+K−π+π− and
D0 → π+π−π+π− using CLEO data [18], and K−π+π−π+ by
BES III [30].

All of the examples above remain within the confines of the “isobar”
framework, which describes the decay as a series of 2-body amplitudes.
While some include very sophisticated descriptions of these 2-body

amplitudes, they do not respect the unitarity of the full 3 (or 4) body
process and ignore long-range hadronic effects such as rescattering.
Several groups work on improved models. Dispersive techniques
that respect 3-body unitarity and analyticity by construction have
been successfully applied to regions of the D+ → K−π+π+ and
D+ → KSπ

0π+ Dalitz plots below the η′K threshold [12,13], where
they provide a good description of the data with fewer fit parameters
than the isobar approach. Ref. [31] uses a unitary coupled channel
approach to describe D+ → K−π+π+, which has no restrictions on
the kinematic range, but requires additional parameters to describe the
Dalitz plot above the η′K threshol. Ref. [14] use chiral perturbation
theory to provide a description of the annihilation contribution to the
decay amplitude which respects 3-body unitarity.

Limitations in the theoretical description of interfering resonances
are the leading source of systematic uncertainty in many analyses.
This is set to become increasingly problematic given the statistical
precision achievable with the vast, clean charm samples available at
the B factories, LHCb, and their upgrades. In some cases, the model
uncertainty can be removed through model-independent methods,
often relying on input from the charm threshold, as discussed
below. At the same time, increasingly sophisticated models are being
developed, and applied to data.

81.2. Applications of multibody charm analyses

The interference between the decay paths via which multibody
decays proceed provides sensitivity to both relative magnitudes and
phases of the contributing amplitudes. It is especially this sensitivity
to phases that makes amplitude analyses such a uniquely powerful
tool for studying a wide range of phenomena. Here we concentrate
on their use for CP violation and mixing measurements in charm,
and charm inputs to CP violation analyses in B meson decays (see
also [32,33]) . The properties of light-meson resonances determined
in D amplitude analyses are reported in the light-unflavored-meson
section of this Review.

81.2.1. Charm Mixing and CP violation : Time-dependent
amplitude analyses in decays to final states that are accessible to
both D0 and D0 have unique sensitivity to mixing parameters. A
Dalitz plot analysis of a self-conjugate final state, such as KSπ

+π−
and KSK

+K−, allows the measurement of the phase difference
between the relevant D0 and D0 decay amplitudes, and thus a direct
measurement of the mixing parameters x, y (rather than the decay-
specific parameters x′2, y′ measured for example in D0 → Kπ) [21]) .
These analyses are also sensitive to CP violation in mixing and in the
interference between mixing and decay; these results are summarised
in [32,33].

81.2.2. Measuring γ/φ3 : Neutral D mesons originating from
B− → DK− (here denoted as DB−) are a superposition of D0 and
D0 with a relative phase that depends on γ/φ3:

DB− ∝ D0 + rBei(δB−γ)D0,

where δB is a CP conserving strong phase, and rB ∼ 0.1. In
the corresponding CP -conjugate expression, γ/φ3 changes sign.
An amplitude analysis of the subsequent decay of the DB± to a
state accessible to both D0 and D0 allows the measurement of
γ/φ3 [34–39]. The method generalizes to similar B hadron decays,
such as B0 → DK∗0. Measurements based on this technique have been
reported by BaBar [40,41], Belle [22,42] and LHCb [43–49,50,51].
The most precise individual results come from the study of
DB− → KSπ

+π− and DB− → KSK
+K− with an uncertainty of

∼ 15◦ [22,40,42,46]; combining measurements in multiple decay modes
leads to a current uncertainty on γ/φ3 of less than 6◦.

81.2.3. Time-integrated searches for CP violation in charm :
Comparing the results of amplitude fits for CP -conjugate decay
modes provides a measure of CP violation. Recent CP violation
searches using this method include LHCb’s amplitude analyses of
D0 → K0

SK
±π∓ [28], and amplitude analyses of D0 → K+K−π+π−

and D0 → π+π−π+π− using CLEO data [52,18].
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A widely-used model-independent technique to search for local
CP violation is based on performing a χ2 comparison of CP -
conjugate phase-space distributions. This method was pioneered by
BaBar [53] and developed further in [54,55,56], with recent results
reported by BaBar [57] and LHCb in D± → K+K−π± [58,59], by
CDF in D0 → KSπ

+π− [23], and by LHCb in D+ → π−π+π+ [61],
D0 → K+K−π+π− and D0 → π+π−π+π− [56]. Un-binned methods
can increase the sensitivity [60] and have been applied by LHCb to
D+ → π−π+π+ [61], D0 → π+π−π0 [62] and D0 → π+π−π+π [63].

An alternative model-independent approach, providing complemen-
tary information, is based on constructing observables in four body
decays that are odd under motion reversal (“näıve T”) [64–72], which
is equivalent to P for scalar particles [72]. One such observable

is CT = ~p2 · (~p3 × ~p4) = (1/mD)ǫαβγδp
α
1 p

β
2p

γ
3p

δ
4, where ~pi are the

decay products’ three momenta in the decay’s restframe, and pi are
their four-momenta. Identical particles (as in D0 → K+π−π+π−)
are ordered by momentum magnitude. Comparing the P violating

asymmetry AT ≡ Γ (CT > 0)− Γ (CT < 0)

Γ (CT > 0) + Γ (CT < 0)
with its C-conjugate in

D0 decays, provides sensitivity to CP violation.

Searches for CP violation in this manner have been carried out by
FOCUS in D0 → K+K−π+π− [73]; by BaBar in D0 → K+K−π+π−,
D+ → K+KSπ

+π−, and D+
s → K+KSπ

+π− [74,75]; and by LHCb
in D0 → K+K−π+π− [76], where the sensitivity of the method was
improved by dividing phase space into bins.

LHCb combined these approaches and use P -odd variables to split
their sample of 1M D0, D0 → π+π−π+π− events into four sub-samples
E, ∃, E, ∃. Samples E and ∃ have opposite CT and are related by P ;
the over-line indicates charge conjugation. Comparing (E + ∃) with
(E + ∃) tests for P -even CP violation, while comparing (E + E) with
(∃+ ∃) tests for P -odd CP violation. An unbinned method is used to
compare the phase-space distributions of the samples [63].

The results of all measurements described in this section are
compatible with CP conservation in charm. In the case of LHCb’s
P -odd test in D0, D0 → π+π−π+π− this compatibility is, with a
p-value of 0.6%, marginal.

81.3. Model Independent Methods and the Charm
Threshold

The precision measurement of mixing or CP violation parameters
(such γ/φ3) from multibody charm decays requires as input both
magnitude and phase of the D0, D0 meson decay amplitudes to the
final state of interest. While the magnitude is fairly easily measured,
the phase information requires either amplitude models with reliable
phase motion, or model-independent approaches.

The desired model-independent phase information is accessible
at the charm threshold, where CLEO–c and BES III oper-
ate [32,37,77–83]. There, D mesons originate from the decay
ψ(3770) → DD. Quantum-correlations between the two D mesons can
be used to identify decays of well-defined D0 − D0 superpositions
to the final state of interest. The resulting interference of D0 and
D0 decay amplitudes provides observables that depend on the phase
difference between those amplitudes, which is the information needed
as input for γ/φ3. The measurements are performed either integrated
over the entire phase space of the decay, or in sub-regions/bins. The
relevant results can be expressed in terms of one complex parameter
Z = Re−iδ = c + is per pair of CP -conjugate bins, with magnitude
R ≤ 1. Larger R values lead to higher sensitivity to γ/φ3. Amplitude
models can be used to optimise the binning for sensitivity to γ/φ3,
without introducing a model-dependent bias in the result.

Charm mixing also results in a (time-dependent) superposition of
D0 and D0. Charm mixing measurements are therefore sensitive to the
same decay-mode specific hadronic phases as γ/φ3 measurements. On
one hand, these phases can be seen as nuisance parameters in mixing
measurements, which can be constrained at the charm threshold. This
is discussed further in Ref. [32]. Conversely, charm mixing can be
used to obtain the relevant decay-specific phase information needed for
γ/φ3 measurements, using mixing parameters x, y obtained using other
charm decay modes as input. This method is particularly powerful in

doubly Cabibbo-suppressed decays such as D0 → K+π−π+π−, and
when used in combination with threshold data [84,85]. CLEO–c
data have been analyzed to provide binned Z for the self-conjugate
decays D0 → KSπ

+π− and D0 → KSK
+K− [86,87]. For the decay

modes D0, D0 → KSK
+π−, K−π+π0 and K−π+π−π+, phase-space

integrated analyses of CLEO–c data have yielded ZKSKπ = (0.70±
0.08)exp(−i(0.1◦ ± 15.7◦)), ZKππ0 = (0.82± 0.06)exp(−i(199◦+13◦

−14◦)),

and ZK3π = (0.53+0.18
−0.21)exp(−i(125◦+22◦

−14◦)) [88,89]. Adding input

from LHCb’s D0 → K+π−π+π− charm mixing measurement changes

the latter to ZK3π = (0.32+0.17
−0.13)exp(−i(128◦+28◦

−17◦)) [89,90], where
the increased uncertainty reported on δ is a consequence of the smaller
central value for R. Restricting the analysis of the KSKπ final state to
a bin around the K∗K resonance, [88] find R = 0.94±0.12, illustrating
the benefit in dividing phase space into bins. The above results are
given following the usual convention for γ/φ3-related studies where
CP|D0〉 = +|D0〉; in the context of charm mixing, it is customary to
take CP|D0〉 = −|D0〉, leading to a phase-shift in δ of π.

The corresponding phase space-integrated parameter for self-
conjugate decays such as D0 → π+π−π0 is the real-valued CP -
even fraction F+, defined such that a CP even eigenstate has
F+ = 1, while a CP -odd eigenstate has F+ = 0 [81]. A recent
analysis of CLEO–c data reveals that D0 → π+π−π0 is compatible
with being completely CP -even with F+ = 0.973 ± 0.017, while
D0 → K+K−π0 has F+ = 0.732± 0.055 and D0 → π+π−π+π− has
F+ = 0.737 ± 0.028 [82]. Comparing the latter result with the F+

value derived from the latest D0 → π+π−π+π− amplitude model [18],
F 4π model
+ = 0.729 ± 0.009 ± 0.018, provides a useful cross check for

the model.

81.4. Summary

Multibody charm decays offer a rich phenomenology, including
unique sensitivity to CP violation and charm mixing. This is a highly
dynamic field with many new results (some of which we presented
here) and rapidly increasing, high quality datasets. These datasets
constitute a huge opportunity, but also a challenge to improve the
theoretical descriptions of soft hadronic effects in multibody decays.
For some measurements, model-independent methods, many relying
on input from the charm threshold, provide a way of removing
model-induced uncertainties. At the same time, work is ongoing to
improve the theoretical description of multibody decays.
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82.D0–D0 Mixing
Revised October 2017 by D.M. Asner (Brookhaven National
Laboratory)

The detailed formalism for D0 − D0 mixing is presented in the
note on “CP Violation in the Quark Sector” in this Review. For
completeness, we present an overview here. The time evolution of the
D0–D0 system is described by the Schrödinger equation

i
∂

∂t

(
D0(t)

D0(t)

)
=

(
M− i

2
Γ
)(

D0(t)

D0(t)

)
, (82.1)

where the M and Γ matrices are Hermitian, and CPT invariance
requires that M11 = M22 ≡ M and Γ11 = Γ22 ≡ Γ. The off-diagonal
elements of these matrices describe the dispersive and absorptive parts
of the mixing.

The two eigenstates D1 and D2 of the effective Hamiltonian matrix
(M - iΓ) are given by

|D1,2〉 = p|D0〉 ± q|D0〉 , (82.2)

where (
q

p

)2

=
M∗

12 − i
2
Γ∗
12

M12 − i
2
Γ12

. (82.3)

The normalization condition is |p|2 + |q|2 = 1. Our phase convention
is CP |D0〉 = +|D0〉, and the sign of the square root is chosen so that
D1 is CP even, or nearly so.

The corresponding eigenvalues are

ω1,2 ≡ m1,2 − i
2
Γ1,2 =

(
M − i

2
Γ
)
± q

p

(
M12 − i

2
Γ12

)
, (82.4)

where m1,2 and Γ1,2 are the masses and widths of the D1,2.

We define dimensionless mixing parameters x and y by

x ≡ (m1 −m2)/Γ = ∆m/Γ (82.5)

and
y ≡ (Γ1 − Γ2)/2Γ = ∆Γ/2Γ , (82.6)

where Γ ≡ (Γ1 + Γ2)/2. If CP is conserved, then M12 and Γ12 are
real, ∆m = 2M12, ∆Γ = 2Γ12, and p = q = 1/

√
2. The signs of ∆m

and ∆Γ are to be determined experimentally.

The parameters x and y are measured in several ways. The most
precise values are obtained using the time dependence of D decays.
Since D0–D0 mixing is a small effect, the identifying tag of the
initial particle as a D0 or a D0 must be extremely accurate. The
usual “D∗-tag” is the charge of the distinctive slow pion in the decay
sequence D∗+ →D0π+ or D∗− → D0π−. In current experiments,
the probability of mistagging is about 0.1%. The large data samples
produced at the B-factories allow the production flavor to also be
determined by fully reconstructing charm on the “other side” of
the event—significantly reducing the mistag rate [1]. Another tag
of comparable accuracy to the D∗-tag is identification of one of
the D’s produced from ψ(3770)→ D0D0 decays. Although time-
dependent analyses are not possible at symmetric charm-threshold
facilities (the D0 and D0 do not travel far enough), the quantum-
coherent C = −1 ψ(3770) → D0D0 state provides time-integrated
sensitivity [2,3].

82.1. Time-Dependent Analyses

We extend the formalism of this Review’s note on “CP Violation
in Meson Decays.” In addition to the “right-sign” instantaneous
decay amplitudes Af ≡ 〈f |H |D0〉 and Af ≡ 〈f |H |D0〉 for final states
f = K+π−, ... and their CP conjugate f = K−π+, ..., we include
“wrong-sign” amplitudes Af ≡ 〈f |H |D0〉 and Af ≡ 〈f |H |D0〉.

It is conventional to normalize the wrong-sign decay distributions
to the integrated rate of right-sign decays and to express time in
units of the precisely measured neutral D-meson mean lifetime,
τD0 = 1/Γ = 2/(Γ1 + Γ2). Starting from a pure |D0〉 or |D0〉 state

at t = 0, the time-dependent rates of decay to wrong-sign final states
relative to the integrated right-sign decay rates are, to leading order:

r(t) ≡
∣∣〈f |H |D0(t)〉

∣∣2
∣∣Af

∣∣2 =

∣∣∣∣
q

p

∣∣∣∣
2 ∣∣∣g+(t)λ−1

f + g−(t)
∣∣∣
2
, (82.7)

and

r(t) ≡
∣∣〈f |H |D0(t)〉

∣∣2
∣∣∣Af

∣∣∣
2

=

∣∣∣∣
p

q

∣∣∣∣
2 ∣∣∣g+(t)λf + g−(t)

∣∣∣
2
. (82.8)

where
λf ≡ qAf/pAf , λf ≡ qAf /pAf , (82.9)

and

g±(t) =
1

2

(
e−iz1t ± e−iz2t

)
, z1,2 =

ω1,2

Γ
. (82.10)

For multibody final states these equations apply separately to each
point in phase-space. Note that a change in the convention for the
relative phase of D0 and D0 would cancel between q/p and Af/Af and
leave λf unchanged. We expand r(t) and r(t) to second order in x and

y for modes in which the ratio of decay amplitudes, RD = |Af/Af |2, is
very small. Integrating over regions of phase-space leads to interesting
effects. See discussion below on multibody decays and the “Review of
Multibody Charm Analyses” in this Review [25].

82.2. Semileptonic decays

Consider the final state f = K+ℓ−ν̄ℓ, where Af = Af = 0 is a very

good approximation in the Standard Model. The final state f is only
accessible through mixing (and tree-level second-order weak process
which we neglect) and r(t) is

r(t) = |g−(t)|2
∣∣∣∣
q

p

∣∣∣∣
2

≈ e−t

4
(x2 + y2) t2

∣∣∣∣
q

p

∣∣∣∣
2

. (82.11)

For r(t) q/p is replaced by p/q. In the Standard Model, CP
violation in charm mixing is small and |q/p| ≈ 1. In the limit of CP
conservation, r(t) = r(t), and the time-integrated mixing rate relative
to the time-integrated right-sign decay rate for semileptonic decays is

RM =

∫ ∞

0
r(t)dt =

∣∣∣∣
q

p

∣∣∣∣
2 x2 + y2

2 + x2 − y2
≈ 1

2
(x2 + y2) . (82.12)

Table 82.1: Results for RM in D0 semileptonic decays†.

Year Exper. Final state(s) RM (×10−3) 90% C.L.

2008 Belle [4] K(∗)+e−νe 0.13±0.22±0.20 < 0.61× 10−3

2007 BaBar [1] K(∗)+e−νe 0.04+0.70
−0.60 (−1.3, 1.2)× 10−3

2005∗ Belle [5] K(∗)+e−νe 0.02±0.47±0.14 < 1.0× 10−3

2005 CLEO [6] K(∗)+e−νe 1.6±2.9±2.9 < 7.8× 10−3

2004∗ BaBar [7] K(∗)+e−νe 2.3±1.2±0.4 < 4.2× 10−3

1996 E791 [8] K+ℓ−νℓ (1.1+3.0
−2.7)× 10−3 < 5.0× 10−3

HFLAV [9] 0.13± 0.27

*These measurements are excluded from the HFLAV average. The
statistical correlation of the BaBar result with Ref. 1 has not been
established and the Belle result is superseded by Ref. 4. The HFLAV
average of semileptonic results assumes reported statistical and
systematic uncertainties are uncorrelated.
† More recently, the LHCb experiment [10] has reported the observation
of charm mixing, RM = (9.6 ± 3.6)× 10−5 with 8.2σ significance, in
a time dependent analysis of the ratio of D0 → K+π−π+π− and
D0 → K−π+π−π+ decay rates.

Table 82.1 summarizes results for RM from semileptonic decays; the
world average from the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group (HFLAV) [9]
is RM = (1.30± 2.69)× 10−4.
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82.3. Wrong-sign decays to hadronic non-CP
eigenstates

Consider the final state f = K+π−, where Af is doubly Cabibbo-
suppressed. The ratio of decay amplitudes is

Af

Af
= −

√
RD e−iδf ,

∣∣∣∣∣
Af

Af

∣∣∣∣∣ ∼ O(tan2 θc) , (82.13)

where RD is the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS) decay rate relative
to the Cabibbo-favored (CF) rate, δf is the strong phase difference
between DCS and CF processes, and θc is the Cabibbo angle. The
minus sign originates from the sign of Vus relative to Vcd.

We characterize the violation of CP with the real-valued parameters
AM , AD , and φ. We adopt the parametrization (see Refs. 11 and 12)

∣∣∣∣
q

p

∣∣∣∣
2

=

√
1 + AM

1− AM
, (82.14)

λ−1
f ≡ pAf

qAf
= −

√
RD

(
(1 +AD)(1 −AM )

(1−AD)(1 +AM )

)1/4

e−i(δf+φ) , (82.15)

λf ≡
qAf

pAf

= −
√
RD

(
(1−AD)(1 +AM )

(1 +AD)(1−AM )

)1/4

e−i(δf−φ) , (82.16)

and AD is a measure of direct CP violation, while AM is a measure
of CP violation in mixing. From these relations, we obtain

√
1 +AD

1−AD
=

|Af/Af |
|Af/Af |

, (82.17)

The angle φ measures CP violation in interference between mixing
and decay. While AM is independent of the decay process, AD and φ,
in general, depend on f . However, in the Standard Model the weak

phase of
Af
Af

is negligible and φ is usually taken to be universal.

In general, λf and λ−1
f are independent complex numbers. More

detail on CP violation in meson decays can be found in Ref. 13. To
leading order, for AD , AM ≪ 1,

r(t)=e−t
[
RD(1 + AD) +

√
RD(1 +AM )(1 +AD) y′−t

+
1

2
(1 +AM )RM t2

]
(82.18)

and

r(t) = e−t
[
RD(1−AD) +

√
RD(1−AM )(1 −AD) y′+t

+
1

2
(1 −AM )RM t2

]
(82.19)

Here

y′± ≡ y′ cosφ± x′ sinφ

= y cos(δKπ ∓ φ)− x sin(δKπ ∓ φ) , (82.20)

where

x′ ≡ x cos δKπ + y sin δKπ,

y′ ≡ y cos δKπ − x sin δKπ , (82.21)

and RM =
(
x2 + y2

)
/2 =

(
x′2 + y′2

)
/2 is the mixing rate relative to

the time-integrated Cabibbo-favored rate.

The three terms in Eq. (82.18) and Eq. (82.19) probe the three
fundamental types of CP violation. In the limit of CP conservation,
AM , AD, and φ are all zero. Then

r(t) = r(t) = e−t
(
RD +

√
RD y′t+

1

2
RM t2

)
, (82.22)

Table 82.3: Results on the time-dependence of r(t) in
D0 → K+π− and D0 → K−π+ decays. The Belle 2014 and
CDF results assume no CP violation. The Belle 2006 results
restrict x′2 to the physical region. The BaBar confidence intervals
are obtained from the fit, whereas Belle uses a Feldman-Cousins
method, and CDF uses a Bayesian method.

Year Exper. y′ (%) x′ 2 (×10−3)

2017 LHCb [14] 0.52±0.08 0.036±0.043
2014∗† Belle [15] 0.46±0.34 0.09±0.22
2013∗ LHCb [16] 0.48±0.10 0.055±0.049
2013 CDF [17] 0.43±0.43 0.08±0.18
2012∗ LHCb [18] 0.72±0.24 −0.09±0.13
2007∗ CDF [19] 0.85±0.76 −0.12±0.35
2007 BaBar [20] 0.97±0.44±0.31 −0.22±0.30±0.21
2006† Belle [21] −2.8 < y′ < 2.1 < 0.72 (95% C.L.)

∗These measurements are excluded from the HFLAV average. The
CDF result is superseded by Ref. 17 and the LHCb results have been
superseded by Ref. 14.
† This Belle result allows for CP violation. HFLAV uses this result for
the CP -violation allowed fit. This result is not superseded by Ref. 15.
∗† This Belle result does not allow for CP violation. HFLAV uses
this result for the CP -conserving fit. This result does not supersede
Ref. 21.

and the time-integrated wrong-sign rate relative to the integrated
right-sign rate is

R =

∫ ∞

0
r(t) dt = RD +

√
RD y′ +RM . (82.23)

The ratio R is the most readily accessible experimental quantity.
In Table 82.2 are reported the measurements of R, RD and AD in
D0 →K+π−, and their HFLAV average [9] from a general fit that
allows for both mixing and CP violation. Typically, the fit parameters
are RD, x′2, and y′. Table 82.3 summarizes the results for x′2 and
y′. Allowing for CP violation, the separate contributions to R can be
extracted by fitting the D0→K+π− and D0→K−π+ decay rates.

Table 82.2: Results for R, RD, and AD in D0→K+π−.

Year Exper. R(×10−3) RD(×10−3) AD(%)

2017 LHCb [14] — 3.53±0.05 −1.7±1.6
2014 Belle [15] 3.86±0.06 3.53±0.13 —
2013∗ LHCb [16] — 3.57±0.07 −0.7±1.9
2013 CDF [17] 4.30±0.05 3.51±0.35 —
2012∗ LHCb [18] 4.25±0.04 3.52±0.15 —
2007∗ CDF [19] 4.15±0.10 3.04±0.55 —
2007 BaBar [20] 3.53±0.08±0.04 3.03±0.16±0.10 −2.1±5.2±1.5
2006∗ Belle [21] 3.77±0.08±0.05 3.64±0.18 2.3±4.7
2005† FOCUS [22] 4.29+0.63

−0.61±0.28 5.17+1.47
−1.58±0.76 13+33

−25±10

2000† CLEO [23] 3.32+0.63
−0.65±0.40 4.8±1.2±0.4 −1+16

−17±1

1998† E791 [24] 6.8+3.4
−3.3±0.7 — —

Average 3.485±0.035 [9] −0.88±0.99 [9]

∗These measurements are excluded from the HFLAV average of RD.
The CDF result is superseded by Ref. 17 and the LHCb results are
superseded by Ref. 14. The Belle result for R and RD is superseded
by Ref. 15.
†These measurements are excluded from the HFLAV average due to
poor precision.

The non trivial dependence of the efficiency as a function of decay time
may explain why the values of R reported by experiments at hadron
colliders are systematically larger (where online selection criteria favor
D decays with longer decay times).
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Extraction of the mixing parameters x and y from the results in
Table 82.3 requires knowledge of the relative strong phase δKπ. An
interference effect that provides useful sensitivity to δKπ arises in the
decay chain ψ(3770)→D0D0→(fCP )(K

+π−), where fCP denotes a
CP -even or -odd eigenstate from D0 decay, such as K+K− or K0

Sπ
0,

respectively [26]. Here, the amplitude relation

√
2A(D± → K−π+) = A(D0 → K−π+)±A

(
D0 → K−π+

)
. (82.24)

where D± denotes a CP -even or -odd eigenstate, implies that

cos δKπ =
|A(D+ → K−π+)|2 − |A(D− → K−π+)|2

2
√
RD |A(D0 → K−π+)|2 . (82.25)

This neglects CP violation.

The asymmetry of CP -tagged D decays rates to K−π+ is denoted
as

ACP
Kπ ≡ |A(D− → K−π+)|2 − |A(D+ → K−π+)|2

|A(D− → K−π+)|2 + |A(D+ → K−π+)|2 . (82.26)

To lowest order in the mixing parameters [2,3]

2
√
RD cos δKπ + y = (1 +R)ȦCP

Kπ (82.27)

where R is the time-integrated wrong-sign rate relative to the
integrated right-sign rate from Eq. (82.23).

82.3.1. Wrong-sign decays to multibody final states :

For multibody final states, Eqs. (82.13)–(82.23) apply separately to
each point in phase-space. Although x and y do not vary across the
space, knowledge of the resonant substructure is needed to extrapolate
the strong phase difference δ from point to point to determine x
and y. Model-independent methods to measure D mixing parameters
require input related to the relative phases of the D0 and D0 decay
amplitudes across the phase-space distribution [25]. The required
phase information is accessible at the charm threshold, where CLEO-c
and BESIII operate [26,27].

A time-dependent analysis of the process D0 → K+π−π0

from BaBar [29,30] determines the relative strong phase variation
across the Dalitz plot and reports x′′ = (2.61+0.57

−0.68 ± 0.39)%, and

y′′ = (−0.06+0.55
−0.64 ± 0.34)%, where x′′ and y′′ are defined as

x′′ ≡ x cos δKππ0 + y sin δKππ0 ,

y′′ ≡ y cos δKππ0 − x sin δKππ0 , (82.28)

in analogy with x′, y′, and δKπ of Eq. (82.21). Here δKππ0 is the

remaining strong phase difference between the DCS D0 → K+ρ− and
the CF D0 → K+ρ− amplitudes and does not vary across the Dalitz
plot. Both strong phases, δKπ and δKππ0 , can be determined from

time-integrated CP asymmetries in correlated D0D0 produced at the
ψ(3770) [26,27].

For the decay modes D0 and D0 → K+π−π+π−, Belle observed
R = (0.324 ± 0.008 ± 0.007)% [28]. Subsequently, a phase–space
integrated analysis from LHCb using charm threshold data at CLEO-c
has yielded the observation of charm mixing with 8.2σ significance.

Both the sign and magnitude of x and y without phase or sign
ambiguity may be measured using the time-dependent resonant
substructure of multibody D0 decays [31,32]. In D0 → K0

Sπ
+π−,

the DCS and CF decay amplitudes populate the same Dalitz plot,
which allows direct measurement of the relative strong phases.
CLEO [33], Belle [32,35], and BaBar [34] have measured the relative
phase between D0 → K∗(892)−π+ and D0 → K∗(892)+π− to be
(189± 10± 3+15

− 5 )◦, (173.9± 0.7 (stat. only))◦, and (177.6± 1.1 (stat.
only))◦, respectively. These results are close to the 180◦ expected from
Cabibbo factors and a small strong phase. The LHCb [36] analysis
for x, y is decay-model independent. The model of resonances in the
multibody final state is replaced by strong-phase measurements from
CLEO-c [38]. Table 82.4 summarizes the results of time-dependent
multibody analyses.

Table 82.4: Results from time-dependent multibody analyses.
The errors are statistical, experimental systematic, and decay-
model systematic, respectively. BaBar 2016 reports a combined
systematic error. The LHCb result is decay-model independent
utilizing strong-phase measurements from CLEO-c [38]

No CP Violation

Year Exper. Final State(s) x ×10−3 y ×10−3

2016 BaBar [37] π+π−π0 15± 12± 6 2± 9± 5
2016 LHCb [36] K0

Sπ
+π− −8.6± 5.3± 1.7 0.3 ± 4.6 ± 1.3

2014 Belle [35] K0
Sπ

+π− 5.6± 1.9+0.3
−0.9

+0.6
−0.9 3.0± 1.5+0.4

−0.5
+0.3
−0.6

2010 BaBar [34] K0
Sπ

+π−, 1.6±2.3±1.2±0.8 5.7±2.0±1.3±0.7
K0

SK
+K−

2007 Belle [32] K0
Sπ

+π− 8.0± 2.9+0.9
−0.7

+1.0
−1.4 3.3± 2.4+0.8

−1.2
+0.6
−0.8

2005 CLEO [31] K0
Sπ

+π− 19+32
−33 ± 4± 4 −14± 24± 8± 4

With CP Violation

Year Exper. Final State(s) |q/p| φ

2014 Belle [35] K0
Sπ

+π− 0.90+0.16
−0.15

+0.05
−0.04

+0.06
−0.05 (−6± 11± 3+3

−4)
◦

2007∗ Belle [32] K0
Sπ

+π− 0.86+0.30
−0.29

+0.06
−0.03 ± 0.08 (−14+16

−18
+5
−3

+2
−4)

◦

∗ This result allows for all CP violations and is superseded by Ref. [35]
that assumes no direct CP violation in DCS decays.

In addition, Belle [32,35] has results for both the relative phase
(statistical errors only) and ratio R (central values only) of the
DCS fit fraction relative to the CF fit fractions for K∗(892)+π−,
K∗

0 (1430)
+π−, K∗

2 (1430)
+π−, K∗(1410)+π−, and K∗(1680)+π−.

Similarly, BaBar [34,39,40] has reported central values for R for
K∗(892)+π−, K∗

0 (1430)
+π−, and K∗

2 (1430)
+π−. The systematic

uncertainties on R are not evaluated. The large differences in R
among these final states could point to an interesting role for hadronic
effects.

82.4. Decays to CP Eigenstates

When the final state f is a CP eigenstate, there is no distinction
between f and f , and Af =Af and Af =Af . We denote final states

with CP eigenvalues ±1 by f± and write λ± for λf± .

The quantity y may be measured by comparing the rate for D0

decays to non-CP eigenstates such as K−π+ with decays to CP
eigenstates such as K+K− [12]. If decays to K+K− have a shorter
effective lifetime than those to K−π+, y is positive.

In the limit of slow mixing (x, y ≪ 1) and the absence of direct
CP violation (AD = 0), but allowing for small indirect CP violation
(|AM |, |φ| ≪ 1), we can write

λ± =

∣∣∣∣
q

p

∣∣∣∣ e±iφ . (82.29)

In this scenario, to a good approximation, the decay rates for states
that are initially D0 and D0 to a CP eigenstate have exponential time
dependence:

r±(t) ∝ exp (−t/τ±) , (82.30)

r±(t) ∝ exp (−t/τ±) , (82.31)

where τ is measured in units of 1/Γ.

The effective lifetimes are given by

1/τ± = 1±
∣∣∣∣
q

p

∣∣∣∣ (y cosφ− x sinφ) , (82.32)

1/τ± = 1±
∣∣∣∣
p

q

∣∣∣∣ (y cosφ+ x sinφ) . (82.33)

The effective decay rate to a CP eigenstate combining both D0 and
D0 decays is

r±(t) + r±(t) ∝ e−(1±yCP )t . (82.34)
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Here

yCP =
1

2

(∣∣∣∣
q

p

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣
p

q

∣∣∣∣
)
y cosφ− 1

2

(∣∣∣∣
q

p

∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣
p

q

∣∣∣∣
)
x sinφ (82.35)

≈ y cosφ−AMx sinφ .

If CP is conserved, yCP = y.

All measurements of yCP are relative to the D0 → K−π+ decay
rate. Table 82.5 summarizes the current status of measurements.
Belle [46], BaBar [47], LHCb [48], and CDF [44] have reported yCP
and the decay-rate asymmetry for CP even final states (assuming
AD = 0)

AΓ =
τ+ − τ+
τ+ + τ+

=
(1/τ+)− (1/τ+)

(1/τ+) + (1/τ+)
(82.36)

≈ 1

2

(∣∣∣∣
q

p

∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣
p

q

∣∣∣∣
)
y cosφ− 1

2

(∣∣∣∣
q

p

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣
p

q

∣∣∣∣
)
x sinφ

≈ AMy cosφ− x sinφ .

Belle [50] has also reported yCP for the final state K0
SK

+K− which

is dominated by the CP odd final state K0
Sφ. If CP is conserved,

AΓ = 0.

Table 82.5: Results for yCP from D0→K+K− and π+π−.

Year Exper. final state(s) yCP (%) AΓ(×10−3)

2016 LHCb [41] K+K−, π+π− — −0.13±0.28± 0.10
2016 LHCb [41] K+K− — −0.30±0.32 ± 0.10
2016 LHCb [41] π+π− — 0.46±0.58 ± 0.12
2015 LHCb [42] K+K−, π+π− — −1.25±0.73
2015 LHCb [42] K+K− — −1.34±0.77+0.26

−0.34

2015 LHCb [42] π+π− — −0.92±1.45+0.25
−0.33

2015 BES III [43] K0
Sπ

0,K0
Sη,K

0
Sω −2.0± 1.3± 0.7 —

K+K−, π+π−,
K0

Sπ
0π0

2014 CDF [44] K+K−, π+π− — −1.2±1.2
2014 CDF [44] K+K− — −1.9±1.5±0.4
2014 CDF [44] π+π− — −0.1±1.8±0.3
2013∗ LHCb [45] K+K− — −0.35±0.62±0.12
2013∗ LHCb [45] π+π− — 0.33±1.06±0.14
2012 Belle [46] K+K−,π+π− 1.11±0.22±0.09 −0.3±2.0±0.7
2012 BaBar [47] K+K−,π+π− 0.72±0.18±0.12 0.9±2.6±0.6
2011 LHCb [48] K+K− 0.55±0.63±0.41 −5.9±5.9±2.1
2009∗ BaBar [49] K+K− 1.16±0.22±0.18 —
2009 Belle [50] K0

SK
+K− 0.11±0.61±0.52 —

2008∗ BaBar [51] K+K−,π+π− 1.03±0.33±0.19 2.6±3.6±0.8
2007∗ Belle [52] K+K−,π+π− 1.31±0.32±0.25 0.1±3.0±1.5
2003∗ BaBar [53] K+K−,π+π− 0.8± 0.4+0.5

−0.4 —

2001 CLEO [54] K+K−,π+π− −1.2±2.5±1.4 —
2001 Belle† [55] K+K− −0.5±1.0+0.7

−0.8 —

2000 FOCUS [56] K+K− 3.42±1.39±0.74 —
1999 E791 [57] K+K− 0.8±2.9±1.0 —

HFLAV [9] 0.835± 0.155 −0.32± 0.26

∗These measurements are excluded from the HFLAV average. The
BaBar results are superseded by Ref. 47 and the Belle result has been
superseded by Ref. 46. The LHCb results Ref. 41 and Ref. 42 use
different tagging methods, D* and semimuonic, respectively, and thus
are independent. Ref. 41 supersedes the 2013 LHCb results.
†This measurement is included in the result reported by Ref. 46.

Substantial work on the time-integrated CP asymmetries in decays
to CP eigenstates are summarized in this Review [58]. Table 82.6
summarizes the current status of measurements of the difference
in time-integrated CP asymmetries, ∆ACP = AK − Aπ , between
D0 → K−K+ and D0 → π−π+. The HFLAV fit is consistent with no
CP violation at the 6.5% Confidence Level [9].

Table 82.6: Results for the difference in time-integrated CP
asymmetries ∆ACP between D0→K+K− and D0→π+π−.

Year Exper. ∆ACP (×10−3)

2016 LHCb [59] −1.0± 0.8± 0.3
2014 LHCb [60] 1.4±1.6±0.8
2013 CDF [61] −6.2±2.1±1.0
2012 Belle [15] −8.7±4.1±0.6
2008 BaBar [62] 2.4±6.2±2.6

82.5. Coherent D0D0 Analyses

Measurements of RD, cos δKπ, sin δKπ, x, and y can be determined
simultaneously from a combined fit to the time-integrated single-tag
(ST) and double-tag (DT) yields in correlated D0D0 produced at the
ψ(3770) [26,27].

Due to quantum correlations in the C = −1 and C = +1
D0D0 pairs produced in the reactions e+e− → D0D0(π0) and
e+e− → D0D0γ(π0), respectively, the time-integrated D0D0

decay rates are sensitive to interference between amplitudes for
indistinguishable final states. The size of this interference is governed
by the relevant amplitude ratios and can include contributions from
D0–D0 mixing.

The following categories of final states are considered:

f or f: Hadronic states accessed from either D0 or D0 decay but
that are not CP eigenstates. An example is K−π+, which results
from Cabibbo-favored D0 transitions or DCS D0 transitions.

ℓ+ or ℓ−: Semileptonic or purely leptonic final states, which, in the
absence of mixing, tag unambiguously the flavor of the parent D0.

f+ or f−: CP -even and CP -odd eigenstates, respectively.

The decay rates for D0D0 pairs to all possible combinations of
the above categories of final states are calculated in Ref. 2, for both
C = −1 and C = +1, reproducing the work of Ref. 3. Such D0D0

combinations, where both D final states are specified, are double tags.
In addition, the rates for single tags, where either the D0 or D0 is
identified and the other neutral D decays generically are given in
Ref. 2.

BESIII has reported results using 2.92 pb−1 of e+e− → ψ(3770)
data where the quantum-coherent D0D0 pairs are in the C = −1
state. The values of yCP = (−2.0 ± 1.3 ± 0.7)% [43] and ACP

Kπ =
(12.7 ± 1.3 ± 0.7)% [66] are determined from DT yields including a
CP eigenstate vs semileptonic and vs Kπ, respectively. For yCP , the
CP eigenstates included are K−K+ (f+), π

+π− (f+), K
0
Sπ

0π0 (f+),

K0
Sπ

0 (f−), K0
Sη (f−), and K0

Sω (f−). For ACP
Kπ , the additional CP

eigenstates included are π0π0 (f+) and ρ0π0 (f+). Using the external
inputs of RD and y from HFLAV [67] and R from PDG [68]- – see
Eq. (82.27) — they obtain cos δKπ = 1.02 ± 0.11 ± 0.06 ± 0.01 [66]
where the third uncertainty is due to the external inputs.

CLEO-c has reported results using 818 pb−1 of e+e− → ψ(3770)
data [63–65]. The values of y, RM , cos δKπ, and sin δKπ are
determined from a combined fit to the ST (hadronic only) and DT
yields. The hadronic final states included are K−π+ (f), K+π− (f),
K−K+ (f+), π+π− (f+), K0

Sπ
0π0 (f+), K0

Lπ
0 (f+), K0

Lη (f+),

K0
Lω (f+), K

0
Sπ

0 (f−), K0
Sη (f−), K0

Sω (f−), and K0
Lπ

0π0 (f−), and
K0

Sπ
+π− (mixure of f ,f , f+, and f−). The two flavored final states,

K−π+ and K+π−, can be reached via CF or DCS transitions.

Semileptonic DT yields are also included, where one D is fully
reconstructed in one of the hadronic modes listed above, and the other
D is partially reconstructed in either D → Keν or D → Kµν. When
the lepton is accompanied by a flavor tag (D → K−π+ or K+π−),
both the “right-sign” and “wrong-sign” DT samples are used, where
the electron and kaon charges are the same and opposite, respectively.

The main results of the CLEO-c analysis are the determination of
cos δKπ = 0.81+0.22

−0.18
+0.07
−0.05, sin δKπ = −0.01 ± 0.49 ± 0.04, and world

averages for the mixing parameters from an “extended” fit that
combines the CLEO-c data with previous mixing and branching-ratio
measurements [65]. These fits allow cos δKπ, sin δKπ and x2 to be
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unphysical. Constraining cos δKπ and sin δKπ to [−1,+1] — that is
interpreting δKπ as an angle — yields δKπ = (18+11

−17 ± 7)◦. Note that

measurements of y (Table 82.4 and Table 82.5) and y′ (Table 82.3)
dominate the determination of δKπ = 15.2+7.6

−10.0 [9].

82.6. Summary of Experimental Results

Several recent results indicate that charm mixing is at the upper
end of the range of Standard Model estimates.

For D0 → K+π− , LHCb [16,18], CDF [17], and Belle [15] each
exclude the no-mixing hypothesis by more than 5 standard deviations.

For yCP in D0 → K+K− and π+π−, Belle [46] and BaBar [47]
find 4.5σ and 3.3σ effects. The most sensitive measurement of x and
y is in D0 → K0

Sπ
+π− from Belle [35] and the no mixing solution

is only excluded at 2.5σ. In a similar analysis using D0 → K0
Sπ

+π−

and D0 → K0
SK

+K− BaBar [34] also finds the no mixing solution
excluded at 1.9σ. LHCb [10] has reported the observation of charm
mixing in D0 → K+π−π+π− with 8.2σ significance.

The current situation would benefit from better knowledge of the
strong phase difference δKπ than provided by the current CLEO-c [65]
and BESIII [66] results. This would allow one to unfold x and y from
the D0 → K+π− measurements of x′2 and y′, and directly compare
them to the D0 → K0

Sπ
+π− results.

The experimental data consistently indicate that the D0 and D0 do
mix. The mixing is presumably dominated by long-range processes.
Under the assumption that the observed mixing is due entirely to
non-Standard Model processes, significant constraints on a variety of
new physics models are obtained [69]. A serious limitation to the
interpretation of charm oscillations in terms of New Physics is the
theoretical uncertainty of the Standard Model prediction [70,71].

82.7. HFLAV Averaging of Charm Mixing Results

The Heavy Flavor Averaging Group (HFLAV) has made a global
fit to all mixing measurements to obtain values of x, y, δKπ, δKππ0

,

RD, AD ≡ (R+
D − R−

D)/(R+
D + R−

D), |q/p|, Arg(q/p) ≡ φ, and the
time-integrated CP asymmetries AK and Aπ. Correlations among
observables are taken into account by using the error matrices from the
experiments. The measurements of D0 → K(∗)+ℓ−ν, K+K−, π+π−,
K+π−, K+π−π0, K+π−π+π−, K0

Sπ
+π−, K0

SK
+K−, and π+π−π0

decays, as well as CLEO-c and BESIII results for double-tagged
branching fractions measured at the ψ(3770) are used.

Table 82.7: HFLAV Charm Mixing Averages [9].

Parameter No CP CP Violation 95% C.L. Interval
Violation Allowed CPV Allowed

x(%) 0.46+0.14
−0.15 0.32 ± 0.14 [0.04, 0.62]

y(%) 0.62± 0.08 0.69+0.06
−0.07 [0.50, 0.80]

RD(%) 0.348+0.004
−0.003 0.349+0.004

−0.003 [0.342, 0.356]

δKπ(
◦) 8.0+9.7

−11.2 15.2+7.6
−10.0 [−16.8, 30.1]

δKππ0(
◦) 20.4+23.3

−23.8 31.7+23.5
−24.2 [−16.4, 77.7]

AD(%) — −0.88 ± 0.99 [−2.8, 1.0]
|q/p| — 0.89+0.08

−0.07 [0.77, 1.12]

φ(◦) — −12.9+9.9
−8.7 [−30.2, 10.6]

AK — −0.11± 0.13 [−0.37, 0.14]
Aπ — 0.01± 0.14 [−0.25, 0.28]

For the global fit, confidence contours in the two dimensions
(x, y) and (|q/p|, φ) are obtained by letting, for any point in the
two-dimensional plane, all other fit parameters take their preferred
values. Figures 1 and 2 show the resulting 1 to 5 σ contours. The fits
exclude the no-mixing point (x=y=0) at more than 11.5σ, when CP
violation is allowed. The fits are consistent with no CP violation at
the 40% Confidence Level. The parameters x and y differ from zero by
1.9σ and 9.1σ, respectively. One-dimensional likelihood functions for
parameters are obtained by allowing, for any value of the parameter,

x (%)
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Figure 82.1: Two-dimensional 1σ-5σ contours for (x, y) from

measurements of D0 → K(∗)+ℓν, h+h−, K+π−, K+π−π0,
K+π−π+π−, K0

Sπ
+π−, K0

SK
+K−, and π+π−π0 decays, and

double-tagged branching fractions measured at the ψ(3770)
resonance (from HFLAV [9]) .
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Figure 82.2: Two-dimensional 1σ-5σ contours for (|q/p|,Arg(q/p))
from measurements of D0 → K(∗)+ℓν, h+h−, K+π−, K+π−π0,
K+π−π+π−, K0

Sπ
+π−, K0

SK
+K−, and π+π−π0 decays, and

double-tagged branching fractions measured at the ψ(3770)
resonance (from HFLAV [9]) .

all other fit parameters to take their preferred values. The resulting
likelihood functions give central values, 68.3% C.L. intervals, and 95%
C.L. intervals as listed in Table 82.7. The χ2 for the HFLAV fit is 77
for 50 degrees of freedom, indicating some disagreement among the
measurements included in the combination.

From the results of the HFLAV averaging, the following can be
concluded: (1) Since CP violation is small and yCP is positive, the
CP -even state is shorter-lived, as in the K0K0 system; (2) However,
since x appears to be positive, the CP -even state is heavier, unlike in
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the K0K0 system; (3) The strong phase difference δKπ is consistent
with the SU(3) expectation of zero but large values are not excluded;
(4) There is no evidence yet for CP -violation in D0D0 mixing.
Observing CP -violation in mixing (|q/p| 6= 1) at the current level of
sensitivity would indicate new physics.

82.8. Future Prospects

Current results are based primarily upon CLEO-c (818 pb−1 of
e+e− → ψ(3770)), B-factories (∼1 ab−1 of e+e− → Υ(4S)), and
LHCb Run 1 (3 fb−1 of pp collisions at 3.5-4.0 TeV). Only a subset of
the LHCb results reported use the full Run 1 data sample. Order of
magnitude or more increases in data analyzed from each of these data
types are expected.

BESIII has accumulated 2.9 fb−1 of e+e− → ψ(3770) and may
integrate up to 10 fb−1 in the next few years. These data will
provide strong phase difference measurements that enable improved
model-independent determination of mixing parameters from Belle II
and LHCb. In 2018, Belle II will begin to accumulate e+e− → Υ(4S)
data, 50 ab−1 is anticipated by 2024. The sensitivity of these data to
charm mixing parameters is expected to be comparable to LHCb Run
2 [72]. LHCb Run 2 will complete in 2018 and Run 3 is planned for
2021-23, concurrent with Belle II.

The author would like to acknowledge helpful input from Bostjan
Golob, Marco Gersabeck, and especially Alan Schwartz of the Heavy
Flavor Averaging Group.
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Updated November 2015 by J.L. Rosner (University of Chicago) and
C.G. Wohl (LBNL).

(Note added April 2018. There have been few measurements of D+
s

branching ratios since our 2015 revision, and none at all of hadronic
modes. So we run with the 2015 version.)

Figure 83.1 shows a partial breakdown of the D+
s branching

fractions. The rest of this note is about how the figure was constructed.
The values shown make heavy use of CLEO measurements of inclusive
branching fractions [1]. For references to other data cited in the
following, see the Listings.

83.1. Modes with leptons

The bottom (19.9 ± 0.9)% of Fig. 83.1 shows the fractions for the
modes that include leptons. Measured Xe+νe semileptonic fractions
have been doubled to include the Xµ+νµ fractions. The sum of the
exclusive Xe+νe fractions is (6.9± 0.4)%, consistent with an inclusive
semileptonic measurement of (6.5 ± 0.4)%. There seems to be little
missing here.

83.2. Inclusive hadronic KK fractions

The Cabibbo-favored c → s decay in D+
s decay produces a final

state with both an s and an s̄; and thus modes with a KK pair
or with an η, ω, η′, or φ predominate (as may already be seen in
Fig. 83.1 in the semileptonic fractions). We consider the KK modes
first. A complete picture of the exclusive KK charge modes is not
yet possible, because branching fractions for many of those modes
have not yet been measured. However, CLEO has measured the
inclusive K+, K−, K0

S , K
+K−, K+K0

S , K
−K0

S , and 2K0
S fractions

(these include modes with leptons) [1]. And each of these inclusive
fractions with a K0

S is equal to the corresponding fraction with a

K0
L: f(K+K0

L) = f(K+K0
S), f(2K

0
L) = f(2K0

S), etc. Therefore, of all

inclusive fractions pairing a K+, K0
S , or K

0
L with a K−, K0

S , or K
0
L,

we know all but f(K0
SK

0
L).

We can get that fraction. The total K0
S fraction is

f(K0
S) = f(K+K0

S) + f(K−K0
S) + 2f(2K0

S) + f(K0
SK

0
L)

+ f(single K0
S) ,

where f(single K0
S) is the sum of the branching fractions for modes

such as K0
Sπ

+2π0 with a K0
S and no second K. The K0

Sπ
+2π0 mode

is in fact the only unmeasured single-K0
S mode (throughout, we shall

assume that fractions for modes with a K or KK and more than three
pions are negligible), and we shall take its fraction to be the same as
for the K0

S2π
+π− mode, (0.30 ± 0.11)%. Any reasonable deviation

from this value would be too small to matter much in the following.
Adding the several small single-K0

S branching fractions, including

those from semileptonic modes, we get f(single K0
S) = (1.65± 0.26)%.

Using this, we have:

f(K0
SK

0
L) = f(K0

S)− f(K+K0
S)− f(K−K0

S)

− 2f(2K0
S)− f(single K0

S)

= (19.0± 1.1)− (5.8± 0.5)− (1.9± 0.4)

− 2× (1.7± 0.3)− (1.7± 0.3)

= (6.2± 1.4)% .

Here and below we treat the errors as uncorrelated, although often
they are not. However, our main aim is to get numbers for Fig. 83.1;
errors are secondary.

There is a check on our result: The φ inclusive branching fraction
is (15.7 ± 1.0)%, of which 34%, or (5.34 ± 0.34)% of D+

s decays,
produces a K0

SK
0
L. Our f(K0

SK
0
L) = (6.2 ± 1.4)% has to be at least

this large—and it is.

We now have all the inclusive KK fractions. We use f(K+K
0
) =

2 f(K+K0
S), and likewise for f(K−K0). For K+K− and K0

SK
0
L,
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Figure 83.1: A partial breakdown of D+
s branching fractions.

The hadronic bins in the left column show inclusive fractions.
Shading within a bin shows how much of the inclusive fraction
is not yet accounted for by adding up all the relevant exclusive
fractions. The inclusive hadronic φ fraction is spread over three
bins, in proportion to its decay fractions into K+K−, K0

SK
0
L,

and no-KK̄ modes.

we subtract off the contributions from φℓ+ν decay to get the purely
hadronic KK inclusive fractions:

f(K+K−, hadronic) = (15.8± 0.7)− (2.44± 0.14)

= (13.4± 0.7)%

f(K+K
0
, hadronic) = (11.6± 1.0)%

f(K−K0, hadronic) = (3.8± 0.8)%

f(2K0
S + 2K0

L, hadronic) = (3.4± 0.64)%

f(K0
SK

0
L, hadronic) = (6.2± 1.4)− (1.70± 0.10)

= (4.5± 1.4)% .
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The fractions are shown in Fig. 83.1. They total (36.7± 2.1)% of D+
s

decays.

We can add more information to the figure by summing up
measured branching fractions for exclusive modes within each bin:

K+K− modes—The sum of measured K+K−π+,
K+K−π+π0, and K+K−2π+π− branching fractions is (12.6± 0.6)%.
That leaves (0.8 ± 0.9)% for the K+K−π+2π0 mode, which is the
only other K+K− mode with three or fewer pions. In Fig. 83.1, this
unmeasured part of the K+K− bin is shaded.

K+K
0

modes—Two times the sum of the measured K+K0
S ,

K+K0
Sπ

0, and K+K0
Sπ

+π− branching fractions is (8.1± 0.5)%. This

leaves (3.5± 1.1)% for the unmeasured K+K
0
modes (there are three

such modes with three or fewer pions). This is shaded in the figure.

K−K0 modes—Twice the K−K0
S2π

+ fraction is (3.34 ± 0.20)%,

which leaves about (0.5 ± 0.8)% for K−K02π+π0, the only other
K−K0 mode with three or fewer pions.

2K0
S + 2K0

L modes—The 2K0
Sπ

+ and 2K0
S2π

+π− fractions sum to

(0.86± 0.07)%; this times two (for the corresponding 2K0
L modes) is

(1.72± 0.14)%. This leaves about (1.7 ± 0.7)% for other 2K0
S + 2K0

L
modes.

K0
SK

0
L modes—Most of the K0

SK
0
L fraction is accounted for by φ

decays (see below).

83.3. Inclusive hadronic η, ω, η′, and φ fractions

These are easier. We start with the inclusive branching fractions,
and then, to avoid double counting, subtract: (1) fractions for modes
with leptons; (2) η mesons that are included in the inclusive η′

fraction; and (3) K+K− and K0
SK

0
L from φ decays:

f(η hadronic) = f(η inclusive)− 0.65 f(η′ inclusive)

−f(ηℓ+ν) = (17.0± 3.1)%

f(ω hadronic) = f(ω inclusive)− 0.0275f(η′ inclusive)
= (5.8± 1.4)%

f(η′ hadronic) = f(η′ inclusive)− f(η′ℓ+ν)
= (9.7± 1.9)%

f(φ hadronic, 6→ KK) = 0.17
[
f(φ inclusive)− f(φℓ+ν)

]

= (1.8± 0.2)% .

The factors 0.65, 0.0275, and 0.17 are the η′ → η, η′ → ω, and
φ 6→ KK branching fractions. Figure 83.1 shows the results; the sum
is (34.2± 3.9)%, which is about equal to the hadronic KK total.

Note that the bin marked φ near the top of Fig. 83.1 includes
neither the φℓ+ν decays nor the 83% of other φ decays that produce a
KK pair. There is twice as much φ in the K0

SK
0
L bin, and nearly three

times as much in the K+K− bin. These contributions are indicated
in those bins.

Again, we can show how much of each bin is accounted for by
measured exclusive branching fractions:

η modes—The sum of ηπ+, ηρ+, and ηK+ branching fractions
is (11.1 ± 1.2)%, which leaves a good part of the inclusive hadronic
η fraction, (17.0 ± 3.1)%, to be accounted for. This is shaded in the
figure.

ω modes—The sum of ωπ+, ωπ+π0, and ω2π+π− fractions is
(4.6 ± 0.9)%, which is nearly as large as the inclusive hadronic ω
fraction, (5.8± 1.4)%.

η′ modes—The sum of η′π+, η′ρ+, and η′K+ fractions is
(9.7 ± 1.9)%, which agrees with the inclusive hadronic η′ fraction,
(9.7±1.9)%. (An old measurement of the η′ρ+ fraction, (12.5±2.2)%,
has been abandoned [2]. )

83.4. Cabibbo-suppressed modes

The sum of the fractions for modes with a KK̄, η, ω, η′, or leptons
is (90.8± 4.5)%. The remaining (9.2± 4.5)% is to Cabibbo-suppressed
modes, mainly single-K+pions and multiple-pion modes (see below).
However, it should be noted that some small parts of the modes already
discussed are Cabibbo-suppressed. For example, the (1.10± 0.24)% of
D+

s decays to K0ℓν or K∗0ℓν is already in the Xℓν bin in Fig. 83.1.
And the inclusive measurements of η, ω, and η′ fractions do not
distinguish between (and therefore include both) Cabibbo-allowed and
-suppressed modes. We shall not try to make a separation here.

K0 + pions—Above, we found that f(single K0
S) = (1.65± 0.26)%.

Subtracting leptonic fractions with a K0
S leaves (1.22 ± 0.28)%. The

hadronic single-K0 fraction is twice this, (2.44± 0.56)%. The sum of
measured K0π+, K0π+π0, and K02π+π− fractions is (1.84± 0.28)%.

K+ + pions—The K+π0 and K+π+π− fractions sum to
(0.72 ± 0.05)%. Much of the K+nπ modes, where n ≥ 3, is already
in the η, ω, and η′ bins, and the rest is not measured. The total K+

fraction wanted here is probably in the 1-to-2% range.

Multi-pions—The 2π+π−, π+2π0, and 3π+2π− fractions total
(2.54± 0.16)%. Modes not measured might double this.

The sum of the actually measured fractions is (5.1 ± 0.3)%, which
is not inconsistent with the Cabibbo-suppressed total of (9.2± 4.5)%.

83.5. A model

With CLEO about to publish inclusive branching fractions [1],
Gronau and Rosner predicted those fractions using a “statistical
isospin”model [3]. Consider, say, the D+

s → KKπ charge modes:

the K+K−π+ branching fraction is measured, the K+K
0
π0 and

K0K
0
π+ fractions are not. The statistical isospin model assumes that

all the independent isospin amplitudes for D+
s → KKπ decay are

equal in magnitude and incoherent in phase—in which case, the ratio
of the three fractions here is 3:3:2. (Actually, use was also made of

the fact that D+
s → KKπ decay is dominated by φπ+, K+K

∗0
, and

K∗+K0
submodes; but the estimated charge-mode ratios were not far

from 3:3:2.) A different, quark-antiquark pair-production model was
used to estimate systematic uncertainties.

In this way, unmeasured exclusive fractions were calculated from
measured exclusive fractions (the latter were taken from the 2008
Review, and so did not benefit from recent results). In the hadronic
sector, the measured total of 59.4% of D+

s decays led to an estimated
total of 24.2% for unmeasured modes. Weighted counts of π+, K0

S ,
etc., were then made to get the inclusive fractions.

Of interest here is that the sum of all the exclusive fractions—a
way-stop in getting the inclusive values—was a nearly correct 103%.
In the absence of complete measurements, the model is a way to, in
effect, average over ignorance. It probably works better summed over
a number of charge-mode sets than in detail. It is known to sometimes
give incorrect results when there are sufficient measurements to test it.
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We review the physics of purely leptonic decays of π±, K±, D±,
D±

s , and B± pseudoscalar mesons. The measured decay rates are
related to the product of the relevant weak-interaction-based CKM
matrix element of the constituent quarks and a strong interaction
parameter related to the overlap of the quark and antiquark wave-
functions in the meson, called the decay constant fP . The leptonic
decay constants for π±, K±, D±, D±

s , and B± mesons can be obtained
with controlled theoretical uncertainties and high precision from ab
initio lattice-QCD simulations. The combination of experimental
leptonic decay-rate measurements and theoretical decay-constant
calculations enables the determination of several elements of the
CKM matrix within the standard model. These determinations are
competitive with those obtained from semileptonic decays, and also
complementary because they are sensitive to axial-vector (as opposed
to vector) quark flavor-changing currents. They can also be used to
test the unitarity of the first and second rows of the CKM matrix.
Conversely, taking the CKM elements predicted by unitarity, one can
infer “experimental” values for fP that can be compared with theory.
These provide tests of lattice-QCD methods, provided new-physics
contributions to leptonic decays are negligible at the current level of
precision. This review was prepared for the Particle Data Group’s
2016 edition, updating the versions in Refs. 1–3.

84.1. Introduction

Charged mesons formed from a quark and an antiquark can decay
to a charged lepton pair when these objects annihilate via a virtual W
boson. Fig. 84.1 illustrates this process for the purely leptonic decay
of a D+ meson.

Figure 84.1: The annihilation process for pure D+ leptonic
decays in the Standard Model.

Similar quark-antiquark annihilations via a virtual W+ to the ℓ+ν
final states occur for the π+, K+, D+

s , and B+ mesons. (Whenever
psuedoscalar-meson charges are specified in this article, use of the
charge-conjugate particles and corresponding decays are also implied.)
Let P be any of these pseudoscalar mesons. To lowest order, the decay
width is

Γ(P → ℓν) =
G2
F

8π
f2P m2

ℓMP

(
1− m2

ℓ

M2
P

)2 ∣∣Vq1q2
∣∣2 . (84.1)

Here MP is the P mass, mℓ is the ℓ mass, Vq1q2 is the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix element between the constituent
quarks q1q̄2 in P , and GF is the Fermi coupling constant. The decay
constant fP is proportional to the matrix element of the axial current
between the one-P -meson state and the vacuum:

〈0|q̄1γµγ5q2|P (p)〉 = ipµfP , (84.2)

and can be thought of as the “wavefunction overlap” of the quark
and antiquark. In this article we use the convention in which
fπ ≈ 130 MeV.

The decay P± starts with a spin-0 meson, and ends up with
a left-handed neutrino or right-handed antineutrino. By angular
momentum conservation, the ℓ± must then also be left-handed or

right-handed, respectively. In the mℓ = 0 limit, the decay is forbidden,
and can only occur as a result of the finite ℓ mass. This helicity
suppression is the origin of the m2

ℓ dependence of the decay width.
Radiative corrections are needed when the final charged particle is an
electron or muon; for the τ they are greatly suppressed due to the
large lepton mass, and hence negligible.

Measurements of purely leptonic decay branching fractions and
lifetimes allow an experimental determination of the product∣∣Vq1q2

∣∣ fP . If the decay constant fP is known to sufficient precision
from theory, one can obtain the corresponding CKM element within
the standard model. If, on the other hand, one takes the value of∣∣Vq1q2

∣∣ assuming CKM unitarity, one can infer an “experimental
measurement” of the decay constant that can then be compared with
theory.

The importance of measuring Γ(P → ℓν) depends on the particle
being considered. Leptonic decays of charged pseudoscalar mesons
occur at tree level within the standard model. Thus one does not
expect large new-physics contributions to measurements of Γ(P → ℓν)
for the lighter mesons P = π+,K+, and these processes in principle
provide clean standard-model determinations of Vud and Vus. The
situation is different for leptonic decays of charm and bottom mesons.
The presence of new heavy particles such as charged Higgs bosons
or leptoquarks could lead to observable effects in Γ(P → ℓν) for
P = D+

(s)
, B+ [4–8]. Thus the determination of |Vub| from B+ → τν

decay, in particular, should be considered a probe of new physics.
More generally, the ratio of leptonic decays to τν over µν final states
probes lepton universality [4,9].

The determinations of CKM elements from leptonic decays of
charged pseudoscalar mesons provide complementary information to
those from other decay processes. The decay P → ℓν proceeds in
the standard model via the axial-vector current q̄1γµγ5q2, whereas
semileptonic pseudoscalar meson decays P1 → P2ℓν proceed via
the vector current q̄1γµq2. Thus the comparison of determinations of∣∣Vq1q2

∣∣ from leptonic and semileptonic decays tests the V −A structure
of the standard-model electroweak charged-current interaction. More
generally, a small right-handed admixture to the standard-model
weak current would lead to discrepancies between

∣∣Vq1q2
∣∣ obtained

from leptonic pseudoscalar-meson decays, exclusive semileptonic
pseudoscalar-meson decays, exclusive semileptonic baryon decays, and
inclusive semileptonic decays [10,11].

Both measurements of the decay rates Γ(P → ℓν) and theoretical
calculations of the decay constants fP for P = π+,K+, D+

(s)
from

numerical lattice-QCD simulations are now quite precise. As a result,
the elements of the first row of the CKM matrix |Vud| and |Vus| can
be obtained to sub-percent precision from π+ → ℓν and K+ → ℓν,
where the limiting error is from theory. The elements of the second
row of the CKM matrix |Vcd(s)| can be obtained from leptonic decays
of charmed pseudoscalar mesons to few-percent precision, where here
the limiting error is from experiment. These enable stringent tests of
the unitarity of the first and second rows of the CKM matrix.

This review is organized as follows. Because the experimental and
theoretical issues associated with measurements of pions and kaons,
charmed mesons, and bottom mesons differ, we discuss each one
separately. We begin with the pion and kaon system in Sec. 84.2. First,
in Sec. 84.2.1 we review current measurements of the experimental
decay rates. We provide tables of branching-ratio measurements and
determinations of the product |Vud(s)|fπ+(K+), as well as average

values for these quantities including correlations and other effects
needed to combine results. Then, in Sec. 84.2.2 we summarize the
status of theoretical calculations of the decay constants. We provide
tables of recent lattice-QCD results for fπ+ , fK+ , and their ratio from
simulations including dynamical u, d, s, and (in some cases c) quarks,
and present averages for each of these quantities including correlations
and strong SU(2)-isospin corrections as needed. We note that, for the
leptonic decay constants in Sec. 84.2.2, Sec. 84.3.2, and Sec. 84.4.2,
when available we use preliminary averages from the Flavor Lattice
Averaging Group [12,13] that update the determinations in Ref. 14
to include results that have appeared since their most recent review,
which dates from 2013. We next discuss the charmed meson system in
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Sec. 84.3, again reviewing current experimental rate measurements in
Sec. 84.3.1 and theoretical decay-constant calculations in Sec. 84.3.2.
Last, we discuss the bottom meson system in Sec. 84.4, following the
same organization as the two previous sections.

After having established the status of both experimental measure-
ments and theoretical calculations of leptonic charged pseudoscalar-
meson decays, we discuss some implications for phenomenology in
Sec. 84.5. We combine the average B(P → ℓν) with the average fP
to obtain the relevant CKM elements from leptonic decays, and then
compare them with determinations from other processes. We also
use the CKM elements obtained from leptonic decays to test the
unitarity of the first and second rows of the CKM matrix. Further, as
in previous reviews, we combine the experimental B(P → ℓν)s with
the associated CKM elements obtained from CKM unitarity to infer
“experimental” values for the decay constants; the comparison with
theory provides a test of lattice and other QCD approaches assuming
that new-physics contributions to these processes are not significant.

84.2. Pions and Kaons

84.2.1. Experimental rate measurements :

The leading-order expression for Γ(P → ℓν) in Eq. (84.1) is
modified by radiative corrections arising from diagrams involving
photons, in some cases with additional quark loops. These electroweak
and “hadronic” contributions can be combined into an overall factor
that multiplies the rate in the presence of only the strong interaction
(Γ(0)) as follows (cf. Refs. 15,16, and references therein):

Γ(P → ℓν) = Γ(0)
[
1 +

α

π
CP

]
, (84.3)

where CP differs for P = π,K. The inclusion of these corrections
is numerically important given the level of precision achieved on
the experimental measurements of the π± → µ±ν and K± → µ±ν
decay widths. The explicit expression for the term in brackets
above including all known electroweak and hadronic contributions
is given in Eq. (114) of Ref. 17. It includes the universal short-
distance electroweak correction obtained by Sirlin [18], the universal
long-distance correction for a point-like meson from Kinoshita [19],
and corrections that depend on the hadronic structure [20]. We
evaluate δP ≡ (α/π)CP using the latest experimentally-measured
meson and lepton masses and coupling constants from the Particle
Data Group [3], and taking the low-energy constants (LECs) that
parameterize the hadronic contributions from Refs. 17,21,22. The
finite non-logarithmic parts of the LECs were estimated within
the large-NC approximation assuming that contributions from the
lowest-lying resonances dominate. We therefore conservatively assign
a 100% uncertainty to the LECs, which leads to a ±0.9 error in Cπ,K .1

We obtain the following correction factors to the individual charged
pion and kaon decay widths:

δπ = 0.0176(21) and δK = 0.0107(21) . (84.4)

The error on the ratio of kaon-to-pion leptonic decay widths is under
better theoretical control because the hadronic contributions from
low-energy constants estimated within the large-Nc framework cancel
at lowest order in the chiral expansion. For the ratio, we use the
correction factor

δK/π = −0.0069(17) , (84.5)

where we take the estimated error due to higher-order corrections in
the chiral expansion from Ref. 24.

The sum of branching fractions for π− → µ−ν̄ and π− → µ−ν̄γ
is 99.98770(4)% [3]. The two modes are difficult to separate

1 This uncertainty on Cπ,K is smaller than the error estimated by
Marciano and Sirlin in Ref. 23, which predates the calculations of the
hadronic-structure contributions in Refs. 17, 20–22. The hadronic
LECs incorporate the large short-distance electroweak logarithm dis-
cussed in Ref. 23, and their dependence on the chiral renormalization
scale cancels the scale-dependence induced by chiral loops, thereby re-
moving the dominant scale uncertainty of the Marciano–Sirlin analy-
sis [23].

experimentally, so we use this sum. Together with the lifetime
26.033(5) ns [3] this implies Γ(π− → µ−ν̄[γ]) = 3.8408(7) × 107

s−1. The right-hand side of Eq. (1) is modified by the factor
1.0176 ± 0.0021 mentioned above to include photon emission and
radiative corrections [23,25]. The decay rate together with the masses
from the 2014 PDG review [3] gives

fπ− |Vud| = (127.13± 0.02± 0.13) MeV , (84.6)

where the errors are from the experimental rate measurement
and the radiative correction factor δπ in Eq. (84.4), respectively.
The uncertainty is dominated by that from theoretical estimate of
the hadronic structure-dependent radiative corrections, which include
next-to-leading order contributions of O(e2p2π,K) in chiral perturbation

theory [17].

The data on Kµ2 decays have been updated recently through
a global fit to branching ratios and lifetime measurements [26]:
B(K− → µ−ν̄[γ]) = 63.58(11)% and τK± = 12.384(15) ns. The
improvement in the branching ratio is primarily due to a new
measurement of B(K± → π±π+π−) from KLOE-2 [27], which
is correlated with B(K±

µ2) through the constraint that the sum of
individual branching ratios must equal unity. The sum of branching
fractions for K− → µ−ν̄ and K− → µ−ν̄γ and the lifetime imply
Γ(K− → µ−ν̄[γ]) = 5.134(11)× 107 s−1. Again taking the 2014 PDG
masses [3], this decay rate implies

fK+ |Vus| = (35.09± 0.04± 0.04) MeV , (84.7)

where the errors are from the experimental rate measurement and the
radiative correction factor δK , respectively.

Short-distance radiative corrections cancel in the ratio of pion-to-
kaon decay rates [28]:

ΓKℓ2[γ]

Γπℓ2[γ]

=
|V 2

us|f2K−
|Vud|2f2π−

mK(1−m2
ℓ/m

2
K)2

mπ(1−m2
ℓ/m

2
π)

2
(1 + δK/π) , (84.8)

where δK/π is given in Eq. (84.5). The left-hand side of Eq. (84.8) is

1.3367(28), yielding

|Vus|fK−
|Vud|fπ−

= 0.27599± 0.00029± 0.00024 , (84.9)

where the first uncertainty is due to the branching fractions and the
second is due to δK/π. Here the estimated error on the hadronic
structure-dependent radiative corrections is commensurate with the
experimental error.

In summary, the main experimental results pertaining to charged
pion and kaon leptonic decays are

|Vud|fπ− = (127.13± 0.02± 0.13) MeV , (84.10)

|Vus|fK+ = (35.09± 0.04± 0.04) MeV , (84.11)

|Vus|fK+

|Vud|fπ−
= 0.27599± 0.00029± 0.00024 , (84.12)

where the errors are from the experimental uncertainties in the
branching fractions and the theoretical uncertainties in the radiative
correction factors δP , respectively.

84.2.2. Theoretical decay-constant calculations :

Table 84.1 presents recent lattice-QCD calculations of the charged
pion and kaon decay constants and their ratio from simulations with
three (Nf = 2 + 1) or four flavors (Nf = 2 + 1 + 1) of dynamical
quarks. The results have been obtained using several independent
sets of gauge-field configurations, and a variety of lattice fermion
actions that are sensitive to different systematic uncertainties.2 The

2 See the PDG mini-review on “Lattice Quantum Chromodynam-
ics” [29] for a general review of numerical lattice-QCD simulations.
Details on the different methods used in modern lattice-QCD calcu-
lations are provided in Appendix A of the FLAG “Review of lattice
results concerning low energy particle physics” [14].
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Table 84.1: Recent lattice-QCD results for fπ+ , fK+ , and
their ratio. The upper and lower panels show (2 + 1 + 1)-
flavor and (2 + 1)-flavor determinations, respectively.
When two errors are shown, they are statistical and sys-
tematic, respectively. Results for fπ and fK in the isospin-
symmetric limit mu = md are noted with an “∗”; they are
corrected for isospin breaking via Eq. (84.13)–Eq. (84.15)
before computing the averages. Unpublished results noted

with a “†” or “‡” are not included in the averages.

Reference Nf fπ+(MeV) fK+(MeV) fK+/fπ+

ETM 14 [31] § 2+1+1 – 154.4(1.5)(1.3) 1.184(12)(11)

Fermilab/MILC 14 [32] § 2+1+1 – 155.92(13)(+42
−34) 1.1956(10)(+26

−18)

HPQCD 13 [33] § 2+1+1 – 155.37(20)(28) 1.1916(15)(16)

FLAG 15 average [12,13] ¶ 2+1+1 – 155.6(0.4) 1.193(3)

RBC/UKQCD 14 [34] ∗,† 2+1 130.19(89) 155.51(83) 1.1945(45)
RBC/UKQCD 12 [35] ∗ 2+1 127(3)(3) 152(3)(2) 1.199(12)(14)

Laiho & Van de Water 11 [36] ‡ 2+1 130.53(87)(210) 156.8(1.0)(1.7) 1.202(11)(9)(2)(5)

MILC 10 [37] 2+1 129.2(0.4)(1.4) 156.1(4)(+6
−9) 1.197(2)(+3

−7)

BMW 10 [38] ∗ 2+1 – – 1.192(7)(6)
HPQCD/UKQCD 07 [39] ∗ 2+1 132(2) 157(2) 1.189(2)(7)

FLAG 15 average [12,13] ¶ 2+1 130.2(1.4) 155.9(0.9) 1.192(5)

Our average Both 130.2(1.7) 155.6(0.4) 1.1928(26)

§ PDG 2014 value of fπ+ = 130.41(21) MeV used to set absolute lattice scale.

¶ Preliminary numbers shown here may change if further new lattice-QCD calculations are
published before the deadline for inclusion in the final 2015 FLAG review.
† Preprint submitted to Phys. Rev. D. Published RBC/UKQCD 12 results included in
Nf = 2 + 1 average.

‡ Lattice 2011 conference proceedings.

lattice-QCD uncertainties on both the individual decay constants
and their ratio have now reached sub-percent precision. The SU(3)-
breaking ratio fK+/fπ+ can be obtained with especially small errors
because statistical errors associated with the Monte Carlo simulations
are correlated between the numerator and denominator, as are some
systematics. The good agreement between these largely independent
determinations indicates that the lattice-QCD uncertainties are
controlled and that the associated error estimates are reliable.3

Table 84.1 also shows the 2015 preliminary three- and four-flavor
averages for the pion and kaon decay constants and their ratio from
the Flavour Lattice Averaging Group (FLAG) [12,13] in the lines
labeled “FLAG 15 average.” These preliminary updates of the 2013
FLAG averages [14] include only those results from Table 84.1 that are
published in refereed journals, or that are straightforward conference
updates of published analyses. In the (2+1+1)-flavor averages, the
statistical errors of HPQCD and Fermilab/MILC were conservatively
treated as 100% correlated because the calculations employed some
of the same gauge-field configurations. The errors have also been
increased by the

√
χ2/dof to reflect a slight tension between the

results. There are no four-flavor lattice-QCD results for the pion
decay constant in Table 84.1 because all of the calculations listed use
the quantity fπ+ to fix the absolute lattice scale needed to convert
from lattice-spacing units to GeV [31–33].

All of the results in Table 84.1 were obtained using isospin-
symmetric gauge-field configurations, i.e., the dynamical up and down
quarks have the same mass. Most calculations of pion and kaon decay
constants now include the dominant effect of nondegenerate up- and
down-quark masses by evaluating the masses of the constituent light
(valence) quarks in the pion at the physical up- and down-quark
masses, respectively, and evaluating the mass of the valence light
quark in the kaon at the physical mu. Those results obtained with

3 The recent review [30] summarizes the large body of evidence val-
idating the methods employed in modern lattice-QCD simulations.

degenerate up and down valence quarks are corrected for isospin
breaking using chiral perturbation theory (χPT) before being averaged.
The isospin-breaking corrections at next-to-leading order in χPT can
be parameterized as [24,40]

fπ = fπ+ , (84.13)

fK = fK+

(
1− δSU(2)/2

)
, (84.14)

fK
fπ

=
1√

δSU(2) + 1

fK+

fπ+
(84.15)

where the expression for δSU(2) in terms of the quark masses,

meson masses, and decay constants, is given in Eq. (37) of Ref. 14.
Numerically, values of δSU(2) ≈ −0.004 were employed by FLAG

to obtain the (2+1)-flavor averages in Table 84.1, but some direct
lattice-QCD calculations of δSU(2) give larger values [31,33,41] and
further studies are needed.

To obtain the best decay-constant values for comparison with
experimental rate measurements and other phenomenological appli-
cations, we combine the available (2 + 1)- and (2 + 1 + 1)-flavor
lattice-QCD results, first accounting for the omission of charm sea
quarks in the three-flavor simulations. The error introduced by
omitting charm sea quarks can be roughly estimated by expanding the
charm-quark determinant in powers of 1/mc [42]; the resulting leading

contribution is of order αs
(
ΛQCD/2mc

)2
[43]. Taking the MS values

mc(mc) = 1.275 GeV, ΛQCD ∼ 340 MeV from FLAG [14], and
α(mc) ∼ 0.4, leads to an estimate of about 0.7% for the contribution
to the decay constants from charm sea quarks. The charm sea-quark
contribution to ratios of decay constants is expected to be further
suppressed by the SU(3)-breaking factor (ms −md)/ΛQCD, and hence
about 0.2%.

We can compare these power-counting estimates of charm sea-
quark contributions to the observed differences between the (2+1)-
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and (2+1+1)-flavor lattice-QCD averages for kaon, D(s)-meson,
and B(s)-decay constants and ratios in Table 84.1, Table 84.4,
and Table 84.6. Of these, the kaon decay constants have been
calculated most precisely, and the and three- and four-flavor averages
for fK+ and fK+/fπ+ agree within sub-percent errors. Within present
uncertainties, however, effects of this size in pseudoscalar-meson decay
constants cannot be ruled out. Therefore, to be conservative, in this
review we add in quadrature additional systematic errors of 0.7%
and 0.2% to all (2+1)-flavor decay-constant and decay-constant-ratio
averages, respectively, to account for the omission of charm sea quarks.
Numerically, this increases the errors by at most about 50% for fK+

and less for all other decay constants and ratios, indicating that
the published (2+1)-flavor lattice-QCD results and uncertainties are
reliable.

Our final preferred theoretical values for the charged pion and kaon
decay constants are

Our averages : fπ+ = 130.2(1.7) MeV ,

fK+ = 155.6(0.4) MeV ,

fK+

fπ+
= 1.1928(26) , (84.16)

where fπ+ is simply the (2+1)-flavor FLAG average with the error
increased by the estimated 0.7% charm sea-quark contribution. For
fK+ and fK+/fπ+ , we take a simple weighted average of the (2+1)-
and (2+1+1)-flavor FLAG values, because they are each obtained
from a sufficient number of independent calculations that we do not
expect there to be significant correlations. In practice, the addition
of the charm sea-quark error has a tiny impact on our final values in
Eq. (84.16), increasing the uncertainty on fπ+ by 0.3 MeV, and the
central value for fK+/fπ+ by one in the last digit.

84.3. Charmed Mesons

84.3.1. Experimental rate measurements :

Measurements have been made for D+ → µ+ν, D+
s → µ+ν,

and D+
s → τ+ν. Only an upper limit has been determined for

D+ → τ+ν. Both CLEO-c and BES have made measurements of
D+ decay using e+e− collisions at the ψ(3770) resonant energy
where D−D+ pairs are copiously produced. They fully reconstruct
one of the D’s, say the D−. Counting the number of these events
provides the normalization for the branching fraction measurement.
They then find a candidate µ+, and then form the missing-mass

squared, MM2 =
(
ECM −ED−

)2 −
(
−→pCM −−→pD− −−→pµ+

)2
, taking

into account their knowledge of the center-of-mass energy, ECM, and
momentum, pCM, that equals zero in e+e− collisions. A peak at zero
MM2 inplies the existence of a missing neutrino and hence the µ+ν
decay of the D+. CLEO-c does not explicitly identify the muon, so
their data consists of a combination of µ+ν and τ+ν, τ+ → π+ν
events. This permits them to do two fits: in one they fit for the
individual components, and in the other they fix the ratio of τ+ν/µ+ν
events to be that given by the standard-model expectation. Thus, the
latter measurement should be used for standard-model comparisons
and the other for new-physics searches. Our average uses the fixed
ratio value. The measurements are shown in Table 84.2.

To extract the value of |Vcd|fD+ we use the well-measured D+

lifetime of 1.040(7) ps. The µ+ν results include a 1% correction
(lowering) of the rate due to the presence of the radiative µ+νγ final
state based on the estimate by Dobrescu and Kronfeld [8].

We now discuss the D+
s . Measurements of the leptonic decay rate

have been made by several groups and are listed in Table 84.3 [47–53].
We exclude older values obtained by normalizing to D+

s decay modes
that are not well defined. Many measurements, for example, used the
φπ+ mode. This decay is a subset of the D+

s → K+K−π+ channel
which has interferences from other modes populating the K+K−

mass region near the φ, the most prominent of which is the f0(980).
Thus the extraction of the effective φπ+ rate is sensitive to the mass
resolution of the experiment and the cuts used to define the φ mass
region [54]. 4

4 We have not included the BaBar result for B(D+
s → µ+ν) reported

Table 84.2: Experimental results for B(D+ → µ+ν), B(D+ →
τ+ν), and |Vcd|fD+ . Numbers for |Vcd|fD+ have been extracted
using updated values for masses (see text). Radiative corrections
are included. Systematic uncertainties arising from the D+ lifetime
and mass are included. For the average µ+ν number we use the
CLEO-c result for µ+ν+ + τ+ν.

Experiment Mode B |Vcd|fD+ (MeV)

CLEO-c [44,45] µ+ν (3.93± 0.35 ± 0.09) × 10−4 47.07 ± 2.10 ± 0.57

CLEO-c [44,45] µ+ν + τ+ν (3.82± 0.32 ± 0.09) × 10−4 46.41 ± 1.94 ± 0.57

BES [46] µ+ν (3.71± 0.19 ± 0.06) × 10−4 45.73 ± 1.17 ± 0.38

Our average Lines 2+3 (3.74 ± 0.17) × 10−4 45.91 ± 1.05

CLEO-c [47,48] τ+ν < 1.2× 10−3

Table 84.3: Experimental results for B(D+
s → µ+ν), B(D+

s →
τ+ν), and |Vcs|fD+

s
. Numbers for |Vcs|fD+

s
have been extracted

using updated values for masses (see text). The systematic
uncertainty for correlated error on the D+

s lifetime is included.
The mass uncertainties are also common, but negligible.
Common systematic errors in each experiment have been taken
into account in the averages.

Experiment Mode B(%) |Vcs|fD+
s

(MeV)

CLEO-c [47,48] µ+ν 0.565 ± 0.045 ± 0.017 250.8 ± 10.0 ± 4.2

BaBara [53] µ+ν 0.602 ± 0.038 ± 0.034 258.9 ± 8.2± 7.5

Belle [49] µ+ν 0.531 ± 0.028 ± 0.020 243.1 ± 6.4± 4.9

Our average µ+ν 0.556 ± 0.024 248.8 ± 5.8

CLEO-c [47,48] τ+ν (π+ν) 6.42± 0.81 ± 0.18 270.8 ± 17.1 ± 4.2

CLEO-c [50] τ+ν (ρ+ν) 5.52± 0.57 ± 0.21 251.1 ± 13.0 ± 5.1

CLEO-c [51,52] τ+ν (e+νν) 5.30± 0.47 ± 0.22 246.1 ± 10.9 ± 5.4

BaBar [53] τ+ν (e+(µ+)νν) 5.00± 0.35 ± 0.49 239.0 ± 8.4 ± 11.9

Belle [49] τ+ν (π+ν) 6.04± 0.43+0.46
−0.40 262.7 ± 9.3+10.2

−8.9

Belle [49] τ+ν (e+νν) 5.37± 0.33+0.35
−0.31 247.7 ± 7.6+8.3

−7.4

Belle [49] τ+ν (µ+νν) 5.86± 0.37+0.34
−0.59 258.7 ± 8.2+7.7

−13.2

Our average τ+ν 5.56± 0.22 252.1 ± 5.2

Our average µ+ν + τ+ν 250.9 ± 4.0

aWe do not use a previous unpublished BaBar result from a subsample of
data that uses a different technique for obtaining the branching fraction
normalization [56].

To find decays in the µ+ν signal channels, CLEO, BaBar and Belle
rely on fully reconstructing all the final state particles except for
neutrinos and using a missing-mass technique to infer the existence
of the neutrino. CLEO uses e+e− → DsD

∗
s collisions at 4170 MeV,

while Babar and Belle use e+e− → DKnπD∗
s collisions at energies

near the Υ(4S). CLEO does a similar analysis as was done for the
D+ above. Babar and Belle do a similar MM2 calculation by using
the reconstructed hadrons, the photon from the D∗+

s decay and a
detected µ+. To get the normalization they do a MM2 fit without
the µ+ and use the signal at the D+

s mass squared to determine the
total D+

s yield.

When selecting the τ+ → π+ν̄ and τ+ → ρ+ν̄ decay modes, CLEO
uses both the calculation of the missing mass and the fact that there
should be no extra energy in the event beyond that deposited by the
measured tagged D−

s and the τ+ decay products. The τ+ → e+νν̄
mode, however, uses only extra energy. Babar and Belle also use the
extra energy to discriminate signal from background in their τ+ν
measurements.

in Ref. 55 because this measurement determined the ratio of the lep-
tonic decay rate to the hadronic decay rate Γ(D+

s → ℓ+ν)/Γ(D+
s →

φπ+).
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We extract the decay constant times the CKM factor from the
measured branching ratios using the D+

s mass of 1.96830(11) GeV,
the τ+ mass of 1.77682(16) GeV, and a D+

s lifetime of 0.500(7) ps [3].
CLEO has included the radiative correction of 1% in the µ+ν rate
listed in the Table [8] (the τ+ν rates need not be corrected). Other
theoretical calculations show that the γµ+ν rate is a factor of 40–100
below the µ+ν rate for charm [57–66]. As this is a small effect we
do not attempt to correct the other measurements. The values for
f
D+
s
|Vcs| are in good agreement for the two decay modes. Our average

value including both the µ+ν and τ+ν final states is 250.9± 4.0 MeV.

84.3.2. Theoretical decay-constant calculations :

Table 84.4 presents recent theoretical calculations of the charged
D+- and Ds-meson decay constants and their ratio. The upper
two panels show results from lattice-QCD simulations with three
(Nf = 2 + 1) or four flavors (Nf = 2 + 1 + 1) of dynamical quarks.
Although there are fewer available results than for the pion and kaon
sector, both fD+ and fDs have been obtained using multiple sets
of gauge-field configurations with different lattice fermion actions,
providing independent confirmation. For comparison, the bottom
panel of Table 84.4 shows non-lattice determinations from QCD sum
rules and the light-front quark model; only results which include
uncertainty estimates are shown. The lattice and non-lattice results
agree, but the uncertainties on D+

(s)
-meson decay constants from

lattice QCD have now reached significantly greater precision than
those from other approaches.

The lattice-QCD results in Table 84.4 were all obtained using
isospin-symmetric gauge-field configurations. The two calculations by
the Fermilab Lattice and MILC Collaborations [69,32], however,
include the dominant strong isospin-breaking contribution by
evaluating the mass of the valence light quark in the D+-meson decay
constant at the physical down-quark mass. Reference 32 provides a
determination of the size of this correction,

fD+ − fD = 0.47(1)(+25
−6 ) MeV , (84.17)

where fD is the value of the D-meson decay constant evaluated at the
average up-down quark mass. Eq. (84.17) implies that the correction
to the SU(3)f -breaking ratio is

fDs

fD+
− fDs

fD
= −0.0026 , (84.18)

taking the central values for fD+ and fDs from the same work.
Because the errors on the calculations listed in Table 84.4 that
neglect isospin breaking are still about 5–8 × larger than the sizes
of the shifts in Eqs. (84.17)–(84.18), we do not correct any results
a posteriori for this effect in the current review. Nevertheless, we
strongly encourage future lattice-QCD publications to present results
for both the D+- and D0-meson decay constants. Including the effect
of isospin breaking will be essential once lattice-QCD calculations of
fD and fDs/fD reach the level of precision in Eqs. (84.17)–(84.18).

We average the lattice-QCD results in Table 84.4 accounting for
possible correlations between them following the approach established
by Laiho et al. [77]. Whenever we have reason to believe that a source
of uncertainty is correlated between two results, we conservatively
take the correlation to be 100% when calculating the average. We
then construct the correlation matrix for the set of lattice-QCD results
using the prescription of Schmelling [78].

We first separately average the three- and four-flavor results for the
charged D+

(s)
-meson decay constants and their ratio. There have been

no new three-flavor lattice-QCD calculations of fD+ or f
D+
s
/fD+

since 2013, so we take the (2+1)-flavor averages from FLAG [14]. In
this average, the statistical errors were treated as 100% correlated
between the results of Fermilab/MILC [69] and HPQCD [68] because
the calculations employed some of the same ensembles of gauge-field
configurations. For fDs , we average the (2+1)-flavor results given in
Table 84.4, again treating the Fermilab/MILC [69] and HPQCD [70]
statistical errors as correlated, and taking the χQCD result [67] to be
independent. For the (2+1+1)-flavorD(s)-meson decay constants, we

take a simple weighted average of the ETM [31] and Fermilab/MILC
14 results [32] in Table 84.4. We expect them to be independent
because the calculations use different light-quark and gluon actions
and different treatments of the chiral-continuum extrapolation. Our
separate three- and four-flavor averages are listed in the lines labeled
“Average” in Table 84.4, where the errors on the (2+1)-flavor fDs

and (2+1+1)-flavor fD averages have been rescaled by the factors√
(χ2/dof) = 1.1 and

√
(χ2/dof) = 1.3, respectively.5

To obtain the single-best values of the D+
(s)

-meson decay constants

for phenomenology applications, we combine the available (2 + 1)-
and (2 + 1 + 1)-flavor lattice-QCD results, which are compatible
within the current level of precision. We account for the omission
of charm sea-quark contributions in the three-flavor calculations by
adding to the errors on the (2+1)-flavor averages in Table 84.4 our
power-counting estimates of charm sea-quark errors from Sec. 84.2.2.
Because the estimated charm sea-quark errors of 0.7% for decay
constants and 0.2% for decay-constant ratios are less than those on
the (2+1)-flavor averages, adding them in quadrature has a small
impact on the total uncertainties. The error increase is at most
about 25% for fDs , and below 10% for both fD+ and fDs/fD+ . Our

final preferred theoretical values for the charged D+
(s)

-meson decay

constants are given by the weighted average of the entries in the two
lines labeled “Average” in Table 84.4, after including the additional
charm sea-quark errors in the (2+1)-flavor entries:

Our averages : fD+ = 211.9(1.1) MeV ,

fDs = 249.0(1.2) MeV ,

fDs

fD+
= 1.173(3) . (84.19)

In practice, the errors on the (2+1+1)-flavor averages are so much
smaller than on the (2+1)-flavor averages that the combination
in Eq. (84.19) is almost identical to the (2+1+1)-flavor average
in Table 84.4. The most precise result from Fermilab/MILC, in
particular, has a large weight in the average.

84.4. Bottom Mesons

84.4.1. Experimental rate measurements :

The Belle and BaBar collaborations have found evidence for
B− → τ−ν decay in e+e− → B−B+ collisions at the Υ(4S) energy.
The analysis relies on reconstructing a hadronic or semi-leptonic B
decay tag, finding a τ candidate in the remaining track and photon
candidates, and examining the extra energy in the event which should
be close to zero for a real τ− decay to e−νν̄ or µ−νν̄ opposite
a B+ tag. While the BaBar results have remained unchanged,
Belle reanalyzed both samples of their data. The branching fraction
using hadronic tags changed from 1.79+0.56+0.46

−0.49−0.51 × 10−4 [80] to

0.72+0.27
−0.25 ± 0.11 × 10−4 [81], while the corresponding change using

semileptonic tags was from 1.54+0.38+0.29
−0.37−0.31 to 1.25± 0.28± 0.27. These

changes demonstrate the difficulty of the analysis. The results are
listed in Table 84.5.

There are large backgrounds under the signals in all cases. The
systematic errors are also quite large. Thus, the significances are
not that large. Belle quotes 4.6σ for their combined hadronic and
semileptonic tags, while BaBar quotes 3.3σ and 2.3 σ, for hadronic
and semileptonic tags. Greater precision is necessary to determine if
any effects beyond the Standard Model are present.

To extract the value of |Vub|fB+ we use the PDG 2014 value of the
B+ lifetime of 1.638± 0.004 ps, and the τ+ and B+ masses of 1.77684
and 5.27926 GeV, respectively.

5 After this article was submitted for review, preliminary (2+1)-
and (2+1+1)-flavor FLAG averages for fD, fDs , and fDs/fD were
presented in Ref. 79 that are identical to our separate averages in Ta-
ble 84.4.
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Table 84.4: Recent theoretical determinations of fD+ , fDs ,
and their ratio. The upper panels show results from lattice-
QCD simulations with (2+1+1) and (2+1) dynamical quark
flavors, respectively. Statistical and systematic errors are
quoted separately. Lattice-QCD results for fD and fDs/fD
in the isospin-symmetric limit mu = md are noted with an
“∗”. The bottom panel shows estimates from QCD sum rules
(QCD SR) and the light-front quark model (LFQM). These
are not used to obtain our preferred decay-constant values.

Reference Method Nf fD+(MeV) fDs(MeV) fDs/fD+

ETM 14 [31] ∗ LQCD 2+1+1 207.4(3.7)(0.9) 247.2(3.9)(1.4) 1.192(19)(11)

Fermilab/MILC 14 [32] LQCD 2+1+1 212.6(0.4)(+1.0
−1.2) 249.0(0.3)(+1.1

−1.5) 1.1712(10)(
+29
−32)

Average LQCD 2+1+1 212.2(1.5) 248.8(1.3) 1.172(3)

χQCD 14 [67] ∗ LQCD 2+1 – 254(2)(4) –
HPQCD 12 [68] ∗ LQCD 2+1 208.3(1.0)(3.3) – 1.187(4)(12)
Fermilab/MILC 11 [69] LQCD 2+1 218.9(9.2)(6.6) 260.1(8.9)(6.1) 1.188(14)(21)
HPQCD 10 [70] ∗ LQCD 2+1 – 248.0(1.4)(2.1) –

Average LQCD 2+1 209.2(3.3) 249.8(2.3) 1.187(12)

Our average LQCD Both 211.9(1.1) 249.0(1.2) 1.173(3)

Wang 15 [71] § QCD SR 208(10) 240(10) 1.15(6)

Gelhausen 13 [72] QCD SR 201
(
+12
−13

)
238

(
+13
−23

)
1.15

(
+0.04
−0.05

)

Narison 12 [73] QCD SR 204(6) 246(6) 1.21(4)
Lucha 11 [74] QCD SR 206.2(8.9) 245.3(16.3) 1.193(26)

Hwang 09 [75] LFQM – 264.5(17.5)¶ 1.29(7)

§ Obtained using mMS
c ; results using mpole

c are also given in the paper.
¶ Obtained by combining PDG value fD = 205.8(8.9) MeV [76] with fDs/fD from this work.

Table 84.5: Experimental results for B(B− → τ−ν) and
|Vub|fB+ .

Experiment Tag B (units of 10−4) |Vub|fB+ (MeV)

Belle [81] Hadronic 0.72+0.27
−0.25 ± 0.11

Belle [82] Semileptonic 1.25± 0.28± 0.27
Belle [82] Average 0.91± 0.22 0.72± 0.09

BaBar [83] Hadronic 1.83+0.53
−0.49 ± 0.24

BaBar [84] Semileptonic 1.7± 0.8± 0.2
BaBar [83] Average 1.79± 0.48 1.01± 0.14

Our average 1.06± 0.20 0.77± 0.07

84.4.2. Theoretical decay-constant calculations :

Table 84.6 and Table 84.7 present theoretical calculations of the
B+-, B0-, and Bs-meson decay constants and their ratios. (The
decay constants of the neutral B0 and Bs mesons enter the rates
for the rare leptonic decays Bd,s → µ+µ−.) The upper two panels
show results from lattice-QCD simulations with three (Nf = 2 + 1)
or four flavors (Nf = 2 + 1 + 1) of dynamical quarks. For all decay
constants, calculations using different gauge-field configurations, light-
quark actions, and b-quark actions provide independent confirmation.
For comparison, the bottom panel of Table 84.6 shows non-lattice
determinations of the B(s)-meson decay constants which include error
estimates. These are consistent with the lattice values, but with much
larger uncertainties.

HPQCD and RBC/UKQCD also calculate fB0 by fixing the valence
light-quark mass equal to the physical down-quark mass [86,88]; they
find differences between the B+- and B0-meson decay constants of
fB0 − fB+ ≈ 4 MeV and fBs/fB+ − fBs/fB0 ≈ 0.025. Inspection of
Table 84.6 and Table 84.7 shows that these differences are comparable
to the error on the HPQCD 12 result for fB [89], and to the errors

on the Fermilab/MILC, HPQCD 12, and ETM results for
fBs/fB [69,89,85], none of which account for isospin breaking.
Therefore, to enable comparison with experimental measurements, in
this review we correct those lattice-QCD results for B-meson decay
constants obtained with degenerate up and down valence quarks a
posteriori for isospin breaking before computing our averages. For
the correction factors, we use the differences obtained empirically by
HPQCD in Ref. 86 6

fB+ − fB = −1.9(5) MeV , (84.20)

fBs

fB+
− fBs

fB
= 0.012(4) , (84.21)

fB0 − fB = 1.7(5) MeV , (84.22)

fBs

fB0
− fBs

fB
= −0.011(4) . (84.23)

The isospin-breaking correction factors in Eqs. (84.20)–(84.23) are
well determined because of cancellations between correlated errors in
the differences.

We first average the published (2+1)-flavor lattice-QCD results
for the charged and neutral B(s)-meson decay constants and their
ratios in Table 84.6 and Table 84.7, accounting for possibly correlated
uncertainties. We treat the statistical errors as correlated between the
calculations of Aoki et al. and RBC/UKQCD because they employ the
same gauge-field configurations 7 [87,88]. We also treat the statistical

6 The correlated uncertainties were provided by HPQCD via private
communication.

7 There may be mild correlations between some sub-dominant sys-
tematic errors of Aoki et al. and RBC/UKQCD, who use the same
determinations of the absolute lattice scale and the physical light-
and strange-quark masses from Ref. 93, and who use the same power-
counting estimates for the light-quark and gluon discretization errors.
The effects of any correlations between these systematics, however,
would be too small to impact the numerical values of the averages.
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Table 84.6: Recent theoretical determinations of fB+ , fBs ,
and their ratio. The upper panels show results from lattice-
QCD simulations with (2 + 1 + 1) and (2 + 1) dynamical
quark flavors, respectively. For some of the lattice-QCD
results, statistical and systematic errors are quoted sep-
arately. Lattice-QCD results for fB and fBs/fB in the
isospin-symmetric limit mu = md are noted with an “∗”; they
are corrected by the factors in Eq. (84.20) and Eq. (84.21),
respectively, before computing the averages. Preliminary

conference results noted with a “†” are not included in the
averages. The bottom panel shows estimates from QCD sum
rules and the light-front quark model, which are not used to
obtain our preferred decay-constant values.

Reference Method Nf fB+(MeV) fBs(MeV) fBs/fB+

ETM 13 [85] ∗,† LQCD 2+1+1 196(9) 235(9) 1.201(25)
HPQCD 13 [86] LQCD 2+1+1 184(4) 224(5) 1.217(8)

Average LQCD 2+1+1 184(4) 224(5) 1.217(8)

Aoki 14 [87] ∗,‡ LQCD 2+1 218.8(6.5)(30.8) 263.5(4.8)(36.7) 1.193(20)(44)
RBC/UKQCD 14 [88] LQCD 2+1 195.6(6.4)(13.3) 235.4(5.2)(11.1) 1.223(14)(70)
HPQCD 12 [89] ∗ LQCD 2+1 191(1)(8) 228(3)(10) 1.188(12)(13)
HPQCD 12 [89] ∗ LQCD 2+1 189(3)(3)∗ – –
HPQCD 11 [90] LQCD 2+1 – 225(3)(3) –
Fermilab/MILC 11 [69] LQCD 2+1 196.9(5.5)(7.0) 242.0(5.1)(8.0) 1.229(13)(23)

Average LQCD 2+1 189.9(4.2) 228.6(3.8) 1.210(15)

Our average LQCD Both 187.1(4.2) 227.2(3.4) 1.215(7)

Wang 15 [71] § QCD SR 194(15) 231(16) 1.19(10)
Baker 13 [91] QCD SR 186(14) 222 (12) 1.19(4)
Lucha 13 [92] QCD SR 192.0(14.6) 228.0(19.8) 1.184(24)

Gelhausen 13 [72] QCD SR 207
(
+17
−9

)
242

(
+17
−12

)
1.17

(
+3
−4

)

Narison 12 [73] QCD SR 206(7) 234(5) 1.14(3)

Hwang 09 [75] LFQM – 270.0(42.8)¶ 1.32(8)

† Lattice 2013 conference proceedings.
‡ Obtained with static b quarks (i.e. mb → ∞).
∗ Obtained by combining fBs from HPQCD 11 with fBs/fB from this work. Approximate statistical
(systematic) error obtained from quadrature sum of individual statistical (systematic) errors.

§ Obtained using mMS
b ; results using m

pole
b are also given in the paper.

¶ Obtained by combining PDG value fB = 204(31) MeV [76] with fBs/fB from this work.

errors as correlated between the HPQCD and Fermilab/MILC
calculations because they analyze an overlapping set of gauge-field
configurations [69,89,90]. For fBs , we include HPQCD’s results from
both 2011 [90] and 2012 [89], which were obtained using different
b-quark actions, but on some of the same gauge-field configurations.
HPQCD 11 and 12 also use the same determination of the absolute
lattice scale, which is the second-largest source of systematic
uncertainty in both calculations. We therefore treat the statistical and
scale errors as correlated between HPQCD’s (2+1)-flavor fBs results.
HPQCD also presents two results for fB in Ref. 89. The more precise
value is obtained by combining the ratio fBs/fB from this work with
fBs from Ref. 90, but an associated error budget is not provided.
Because this would be needed to estimate correlations between the
two fB determinations, we include only HPQCD’s more precise
(2+1)-flavor result for fB in our average. Our separate three- and
four-flavor averages for the B+-, B0-, and Bs-meson decay constants
and ratios are listed in the lines labeled “Average” in Table 84.6
and Table 84.7, where the error on the (2+1)-flavor fBs average

has been rescaled by the factor
√
(χ2/dof) = 1.2 to account for the

tension among results. Our (2+1+1)-flavor “averages” are identical to
the “HPQCD 13” entries in Table 84.6 and Table 84.7, whcih are the
only published four-flavor results available.

To obtain the single-best values of the B(s)-meson decay constants

for phenomenology applications, we combine the available (2+ 1)- and

(2 + 1 + 1)-flavor lattice-QCD results, which are compatible within
the current level of precision. Because the four-flavor “average” is
obtained from only a single result, we do not simply combine the
two lines labeled “Average” in Table 84.6 and Table 84.7, which
would weight the four-flavor result too heavily. Instead, we form a
single average including the published (2+1)-flavor results and the
(2+1+1)-flavor result from HPQCD 13. We account for the omission
of charm sea-quark contributions in the three-flavor calculations
by adding to the errors on the (2+1)-flavor averages in Table 84.6
and Table 84.7 our power-counting estimates of charm sea-quark errors
from Sec. 84.2.2, taking charm sea-quark error to be 100% correlated
between the three-flavor results. Because the estimated charm sea-
quark errors of 0.7% for decay constants and 0.2% for decay-constant
ratios are much less than those on the (2+1)-flavor averages, adding
them in quadrature has a tiny impact on the total uncertainties. The
largest observed change is an 0.3 MeV increase on the error fBs from
HPQCD 11, and most are negligible. In the combined three- and
four-flavor average we also consider correlations between the results of
HPQCD 12 and HPQCD 13 because, although they employ different
gauge-field configurations, they both use NRQCD for the b-quark
action and the bottom-light axial-vector current.8 We take both the
operator-matching and relativistic errors, which are the dominant

8 HPQCD 13 uses a 1-loop radiatively improved b-quark action,
whereas HPQCD 12 uses tree-level action coefficients. Both include
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uncertainties in the decay constants, to be correlated between the two
calculations.

Table 84.7: Recent lattice-QCD determinations of fB0 and
fBs/fB0 . Results obtained in the isospin-symmetric limit
mu = md are noted with an “∗”, while those for the B+-meson

are noted with an “§”. Although the quoted results are identical
to those in Table 84.6, they are corrected by different factors in
Eq. (84.20)–Eq. (84.23) before computing the averages. Other
labels and descriptions are the same as in Table 84.6.

Reference Method Nf fB0(MeV) fBs
/fB0

ETM 13 [85] ∗,† LQCD 2+1+1 196(9) 1.201(25)

HPQCD 13 [86] LQCD 2+1+1 188(4) 1.194(7)

Average LQCD 2+1+1 188(4) 1.194(7)

Aoki 14 [87] ∗,‡ LQCD 2+1 218.8(6.5)(30.8) 1.193(20)(44)

RBC/UKQCD 14 [88] LQCD 2+1 199.5(6.2)(12.6) 1.197(13)(49)

HPQCD 12 [89] ∗ LQCD 2+1 191(1)(8) 1.188(12)(13)

HPQCD 12 [89] ∗ LQCD 2+1 189(3)(3)∗ –

Fermilab/MILC 11§ [69] LQCD 2+1 196.9(5.5)(7.0) 1.229(13)(23)

Average LQCD 2+1 193.6(4.2) 1.187(15)

Our average LQCD Both 190.9(4.1) 1.192(6)

† Lattice 2013 conference proceedings.
‡ Obtained with static b quarks (i.e., mb → ∞).
∗ Obtained by combining fBs

from HPQCD 11 with fBs
/fB from this

work. Approximate statistical (systematic) error obtained from quadrature
sum of individual statistical (systematic) errors.

Our final preferred theoretical values for the charged B+ and
neutral B0

(s)-meson decay constants and their ratio are

Our averages : fB+ = 187.1(4.2) MeV ,

fBs = 227.2(3.4) MeV ,
fBs

fB+
= 1.215(7) , (84.24)

fB0 = 190.9(4.1) MeV ,
fBs

fB0
= 1.192(6) . (84.25)

The errors on f+B , f0B, and fBs after combining the three- and
four-flavor results are only slightly smaller than those of the separate
averages due to the correlations assumed.

84.5. Phenomenological Implications

84.5.1. |Vud|, |Vus|, and status of first-row unitarity :

Using the average values for fπ+ |Vud|, fK+ |Vus|, and their ratio
from Eq. (84.10)–Eq. (84.12) and for fπ+ , fK+ , and their ratio from
Eq. (84.16), we obtain the following determinations of the CKM
matrix elements |Vud|, |Vus|, and their ratio from leptonic decays
within the standard model:

|Vud| = 0.9764(2)(127)(10) , |Vus| = 0.2255(3)(6)(3),

|Vus|
|Vud|

= 0.2314(2)(5)(2) , (84.26)

where the errors are from the experimental branching fraction(s), the
pseudoscalar decay constant(s), and radiative corrections, respectively.
These results enable a precise test of the unitarity of the first row
of the CKM matrix from leptonic decays alone (the contribution
from |Vub| is negligible). Using the values of |Vud| and |Vus| from
Eq. (84.26), we find

|Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 − 1 = 0.004(25) , (84.27)

the same contributions to the currents at one loop, but renormaliza-
tion details differ.

which is consistent with three-generation unitarity at the sub-percent
level.

The determinations of |Vud| and |Vus| from leptonic decays in
Eq. (84.26) can be compared to those obtained from other processes.
The result above for |Vud| agrees with the determination from
superallowed β-decay, |Vud| = 0.97417(21) [94], but has an error more
than fifty times larger that is primarily due to the uncertainty in
the theoretical determination of fπ+ . The CKM element |Vus| can be
determined from semileptonic K+ → π0ℓ+ν decay. Here experimental
measurements provide a value for the product fKπ

+ (0)|Vus|, where

fKπ
+ (0) is the form-factor at zero four-momentum transfer between
the initial state kaon and the final state pion. Taking the most
recent experimental determination of |Vus|fKπ

+ (0) = 0.2165(4)

from Moulson [26] 9 and the preliminary 2015 (2+1+1)-flavor
FLAG average for f+(0)

Kπ = 0.9704(24)(22) [12,13] 10 gives
|Vus| = 0.22310(74)thy(41)exp from Kℓ3 decay. The determinations
of |Vus| from leptonic and semileptonic kaon decays are both quite
precise (with the error from leptonic decay being about 20% smaller),
but the central values differ by 2.2σ. Finally, the combination of the
ratio |Vus|/|Vud| from leptonic decays [Eq. (84.26)] with |Vud| from β
decay implies an alternative determination of |Vus| = 0.2254(6) which
agrees with the value from leptonic kaon decay, but disagrees with the
Kℓ3-decay result at the 2.2σ level. Collectively, these results indicate
that that there is some tension between theoretical calculations and/or
measurements of leptonic pion and kaon decays, semileptonic kaon
decays, and superallowed β-decay. Although this may be due to the
presence of new physics, it is also important to revisit the quoted
uncertainties on both the theoretical and experimental inputs.

Finally, we combine the experimental measurements of fπ+ |Vud|,
fK+ |Vus| from leptonic pseudoscalar-meson decays in Eq. (84.10)
and Eq. (84.11) with determinations of the CKM elements from
other decays or unitarity to infer “experimental” values for the
decay constants. Assuming that there are no significant new-physics
contributions to any of the input processes, the comparison of these
results with theoretical calculations of the decay constants enables
a test of lattice-QCD methods. Taking |Vud| from superallowed
β-decay [100] leads to

f“exp”
π− = 130.50(1)(3)(13) MeV , (84.28)

where the uncertainties are from the errors on Γ, |Vud|, and higher-
order corrections, respectively. This agrees with the theoretical value
fπ+ = 130.2(1.7) MeV in Eq. (84.16) obtained from an average of
recent (2+1)-flavor lattice-QCD results [39,37,35]. We take the value
|Vus| = 0.22534(65) from the most recent global unitarity-triangle fit
of the UTfit Collaboration [101] because there is tension between the
values of |Vus| obtained from leptonic and semileptonic kaon decays.
This implies

f
“exp”
K− = 155.72(17)(45)(16) MeV (84.29)

where the uncertainties are from the errors on Γ, |Vus|, and higher-
order corrections, respectively. This agrees with the theoretical value
fK+ = 155.6(0.4) MeV in Eq. (84.16) obtained from an average of
recent three and four-flavor lattice-QCD results [31–33,35,37,39].

84.5.2. |Vcd|, |Vcs|, and status of second-row unitarity :

Using the average values for |Vcd|fD+ and |Vcs|fD+
s

from Table 84.2

and Table 84.3, and for fD+ and f
D+
s

from Eq. (84.19), we obtain the

following determinations of the CKM matrix elements |Vcd| and |Vcs|,
and from leptonic decays within the standard model:

|Vcd| = 0.217(5)(1) and |Vcs| = 1.007(16)(5) , (84.30)

9 This is an update of the 2010 Flavianet review [28] that includes
new measurements of the Ks lifetime [95,96], Re(ǫ′/ǫ) [96], and
B(K± → π±π+π−) [27]. The latter measurement is the primary
source of the reduced error on B(Kℓ3), via the constraint that the sum
of all branching ratios must equal unity.
10 This result comes from the calculation of FNAL/MILC in Ref. 97.

For comparison, the 2015 preliminary (2+1)-flavor FLAG average based
on the calculations of FNAL/MILC [98] and RBC/UKQCD [99] is
f+(0)

Kπ = 0.9677(37) .
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where the errors are from experiment and theory, respectively, and are
currently limited by the measured uncertainties on the decay rates.
The central value of |Vcs| is greater than one, but is compatible with
unity within the error. The above results for |Vcd| and |Vcs| do not
include higher-order electroweak and hadronic corrections to the rate,
in analogy to Eq. (84.3). These corrections have not been computed
for D+

(s)
-meson leptonic decays, but are estimated to be about to be

about 1–2% for charged pion and kaon decays (see Sec. 84.2.1). Now
that the uncertainties on |Vcd| and |Vcs| from leptonic decays are at
this level, we hope that the needed theoretical calculations will be
undertaken.

The CKM elements |Vcd| and |Vcs| can also be obtained from
semileptonic D+ → π0ℓ+ν and D+

s → K0ℓ+ν decays, respectively.
Here experimental measurements determine the product of the form
factor times the CKM element, and theory provides the value for the
form factor at zero four-momentum transfer between the initial D(s)
meson and the final pion or kaon. We combine the latest experimental
averages for fDπ

+ (0)|Vcd| = 0.1425(19) and fDsK
+ (0)|Vcs| = 0.728(5)

from the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group (HFAG) [102] with the
zero-momentum-transfer form factors fDπ

+ (0) = 0.666(29) and

fDsK
+ (0) = 0.747(19) calculated in (2+1)-flavor lattice QCD by the
HPQCD Collaboration [103,104] to obtain |Vcd| = 0.2140(97) and
|Vcs| = 0.9746(257) from semileptonic D(s)-meson decays. The values

of |Vcd| from leptonic and semileptonic decays agree, while those for
|Vcs| are compatible at the 1.1σ level. The determinations of |Vcd| and
|Vcs| from leptonic decays in Eq. (84.30), however, are 2.0× and 1.6×
more precise than those from semileptonic decays, respectively.

The results for |Vcd| and |Vcs| from Eq. (84.30) enable a test of the
unitarity of the second row of the CKM matrix. We obtain

|Vcd|2 + |Vcs|2 + |Vcb|2 − 1 = 0.064(36) , (84.31)

which is in slight tension with three-generation unitarity at the 2σ
level. Because the contribution to Eq. (84.31) from |Vcb| is so small,
we obtain the same result taking |Vcb|incl. × 103 = 42.21(78) from
inclusive B → Xcℓν decay [105] or |Vcb|excl. × 103 = 39.04(75) from
exclusive B → D∗ℓν decay at zero recoil [106].

We can also combine the experimental measurements of fD+ |Vcd| =
45.91(1.05) MeV and f

D+
s
|Vcs| = 250.9(4.0) MeV from leptonic

pseudoscalar-meson decays from Table 84.2 and Table 84.3 with
determinations of |Vcd| and |Vcs| from CKM unitarity to infer
“experimental” values for the decay constants within the standard
model. For this purpose, we obtain the values of |Vcd| and |Vcs|
by relating them to other CKM elements using the Wolfenstein
parameterization [107]. We take |Vcd| to equal the value of |Vus|
minus the leading correction [108]:

|Vcd| = |Vus|
∣∣∣∣−1 +

|Vcb|2
2

(1− 2(ρ+ iη))

∣∣∣∣ (84.32)

= |Vus|
([

−1 + (1− 2ρ)
|Vcb|2
2

]2
+ η2|Vcb|4

)1/2

. (84.33)

Using |Vus|=0.2255(3)(6)(3) from leptonic kaon decay, Eq. (84.26),
inclusive |Vcb| as above, and (ρ, η) = (0.136(24), 0.361(14)) from CKM
unitarity [101] |Vcd| =0.2254(7). We take |Vcs| = |Vud|− |Vcb|2/2 [108],
using |Vud| = 0.97417(21) from β decay [94], giving |Vcs| = 0.9733(2).
Given these choices, we find

f “exp”
D+ = 203.7(4.7)(0.6) MeV and

f “exp”

D+
s

= 257.8(4.1)(0.1) MeV , (84.34)

where the uncertainties are from the errors on Γ and |Vus| (or
|Vud|), respectively. These disagree with the theoretical values
fD+ = 211.9(1.1) MeV and f

D+
s

= 249.0(1.2) MeV in Eq. (84.19)

obtained from averaging recently published three and four-flavor
lattice-QCD results at the 1.7σ and 2.0σ levels, respectively. The
significances of the tensions are sensitive, however, to the choices
made for |Vus| and |Vud|. Thus resolving the inconsistencies between
determinations of elements of the first row of the CKM matrix
discussed previously in Sec. 84.5.1 may also reduce the mild tensions
observed here.

84.5.3. |Vub| and other applications :

Using the average value for |Vub|fB+ from Table 84.5, and for fB+

from Eq. (84.24), we obtain the following determination of the CKM
matrix element |Vub| from leptonic decays within the standard model:

|Vub| = 4.12(37)(9)× 10−3 , (84.35)

where the errors are from experiment and theory, respectively. We
note, however, that decays involving the third generation of quarks
and leptons may be particularly sensitive to new physics associated
with electroweak symmetry breaking due to their larger masses [4,6],
so Eq. (84.35) is more likely to be influenced by new physics than
the determinations of the elements of the first and second rows of the
CKM matrix in the previous sections.

The CKM element |Vub| can also be obtained from semileptonic
B-meson decays. Over the past several years there has remained
a persistent 2-3σ tension between the determinations of |Vub| from
exclusive B → πℓν decay and from inclusive B → Xuℓν decay,
where Xu denotes all hadrons which contain a constituent up
quark [3,102,109–111]. The currently most precise determination of
|Vub|excl = 3.72(16)× 10−3 is obtained from a joint z-fit of the vector
and scalar form factors fBπ

+ (q2) and fBπ
0 (q2) calculated in (2+1)-flavor

lattice QCD by the FNAL/MILC Collaboration [112] and experimental
measurements of the differential decay rate from BaBar [113,114]
and Belle [115,116]. On the other hand, the most recent PDG average
of inclusive determinations obtained using the theoretical frameworks

in Refs. 117–119 is |Vub|incl = 4.49(16)
(
+16
−18

)
×10−3 [120]. The result

for |Vub| from leptonic B → τν decay in Eq. (84.35) is compatible
with determinations from both exclusive and inclusive semileptonic
B-meson decays.

The CKM element |Vub| can now also be obtained from semileptonic
Λb decays. Specifically, the recent LHCb measurement of the ratio
of decay rates for Λb → pℓν over Λb → Λcℓν [121], when
combined with the ratio of form factors from (2+1)-flavor lattice
QCD [122], enables the first determination of the ratio of CKM
elements |Vub|/|Vcb| = 0.083(4)(4) from baryonic decay. Taking
|Vcb|incl = 42.21(78)× 10−3 [105] for the denominator,11 we obtain
|Vub| = 3.50(17)(17)(6)× 10−3 from exclusive Λb semileptonic decays,
where the errors are from experiment, the form factors, and |Vcb|,
respectively. The result for |Vub| from leptonic B → τν decay in
Eq. (84.35) is 1.4σ higher than the determination from b-baryon
decays.

Given these results, the “Vub” puzzle still stands, and the
determination from leptonic B+-meson decay is not yet sufficiently
precise to weigh in on the discrepancy. New and improved experimental
measurements and theoretical calculations of other b → u flavor-
changing processes, however, are providing additional information and
sharpening the picture of the various tensions. Further, the error on
|Vub| from B → τν decay will shrink once improved rate measurements
from the Belle II experiment are available.

Finally, we can combine the experimental measurement of |Vub|fB+

from leptonic B+-meson decays in Table 84.5 with a determination
of the CKM element |Vub| from elsewhere to infer an “experimental”
values for fB+ within the standard model. This, of course, assumes
that there are no significant new-physics contributions to B+ → τν,
which may turn out not to be the case. Further, one does not know a
priori what value to take for |Vub| given the inconsistencies between the
various determinations discussed above. We therefore take the PDG
weighted average of the determinations from inclusive and exclusive
semileptonic B-meson decays |Vub|excl+incl = 4.09(39)× 10−3 [120],

where the error has been rescaled by the
√
χ2/dof = 2.6 to account

11 This differs from the choice for |Vcb| made by LHCb [121], who

use the determination from exclusive B → D(∗)ℓν decays at zero re-
coil [123]. The Belle Experiment recently obtained a new measure-
ment of the B → Dℓν differential decay rate [124] and determination
of |Vcb| = 40.83(1.13)× 10−3. They find that the inclusion of exper-
imental and theoretical nonzero-recoil information increases the value
for |Vcb| compared to when only zero-recoil information is used, and
leads to agreement with the inclusive result.
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for the disagreement. Using this result we obtain

f
“exp”
B+ = 188(17)(18) MeV , (84.36)

where the uncertainties are from the errors on Γ and |Vub|, respectively.
This agrees within large uncertainties with the theoretical value
fB+ = 187.1(4.2) MeV in Eq. (84.24) obtained from an average of
recent three and four-flavor lattice-QCD results [69,86,88,89].
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The b quark belongs to the third generation of quarks and is
the weak–doublet partner of the t quark. The existence of the
third–generation quark doublet was proposed in 1973 by Kobayashi
and Maskawa [1] in their model of the quark mixing matrix (“CKM”
matrix), and confirmed four years later by the first observation of a bb
meson [2]. In the KM model, CP violation is explained within the
Standard Model (SM) by an irreducible phase of the 3 × 3 unitary
matrix. The regular pattern of the three lepton and quark families is
one of the most intriguing puzzles in particle physics. The existence of
families gives rise to many of the free parameters in the SM, including
the fermion masses, and the elements of the CKM matrix.

Since the b quark is the lighter element of the third–generation
quark doublet, the decays of b-flavored hadrons occur via generation-
changing processes through this matrix. Because of this, and the fact
that the CKM matrix is close to a 3× 3 unit matrix, many interesting
features such as loop and box diagrams, flavor oscillations, as well
as large CP asymmetries, can be observed in the weak decays of
b-flavored hadrons.

The CKM matrix is parameterized by three real parameters and
one complex phase. This complex phase can become a source of
CP violation in B meson decays. A crucial milestone was the first
observation of CP violation in the B meson system in 2001, by the
BaBar [3] and Belle [4] collaborations. They measured a large value
for the parameter sin 2β (= sin 2φ1) [5], almost four decades after
the discovery of a small CP asymmetry in neutral kaons. A more
detailed discussion of the CKM matrix and CP violation can be found
elsewhere in this Review [6,7].

Recent developments in the physics of b-hadrons include the
significant improvement in experimental determination of the CKM
angle γ, the increased information on B0

s , B+
c and Λ0

b decays, the

precise determination of Λ0
b lifetime, the wealth of information in

the B0 → K∗(892)0ℓ+ℓ− decays and after many years of search, the
observation of B0

s → µ+µ− decays along with ever increasing precision
on the CKM matrix parameters.

The structure of this mini-review is organized as follows. After a
discussion of b-quark production and current results on spectroscopy,
we discuss lifetimes of b-flavored hadrons. We then discuss some basic
properties of B-meson decays, followed by summaries of hadronic,
rare, and electroweak penguin decays of B-mesons. There are separate

mini-reviews for B0–B
0
mixing [8] and the extraction of the CKM

matrix elements Vcb and Vub from B-meson decays [9] in this Review.

85.1. Production and spectroscopy

The bound states of a b antiquark and a u, d, s, or c quark
are referred to as the Bu (B+), Bd (B0), Bs (B0

s ), and Bc (B+
c )

mesons, respectively. The B+
c is the heaviest of the ground–state

b-flavored mesons, and the most difficult to produce: it was observed
for the first time in the semileptonic mode by CDF in 1998 [10],
but its mass was accurately determined only in 2006, from the
fully reconstructed mode B+

c → J/ψπ+ [11]. Many exclusive decay
channels can now be used for the accurate mass measurements, given
the large statistics available at the LHC. Currently the most precise
measurement is made by LHCb using the B+

c → J/ψD0K+ decay,
yielding m(B+

c ) = 6274.28± 1.40± 0.32 MeV/c2 [12].

The first excited meson is called the B∗ meson, while B∗∗ is the
generic name for the four orbitally excited (L = 1) B-meson states
that correspond to the P -wave mesons in the charm system, D∗∗.
Excited states of the B0

s meson are similarly named B∗
s and B∗∗

s . Of
the possible bound bb states, the Υ(nS) and χbJ (nP ) states are well
studied.

The pseudoscalar ground state ηb has been observed for the first
time by BaBar [13] indirectly through the decay Υ(3S) → γηb, and
then confirmed by BaBar in Υ(2S) decays [14] and CLEO in Υ(3S)
decays [15]. The most accurate mass and width measurements come
now from Belle, using decays Υ(5S) → hb(1P )π+π−, hb(1P ) →

γηb(1S) [16] and Υ(4S) → ηhb(1P ), hb(1P ) → γηb(1S) [17]. Belle
has also reported first evidence for the ηb(2S) in the hb(2P ) → ηb(2S)γ
transition [16]. See Ref. 18 for classification and naming of these and
other states.

Experimental studies of b decays have been performed in e+e−

collisions at the Υ(4S) (ARGUS, CLEO, Belle, BaBar) and Υ(5S)
(CLEO, Belle) resonances. The full data samples of BaBar and Belle
are 560 fb−1 and 1020 fb−1, respectively, of which 433 fb−1 and
710 fb−1 are at the Υ(4S) resonance. The e+e− → bb production
cross-section at the Υ(4S) (Υ(5S)) resonance is about 1.1 nb (0.3 nb).
At the Z resonance (SLC, LEP) all species of b-flavored hadrons could
be studied for the first time. The e+e− → bb production cross-section
at the Z resonance is about 6.6 nb.

High-energy pp̄ (Tevatron) and pp collisions (LHC) produce
b-flavored hadrons of all species with large cross-sections. At the
Tevatron (

√
s = 1.96 TeV) the visible cross section σ(pp → bX, |η| < 1)

is about 30 µb. CDF and D0 experiments at the Tevatron have
accumulated by the end of their running about 10 fb−1 each.

At the LHC pp collider at
√
s = 7 − 13 TeV, the visible b-hadron

cross section at the LHCb experiment with pseudorapidity acceptance
2 < η < 5 has been measured to be ∼ 72 µb at 7 TeV and ∼ 144 µb
at 13 TeV [19]( cross section at 13 TeV corrected in Erratum). LHCb
has collected about 1 fb−1 at 7 TeV, 2 fb−1 at 8 TeV, and close to
3 fb−1 at 13 TeV by September 2017. CMS and ATLAS have collected
each about 5 fb−1 of data at

√
s = 7, 20 fb−1 at 8 TeV and about

60 fb−1 at 13 TeV until September 2017. The LHC experiments are at
the moment the only experiments taking data, and they dominate the
field until Belle II becomes operational and accumulates a competitive
amount of data.

In hadron collisions, production happens as bb pairs via leading
order flavor creation or higher order processes such as gluon–splitting.
Single b-quarks can be produced by flavor excitation. The total
b-production cross section is an interesting test of our understanding
of leading and higher order QCD processes. With a wealth of
measurements at LHC and at Tevatron (see Ref. 19 and references
therein), and improved calculations [20], there is a reasonable
agreement between measurements and predictions.

Each quark of a bb pair produced in hadron collisions hadronizes
separately and incoherently from the other, but it is still possible
to obtain a statistical indication of the charge of a produced b/b
quark (“flavor tag” or “charge tag”) from the accompanying particles
produced in the hadronization process, or from the decay products
of the other quark. The momentum spectrum of produced b-quarks
typically peaks near the b-quark mass, and extends to much higher
momenta, dropping by about a decade for every ten GeV. Typical
decay lengths are of the order of a centimeter at 13 TeV pp collisions;
the resolution for the decay vertex must be more precise than this to
resolve the fast oscillations of B0

s mesons.

In e+e− colliders, since the B mesons are very slow in the Υ(4S)
rest frame, asymmetric beam energies are used to boost the decay
products to allow time-dependent measurements that are crucial for
the study of CP violation. At KEKB, the boost is βγ = 0.43, and the
typical B-meson decay length is dilated from ≈ 20 µm to ≈ 200 µm.
PEP-II used a slightly larger boost, βγ = 0.55. The two B mesons
produced in Υ(4S) decay are in a coherent quantum state, which
makes it easier than in hadron collisions to infer the charge state of
one B meson from observation of the other; however, the coherence
also requires determination of the decay time of both mesons, rather
than just one, in order to perform time–dependent CP–violation
measurements. For B0

s , which can be produced at Υ(5S) the situation
is less favourable, as boost is not high enough to provide sufficient
time resolution to resolve the fast B0

s oscillations.

For the measurement of branching fractions, the initial composition
of the data sample must be known. The Υ(4S) resonance decays

predominantly to B0B
0
and B+B−; the current experimental upper

limit for non-BB decays of the Υ(4S) is less than 4% at the 95%
confidence level (CL) [21]. The observed modes of this category are
decays to lower Υ states and a pion pair, measured branching fractions
being of order 10−4 [22], and decays to hb(1P )η with branching
fraction of order 10−3 [17].
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The ratio f+/f0 of the fractions of charged to neutral B productions
from Υ(4S) decays has been measured by CLEO, BaBar, and Belle in
various ways. They typically use pairs of isospin-related decays of B+

and B0, such that it can be assumed that Γ(B+ → x+) = Γ(B0 → x0).
In this way, the ratio of the number of events observed in these
modes is proportional to (f+τ+)/(f0τ0) [23,24]. BaBar has also
performed an independent measurement of f0 with a different
method that does not require isospin symmetry or the value of
the lifetime ratio, based on the number of events with one or two
reconstructed B0 → D∗−ℓ+ν decays [25]. The combined result, from
the current average of τ+/τ0, is f+/f0 = 1.058 ± 0.024 [26]. The
result is consistent within 2.4σ with equal production of B+B− and

B0B
0
pairs, and we assume f+/f0 = 1 in this mini-review except

where explicitly stated otherwise. This assumption is also supported
by the near equality of the B+ and B0 masses: our fit yields
m(B0) = 5279.63± 0.15 MeV/c2, m(B+) = 5279.32± 0.14 MeV/c2,
and m(B0)−m(B+) = 0.31± 0.06 MeV/c2.

Data collected at the Υ(5S) resonance gave CLEO, Belle and
BaBar access to B0

s decays. In Υ(5S) decays there are seven possible
final states including a pair of non-strange B mesons and 0, 1 or 2

pions, and three with a pair of strange B mesons (B∗0
s B

∗0
s , B∗0

s B
0
s,

and B0
sB

0
s). The fraction of events with a pair of B0

s mesons over
the total number of events with a pair of b-flavored hadrons has been
measured to be fs[Υ(5S)] = 0.200+0.030

−0.031, of which 90% is B∗0
s B̄∗0

s

events. However, the small boost of B0
s mesons produced in this

way prevents resolution of their fast oscillations for time-dependent
measurements; these are only accessible in hadron collisions (or at the
Z peak).

In high-energy collisions, the produced b or b̄ quarks can hadronize
with different probabilities into the full spectrum of b-hadrons, either
in their ground or excited states. Table 85.1 shows the measured
fractions fd, fu, fs, and fbaryon of B0, B+, B0

s , and b baryons,
respectively, in an unbiased sample of weakly decaying b hadrons
produced at the Z resonance or in pp collisions [26]. The results were
obtained from a fit where the sum of the fractions were constrained
to equal 1.0, neglecting production of weakly decaying states made of
several heavy quarks, such as B+

c mesons and doubly heavy baryons.
The estimated production fraction of B+

c mesons at the Tevatron [27]
is below 0.8%, with a large uncertainty coming from discrepancies
in the theoretical predictions for the B+

c decay branching fraction.
Complete measurements of b hadron production fractions at the LHC
do not exist yet. LHCb has measured fractions fs/(fu + fd) and
fΛ0

b
/(fu + fd) [28]. The production fractions of b hadrons are also

discussed in the B0 – B
0
mixing section in this Review [8].

Table 85.1: Fragmentation fractions of b quarks into weakly-
decaying b-hadron species in Z → bb decay, and in pp collisions
at

√
s = 1.96 TeV [26].

b hadron Fraction at Z[%] Fraction at pp [%]

B+, B0 41.2± 0.8 34.0± 2.1

B0
s 8.8± 1.3 10.1± 1.5

b baryons 8.9± 1.2 21.8± 4.7

The hadronization does not have to be identical in pp or pp collisions
and in Z decay, because of the different momentum distributions of the
b-quark in these processes; the sample used in the pp measurements
has momenta close to the b mass, rather than mZ/2. Both CDF
and LHCb report evidence for a strong dependence on the transverse
momentum for the Λ0

b fraction [28,29]. LHCb and ATLAS have also
investigated the transverse momentum dependence of fs/fd [30], but
the results are inconclusive.

Excited B-meson states have been thoroughly studied by CLEO,
LEP, CUSB, D0 and CDF (an admixture of B mesons) and LHCb
(B∗+-meson). The current world average of the B∗–B mass difference

is 45.42 ± 0.26 MeV/c2. Excited B∗
s -meson states have observed in

Υ(5S) decays by CUSB, CLEO and Belle.

For orbitally excited B meson states, with relative angular
momentum L=1 of the two quarks, there exist four states (J, jq) =
(0, 1/2), (1, 1/2), (1, 3/2), (2, 3/2), where jq is the total angular
momentum of the light u, d or s quark and J is the total angular
momentum of the B meson. These states are collectively called as
B∗∗
(s) mesons. The jq = 1/2 states are named B∗

(s)0 (J = 0) and

B(s)1 (J = 1) mesons, while the states with jq = 3/2 are named

B(s)1 (J = 1) and B∗
(s)2 (J = 2) mesons. The states with jq = 1/2

can decay through an S-wave transition and are expected to have
a large width, but the jq = 3/2 states are narrow D-wave decays.
Evidence for B∗∗ production has been initially obtained at LEP as a
broad Bπ resonance [31] or a B+K− enhancement [32]. Detailed
results have been obtained for the narrow states B1(5721)

0,+ and
B2(5747)

0,+ at the Tevatron and by LHCb, and clear enhancements
compatible with the higher mass states BJ(5840)

0,+ and BJ(5960)
0,+

have been observed [33,34]. Also the narrow B∗∗
s states Bs1(5830)

0

and Bs2(5840)
0 have been measured at the CDF [33] and LHCb [35].

Excited states of B+
c mesons will provide important information

about the strong potential. ATLAS has observed a B+
c π+π− resonance

at 6842 MeV/c2, that may be interpreted as the second S-wave state
of the B+

c meson, B+
c (2S) [36]. The quantum numbers are to be

confirmed.

Baryon states containing a b quark are labeled according to
the same scheme used for non-b baryons, with the addition of a
b subscript [18]. The first observed b baryon was the Λ0

b (quark
composition udb). Thanks to the large samples accumulated at the
Tevatron and specially at the LHC many new b baryons have been
found. The masses of all these new baryons have been measured to
a precision of a few MeV/c2, and found to be in agreement with
predictions from Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET).

Clear signals of four strongly–decaying baryon states, Σ+
b , Σ∗+

b

(uub), Σ−
b , Σ∗−

b (ddb) have been obtained by CDF in Λ0
bπ

± final

states [37]. The isodublet of strange b baryons Ξ0
b (usb) and Ξ±

b
(dsb) has been observed by CDF and D0 [38]. Masses, lifetimes and
many decay modes have been accurately measured by LHCb [39] and
CDF [40]. Other observed Ξb baryons are spin-3/2 states Ξb(5945)

0

(Ξ∗0
b ) [41], and Ξb(5955)

∗− [42], and spin-1/2 state Ξ′
b(5935)

− [42].

The doubly–strange bottom baryon Ω−
b has been observed first by D0

and CDF [43]. Mass and mean life have been measured precisely by
LHCb [44] and CDF [40].

The so-called exotic states have raised a lot of interest recently.
While many exotic states were seen in the charm sector, in bottom
sector there are fewer seen. The D0 Collaboration claimed narrow
state X(5568) decaying into B0

sπ
± final state [45]. While this would

be interesting addition to the observed states as first exotic state with
constituent quarks with four different flavours (b, s, u, d), analysis by
LHCb yields negative result [46]. Also CMS has a preliminary result
finding no such state [47].

85.2. Lifetimes

Precise lifetimes are key in extracting the weak parameters that
are important for understanding the role of the CKM matrix in

CP violation, such as the determination of Vcb and B0
sB

0
s mixing

parameters. In the naive spectator model, the heavy quark can decay
only via the external spectator mechanism, and thus, the lifetimes
of all mesons and baryons containing b quarks would be equal.
Non–spectator effects, such as the interference between contributing
amplitudes, modify this simple picture and give rise to a lifetime
hierarchy for b-flavored hadrons similar to the one in the charm sector.
However, since the lifetime differences are expected to scale as 1/m2

Q,
where mQ is the mass of the heavy quark, the variations in the
b system are expected to be only 10% or less [48,49]. We expect:

τ(B+) ≥ τ(B0) ≈ τ(B0
s ) > τ(Λ0

b ) ≫ τ(B+
c ) . (85.1)

For the B+
c , both quarks decay weakly, so the lifetime is much shorter.
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Measurements of the lifetimes of the different b-flavored hadrons
thus provide a means to determine the importance of non-spectator
mechanisms in the b sector. Availability of large samples of fully–
reconstructed decays of different b-hadron species has resulted
in precise measurements with small statistical and systematic
uncertainties (∼1%). The world averages given in Table 85.2 have
been determined by the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group (HFAG) [26].

Table 85.2: Summary of i world-average b-hadron lifetime
measurements. For the B0

s lifetimes, see text below.

Particle Lifetime [ps]

B+ 1.638± 0.004
B0 1.520± 0.004
B0
s 1.505± 0.005

B0
sL 1.413± 0.006

B0
sH 1.609± 0.010

B+
c 0.507± 0.009

Λ0
b 1.470± 0.010

Ξ−
b 1.571± 0.040

Ξ0
b 1.479± 0.031

Ω−
b 1.64+0.18

−0.17

The B0
s lifetime in Table 85.2 is defined as 1/Γs, where Γs is

the average width of the light (L) and heavy (H) mass eigenstates,
(ΓL + ΓH)/2. In the absence of CP violation, the light (heavy)
B0
s mass eigenstate is the CP-even (CP-odd) eigenstate. Thus, the

lifetime of the light (heavy) mass eigenstate can be measured from
CP -even (odd) final states. The lifetimes can also be obtained from
time-dependent angular analysis of B0

s → J/ψφ decays.

The short B+
c lifetime is in good agreement with predictions [50].

With large samples of B+
c mesons at the LHC precision on the lifetimes

can still improve. The measurement using semileptonic decays gives
τ
B+
c

= 0.509± 0.008± 0.012 ps [51] while using decays B+
c → J/ψπ+

yields τ
B+
c

= 0.5134± 0.0110± 0.0057 ps [52]. Each of these is more

precise than the combination of all previous experiments.

The recent Λ0
b lifetime measurements from LHC experiments and

CDF are precise and favour lifetime close to the lifetime of B0 meson,
in agreement with theory.

For precision comparisons with theory, lifetime ratios are more
sensitive. Experimentally it is found [26]:

τB+

τB0
= 1.076± 0.004 ,

τB0
s

τB0
= 0.990± 0.004 ,

τΛ0
b

τB0
= 0.967± 0.007 ,

while recent Heavy Quark Expansion (HQE) predictions give [49]:

τB+

τB0
= 1.04+0.05

−0.01 ± 0.02± 0.01 ,
τB0

s

τB0
= 1.001± 0.002 ,

τΛ0
b

τB0
= 0.935± 0.054.

The ratio of B+ to B0 lifetimes has a precision of better than 1%, and
is significantly different from 1.0, in agreement with predictions [48].
The ratio of B0

s to B0 lifetimes is expected to be very close to 1.0.

For a detailed discussion on neutral B0 and B0
s oscillation and

relevant CP violation measurements see Ref. 8.

85.3. Features of decays

The ground states of b-flavored hadrons decay via weak interactions.
In most decays of the b-flavored hadrons, where the b-quark is
accompanied by lighter partner quarks (d, u, s, or c), the decay modes
are well described by the decay of the b quark (spectator model) [53].
The dominant decay mode of a b quark is b → cW ∗− (referred to
as a “tree” or “spectator” decay), where the virtual W materializes
either into a pair of leptons ℓν̄ (“semileptonic decay”), or into a pair
of quarks which then hadronizes. The transition b → u is suppressed
by |Vub/Vcb|2 ∼ (0.1)2 relative to b → c transitions. The decays in
which the spectator quark combines with one of the quarks from W ∗

to form one of the final state hadrons are suppressed by a factor
∼ (1/3)2, because the colors of the two quarks from different sources
must match (“color–suppression”).

Semileptonic B decays B → Xcℓν and B → Xuℓν provide an
excellent way to measure the magnitude of the CKM elements
|Vcb| and |Vub| respectively, because the strong interaction effects
are much simplified due to the two leptons in the final state. Both
exclusive and inclusive decays can be used with dominant uncertainties
being complementary. For exclusive decay analysis, knowledge of the
form factors for the exclusive hadronic system Xc(u) is required. For
inclusive analysis, it is usually necessary to restrict the available phase-
space of the decay products to suppress backgrounds; subsequently
uncertainties are introduced in the extrapolation to the full phase-
space. Moreover, restriction to a small corner of the phase-space
may result in breakdown of the operator-product expansion scheme,
thus making theoretical calculations unreliable. One of the recent
unexpected results was determination of |Vub| using Λ0

b → pµ−ν̄µ
decays by LHCb [54]. Besides, there have been measurements of
inclusive semileptonic decays rates of B0

s [55] and B+
c [56] mesons. A

more detailed discussion of B semileptonic decays and the extraction
of |Vcb| and |Vub| is given elsewhere in this Review [9].

On the other hand, hadronic decays of B are complicated because
of strong interaction effects caused by the surrounding cloud of
light quarks and gluons. While this complicates the extraction of
CKM matrix elements, it also provides a great opportunity to study
perturbative and non-perturbative QCD, hadronization, and Final
State Interaction (FSI) effects.

Many aspects of B decays can be understood through the Heavy
Quark Effective Theory (HQET) [57]. This has been particularly
successful for semileptonic decays. For further discussion of HQET, see
for instance Ref. 58. For hadronic decays, one typically uses effective
Hamiltonian calculations that rely on a perturbative expansion
with Wilson coefficients. In addition, some form of the factorization
hypothesis is commonly used, where, in analogy with semileptonic
decays, two-body hadronic decays of B mesons are expressed as the
product of two independent hadronic currents, one describing the
formation of a charm meson (in case of the dominant b → cW ∗−

decays), and the other the hadronization of the remaining ud (or cs)
system from the virtual W−. Qualitatively, for B decays with a large
energy release, e.g. b → uW ∗− transitions, the ud pair (produced
as a color singlet) travels fast enough to leave the interaction region
without influencing the charm meson. This is known to work well
for the dominant spectator decays [59]. There are several common
implementations of these ideas for hadronic B decays, the most
common of which are QCD factorization (QCDF) [60], perturbative
QCD (pQCD) [61], and soft collinear effective theory (SCET) [62].

The transitions b → s and b → d are flavor-changing neutral-
current (FCNC) processes. Although they are not allowed in the
SM as a tree-process, they can occur via more complicated loop
diagrams (denoted “penguin” decays). The rates for b → s penguin
decays are comparable to the CKM-suppressed b → u tree processes.
Pure-penguin decays were first established by the observation of
B → K∗(892)γ [63]. Penguin processes involving b → d transitions
are further suppressed by CKM, and have been observed for
B → (ρ/ω)γ decays [64,65]. LHCb has observed a b → d penguin
transition in the B+ → π+µ+µ− mode and measured its branching
fraction to be (1.83± 0.24± 0.05)× 10−8 [66].

Other decay processes discussed in this Review include W–exchange
(a W is exchanged between initial–state quarks), penguin annihilation
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(the gluon from a penguin loop attaches to the spectator quark,
similar to an exchange diagram), and pure–annihilation (the initial
quarks annihilate to a virtual W , which then decays). Some observed
decay modes such as B0 → D−

s K+, may be interpreted as evidence
of a W -exchange process [67]. The evidence for the purely leptonic
decay B+ → τ+ν from Belle [68] and BaBar [69] is the first sign
of a pure annihilation decay. The average branching fraction is
(1.09±0.24)×10−4, which is somewhat larger than, though consistent
with, the value expected in the SM. A substantial region of parameter
space of charged Higgs mass vs. tanβ is excluded by the measurements
of this mode. A dedicated discussion of purely leptonic decays of
charged pseudoscalar mesons is given elsewhere in this Review [70].

85.4. Dominant hadronic decays

Most of the hadronic B decays involve b → c transition at the
quark level, resulting in a charmed hadron or charmonium in the
final state. Other types of hadronic decays are very rare and will be
discussed separately in the next section. The experimental results on
hadronic B decays have steadily improved over the past few years, and
the measurements have reached sufficient precision to challenge our
understanding of the dynamics of these decays. With good particle
detection and hadron identification capabilities of B-factory detectors,
a substantial fraction (roughly on the order of a few per mill) of
hadronic B decay events can be fully reconstructed. In particular,
good performances for detecting π0 and other neutral particles helped
Belle and BaBar make comprehensive measurements of the decays

B
0 → D(∗)0h0 [71], where h0 stands for light neutral mesons

such as π0, η(
′), ρ0, ω. These decays proceed through color-suppressed

diagrams, hence they provide useful tests on the factorization models.

Because of the kinematic constraint of Υ(4S) → BB̄, the energy
sum of the final-state particles of a B meson decay is always equal to
one half of the total energy in the center of mass frame. As a result,
the two variables, ∆E (energy difference) and MB (B candidate
mass with a beam-energy constraint) are very effective for reducing
combinatorial background both from Υ(4S) and e+e− → qq̄ continuum
events. In particular, the energy-constraint in MB improves the signal
resolution by almost an order of magnitude.

The kinematically clean environment of B meson decays provides
an excellent opportunity to search for new states. For instance,
quark-level b → cc̄s decays have been used to search for new
charmonium and charm-strange mesons and study their properties
in detail. While narrow charm-strange states D∗

s0(2317) [72] and
Ds1(2460) [73] were discovered by BaBar and CLEO, respectively, the
properties of these new states were revealed by studying the B meson
decays, B → DD∗

s0(2317) and B → DDs1(2460) by Belle [74] and
BaBar [75].

In addition, a variety of exotic particles that do not fit the
conventional meson spectroscopy have been discovered in B decays.
Belle found the X(3872) state by studying B+ → J/ψπ+π−K+ [76],
which was confirmed by CDF [77], D0 [78] and BaBar [79].
Production of X(3872) has been studied by the LHC experiments,
LHCB [80], CMS [81] and ATLAS [82].

A charged charmonium-like state X(4430)± that decays to
ψ(2S)π± was observed by Belle in B → ψ(2S)Kπ± [83]. Since
it is charged, it could not be an ordinary charmonium state.
A high-statistics study by LHCb confirmed the existence of the
X(4430)± in decays B → ψ(2S)Kπ± [84], demonstrated its resonance
character by studying the phase motion, unambiguously determined
its spin-parity, and saw evidence for another state. In a Dalitz plot
analysis of B̄0 → J/ψK−π+ [85], Belle has found another state,
labelled as X(4200)+ in this Review, adding to the list of exotic
charged charmonium-like states. In an amplitude analysis of the
decay Λ0

b → J/ψpK−, LHCb observed exotic structures, labelled as
Pc(4380)

+ and Pc(4380)
+ in this Review, in the J/ψp channel [86].

They are referred to as charmonium-pentaquark states. More detailed
discussions of exotic meson-like states and pentaquarks are given
elsewhere in this Review [87].

Information on B0
s , B+

c and Λ0
b decays have been remarkably

improved with recent studies of large samples from LHCb. Noticeable

additions in Bs include decay modes to D
(∗)+
s D

(∗)−
s , D̄0K̄0, and

J/ψK̄∗(892)0. The B0
s → D

(∗)+
s D

(∗)−
s decays were first observed

by CDF [88], followed by Belle [89]. LHCb has improved the

precision with B(B0
s → D

(∗)+
s D

(∗)−
s ) = (3.07 ± 0.22 ± 0.33)% [90],

which suggests that B0
s → D

(∗)+
s D

(∗)−
s decays do not saturate

the CP -even modes of the Bs decays. The B0
s → D̄0K̄0 decay

occurs mostly via a color-suppressed tree diagram, and has a
small theoretical uncertaintiy in the SM, thus this mode can
significantly improve the determination of the CP -violation angle
φs. LHCb has observed this decay and the branching fraction is
(4.3± 0.5± 0.7)× 10−4 [91]. The B0

s → J/ψK̄∗(892)0 decay can be
used to constrain the penguin pollution in determing φs. LHCb has
updated the branching fraction and measured the CP asymmetries
of this decay, thereby constraining the penguin pollution in φs [92],
although a much more stringent constraint on penguin polltion can
come from B0 → J/ψρ0 which has been observed by BaBar [93] and
LHCb [94]. The B+

c → B0
sπ

+ decay is unique as the only observed
mode of b-flavored hadron decays where the partner quark decays
(c in this case) while the b quark remains a spectator. LHCb has
observed this mode and measured [σ(B+

c )/σ(B0
s )]×B(B+

c → B0
sπ

+) =
(2.37 ± 0.31 ± 0.11+0.17

−0.13) × 10−3 [95]. In addition, LHCb [96] and

ATLAS [97] have measured B+
c → J/ψD

(∗)+
s , which, by comparing

with B+
c → B0

sπ
+, provides a ratio of exclusive b → c and c → s

decays of B+
c . For Λ0

b → Λ+
c π

+π−π− [98], not only the total rate is
measured, but also structure involving decays through excited Λc and
Σc baryons.

85.5. Rare hadronic decays

All B-meson decays that do not occur through the b → c transition
are usually called rare B decays. These include both semileptonic
and hadronic b → u decays that are suppressed at leading order by
the small CKM matrix element Vub, as well as higher-order b → s(d)
processes such as electroweak and gluonic penguin decays. In this
section, we review hadronic rare B decays, while electroweak penguin
decays and others are discussed in the next.

Charmless B meson decays into two-body hadronic final states
such as B → ππ and Kπ are experimentally clean, and provide good
opportunities to probe new physics and search for indirect and direct
CP violations. Since the final state particles in these decays tend
to have larger momenta than average B decay products, the event
environment is cleaner than for b → c decays. Branching fractions are
typically around 10−5. Over the past decade, many such modes have
been observed not only by e+e− collider experiments such as BaBar
and Belle, but also by hadron collider experiments such as CDF
(pp̄) and LHCb (pp). In the latter cases, huge data samples of the
modes with all charged final-state particles have been reconstructed
by triggering on the impact parameter of the charged tracks. This has
also allowed observation of charmless decays of the Bs, in final states
such as φφ [99], K+K− [100], and K−π+ [101], and of charmless
decays of the Λ0

b baryon [101]. Charmless Bs modes are related to

corresponding B0 modes by U-spin symmetry, and are determined
by similar amplitudes. Combining the observables from B0

s and B0

modes is a further way of eliminating hadronic uncertainties and
extracting relevant CKM information [102].

Because of relatively high-momenta for final state particles, the
dominant source of background in e+e− collisions is qq̄ continuum
events; sophisticated background suppression techniques exploiting
event shape variables are essential for these analyses. In hadron
collisions, the dominant background comes from QCD or partially
reconstructed heavy flavors, and is similarly suppressed by a
combination of kinematic and isolation requirements. The results are
in general consistent among the experiments.

Most rare decay modes including B0 → K+π− have contributions
from both b → u tree and b → sg penguin processes. If the size
of the two contributions are comparable, the interference between
them may result in direct CP violation, seen experimentally as
a charge asymmetry in the decay rate measurement. BaBar [103],
Belle [104], CDF [100], and LHCb [105] have measured the direct
CP violating asymmetry in B0 → K+π− decays. Direct CP violation
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has been observed in this decay with a significance of more than 5σ.
The world average value of the asymmetry is now rather precise,
ACP (K

+π−) = −0.082± 0.006. The CP asymmetry in B+ → K+π0

mode has been measured by BaBar [106] and Belle [104] with the
average value ACP (K

+π0) = 0.037 ± 0.021. These two asymmetries
diff by more than 5σ significance, in constrast to a naive expectation
based on simplified picture in the SM. For more detailed tests,
there are sum rules [107] that relate the decay rates and decay-rate
asymmetries between the four Kπ charge states. With the future
improvements via Belle II and upgraded LHCb, the measurements
are expected to become precise enough to test these sum rules.
The CP asymmetry in the π+K− mode has also been measured in
B0
s decays, by CDF [108] and LHCb [109]. The combined value is

ACP (B
0
s → π+K−) = 0.26± 0.04.

In addition to B(s) → Kπ modes, significant (> 3σ) non-zero
CP asymmetries have been measured in several other rare decay
modes: ACP (B

+ → ρ0K+) = 0.37± 0.10 [110], ACP (B
+ → ηK+) =

0.37 ± 0.08 [111], ACP (B
0 → ηK∗0) = 0.19 ± 0.05 [112], and

ACP (B
+ → f2(1270)K

+) = −0.68+0.19
−0.17 [110]. In at least the

first two cases, a large direct CP violation might be expected
since the penguin amplitude is suppressed so the tree and penguin
amplitudes may have comparable magnitudes. There are also
measurements by LHCb of CP asymmetries in several 3-body modes:
ACP (B

+ → π+π−π+) = 0.057 ± 0.013, ACP (B
+ → K+π−π+) =

0.027 ± 0.008, ACP (B
+ → K+K−π+) = −0.118 ± 0.002, and

ACP (B
+ → K+K−K+) = −0.033 ± 0.008 [113]. Many of these

analyses now include Dalitz plot treatments with many intermediate
resonances.

BaBar [114] and Belle [104,115] have observed the decays

B+ → K
0
K+ and B0 → K0K

0
. The world-average branching

fractions are B(B0 → K0K
0
) = (1.21 ± 0.16) × 10−6 and B(B+ →

K
0
K+) = (1.31 ± 0.17) × 10−6. These are the first observations of

hadronic b → d transitions, with significance bigger than 5σ for all
four measurements. CP asymmetries have been measured for these
modes, but with large errors. LHCb has observed B0 → K+K−

mode which occurs via a weak-annihilation process and is the rarest
hadronic B-meson decay thus far observed, with B(B0 → K+K−) =
(7.80± 1.52)× 10−8 [116]. B0

s → K+K− decay mode, which occurs
mostly via b → s penguin process, has been observed by Belle [117],
CDF [118] and LHCb [119]. The average branching fraction is
B(B0

s → K+K−) = (25.4 ± 1.6) × 10−6. Belle has also observed

B0
s → K0K

0
which also occurs via b → s penguin transition in the

SM. The branching fraction is (1.96+0.62
−0.56)× 10−5 [120].

The decay B0 → π+π− can be used to extract the CKM angle α.
This is complicated by the presence of significant contributions from
penguin diagrams. An isospin analysis [121] can be used to untangle
the penguin complications. The decay B0 → π0π0 is crucial in this
analysis. Both BaBar and Belle have observed B0 → π0π0, with a
mild tension in the measured branching fractions: (1.83± 0.25)× 10−6

for BaBar [122] and (1.31± 0.26)× 10−6 for Belle [123]. It turns out
that the amount of penguin pollution in the B → ππ system is rather
large. In the past few years, measurements in the B0 → ρρ system
have produced more precise values of α, since penguin amplitudes
are generally smaller for decays with vector mesons. An important
ingredient in the analysis is the B0 → ρ0ρ0 branching fraction. The
average of measurements from BaBar [124] and Belle [125] yields a
branching fraction of (0.96 ± 0.15) × 10−6. This is only 3% of the
ρ+ρ− branching fraction, much smaller than the corresponding ratio
(& 20%) in the ππ system.

Since B → ρρ has two vector mesons in the final state, the CP
eigenvalue of the final state depends on the longitudinal polarization
fraction fL for the decay. Therefore, a measurement of fL is needed
to extract the CKM angle α. Both BaBar and Belle have measured
fL for the decays ρ+ρ− [126] and ρ+ρ0 [127] and in both cases
the measurements show fL > 0.9, making a complete angular
analysis unnecessary. In B0 → ρ0ρ0, fL is measured by BaBar [124],
Belle [125] and LHCb [128], with the average value being 0.71+0.08

−0.09.

By analyzing the angular distributions of the B decays to two
vector mesons, we can learn a lot about both weak- and strong-
interaction dynamics in B decays. Decays that are penguin-dominated

surprisingly have values of fL near 0.5. The list of such decays has now
grown to include B → φK∗(892), B → ρK∗(892), and B → ωK∗(892).
The reasons for this ”polarization puzzle” are not fully understood. A
detailed description of the angular analysis of B decays to two vector
mesons can be found in a separate mini-review [129] in this Review.

85.6. Electroweak penguin decays

Electroweak decays are one-loop FCNC decays proceeding through
penguin or box Feynman diagrams with final state including real
photon or pair of leptons. Such decays were first observed by CLEO
experiment when it observed decay B → K∗(892)γ [63]. Since
then significant amount of experimental information was obtained.
Branching fractions for these decays are 10−5 or less, which makes
them excellent candidates for searches for new physics beyond SM.
Often several observables are available, which allows for stringent tests
of the SM.

Starting with radiative decays, experimentally easiest to study
are exclusive decays with a fully reconstructed final state. The best
studied decay in this class is B → K∗(892)γ seen by CLEO, Belle,
BaBar experiments [130,131] with world average branching fraction
B(B0 → K∗(892)0γ) = (43.3 ± 1.5) × 10−6. Decays through several
other kaon resonances such as B → K1(1270)γ, K∗

2 (1430)γ, etc.
were studied at B-factories [132]. It is worth to mention decay
B+ → K+π+π−γ for which besides measurements of the branching
fraction [133] one can also use the angular distribution to access
photon polarisation. Such a measurement was done by the LHCb
experiment, which was able to clearly demonstrate that the photon in
B+ → K+π+π−γ decay is polarised [134]. Unfortunately given non-
trivial hadronic structure, more work is needed before turning this into
test of the SM. The latest addition to the observed exclusive radiative
decays is B0

s → φγ, seen by the Belle and LHCb experiments [135,136]
with an average branching fraction of (35.2± 3.4)× 10−6.

Compared to b → sγ, the b → dγ transitions such as B → ργ,
are suppressed by the CKM elements ratio |Vtd/Vts|2. Both Belle
and BaBar have observed these decays [64,65]. The world average
B(B → (ρ, ω)γ) = (1.30± 0.23)× 10−6. This can be used to calculate
|Vtd/Vts| [137]; the measured values are 0.195+0.025

−0.024 from Belle [64]

and 0.233+0.033
−0.032 from BaBar [65].

The observed radiative penguin branching fractions can constrain a
large class of SM extensions [138]. However, due to the uncertainties
in the hadronization, only the inclusive b → sγ rate can be reliably
compared with theoretical calculations. This rate can be measured
from the endpoint of the inclusive photon spectrum in B decay. By
combining the measurements of B → Xsγ from the CLEO, BaBar,
and Belle experiments [139,140,141], HFLAV obtains the new average:
B(B → Xsγ) = (3.32± 0.15)× 10−4 [26] for Eγ ≥ 1.6 GeV, averaging
over B+ and B0. Consistent but less precise results have been reported
by ALEPH for inclusive b–hadrons produced at the Z, which includes
also contribution from B0

s and Λ0
b hadrons. Using the sum of seven

exclusive final states, the BaBar experiment measured the branching
fraction of inclusive b → dγ decays to be (9.2± 2.0± 2.3)× 10−6 [142].
The measured branching fraction can be compared to theoretical
calculations. Recent calculations of B(b → sγ) at NNLO level predict
for the Eγ ≥ 1.6 GeV values of (3.36 ± 0.23)× 10−4 for b → sγ and

(1.73+0.12
−0.22)× 10−5 for b → dγ decays [143].

The CP asymmetry in b → sγ is extensively studied theoretically
both in the SM and beyond [144]. According to the SM, the
CP asymmetry in b → sγ is smaller than 1%, but some non-SM
models allow significantly larger CP asymmetry (∼ 10%) without
altering the branching fraction. The current world average is
ACP = 0.015 ± 0.020, again dominated by BaBar and Belle [145].
In addition to the CP asymmetry, BaBar also measured the isospin
asymmetry ∆0− = −0.006± 0.058 ± .026 in b → sγ measured using
sum of exclusive decays [146]. An alternative measurement using
full reconstruction of the companion B in the hadronic decay modes
yields a consistent, but less precise result [147]. Both Belle and
BaBar experiments measured the isospin asymmetry in exclusive
B → K∗(892)γ decay with average of 6.5 ± 3.0% [131,148] and
therefore providing evidence for the non-zero isospin asymmetry.
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In addition, experiments have measured the inclusive photon energy
spectrum for b → sγ, and by analyzing the shape of the spectrum
they obtain the first and second moments for photon energies. Belle
has measured these moments covering the widest range in the photon
energy (1.7 < Eγ < 2.8 GeV) [141]. The measurement by BaBar
has slightly smaller range with lower limit at 1.8 GeV [149]. These
results can be used to extract non-perturbative HQET parameters
that are needed for precise determination of the CKM matrix element
Vub.

Additional information on FCNC processes can be obtained from
b → sℓ+ℓ− decays. These processes are studied as a function of
dilepton invariant mass squared, q2. Different q2 regions are sensitive
to different physics. Starting at the very low q2 decays exhibit
sensitivity to the same physics as the radiative decays. Then for
the q2 in region 1.1 to 6.0 GeV2/c4 the SM and new physics have
best chance to compete. At the high q2 above the ψ(2S) mass, the
interference of SM and new physics is to some extend complementary
to that in lower q2. Regions around J/ψ and ψ(2S) is normally
excluded from measurements as these are dominated by the b → c
transitions to charmonia. For exclusive decays, theory predictions
require calculations of hadronic form factors. With current theory
predictions, the most useful are measurements within the q2 regions
1.1 to 6.0 GeV2/c4 and from 16.0 GeV2/c4 up to the kinematic limit.
From this reason in the listing we provide results mainly in those two
regions.

Similar as for radiative decays, also for the b → sℓ+ℓ− decays the
inclusive measurements provide some benefits. Both Belle and BaBar
performed such measurement without reconstructing hadronic part
exclusively and measure a branching fraction of (5.8 ± 1.3) × 10−6

[150]. Unfortunately this measurement is not trivially possible at
hadron colliders and also does not easily allow the angular distributions
of the decay products to be exploited. One alternative is to extract
information on the inclusive decay as sum of exclusive decays. Such
a measurement was performed by Belle [151], but in this case the
difficulty lies in extrapolation for the missing hadronic states.

Turning to the exclusive decays, the initial measurements performed
by B-factories typically averaged between charged and neutral B
mesons as well as between e+e− and µ+µ− finals states. The
experiments CDF, LHCb, ATLAS and CMS are much better
suited for the µ+µ− finals states compared to the e+e− final
states. As such most measurements there are done only with µ+µ−
decays and by separating charged and neutral B mesons. The best
studied decays are B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ− and B0 → K∗(892)0ℓ+ℓ−. At
hadron colliders other b hadrons are produced and as such CDF
and LHCb experiments did observe also B0

s → φµ+µ− [152,153],
Λ0
b → Λµ+µ− [152,154] and Λ0

b → pK−µ+µ− decays [155]. The

total branching fractions integrated over whole q2 regions are
(5.5 ± 0.7) × 10−7 for B+ → K+e+e−, (4.43 ± 0.24) × 10−7 for
B+ → K+µ+µ−, (1.03+0.19

−0.17) × 10−6 for B0 → K∗(892)0e+e− and

(1.03±0.06)×10−6 for B0 → K∗(892)0µ+µ− decays [156,157,158,159].
The total branching fractions for B0

s → φµ+µ− and Λ0
b → Λµ+µ−

decays are (8.3±1.2)×10−7 [152,153] and (1.08±0.28)×10−6 [152,154]
respectively. With increased precision of B0 → K∗(892)0ℓ+ℓ− decay,
there is a question on what fraction of the seen branching fraction is
due to the K∗(892)0 resonance and what fraction is due to the Kπ in
s-wave. This has been studied by LHCb which found that the Kπ in
s-wave fraction varies between 1% and about 10% depending on the
q2 region [159]. It should be noted, that for all relevant B meson
decays the branching fractions so far studied are consistently below
the SM expectation.

In the b → sℓ+ℓ− decays angular distributions offer rich source of
information. For the decays B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ− and B0 → K∗(892)0ℓ+ℓ−

full angular analysis was already performed [160,161,162,163,164,165],
while for other decays only partial angular analyses are avail-
able [153,166]. Recently a lot of progress was done by constructing
observables, which have reduced theory uncertainties and measure-
ments of these are done. Most notably the observable called P ′

5 [167]
shows a discrepancy with the SM in the q2 region which is highly
sensitive to new physics [164,165]. Measurements of the CP asym-
metries [157,168,155], the isospin asymmetry [156,157,158] were also

performed. All these measurements are well consistent with the small
ACP and small isospin asymmetry expected in the SM [169]. With
statistics available at the LHC, the measurement of phase difference
between long- and short-distance contribution in B+ → K+µ+µ−

decays became possible [170].

With the data samples available at LHC, the lepton universality in
b → sℓ+ℓ− can be tested. While in the SM decays to electron-positron
and muon pairs are expected to be same up to small corrections
due to the different masses of leptons, in extensions of the SM this
does not have to hold. The angular analysis of B0 → K∗(892)0e+e−

decays was performed by LHCb at low dilepton invariant masses [171]
and Belle in several regions over whole q2 range [165]. The most
notable result on lepton universality test is the ratio of branching
fractions between B+ → K+µ+µ− and B+ → K+e+e− and between
B0 → K∗(892)0µ+µ− and B0 → K∗(892)0e+e− decays. In both
cases, the measurements by LHCb show similar discrepancy from the
SM, each being in the region of 2.1–2.6σ [172,173].

While b → dℓ+ℓ− decays are further suppressed, they recently
became accessible. Signals were observed for B+ → π+µ+µ− [174],
B0 → π+π−µ+µ− [175] and Λ0

b → pπ−µ+µ− [176] decays. The total
branching fractions are only quantities measured and these are about
2× 10−8 for the meson decays and about 7× 10−8 for the Λ0

b decay.

Finally the decays B0
(s) → e+e− and µ+µ− are interesting since

they only proceed at second order in weak interactions in the SM, but
may have large contributions from supersymmetric loops, proportional
to (tanβ)6. First limits were published 30 years ago and since then
experiments at Tevatron, B-factories and LHC gradually improved
those and effectively excluded whole models of new physics and
significantly constrained allowed parameter space of others. For the
decays to µ+µ−, Tevatron experiments pushed the limits down to
roughly factor of 5-10 above the SM expectation [177,178]. The
long journey in the search for these decays culminated in 2012,
when first evidence for B0

s → µ+µ− decay was seen [179]. Currently
the best measurement is coming from the LHCb experiment, which
observes B0

s → µ+µ− decay with 7.8σ and measures the branching
fraction to be (3.0 ± 0.6+0.3

−0.2) × 10−9 [180]. The measurements
by ATLAS [181] and CMS [182] are consistent with the LHCb
measurement, although ATLAS data do not show significant signal for
B0
s → µ+µ− decay. In experiments at hadron colliders searches for

B0 → µ+µ− decays are performed at the same time. The best limit
on B(B0 → µ+µ−) < 3.4 × 10−10 at 95% C.L. [180]. The limits for
the e+e− modes are: < 2.8 × 10−7 and < 8.3 × 10−8, respectively,
for B0

s and B0 [183]. The searches for decays to τ+τ− are more
challenging with current best limits of B(B0 → τ+τ−) < 2.1 × 10−3

and B(B0
s → τ+τ−) < 6.8 × 10−3 at 95% C.L. [184]. All existing

measurements of B0 and B0
s decays to same flavour dilepton pair

is consistent with SM expectation [185]. With B0
s → µ+µ− decay

observed, it was suggested that the effective lifetime is useful further
test of the decay [186]. Attempt was made by LHCb experiment, but
its precision is not yet sufficient to provide test of the SM [180]. It will
take couple of years until interesting precision is reached. The searches
were also performed for lepton flavour violating decays to two leptons
with best limits in e±µ∓ channel, where limits are < 3.7 × 10−9 for
B0 and < 1.4× 10−8 for B0

s , at 95% confidence level [187].

Several theory groups performed global analysis of electroweak
decays with similar conclusions [188]. In those tensions with SM are
observed and the tension can be relieved by new physics beyond SM.
For more detailed recent review see e.g. Ref. 189.

85.7. Summary and Outlook

The study of B mesons continues to be one of the most productive
fields in particle physics. With the two asymmetric B-factory
experiments Belle and BaBar, we now have a combined data sample
of well over 1 ab−1. CP violation has been firmly established in
many decays of B mesons. Evidence for direct CP violation has been
observed. Many rare decays resulting from hadronic b → u transitions
and b → s(d) penguin decays have been observed, and the emerging
pattern is still full of surprises. Despite the remarkable successes of
the B-factory experiments, many fundamental questions in the flavor
sector remain unanswered.
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At Fermilab, CDF and D0 each has accumulated about 10 fb−1,
which is the equivalent of about 1012 b-hadrons produced. In spite
of the low trigger efficiency of hadronic experiments, a selection of
modes have been reconstructed in large quantities, giving a start to
a program of studies on Bs and b-flavored baryons, in which a first
major step has been the determination of the Bs oscillation frequency.

As Tevatron and B-factories finished their taking data, the new
experiments at the LHC have become very active. LHCb has collected
about 1 fb−1 at 7 TeV, 2 fb−1 at 8 TeV, and close to 3 fb−1 at
13 TeV by September 2017. CMS and ATLAS have collected each
about 5 fb−1 of data at

√
s = 7 TeV, 20 fb−1 at 8 TeV and about

60 fb−1 at 13 TeV until September 2017. LHCb, which is dedicated
to the studies of b- and c-hadrons, has a data sample that is for many
decays larger than the sum of all previous experiments. With it, we
are entering to regime of precision physics even for many rare decays,
which allows much more detailed measurements.

In addition, the preparation of the next generation high-luminosity
B-factory at KEK is in its final stages with first physics data taking
expected in 2019. The aim to increase sample to ∼ 50 ab−1 will
make it possible to explore the indirect evidence of new physics
beyond the SM in the heavy-flavor particles (b, c, and τ), in a way
that is complementary to the LHC. In the same time period, LHCb
Collaboration is working on the upgrade of its detector, which will
be installed in 2019 and 2020. The aim of the upgrade is to increase
flexibility of the trigger, which will allow about a factor of five increase
in instantaneous luminosity and of about a factor of two in efficiencies
on triggering on purely hadronic decays. The plan is to integrate
about 50 fb−1 of data.

These experiments promise a rich spectrum of rare and precise
measurements that have the potential to fundamentally affecting our
understanding of the SM and CP -violating phenomena.
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Revised August 2017 by T. Gershon (University of Warwick) and
A.J. Schwartz (University of Cincinnati)

The Heavy Flavor Averaging Group (HFLAV)∗ is an international
collaboration of physicists from experiments measuring properties
of heavy flavored particles, i.e., hadrons containing b and c quarks,
and τ leptons. HFLAV calculates for the HEP community world
average values of quantities such as lifetimes, branching fractions, form
factors, mixing parameters, and CP -violating asymmetries. Most
parameters concern decays of B and D mesons, and many are related
to elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing
matrix [1,2].

HFLAV was originally formed in 2002 to continue the activities of
the LEP Heavy Flavor Steering group. Since its inception a wide range
of results have become available from increasingly larger data sets,
and consequently HFLAV has expanded to include seven subgroups.
These are as follows:

• b-hadron lifetimes and oscillations, including parameters of CP
violation in b mixing;

• decay-time-dependent CP violation in B decays, and angles of
the CKM Unitarity Triangle;

• semileptonic decays of b-hadrons (B → Xℓν, ℓ = e, µ, τ), including
determinations of the CKM matrix elements |Vcb| and |Vub|;

• b-hadron decays to hadronic final states containing c-quarks (open
charm and charmonium);

• (rarer) b-hadron decays to final states not containing c-quarks,
including fully hadronic, semileptonic (B → Xℓℓ,Xνν̄), leptonic,
and radiative decays;

• c-hadron physics including branching fractions, CP - and T -
violating asymmetries, D0–D̄0 mixing, semileptonic decays, and
properties of excited D states and charm baryons;

• τ -lepton physics including branching fractions, tests of lepton
universality, determination of the CKM matrix element |Vus|, and
searches for lepton flavor violation.

Each subgroup has one or two conveners and typically a half-dozen
members representing experiments making measurements in that
area. Most groups contain representatives from the Belle, BaBar,
and LHCb experiments, while some groups contain representatives
from the BESIII, CLEO(c), CDF, and DØ experiments. Members of
HFLAV are appointed by their respective experimental collaborations.
There are two co-leaders of HFLAV; these were originally appointed
by the managements of the BaBar and Belle experiments and are now
appointed by the managements of Belle/Belle II and LHCb.

∗ The group was originally referred to as “HFAG.” This acronym
was changed to “HFLAV” in 2017.

The averaging procedures used by HFLAV are similar to those of
the PDG [3]. When calculating world averages, common parameters
used for different input measurements are adjusted (rescaled) to
common values. The confidence level of the fit is provided to indicate
the consistency of the measurements included in the average. However,
unlike the PDG, in the case of obtaining a world average with a small
confidence level (i.e., a large χ2 per degree of freedom), HFLAV does
not usually scale the resulting uncertainty. Rather, the systematic
uncertainties of the measurements are reviewed with experts from
the experiments to understand the discrepancy. Unless inconsistencies
among measurements are found, no correction is made to the
calculated uncertainty. Close communication between representatives
of the experiments and HFLAV members performing averages help
ensure that measurement uncertainties, known correlations, and
systematic effects are properly accounted for. If special treatment is
needed to calculate an average, or if an approximation used in an
average calculation might not be sufficiently accurate (e.g., assuming
Gaussian errors when the likelihood function is non-Gaussian), a note
is included to describe this.

In general, HFLAV uses all publicly available results that have
written documentation such as a journal publication, preprint, or
conference note. These include preliminary results presented at
conferences and workshops. However, preliminary results that remain
unpublished for an extended period of time, or for which no publication
is planned, are not included. A special subset of HFLAV averages are
included in the PDG Listings; for these averages only measurements
that are published or accepted for publication are used. The averages
provided by HFLAV are listed by the PDG as “OUR EVALUATION”
with a corresponding note.

All HFLAV averages and input measurements are documented
in an approximately biennial preprint posted to the arXiv preprint
server; the most recent version is Ref. 4. The latest results and plots
are posted on an extensive set of webpages that are updated several
times per year; these are available at

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/xorg/hflav .
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87. Polarization inB Decays

Revised October 2017 by A.V.Gritsan (Johns Hopkins University).

We review the notation used in polarization measurements in
particle production and decay, with a particular emphasis on the B
decays and the CP -violating observables in polarization measurements.
We look at several examples of vector-vector and vector-tensor B
meson decays, while more details about the theory and experimental
results in B decays can be found in a separate mini-review [1] in this
Review.

Figure 87.1 illustrates angular observables in an example of the
sequential process ab → X → P1P2 → (p11p12)(p21p22) [2]. The
angular distributions are of particular interest because they are
sensitive to spin correlations and reveal properties of particles and
their interactions, such as quantum numbers and couplings. In the
case of a spin-zero particle X , such as B meson or a Higgs boson, there
are no spin correlations in the production mechanism and the decay
chain is to be analyzed. The angular distribution of decay products
can be expressed as a function of three helicity angles which describe
the alignment of the particles in the decay chain. The analyzer of the
B-daughter polarization is normally chosen for two-body decays, as
the direction of the daughters in the center-of-mass of the parent (e.g.,
ρ → 2π) [3], and for three-body decays as the normal to the decay
plane (e.g., ω → 3π) [4]. An equivalent set of transversity angles is
sometimes used in polarization analyses [5]. The differential decay
width depends on complex amplitudes Aλ1λ2 , corresponding to the
X-daughter helicity states λi.

Figure 87.1: Definition of the production and helicity angles
in the sequential process ab → X → P1P2 → (p11p12)(p21p22).
The three helicity angles include θ1 and θ2, defined in the rest
frame of the two daughters P1 and P2, and Φ, defined in the
X frame as the angle between the two decay planes. The two
production angles θ∗ and Ψ are defined in the X frame, where Ψ
is the angle between the production plane and the average of the
two decay planes.

In the case of a spin-zero B-meson decay, its daughter helicities are
constrained to λ1 = λ2 = λ. Therefore we simplify amplitude notation
as Aλ. Moreover, most B-decay polarization analyses are limited to
the case when the spin of one of the B-meson daughters is 1. In that
case, there are only three independent amplitudes corresponding to
λ = 0 or ±1 [6], where the last two can be expressed in terms of
parity-even and parity-odd amplitudes A‖,⊥ = (A+1 ±A−1)/

√
2. The

overall decay amplitude involves three complex terms proportional to
the above amplitudes and the Wigner d functions of helicity angles.
The exact angular dependence would depend on the quantum numbers
of the B-meson daughters and of their decay products, and can be
found in the literature [6,7]. The differential decay rate would involve
six real quantities αi, including interference terms,

dΓ

Γ d cos θ1 d cos θ2 dΦ
=
∑

i

αi fi (cos θ1, cos θ2, Φ) , (87.1)

where each fi (cos θ1, cos θ2, Φ) has unique angular dependence specific
to particle quantum numbers, and the αi parameters are defined as:

α1 =
|A0|2
Σ|Aλ|2

= fL , (87.2)

α2 =
|A‖|2 + |A⊥|2

Σ|Aλ|2
= (1− fL) , (87.3)

α3 =
|A‖|2 − |A⊥|2

Σ|Aλ|2
= (1− fL − 2 f⊥) , (87.4)

α4 =
ℑm(A⊥A∗

‖)

Σ|Aλ|2
=

√
f⊥(1−fL−f⊥) sin(φ⊥−φ‖) , (87.5)

α5 =
ℜe(A‖A

∗
0)

Σ|Aλ|2
=

√
fL (1− fL − f⊥) cos(φ‖) , (87.6)

α6 =
ℑm(A⊥A∗

0)

Σ|Aλ|2
=

√
f⊥ fL sin(φ⊥) , (87.7)

where the amplitudes have been expressed with the help of polarization
parameters fL, f⊥, φ‖, and φ⊥ defined in Table 87.1. Note that

the terms proportional to ℜe(A⊥A∗
‖), ℑm(A‖A

∗
0), and ℜe(A⊥A∗

0)

are absent in Eqs. (2-7). However, these terms may appear for some
three-body decays of a B-meson daughter, see Ref. 7.

Table 87.1: Rate, polarization, and CP -asymmetry parameters
defined for the B-meson decays to mesons with non-zero
spin. Numerical examples are shown for the average of
the B0 → ϕK∗(892)0 decay measurements obtained from
BABAR [8], Belle [9], and LHCb [10]. The first six parameters
are defined under the assumption of no CP violation in decay,
while they are averaged between the B and B parameters in
general. The last six parameters involve differences between the
B and B meson decay parameters. The phase convention δ0 is
chosen with respect to a single A00 amplitude from a reference
B decay mode, which is B0 → ϕK∗

0 (1430)
0 for numerical results.

parameter definition average

B Γ/Γtotal (10.1+0.6
−0.5)× 10−6

fL |A0|2/Σ|Aλ|2 0.497± 0.017

f⊥ |A⊥|2/Σ|Aλ|2 0.225± 0.015

φ‖ − π arg(A‖/A0)− π −0.712± 0.058

φ⊥ − π arg(A⊥/A0)− π −0.615± 0.056

δ0 − π arg(A00/A0)− π −0.26± 0.10

ACP (Γ̄− Γ)/(Γ̄ + Γ) −0.003± 0.038

A0
CP (f̄L − fL)/(f̄L + fL) −0.007± 0.030

A⊥
CP (f̄⊥ − f⊥)/(f̄⊥ + f⊥) −0.014± 0.057

∆φ‖ (φ̄‖ − φ‖)/2 +0.051± 0.053

∆φ⊥ (φ̄⊥ − φ⊥ − π)/2 +0.075± 0.050

∆δ0 (δ̄0 − δ0)/2 +0.13± 0.08

Overall, six real parameters describe three complex amplitudes
A0, A‖, and A⊥. These could be chosen to be the four polarization
parameters fL, f⊥, φ‖, and φ⊥, one overall size normalization, such as
decay rate Γ, or branching fraction B, and one overall phase δ0. The
phase convention is arbitrary for an isolated B decay mode. However,
for several B decays, the relative phase could produce meaningful and
observable effects through interference with other B decays with the
same final states, such as for B → V K∗

J with J = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ... The
phase could be referenced to the single B → V K∗

0 amplitude A00 in
such a case, as shown in Table 87.1. Here V stands for any spin-one
vector meson.

Moreover, CP violation can be tested in the angular distribution
of the decay as the difference between the B and B. Each of the
six real parameters describing the three complex amplitudes would
have a counterpart CP -asymmetry term, corresponding to three
direct-CP asymmetries in three amplitudes, and three CP -violating
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phase differences, equivalent to the phase measurements from the
mixing-induced CP asymmetries in the time evolution of B-decays [1].
In Table 87.1 and Ref. 11, these are chosen to be the direct-CP
asymmetries in the overall decay rate ACP , in the fL fraction A0

CP ,

and in the f⊥ fraction A⊥
CP , and three weak phase differences:

∆φ‖ =
1

2
arg(Ā‖A0/A‖Ā0) , (87.8)

∆φ⊥ =
1

2
arg(Ā⊥A0/A⊥Ā0)−

π

2
, (87.9)

∆δ0 =
1

2
arg(Ā00A0/A00Ā0) . (87.10)

The π
2 term in Eq. (87.9) reflects the fact that A⊥ and Ā⊥ differ in

phase by π if CP is conserved. The two parameters ∆φ‖ and ∆φ⊥ are
equivalent to triple-product asymmetries constructed from the vectors
describing the decay angular distribution [12]. The CP -violating
phase difference in the reference decay mode [11] is, in the Wolfenstein
CKM quark-mixing phase convention,

∆φ00 =
1

2
arg(A00/Ā00) . (87.11)

This can be measured only together with the mixing-induced phase
difference for some of the neutral B-meson decays similar to other
mixing-induced CP asymmetry measurements [1].

It may not always be possible to have a phase-reference decay mode
which would define δ0 and ∆δ0 parameters. In that case, it may be
possible to define the phase difference directly similarly to Eq. (87.11):

∆φ0 =
1

2
arg(A0/Ā0) . (87.12)

One can measure the angles of the CKM unitarity triangle, assuming
Standard Model contributions to the ∆φ0 and B-mixing phases.
Examples include measurements of β = φ1 with B → J/ψK∗ and
α = φ2 with B → ρρ.

Most of the B decays that arise from tree-level b → c transitions
have the amplitude hierarchy |A0| > |A+| > |A−| which is expected
from analyses based on quark-helicity conservation [13]. The larger
the mass of the vector-meson daughters, the weaker the inequality.
The B meson decays to heavy vector particles with charm, such as
B → J/ψK∗, ψ(2S)K∗, χc1K

∗, D∗ρ, D∗K∗, D∗D∗, and D∗D∗
s ,

show a substantial fraction of the amplitudes corresponding to
transverse polarization of the vector mesons (A±1), in agreement
with the factorization prediction. The detailed amplitude analysis of
the B → J/ψK∗ decays has been performed by the BABAR [14],
Belle [15], CDF [16], CLEO [17], D0 [18], and LHCb [19]
collaborations. Most analyses are performed under the assumption
of the absence of direct CP violation. The parameter values are
given in the particle listing of this Review. The difference between
the strong phases φ‖ and φ⊥ deviates significantly from zero. The

measurements [14,15] of CP -violating terms similar to those in
B → ϕK∗ [11] shown in Table 87.1 are consistent with zero.

In addition, the mixing-induced CP -violating asymmetry is
measured in the B0 → J/ψK∗0 decay [1,14,15] where angular analysis
allows one to separate CP -eigenstate amplitudes. This allows one
to resolve the sign ambiguity of the cos 2β (cos 2φ1) term that
appears in the time-dependent angular distribution due to interference
of parity-even and parity-odd terms. This analysis relies on the
knowledge of discrete ambiguities in the strong phases φ‖ and φ⊥, as
discussed below. The BABAR experiment used a method based on the
dependence on the Kπ invariant mass of the interference between the
S- and P -waves to resolve the discrete ambiguity in the determination
of the strong phases (φ‖, φ⊥) in B → J/ψK∗ decays [14]. The result

is in agreement with the amplitude hierarchy expectation [13]. The
CDF [20], D0 [21], and LHCb [22] experiments have studied the
B0
s → J/ψ(K+K−), J/ψ(π+π−), ψ(K+π−) decays and provided the

lifetime, polarization, and phase measurements.

The amplitude hierarchy |A0| ≫ |A+| ≫ |A−| was expected in B
decays to light vector particles in both penguin transitions [23,24] and
tree-level transitions [13]. There is confirmation by the BABAR and

Belle experiments of predominantly longitudinal polarization in the
tree-level b → u transition, such as B0 → ρ+ρ− [25], B+ → ρ0ρ+ [26],
and B+ → ωρ+ [27]; this is consistent with the analysis of
the quark helicity conservation [13]. Because the longitudinal
amplitude dominates the decay, a detailed amplitude analysis is
not possible with current B samples, and limits on the transverse
amplitude fraction are obtained. The small branching fractions of
B0 → ρ0ρ0, ωρ0, ωω [29–31,27] indicate that b → d penguin pollution
is small in the charmless, strangeless vector-vector B decays. There
is a measurement of large longitudinal polarization in B0 → ρ0ρ0

[29–31] decays. The fraction of transverse polarization is large in
decays to heavier mesons such as B0 → a1(1260)

+a1(1260)
− [28].

The interest in the polarization and CP -asymmetry measurements
in penguin transition, such as b → s decays B → ϕK∗, ρK∗, ωK∗, or
B0
s → ϕϕ, K∗K∗, and b → d decay B → K∗K̄∗, is motivated by their

potential sensitivity to physics beyond the Standard Model. The decay
amplitudes for B → ϕK∗ have been measured by the BABAR, Belle,
and LHCb experiments [11,9,32,33,10]. The fractions of longitudinal
polarization are fL = 0.50 ± 0.05 for the B+ → ϕK∗+ decay and
fL = 0.497 ± 0.017 for the B0 → ϕK∗0 decay. These indicate
significant departure from the naive expectation of predominant
longitudinal polarization, suggesting other contributions to the decay
amplitude, previously neglected, either within the Standard Model,
such as penguin annihilation [34] or QCD rescattering [35], or from
physics beyond the Standard Model [36]. The complete set of twelve
amplitude parameters measured in the B0 → ϕK∗0 decay is given in
Table 87.1. Several other parameters could be constructed from the
above twelve parameters, as suggested in Ref. 37.

The discrete ambiguity in the phase (φ‖, φ⊥,∆φ‖,∆φ⊥) mea-

surements has been resolved by BABAR in favor of |A+| ≫ |A−|
through interference between the S- and P -waves of Kπ. The search

for vector-tensor and vector-axialvector B → ϕK
(∗)
J decays with

J = 1, 2, 3, 4 revealed a large fraction of longitudinal polarization
in the decay B → ϕK∗

2 (1430) with fL = 0.90+0.06
−0.07 [11,38], but

large contribution of transverse amplitude in B → ϕK1(1270) with
fL = 0.46+0.13

−0.15 [39].

Like B → ϕK∗, the decays B → ρK∗ and B → ωK∗ may
be sensitive to New Physics. Measurements of the longitudinal
polarization fraction in B+ → ρ0K∗0, B+ → ρ+K∗0 [40] and in both
vector-vector and vector-tensor final states of B → ωK∗

J [27] reveal
a large fraction of transverse polarization, indicating an anomaly
similar to B → ϕK∗ except for a different pattern in vector-tensor
final states. A large transverse polarization is also observed in the
B0
s → ϕϕ decay by CDF [41] and LHCb [42], B0

s → K∗0K̄∗0 decays
by LHCb [43], and B0

s → ϕK∗0 decays by LHCb [44]. At the same
time, measurement of the polarization in the b → d penguin decays
B → K∗K̄∗ indicates a large fraction of longitudinal polarization [45].
The polarization pattern in penguin-dominated B-meson decays is not
fully understood [34–36].

The three-body semileptonic B-meson decays, such as B → V ℓ1ℓ2,
share many features with the two-body B → V V decays. Their
differential decay width can be parameterized with the two helicity
angles defined in the V and (ℓ1ℓ2) frames and with the azimuthal
angle, as defined in Fig. 87.1. However, since the (ℓ1ℓ2) pair does
not come from an on-shell particle, the angular distribution is unique
to each point in the dilepton mass mℓℓ spectrum. The polarization
measurements as a function of mℓℓ provide complementary information
on physics beyond the Standard Model, as discussed for B → K∗ℓ+ℓ−
and Bs → φℓ+ℓ− decays in Ref. 46. The data in these modes
have been analyzed by the BABAR, Belle, CDF, CMS, and LHCb
experiments [47–52].

The examples of the angular distributions and observables in
B → K∗ℓ+ℓ− are discussed in Ref. 46. Two angular observables have
been measured in this decay in certain ranges of the dilepton mass
mℓℓ. One parameter is the fraction of longitudinal polarization FL,
which is determined by the K∗ angular distribution and is similar
to fL defined for exclusive two-body decays. The other parameter is
the forward-backward asymmetry of the lepton pair AFB, which is
the asymmetry of the decay rate with positive and negative values
of cos θ1. A complete set of observables and angular terms has been
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adopted by the LHCb collaboration [51] following Ref. 46 with the FL,
AFB, and S3 −S9 coefficients in the angular distributions. Additional

set of optimized observables P
(′)
i is derived from those, for example

P2 = 2AFB/(3− 3FL) and P ′
5 = S5/

√
FL(1− FL). These observables

have the advantage that the leading form-factor uncertainties cancel.
There have been hints of deviations from SM in the measurement of
P ′
5 and lepton flavor universality [47–52].

In summary, there has been considerable interest in the polarization
measurements of B-meson decays because they reveal both weak-
and strong-interaction dynamics [34–36,53]. New measurements will
further elucidate the pattern of spin alignment measurements in rare
B decays, and further test the Standard Model and strong interaction
dynamics, including the non-factorizable contributions to the B-decay
amplitudes.
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88.B0–B0 Mixing
Updated March 2018 by O. Schneider (Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale
de Lausanne).

There are two neutral B0–B0 meson systems, B0
d–B

0
d and B0

s–B
0
s

(generically denoted B0
q–B

0
q , q = s, d), which exhibit particle-

antiparticle mixing [1]. This mixing phenomenon is described in
Ref. 2. In the following, we adopt the notation introduced in Ref. 2,
and assume CPT conservation throughout. In each system, the light
(L) and heavy (H) mass eigenstates,

|BL,H〉 = p|B0
q〉 ± q|B0

q〉 , (88.1)

have a mass difference ∆mq = mH − mL > 0, a total decay width
difference ∆Γq = ΓL − ΓH and an average decay width Γq =
(ΓL + ΓH)/2. In the absence of CP violation in the mixing, |q/p| = 1,
the differences are given by ∆mq = 2|M12| and |∆Γq| = 2|Γ12|, where
M12 and Γ12 are the off-diagonal elements of the mass and decay
matrices [2]. The evolution of a pure |B0

q〉 or |B0
q〉 state at t = 0 is

given by

|B0
q(t)〉 =g+(t) |B0

q〉+
q

p
g−(t) |B0

q〉 , (88.2)

|B0
q(t)〉 =g+(t) |B0

q〉+
p

q
g−(t) |B0

q〉 , (88.3)

which means that the flavor states remain unchanged (+) or oscillate
into each other (−) with time-dependent probabilities proportional to

|g±(t)|2 =
e−Γqt

2

[
cosh

(
∆Γq
2

t

)
± cos(∆mq t)

]
, (88.4)

where Γq = (ΓH + ΓL)/2. In the absence of CP violation, the time-

integrated mixing probability
∫
|g−(t)|2 dt/(

∫
|g−(t)|2 dt+

∫
|g+(t)|2 dt)

is given by

χq =
x2q + y2q
2(x2q + 1)

, where xq =
∆mq

Γq
, yq =

∆Γq
2Γq

. (88.5)
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Figure 88.1: Dominant box diagrams for the B0

q→B0
q transitions

(q = d or s). Similar diagrams exist where one or both t quarks are
replaced with c or u quarks.

88.1. Standard Model predictions and phenomenol-
ogy

In the Standard Model, the transitions B0
q→B0

q and B0
q→B0

q are
due to the weak interaction. They are described, at the lowest order,
by box diagrams involving two W bosons and two up-type quarks (see
Fig. 88.1), as is the case for K0–K0 mixing. However, the long range
interactions arising from intermediate virtual states are negligible for
the neutral B meson systems, because the large B mass is off the
region of hadronic resonances. The calculation of the dispersive and
absorptive parts of the box diagrams yields the following predictions
for the off-diagonal element of the mass and decay matrices [3],

M12 = −
G2
Fm

2
W ηBmBqBBqf

2
Bq

12π2
S0(m

2
t /m

2
W ) (V ∗

tqVtb)
2 , (88.6)

Γ12 =
G2
Fm

2
bη

′
BmBqBBqf

2
Bq

8π

×
[
(V ∗

tqVtb)
2 + V ∗

tqVtbV
∗
cqVcb O

(
m2

c

m2
b

)

+ (V ∗
cqVcb)

2 O
(
m4

c

m4
b

)]
, (88.7)

where GF is the Fermi constant, mW the W boson mass, and mi the
mass of quark i; mBq , fBq and BBq are the B0

q mass, weak decay
constant and bag parameter, respectively. The known function S0(xt)
can be approximated very well by 0.784 x0.76t [4], and Vij are the
elements of the CKM matrix [5]. The QCD corrections ηB and η′B
are of order unity. The only non-negligible contributions to M12 are
from box diagrams involving two top quarks. The phases of M12 and
Γ12 satisfy

φM − φΓ = π +O
(
m2

c

m2
b

)
, (88.8)

implying that the mass eigenstates have mass and width differences of
opposite signs. This means that, like in the K0–K0 system, the heavy
state is expected to have a smaller decay width than that of the light
state: ΓH < ΓL. Hence, ∆Γ = ΓL − ΓH is expected to be positive in
the Standard Model.

Furthermore, the quantity

∣∣∣∣
Γ12

M12

∣∣∣∣ ≃
3π

2

m2
b

m2
W

1

S0(m
2
t /m

2
W )

∼ O
(
m2

b

m2
t

)
(88.9)

is small, and a power expansion of |q/p|2 yields

∣∣∣∣
q

p

∣∣∣∣
2

= 1 +

∣∣∣∣
Γ12

M12

∣∣∣∣ sin(φM − φΓ) +O
(∣∣∣∣

Γ12

M12

∣∣∣∣
2
)

. (88.10)

Therefore, considering both Eqs. (88.8) and (88.9), the CP -violating
parameter

1−
∣∣∣∣
q

p

∣∣∣∣
2

≃ Im

(
Γ12

M12

)
(88.11)

is expected to be very small: ∼ O(10−3) for the B0
d–B

0
d system and

.O(10−4) for the B0
s–B

0
s system [6].

In the approximation of negligible CP violation in mixing, the ratio
∆Γq/∆mq is equal to the small quantity |Γ12/M12| of Eq. (88.9); it
is hence independent of CKM matrix elements, i.e., the same for the
B0

d–B
0
d and B0

s–B
0
s systems. Calculations [7] yield ∼ 5× 10−3 with a

∼ 20% uncertainty. Given the published experimental knowledge [8]
on the mixing parameter xq

{
xd = 0.770± 0.004 (B0

d–B
0
d system)

xs = 26.79± 0.08 (B0
s–B

0
s system)

, (88.12)

the Standard Model thus predicts that ∆Γd/Γd is very small
(below 1%), but ∆Γs/Γs considerably larger (∼ 10%). These width
differences are caused by the existence of final states to which both
the B0

q and B0
q mesons can decay. Such decays involve b → ccq

quark-level transitions, which are Cabibbo-suppressed if q = d and
Cabibbo-allowed if q = s.

A complete set of Standard Model predictions for all mixing
parameters in both the B0

d–B
0
d and B0

s–B
0
s systems can be found in

Ref. 9.

88.2. Experimental issues and methods for oscilla-
tion analyses

Time-integrated measurements of B0–B0 mixing were published
for the first time in 1987 by UA1 [10] and ARGUS [11], and since
then by many other experiments. These measurements are typically
based on counting same-sign and opposite-sign lepton pairs from the
semileptonic decay of the produced bb pairs. Such analyses cannot
easily separate the contributions from the different b-hadron species,
therefore, the clean environment of Υ(4S) machines (where only B0

d
and charged Bu mesons are produced) is in principle best suited to
measure χd.

However, better sensitivity is obtained from time-dependent
analyses aiming at the direct measurement of the oscillation
frequencies ∆md and ∆ms, from the proper time distributions of
B0

d or B0
s candidates identified through their decay in (mostly)

flavor-specific modes, and suitably tagged as mixed or unmixed. This
is particularly true for the B0

s–B
0
s system, where the large value of
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xs implies maximal mixing, i.e., χs ≃ 1/2. In such analyses, the B0
d

or B0
s mesons are either fully reconstructed, partially reconstructed

from a charm meson, selected from a lepton with the characteristics
of a b → ℓ− decay, or selected from a reconstructed displaced vertex.
At high-energy colliders (LEP, SLC, Tevatron, LHC), the proper time

t =
mB

p
L is measured from the distance L between the production

vertex and the B decay vertex, and from an estimate of the B
momentum p. At asymmetric B factories (KEKB, PEP-II), producing
e+e− → Υ(4S) → B0

dB
0
d events with a boost βγ (= 0.425, 0.55), the

proper time difference between the two B candidates is estimated

as ∆t ≃ ∆z

βγc
, where ∆z is the spatial separation between the two

B decay vertices along the boost direction. In all cases, the good
resolution needed on the vertex positions is obtained with silicon
detectors.

The average statistical significance S of a B0
q oscillation signal can

be approximated as [12]

S ≈
√
N/2 fsig (1 − 2η) e−(∆mq σt)

2/2 , (88.13)

where N is the number of selected and tagged candidates, fsig is the
fraction of signal in that sample, η is the total mistag probability, and
σt is the resolution on proper time (or proper time difference). The
quantity S decreases very quickly as ∆mq increases; this dependence
is controlled by σt, which is therefore a critical parameter for
∆ms analyses. At high-energy colliders, the proper time resolution

σt ∼ mB

〈p〉 σL ⊕ t
σp
p

includes a constant contribution due to the

decay length resolution σL (typically 0.04–0.3 ps), and a term due
to the relative momentum resolution σp/p (typically 10–20% for
partially reconstructed decays), which increases with proper time. At
B factories, the boost of the B mesons is estimated from the known
beam energies, and the term due to the spatial resolution dominates
(typically 1–1.5 ps because of the much smaller B boost).

In order to tag a B0
q candidate as mixed or unmixed, it is

necessary to determine its flavor both in the initial state and in the
final state. The initial and final state mistag probabilities, ηi and
ηf , degrade S by a total factor (1 − 2η) = (1 − 2ηi)(1 − 2ηf ). In
lepton-based analyses, the final state is tagged by the charge of the
lepton from b → ℓ− decays; the largest contribution to ηf is then due

to b → c → ℓ− decays. Alternatively, the charge of a reconstructed
charm meson (D∗− from B0

d or D−
s from B0

s), or that of a kaon
hypothesized to come from a b → c → s decay [13], can be used.
For fully-inclusive analyses based on topological vertexing, final-state
tagging techniques include jet-charge [14] and charge-dipole [15,16]
methods. At high-energy colliders, the methods to tag the initial
state (i.e., the state at production), can be divided into two groups:
the ones that tag the initial charge of the b quark contained in the
B0

q candidate itself (same-side tag), and the ones that tag the initial
charge of the other b quark produced in the event (opposite-side tag).
On the same side, the sign of a charged pion, kaon or proton from
the primary vertex is correlated with the production state of the B0

q
meson if that particle is a decay product of a B∗∗ state or the first
in the fragmentation chain [17,18]. Jet- and vertex-charge techniques
work on both sides and on the opposite side, respectively. Finally, the
charge of a lepton from b → ℓ−, of a kaon from b → c → s or of a
charm hadron from b → c [19] can be used as an opposite-side tag,
keeping in mind that its performance is degraded due to integrated
mixing. At SLC, the beam polarization produced a sizeable forward-
backward asymmetry in the Z → bb decays, and provided another very
interesting and effective initial state tag based on the polar angle of
the B0

q candidate [15]. Initial state tags have also been combined to
reach ηi ∼ 26% at LEP [18,20] or 22% at SLD [15] with full efficiency.
In the case ηf = 0, this corresponds to an effective tagging efficiency

Q = ǫD2 = ǫ(1 − 2η)2, where ǫ is the tagging efficiency, in the range
23 − 31%. The equivalent figure achieved by CDF during Tevatron
Run I was ∼ 3.5% [21], reflecting the fact that tagging is more
difficult at hadron colliders. The CDF and DØ analyses of Tevatron
Run II data reached ǫD2 = (1.8± 0.1)% [22] and (2.5± 0.2)% [23] for
opposite-side tagging, while same-side kaon tagging (for B0

s analyses)
contributed an additional 3.7 − 4.8% at CDF [22], and pushed the

combined performance to (4.7 ± 0.5)% at DØ [24]. LHCb, operating
in the forward region at the LHC where the environment is different
in terms of track multiplicity and b-hadron production kinematics,
has reported ǫD2 = (2.10 ± 0.25)% [25] for opposite-side tagging,
(1.80± 0.26)% [26] for same-side kaon tagging, and (2.11± 0.11)% [27]
for same-side pion and proton tagging: the combined figure ranges
typically between (3.73±0.15)% [28] and (5.33±0.25)% [29] depending
on the mode in which the tagged B0

s meson is reconstructed, and
reaches up to (8.1± 0.6)% [30] for hadronic B0

d modes.

At B factories, the flavor of a B0
d meson at production cannot be

determined, since the two neutral B mesons produced in a Υ(4S)
decay evolve in a coherent P -wave state where they keep opposite
flavors at any time. However, as soon as one of them decays, the
other follows a time-evolution given by Eqs. (88.2) or (88.3), where t
is replaced with ∆t (which will take negative values half of the time).
Hence, the “initial state” tag of a B can be taken as the final-state tag
of the other B. Effective tagging efficiencies of 30% are achieved by
BaBar and Belle [31], using different techniques including b → ℓ− and
b → c → s tags. It is worth noting that, in this case, mixing of the
other B (i.e., the coherent mixing occurring before the first B decay)
does not contribute to the mistag probability.

Before the experimental observation of a decay-width difference,
oscillation analyses typically neglected ∆Γq in Eq. (88.4), and described

the time dependence with the functions Γqe
−Γqt(1 ± cos(∆mqt))/2

(high-energy colliders) or Γde
−Γd|∆t|(1± cos(∆md∆t))/4 (asymmetric

Υ(4S) machines). As can be seen from Eq. (88.4), a non-zero value of
∆Γq would effectively reduce the oscillation amplitude with a small
time-dependent factor that would be very difficult to distinguish from
time resolution effects. Measurements of ∆mq are usually extracted
from the data using a maximum likelihood fit.

88.3. ∆md and ∆Γd measurements

Many B0
d–B

0
d oscillations analyses have been published [32]

by the ALEPH [33], DELPHI [16,34], L3 [35], OPAL [36,37]
BaBar [38], Belle [39], CDF [17], DØ [23], and LHCb [40–43]
collaborations. Although a variety of different techniques have been
used, the individual ∆md results obtained at LEP and Tevatron
have remarkably similar precision. Their average is compatible with
the recent and more precise measurements from the asymmetric B
factories and the LHC. The systematic uncertainties are not negligible;
they are often dominated by sample composition, mistag proba-
bility, or b-hadron lifetime contributions. Before being combined,
the measurements are adjusted on the basis of a common set of
input values, including the b-hadron lifetimes and fractions published
in this Review. Some measurements are statistically correlated.
Systematic correlations arise both from common physics sources
(fragmentation fractions, lifetimes, branching ratios of b hadrons),
and from purely experimental or algorithmic effects (efficiency,
resolution, tagging, background description). Combining all measure-
ments [16,17,23,33–43] and accounting for all identified correlations
yields ∆md = 0.5065± 0.0016(stat)± 0.0011(syst) ps−1 [8], a result

dominated by the latest LHCb measurement with B0 → D(∗)−µ+νµX
decays [43].

On the other hand, ARGUS and CLEO have published time-
integrated measurements [44–46], which average to χd = 0.182±0.015.
Following Ref. 46, the width difference ∆Γd could in principle be
extracted from the measured value of Γd and the above averages for
∆md and χd (see Eq. (88.5)), provided that ∆Γd has a negligible
impact on the ∆md measurements. However, direct time-dependent
studies published by DELPHI [16], BaBar [47], Belle [48], LHCb [49]
and ATLAS [50] provide stronger constraints, which can be combined
to yield [8]

∆Γd/Γd = −0.002± 0.010 . (88.14)

Assuming ∆Γd = 0 and no CP violation in mixing, and using the
measured B0

d lifetime of 1.520± 0.004 ps, the ∆md and χd results are
combined to yield the world average

∆md = 0.5064± 0.0019 ps−1 (88.15)
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or, equivalently,
χd = 0.1860± 0.0011 . (88.16)

This ∆md value provides an estimate of 2|M12|, and can be used with
Eq. (88.6) to extract |Vtd| within the Standard Model [51]. The main
experimental uncertainties on the result come from mt and ∆md, but
are still completely negligible with respect to the uncertainty due to
the hadronic matrix element fBd

√
BBd

= 225± 9 MeV [52] obtained
from recent three-flavor lattice QCD calculations.

88.4. ∆ms and ∆Γs measurements

After many years of intense search at LEP and SLC, B0
s–B

0
s

oscillations were first observed in 2006 by CDF using 1 fb−1 of
Tevatron Run II data [22]. More recently LHCb observed B0

s–
B0

s oscillations independently with B0
s → D−

s π+ [40,53], B0
s →

D−
s µ+νX [42] and even B0

s → J/ψK+K− [28] decays, using between
1 and 3 fb−1 of data collected at the LHC until the end of 2012.
Taking systematic correlations into account, the average of all
published measurements of ∆ms [22,28,40,42,53] is

∆ms = 17.757± 0.020(stat)± 0.007(syst) ps−1 , (88.17)

dominated by LHCb (see Fig. 88.2) and still statistically limited.
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Figure 88.2: Proper time distribution of B0
s → D−

s π+ candidates
tagged as mixed (red) or unmixed (blue) in the LHCb experiment,
displaying B0

s–B
0
s oscillations (from Ref. 53).

The information on |Vts| obtained in the framework of the Standard
Model is hampered by the hadronic uncertainty, as in the B0

d case.
However, several uncertainties cancel in the frequency ratio

∆ms

∆md
=

mBs

mBd

ξ2
∣∣∣∣
Vts
Vtd

∣∣∣∣
2

, (88.18)

where ξ = (fBs

√
BBs)/(fBd

√
BBd

) = 1.206±0.017 is an SU(3) flavor-
symmetry breaking factor obtained from recent three-flavor lattice
QCD calculations [52]. Using the measurements of Eqs. (88.15) and
(88.17), one can extract

∣∣∣∣
Vtd
Vts

∣∣∣∣ = 0.2053± 0.0004(exp)± 0.0029(lattice) , (88.19)

in good agreement with (but much more precise than) the value
obtained from the ratio of the b → dγ and b → sγ transition rates
observed at the B factories [51].

The CKM matrix can be constrained using experimental results
on observables such as ∆md, ∆ms, |Vub/Vcb|, ǫK , and sin(2β)
together with theoretical inputs and unitarity conditions [51,54,55].
The constraint from our knowledge on the ratio ∆ms/∆md is more
effective in limiting the position of the apex of the CKM unitarity
triangle than the one obtained from the ∆md measurements alone,
due to the reduced hadronic uncertainty in Eq. (88.18). We also note
that the measured value of ∆ms is consistent with the Standard Model

prediction obtained from CKM fits where no experimental information
on ∆ms is used, e.g., 17.69± 0.93 ps−1 [54] or 16.89+0.47

−0.35 ps−1 [55].

Information on ∆Γs can be obtained from the study of the
proper time distribution of untagged B0

s samples [56]. In the case
of an inclusive B0

s selection [57], or a flavor-specific (semileptonic
or hadronic) B0

s decay selection [20,58–60], both the short-
and long-lived components are present, and the proper time
distribution is a superposition of two exponentials with decay constants
ΓL,H = Γs ± ∆Γs/2. In principle, this provides sensitivity to both

Γs and (∆Γs/Γs)
2. Ignoring ∆Γs and fitting for a single exponential

leads to an estimate of 1/Γs (called effective lifetime) with a relative
bias proportional to (∆Γs/Γs)

2. An alternative approach, which is
directly sensitive to first order in ∆Γs/Γs, is to determine the effective
lifetime of untagged B0

s candidates decaying to pure CP eigenstates;
measurements exist for B0

s → D+
s D−

s [59], B0
s → K+K− [60,61],

B0
s → J/ψη [62], B0

s → J/ψf0(980) [63], B0
s → J/ψπ+π− [64],

B0
s → J/ψK0

S [65], and B0
s → µ+µ− [66]. The extraction of 1/Γs

and ∆Γs from such measurements, discussed in detail in Ref. 67,
requires additional information in the form of theoretical assumptions
or external inputs on weak phases and hadronic parameters. In what
follows, we only use the effective lifetimes of decays to CP -even
(D+

s D−
s , J/ψη) and CP -odd (J/ψf0(980), J/ψπ+π−) final states

where CP conservation can be assumed.

The best sensitivity to 1/Γs and ∆Γs is achieved by the
time-dependent measurements of the B0

s → J/ψK+K− (including
B0

s → J/ψφ) and B0
s → ψ(2S)φ decay rates performed at CDF [68],

DØ [69], ATLAS [70], CMS [71] and LHCb [28,72,73], where
the CP -even and CP -odd amplitudes are separated statistically
through a full angular analysis. The LHCb collaboration analyzes the
B0

s → J/ψK+K− decay considering that the K+K− system can be
in a P-wave or S-wave state, and measures the dependence of the
strong phase difference between the P-wave and S-wave amplitudes
as a function of the K+K− invariant mass [28,74]; this allows
the unambiguous determination of the sign of ∆Γs, which is found
to be positive. All these studies use both untagged and tagged B0

s
candidates and are optimized for the measurement of the CP -violating
phase φcc̄ss , defined as the weak phase difference between the B0

s–B
0
s

mixing amplitude and the b → cc̄s decay amplitude. As reported below
in Eq. (88.28), the current experimental average of φcc̄ss is consistent
with zero. Assuming no CP violation (i.e., φcc̄ss = 0) a combination [8]
of the B0

s → J/ψK+K−, J/ψφ and ψ(2S)φ analyses [28,68–73] and
of effective lifetime measurements with flavor-specific [20,58–60] and
pure CP [59,62–64] final states yields

∆Γs = +0.088±0.006 ps−1 and 1/Γs = 1.509±0.004 ps , (88.20)

or, equivalently,

1/ΓL = 1.415± 0.006 ps and 1/ΓH = 1.615± 0.009 ps , (88.21)

in good agreement with the Standard Model prediction ∆Γs =
0.088± 0.020 ps−1 [9].

Estimates of ∆Γs/Γs obtained from measurements of the B0
s →

D
(∗)+
s D

(∗)−
s branching fractions are not included in the average, since

they are based on the questionable [7] assumption that these decays
account for all CP -even final states.

88.5. Average b-hadron mixing probability and b-
hadron production fractions at high energy

Mixing measurements can significantly improve our knowledge on
the fractions fu, fd, fs, and fbaryon, defined as the fractions of Bu,

B0
d, B0

s , and b-baryons in an unbiased sample of weakly decaying
b hadrons produced in high-energy collisions. Indeed, time-integrated
mixing analyses using lepton pairs from bb events at high energy
measure the quantity

χ = f ′d χd + f ′s χs , (88.22)

where f ′d and f ′s are the fractions of B0
d and B0

s hadrons in a sample
of semileptonic b-hadron decays. Assuming that all b hadrons have
the same semileptonic decay width implies f ′q = fq/(Γqτb) (q = s, d),
where τb is the average b-hadron lifetime. Hence χ measurements
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performed at LEP [75] and Tevatron [76,77], together with the χd
average of Eq. (88.16) and the very good approximation χs = 1/2 (in
fact χs = 0.499307± 0.000004 from Eqs. (88.5), (88.17) and (88.20)),
provide constraints on the fractions fd and fs.

The LEP experiments have measured B(b̄ → B0
s ) × B(B0

s →
D−

s ℓ+νℓX) [78], B(b → Λ0
b) × B(Λ0

b → Λ+
c ℓ

−νℓX) [79], and

B(b → Ξ−
b ) × B(Ξ−

b → Ξ−ℓ−νℓX) [80] from partially reconstructed
final states including a lepton, fbaryon from protons identified in
b events [81], and the production rate of charged b hadrons [82].
The b-hadron fraction ratios measured at CDF are based on double
semileptonic K∗µµ and φµµ final states [83] and lepton-charm final
states [84]; in addition CDF and DØ have both measured strange
b-baryon production [85]. On the other hand, fraction ratios have
been studied by LHCb using fully reconstructed hadronic B0

s and B0
d

decays [86], as well as semileptonic decays [87]. ATLAS has measured
fs/fd using B0

s → J/ψφ and B0 → J/ψK∗0 decays [88]. Both CDF
and LHCb observe that the ratio fΛ0

b
/(fu + fd) decreases with the

transverse momentum of the lepton+charm system, indicating that
the b-hadron fractions are not the same in different environments. We
therefore provide sets of fractions separately for LEP and Tevatron
(and no complete set for LHC, where strange b-baryon production
has not been measured yet). A combination of all the available
information under the constraints fu = fd, fu + fd + fs + fbaryon = 1,
and Eq. (88.22), yields the averages shown in the first two columns of
Table 88.1.

Table 88.1: χ and b-hadron fractions (see text).

in Z decays [8] at Tevatron [8] at LHC [86,88]

χ 0.1259± 0.0042 0.147± 0.011

fu = fd 0.407 ± 0.007 0.343± 0.021

fs 0.101 ± 0.008 0.115± 0.013

fbaryon 0.085 ± 0.011 0.199± 0.047

fs/fd 0.249 ± 0.023 0.334± 0.041 0.252± 0.012

88.6. CP -violation studies

Evidence for CP violation in B0
q–B

0
q mixing has been searched

for, both with flavor-specific and inclusive B0
q decays, in samples

where the initial flavor state is tagged, usually with a lepton from
the other b-hadron in the event. In the case of semileptonic (or other
flavor-specific) decays, where the final-state tag is also available, the
following asymmetry [2]

Aq
SL =

N(B0
q(t) → ℓ+νℓX)−N(B0

q(t) → ℓ−νℓX)

N(B0
q(t) → ℓ+νℓX) +N(B0

q(t) → ℓ−νℓX)
≃ 1− |q/p|2q

(88.23)
has been measured either in time-integrated analyses at CLEO [46,89],
BaBar [90], CDF [91], DØ [92–94] and LHCb [95], or in time-
dependent analyses at LEP [37,96], BaBar [47,97] and Belle [98]. In
the inclusive case, also investigated at LEP [96,99], no final-state tag
is used, and the asymmetry [100]

N(B0
q(t) → all)−N(B0

q(t) → all)

N(B0
q(t) → all) +N(B0

q(t) → all)

≃ Aq
SL

[
sin2

(
∆mq t

2

)
− xq

2
sin(∆mq t)

]
(88.24)

must be measured as a function of the proper time to extract
information on CP violation. In addition LHCb has studied the time
dependence of the charge asymmetry of B0 → D(∗)−µ+νµX decays
without tagging the initial state [101], which would be equal to

N(D(∗)−µ+νµX)−N(D(∗)+µ−ν̄µX)

N(D(∗)−µ+νµX) +N(D(∗)+µ−ν̄µX)
= Ad

SL
1− cos(∆md t)

2

(88.25)

in absence of detection and production asymmetries.

The DØ collaboration measured a like-sign dimuon charge
asymmetry in semileptonic b decays that deviates by 2.8 σ from
the tiny Standard Model prediction and concluded, from a more
refined analysis in bins of muon impact parameters, that the
overall discrepancy is at the level of 3.6 σ [92]. In all other cases,
asymmetries compatible with zero (and the Standard Model [9]) have
been found, with a precision limited by the available statistics. Several
of the analyses at high energy don’t disentangle the B0

d and B0
s

contributions, and either quote a mean asymmetry or a measurement
of Ad

SL assuming As
SL = 0: we no longer include these in the average.

An exception is the dimuon DØ analysis [92], which separates the
two contributions by exploiting their dependence on the muon impact
parameter cut. The resulting measurements of Ad

SL and As
SL are then

both compatible with the Standard Model. They are also correlated.
We therefore perform a two-dimensional average of the measurements
of Refs. [46,47,89,90,92–95,97,98,101] and obtain [8]

Ad
SL = −0.0021± 0.0017 , or |q/p|d = 1.0010± 0.0008 , (88.26)

As
SL = −0.0006± 0.0028 , or |q/p|s = 1.0003± 0.0014 , (88.27)

with a correlation coefficient of −0.054 between Ad
SL and As

SL. These
results show no evidence of CP violation and don’t constrain yet the
Standard Model.
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s [rad]
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Figure 88.3: 68% CL contours in the (φcc̄ss ,∆Γs) plane, showing the
measurements from CDF [68], DØ [69], ATLAS [70], CMS [71] and
LHCb [28,29,72,73,102], with their combination [8]. The thin black
rectangle represents the Standard Model predictions of φcc̄ss [55] and
∆Γs [9].

CP violation induced by B0
s–B

0
s mixing in b → cc̄s decays has been

a field of very active study in the past few years. In addition to the
previously mentioned B0

s → J/ψK+K− (including B0
s → J/ψφ) and

B0
s → ψ(2S)φ studies, the decay modes B0

s → J/ψπ+π− (including
B0

s → J/ψf0(980)) [102] and B0
s → D+

s D−
s [29] have also been

analyzed by LHCb to measure φcc̄ss , without the need for an angular
analysis. The J/ψπ+π− final state has been shown indeed to be (very
close to) a pure CP -odd state [103]. A two-dimensional fit [8] of
all these results [28,29,68–73,102] in the (φcc̄ss ,∆Γs) plane, shown on
Fig. 88.3, yields

φcc̄ss = −0.021± 0.031 . (88.28)

This is consistent with the Standard Model prediction for φcc̄ss , which is
equal to −2βs = −2 arg(−(VtsV

∗
tb)/(VcsV

∗
cb)) = −0.0370± 0.0006 [55],

assuming negligible Penguin pollution.
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88.7. Summary

B0–B0 mixing has been and still is a field of intense study. The
mass differences in the B0

d–B
0
d and B0

s–B
0
s systems are known to

relative precisions of 0.38% and 0.12%, respectively. The non-zero
decay width difference in the B0

s–B
0
s system is well established, with a

relative difference of ∆Γs/Γs = (13.2± 0.8)%, meaning that the heavy
state of the B0

s–B
0
s system lives ∼ 13% longer than the light state.

In contrast, the relative decay width difference in the B0
d–B

0
d system,

∆Γd/Γd = (−0.2± 1.0)%, is still consistent with zero. CP violation in
B0

d–B
0
d or B0

s–B
0
s mixing has not been observed yet, with precisions

on the semileptonic asymmetries below 0.3%. CP violation induced
by B0

s–B
0
s mixing in b → cc̄s transitions has not yet been observed

either, with an uncertainty on the φcc̄ss phase of 31 mrad. Despite
the recent improvements, all observations remain consistent with the
Standard Model expectations.

However, the measurements where New Physics might show up
are still statistically limited. More results are awaited from the
LHC experiments and Belle II, with promising prospects for the
investigation of the CP -violating phase arg(−M12/Γ12) and an
improved determination of φcc̄ss .

Mixing studies have clearly reached the stage of precision
measurements, where much effort is needed, both on the experimental
and theoretical sides, in particular to further reduce the hadronic
uncertainties of lattice QCD calculations. In the long term, a stringent
check of the consistency of the B0

d and B0
s mixing amplitudes

(magnitudes and phases) with all other measured flavor-physics
observables will be possible within the Standard Model, leading to
very tight limits on (or otherwise a long-awaited surprize about) New
Physics.
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89.1. Introduction

Precision determinations of |Vub| and |Vcb| are central to testing
the CKM sector of the Standard Model, and complement the
measurements of CP asymmetries in B decays. The length of the
side of the unitarity triangle opposite the well-measured angle β is
proportional to the ratio |Vub|/|Vcb|; its precise determination is a high
priority of the heavy-flavor physics program.

The semileptonic transitions b → cℓν̄ℓ and b → uℓν̄ℓ (where ℓ refers
to an electron or muon) each provide two avenues for determining
these CKM matrix elements, namely through inclusive and exclusive
final states. Recent measurements and calculations are reflected in
the values quoted in this article, which is an update of the previous
review [1]. The leptonic decay B− → τ ν̄ can also be used to
extract |Vub|; we do not use this information at present since none
of the experimental measurements has reached a competitive level of
precision.

The theory underlying the determination of |Vqb| is mature, in
particular for |Vcb|. Most of the theoretical approaches use the fact
that the mass mb of the b quark is large compared to the scale
ΛQCD that determines low-energy hadronic physics. The basis for
precise calculations is a systematic expansion in powers of Λ/mb,
where Λ ∼ 500 − 700 MeV is a hadronic scale of the order of
ΛQCD, based on effective-field-theory methods described in a separate
RPP mini-review [2]. The use of lattice QCD for calculations of
non-perturbative quantities plays an essential role in many of the
determinations discussed here; lattice methods are discussed in a
separate RPP mini-review [3].

The measurements discussed in this review are of branching
fractions or ratios of branching fractions. The determinations of |Vcb|
and |Vub| also require a measurement of the total decay widths of
the corresponding b hadrons, which is the subject of a separate
RPP mini-review [4]. The measurements of inclusive semileptonic
decays relevant to this review come primarily from e+e− B factories
operating at the Υ(4S) resonance, where BB̄ pairs are produced
nearly at rest in the center-of-mass frame. Measurements of exclusive
semileptonic decays come from the e+e− B factories and from the
LHCb experiment at CERN.

Semileptonic B meson decay amplitudes to electrons and muons
are assumed to be largely free from any impact of non-Standard
Model physics, since they are dominated by Standard-Model W boson
exchange. The decays B̄ → D(∗)τ ν̄τ , however, provide sensitivity to
possible non-universalities in the couplings to the third generation
leptons that are present at tree level in models involving new charged
mediators. For example, a charged Higgs boson, present in many
models of new physics, couples to the mass of the lepton and
breaks lepton universality. If the enhanced decay rates seen in recent
measurements of these decay modes turn out to be robust, they are
an indication of new physics.

Many of the numerical results quoted in this review have been
provided by the Heavy Flavor Averaging Group (HFLAV) [5].

89.2. Determination of |Vcb|
Summary: The determination of |Vcb| from inclusive decays has

a relative uncertainty of about 2%; the limitations arise mainly
from our ignorance of higher-order perturbative and non-perturbative
corrections. Exclusive B̄ → D∗ℓν̄ℓ decays provide a determination
of |Vcb| with a relative precision of about 2%, with comparable
contributions from theory and experiment; the value determined
from B̄ → Dℓν̄ℓ decays is consistent and has an uncertainty of 3%.
However, as discussed below, recent work has raised questions about
these determinations. We choose to quote a less constraining value
from exclusive decays.

The values obtained from the inclusive and exclusive determinations
discussed below are:

|Vcb| = (42.2± 0.8)× 10−3 (inclusive) (89.1)

|Vcb| = (41.9± 2.0)× 10−3 (exclusive). (89.2)

Assuming these determinations share a common 1% systematic
uncertainty, their average is

|Vcb| = (42.2± 0.8)× 10−3 (average). (89.3)

89.2.1. |Vcb| from exclusive decays :

Exclusive determinations of |Vcb| make use of semileptonic B decays
into the ground state charmed mesons D and D∗ and are based on
the distribution of the variable w ≡ v · v′, where v and v′ are the four
velocities of the initial and final-state hadrons. In the rest frame of
the decay this variable corresponds to the Lorentz factor of the final
state D(∗) meson. Heavy Quark Symmetry (HQS) [6,7] predicts these
decay rates in the infinite mass limit in terms of a single form factor,
which is normalized at w = 1, the point of maximum momentum
transfer to the leptons. Measured decay rates and calculations of the
form factors are used to determine |Vcb|.

A precise determination requires corrections to the HQS prediction
for the normalization as well as some information on the shape of
the form factors near the point w = 1. These calculations utilize
Heavy Quark Effective Theory, which is discussed in a separate
RPP mini-review [2]. Form factors that are normalized due to HQS
are protected against linear corrections [8], and thus the leading
corrections are of order Λ2

QCD/m
2
c . For the form factors that vanish

in the infinite mass limit the corrections are in general linear in
ΛQCD/mc. In addition to these corrections, there are perturbatively
calculable radiative corrections from hard gluons and photons, which
will be discussed in the relevant sections.

89.2.2. B̄ → D∗ℓν̄ℓ :

The decay rate for B̄ → D∗ℓν̄ℓ is given by

dΓ

dw
(B̄ → D∗ℓν̄ℓ) =

G2
Fm

5
B

48π3
|Vcb|2(w2 − 1)1/2P (w)(ηewF(w))2, (89.4)

where P (w) is a phase space factor,

P (w) = r3(1 − r)2(w + 1)2
(
1 +

4w

w + 1

1− 2rw + r2

(1− r)2

)
.

with r = mD∗/mB. The form factor F(w), which at w = 1 is unity
by HQS in the infinite-mass limit, is dominated by the axial vector
form factor hA1

as w → 1. For the definitions of the vector and axial
vector form factors as a function of w, see Eq. (2.84) of the first paper
of Ref. 9. The factor ηew = 1.0066± 0.0050 accounts for the leading
electroweak corrections to the four-fermion operator mediating the
semileptonic decay [10], and includes an estimated uncertainty for
missing long-distance QED radiative corrections [11].

The determination of Vcb involves an extrapolation to the zero-recoil
point, for which a parametrization of F(w) is needed. Convenient
parametrizations make use of analyticity and unitarity constraints on
the the form factors and are expressed in terms of the variable

z = (
√
w + 1−

√
2)/(

√
w + 1 +

√
2) , (89.5)

originating from a conformal transformation. In terms of this variable
the form factors (generically denoted as F ) may be written as [13]

F (z) =
1

PF (z)φF (z)

∞∑

n=0

anz
n (89.6)

where the sum
∑ |an|2 is bounded. Furthermore, the function P (z)

takes into account the resonances in the (c̄b) system below the D̄B
threshold, and the weighting functions φF (z) are derived from the
unitarity constraint on the corresponding form factor. The values of z
relevant to the decay are 0 ≤ z ≤ 0.06, hence the series in z converges
rapidly and only very few terms are needed. Eq. (89.6) will be referred
to as the “BGL” expansion.

A frequently used parametrization proposed in Ref. 14,

F (w) = F (1)− ρ2(w − 1) + c(w − 1)2 + · · · ,
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has the slope ρ of the form factor as the only parameter. This “CLN”
parameterization imposes a relation between the curvature c and
the slope ρ based on the heavy quark limit. However, this seems
to be too constraining given current experimental precision. More
recent analyses [15,16] take this into account and include additional
parameters using the BGL expansion. Very recently it has been
pointed out these BGL fits are in tension with recent lattice data and
would indicate large violations of heavy-quark symmetry [32].

The theoretical analysis of F (1) includes the QCD short-distance
radiative correction [17] to the form factor as well as the non-
perturbative 1/m2 corrections, which can be calculated on the lattice
(see below).

Precise lattice determinations of the B → D(∗) form factors use
heavy-quark symmetries, so all uncertainties scale with the deviation
of the form factor from unity. The state-of-the-art calculations are
“unquenched”, i.e. calculations with realistic sea quarks using 2 + 1
flavors. The relevant calculations for the form factor F(ω) in Ref. 11
quote a total uncertainty at the (1-2)% level. The main contributions
to this uncertainty are from the chiral extrapolation from the light
quark masses used in the numerical lattice computation to realistic up
and down quark masses, and from discretization errors. These sources
of uncertainty will be reduced with larger lattice sizes and smaller
lattice spacings. Including effects from finite quark masses to calculate
the deviation of F(1) from unity, the current lattice prediction [11] is

F(1) = 0.906± 0.013, (89.7)

We note that very recently an independent lattice result has been
shown at a conference, indicating a lower value for F(1) [12].

Non-lattice estimates based on sum rules for the form factor tend
to yield lower values for F(1) [18,19,20]. Omitting the contributions
from excited states, the sum rules indicate that F(1) < 0.93.
Including an estimate for the contribution of the excited states yields
F(1) = 0.86±0.01±0.02 [20,21] where the second uncertainty accounts
for the excited states.

Many experiments [22–31] have measured the differential decay rate
as a function of w, employing a variety of methods: using either B+

or B0 decays, with or without B-tagging, and with or without explicit
reconstruction of the transition pion from D∗ → D decays. These
measurements are input to a four-dimensional fit [5] for ηewF(1)|Vcb|,
ρ2A1

and the form-factor ratios R1 ∝ A2/A1 and R2 ∝ V/A1. The

fit gives ηewF(1) |Vcb| = (35.61± 0.43)× 10−3 (LQCD,CLN) with a
p-value of 0.14. The leading sources of uncertainty on ηewF(1) |Vcb|
are due to detection efficiencies and D(∗) decay branching fractions.
Note that the B̄ → D∗ℓν̄ℓ form factor in the fit is parameterized using
the CLN form, which has the drawbacks discussed previously.

A safer approach is to use the more general BGL form-factor
parameterization. At present, only one measurement [31] has
published the unfolded fully-differential decay rate and associated
covariance matrix. Using this input, two analyses [15,16] have
recently shown ∼ 10% shifts in ηewF(1)|Vcb| when switching from
the CLN to the BGL form, well beyond the quoted experimental
precision. These analyses are consistent with each other and give [15]
ηewF(1) |Vcb| = (38.2 +1.7

−1.6)× 10−3. Along with the lattice value given
above for F(1) this yields

|Vcb| = (41.9 +2.0
−1.9)× 10−3 (B̄ → D∗ℓν̄ℓ, LQCD,BGL). (89.8)

It has been pointed out [32] that fits to these data with the BGL
parameterization are in tension with HQET and lattice predictions for
form-factor ratios. More work is needed to clarify these issues.

89.2.3. B̄ → Dℓν̄ℓ :

The differential rate for B̄ → Dℓν̄ℓ is given by

dΓ

dw
(B̄ → Dℓν̄ℓ) =

G2
F

48π3
|Vcb|2(mB +mD)2m3

D(w2 − 1)3/2(ηewG(w))2. (89.9)

The form factor is

G(w) = h+(w) −
mB −mD

mB +mD
h−(w), (89.10)

where h+ is normalized to unity due to HQS and h− vanishes in the
infinite-mass limit. Thus

G(1) = 1 +O
(
mB −mD

mB +mD

ΛQCD

mc

)
(89.11)

and the corrections to the HQET predictions are parametrically larger
than was the case for B̄ → D∗ℓν̄ℓ.

Lattice calculations including effects beyond the heavy mass limit
have become available, and hence the fact that deviations from the
HQET predictions are parametrically larger than for B̄ → D∗ℓν̄ℓ is
irrelevant. These unquenched calculations provide information over a
range of z values (see Eq. (89.5)) and can be used in a simultaneous
fit, along with the differential branching fraction, in a form-factor
expansion in z [13,33]. This is important, since the experimental
precision near w = 1 is poor given the low decay rate in this region.

From lattice simulations one obtains the form factor normalization
at zero recoil; the currently most precise value [34] is

G(1) = 1.054± 0.004± 0.008 . (89.12)

The most precise measurements of B̄ → Dℓν̄ℓ [29,35,36] dominate the
average [5] value, ηewG(1)|Vcb| = (41.57± 1.00)× 10−3. Note that this
average corresponds to measurements that fit to the CLN form factor
parameterization; the same concerns expressed above for B̄ → D∗ℓν̄ℓ
apply here. Using the value from Eq. (89.12) for G(1) and accounting
for the electroweak correction as above gives

|Vcb| = (39.18±0.94±0.36)×10−3 (B̄ → Dℓν̄ℓ, LQCD,CLN), (89.13)

where the first uncertainty is from experiment, the second from lattice
QCD and the electroweak and Coulomb corrections.

The |Vcb| averages from B̄ → D∗ℓν̄ℓ and B̄ → Dℓν̄ℓ decays using
the CLN form are consistent; however, these determinations need to
be redone using the more general BGL parameterization. We choose
to quote the result in Eq. (89.8):

|Vcb| = (41.9 +2.0
−1.9)× 10−3 (exclusive). (89.14)

89.2.4. |Vcb| from inclusive decays :

Measurements of the total semileptonic branching decay rate, along
with moments of the lepton energy and hadronic invariant mass
spectra in inclusive semileptonic b → c transitions, can be used to
determine |Vcb|. The total semileptonic decay rate can be calculated
quite reliably in terms of non-perturbative parameters that can be
extracted from the information contained in the moments.

89.2.5. Inclusive semileptonic rate :

The theoretical foundation for the calculation of the total
semileptonic rate is the Operator Product Expansion (OPE) which
yields the Heavy Quark Expansion (HQE) [37,38]. Details can be
found in the RPP mini-review on Effective Theories [2].

The OPE result for the total rate can be written schematically
(details can be found, e.g., in Ref. 39) as

Γ =|Vcb|2
G2
Fm

5
b (µ)

192π3
(1 +Aew)×

[
z
(0)
0 (r) +

αs(µ)

π
z
(1)
0 (r) +

(
αs(µ)

π

)2

z
(2)
0 (r) + · · ·

+
µ2π
m2

b

(
z
(0)
2 (r) +

αs(µ)

π
z
(1)
2 (r) + · · ·

)

+
µ2G
m2

b

(
y
(0)
2 (r) +

αs(µ)

π
y
(1)
2 (r) + · · ·

)

+
ρ3D
m3

b

(
z
(0)
3 (r) +

αs(µ)

π
z
(1)
3 (r) + · · ·

)

+
ρ3LS
m3

b

(
y
(0)
3 (r) +

αs(µ)

π
y
(1)
3 (r) + · · ·

)
+ ...

]
(89.15)
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where ηew = 1+Aew denotes the electroweak corrections, r is the ratio
mc/mb and the yi and zi are functions that appear in the perturbative
expansion at different orders of the heavy mass expansion. The
parameters µπ, µG, ρD and ρLS constitute the non-perturbative input
into the heavy quark expansion; they correspond to certain matrix
elements to be discussed below. In the same way the HQE can be set
up for the moments of distributions of charged-lepton energy, hadronic
invariant mass and hadronic energy, e.g.

〈En
e 〉Ee>Ecut

=

∫ Emax

Ecut

dΓ

dEe
En
e dEe

/∫ Emax

Ecut

dΓ

dEe
dEe .

The coefficients of the HQE are known up to order 1/m5
b at

tree level [40–43]. The leading term is the parton model, and
is known completely to order αs and α2

s [44–46]; the terms of
order αn+1

s βn0 (where β0 is the first coefficient of the QCD β
function, β0 = (33 − 2nf )/3) have been included by the usual BLM

procedure [39,47,48]. Corrections of order αsµ
2
π/m

2
b have been

computed in Refs. 49 and 50, while the αsµ
2
G/m

2
b terms have been

calculated in Refs. 51 and 52.

Starting at order 1/m3
b contributions with an infrared sensitivity to

the charm mass, mc, appear [42,53,54]. At order 1/m3
b this “intrinsic

charm” contribution manifests as a log(mc) in the coefficient of the
Darwin term ρ3D. At higher orders, terms such as 1/m3

b × 1/m2
c and

αs(mc)1/m
3
b × 1/mc appear, which are comparable in size to the

contributions of order 1/m4
b

The HQE parameters are given in terms of forward matrix elements;
the parameters entering the expansion for orders up to 1/m3

b are
(Dµ

⊥ = (gµν − vµvν)D
ν)

Λ = MB −mb ,

µ2π = −〈B|b̄(iD⊥)
2b|B〉 ,

µ2G = 〈B|b̄(iDµ
⊥)(iD

ν
⊥)σµνb|B〉 ,

ρ3D = 〈B|b̄(iD⊥µ)(ivD)(iDν
⊥)b|B〉 ,

ρ3LS = 〈B|b̄(iDµ
⊥)(ivD)(iDν

⊥)σµνb|B〉. (89.16)

These parameters still depend on the heavy quark mass. Sometimes
the infinite mass limits of these parameters Λ → ΛHQET, µ

2
π → −λ1,

µ2G → 3λ2, ρ
3
D → ρ1 and ρ3LS → 3ρ2, are used instead. The hadronic

parameters of the orders 1/m4
b and 1/m5

b have been defined and
estimated in Ref. 43. The five hadronic parameters si of the order
1/m4

b can be found in Ref. 41. These terms have not yet been included
in the fits.

The rates and the spectra depend strongly on mb (or equivalently
on Λ). This makes the discussion of renormalization issues mandatory,
since the size of QCD corrections is strongly correlated with the
definitions used for the quark masses. For example, it is well known
(see eg. [55]) that using the pole mass definition for heavy quark
masses leads to a perturbative series for the decay rates that does not
converge very well, making a precision determination of |Vcb| in such a
scheme impossible.

This motivates the use of “short-distance” mass definitions, such
as the kinetic scheme [18] or the 1S scheme [56]. Both schemes have
been applied to semileptonic b → c transitions and yield comparable
results and uncertainties. The 1S scheme eliminates the b quark pole
mass by relating it to the perturbative expression for the mass of the
1S state of the Υ system. The physical mass of the Υ(1S) contains
non-perturbative contributions, which have been estimated in Ref. 57.
These non-perturbative contributions are small; nevertheless, the best
determination of the b quark mass in the 1S scheme is obtained
from sum rules for e+e− → bb̄ [58]. Alternatively one may use

a short-distance mass definition such as the MS mass, mMS
b (mb).

However, it has been argued that the scale mb is unnaturally high for

B decays, while for smaller scales µ ∼ 1GeV mMS
b (µ) is under poor

control. For this reason the so-called “kinetic mass” mkin
b (µ), has been

proposed. It is the mass entering the non-relativistic expression for
the kinetic energy of a heavy quark, and is defined using heavy-quark
sum rules [18].

89.2.6. Determination of HQE Parameters and |Vcb| :
Several experiments have measured moments in B̄ → Xcℓν̄ℓ

decays [59–67] as a function of the minimum lepton momentum.
The measurements of the moments of the electron energy spectrum
(0th-3rd) and of the squared hadronic mass spectrum (0th-2nd) have
statistical uncertainties that are roughly equal to their systematic
uncertainties. The sets of moments measured within each experiment
have strong correlations; their use in a global fit requires fully specified
statistical and systematic covariance matrices. Measurements of
photon energy moments (0th-2nd) in B → Xsγ decays [68–72] as a
function of the minimum accepted photon energy are also used in some
fits; the dominant uncertainties on these measurements are statistical.

Global fits [67,69,73–78] to the full set of moments have been
performed in the 1S and kinetic schemes. The semileptonic moments
alone determine a linear combination of mb and mc very accurately
but leave the orthogonal combination poorly determined [79];
additional input is required to allow a precise determination of mb.
This additional information can come from the radiative B → Xsγ
moments (with the caveat that the OPE for b → sγ breaks down
beyond leading order in ΛQCD/mb), which provide complementary

information on mb and µ2π, or from precise determinations of the
charm quark mass [80,81]. The values obtained in the kinetic scheme
fits [75,77,78] with these two constraints are consistent. Based on the

charm quark mass constraint mMS
c (3GeV) = 0.986± 0.013GeV [82],

a fit in the kinetic scheme [5] obtains

|Vcb| = (42.19± 0.78)× 10−3 (89.17)

mkin
b = 4.554± 0.018GeV (89.18)

µ2π(kin) = 0.464± 0.076GeV2, (89.19)

where the errors include experimental and theoretical uncertainties.

Theoretical uncertainties from higher orders in 1/m as well as in
αs are estimated and included in performing the fits. Similar values
for the parameters are obtained with a variety of assumptions about
the theoretical uncertainties and their correlations. The χ2/dof is
substantially below unity in all fits, which could suggest that the
theoretical uncertainties may be overestimated. However, while one
could obtain a satisfactory fit with smaller uncertainties, this would
result in unrealistically small uncertainties on the extracted HQE
parameters, which are used as input to other calculations (e.g. the
determination of |Vub|). In any case, the low χ2 shows no evidence for
duality violations at a significant level. The mass in the MS scheme

corresponding to Eq. (89.18) is mMS
b = 4.19 ± 0.04GeV, where the

uncertainty includes a contribution from the translation between mass
schemes; this can be compared with a value obtained using relativistic

sum rules [82], mMS
b = 4.163±0.016GeV, which provides a non-trivial

cross-check.

A fit to the measured moments in the 1S scheme [76,5] gives

|Vcb| = (41.98± 0.45)× 10−3 (89.20)

m1S
b = 4.691± 0.037GeV (89.21)

λ1(1S) = −0.362± 0.067GeV2, (89.22)

This fit uses semileptonic and radiative moments and constrains the
chromomagnetic operator using the B∗-B and D∗-D mass differences,
but does not include the constraint on mc nor the full NNLO
corrections.

The fits in the two renormalization schemes give consistent results
for |Vcb| and, after translation to a common renormalization scheme,
for mb and µ2π. We take the fit in the kinetic scheme [78], which
includes higher-order corrections and results in a more conservative
uncertainty, as the inclusive determination of |Vcb|:

|Vcb| = (42.2± 0.8)× 10−3 (inclusive). (89.23)

The precision of the global fit results can be further improved by
calculating higher-order perturbative corrections to the coefficients of
the HQE parameters, in particular the still-missing αsµ

2
G corrections,

which are presently only known for B → Xsγ [83]. The inclusion of
still-higher-order moments, if they can be measured with the required
precision, may improve the sensitivity of the fits to higher-order terms
in the HQE.
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89.3. Determination of |Vub|
Summary: The best determinations of |Vub| are from B̄ → πℓν̄ℓ

decays, where combined fits to theory and experimental data as a
function of q2 provide a precision below 5%; the uncertainties from
experiment and theory are comparable in size. Determinations based
on inclusive semileptonic decays are done based on different observables
and using different calculational ansatzes. All determinations are
consistent and provide a precision of about 6%, with comparable
contributions to the uncertainty from experiment and theory.

The values obtained from inclusive and exclusive determinations
are

|Vub| = (4.49± 0.15 + 0.16
− 0.17 ± 0.17)× 10−3 (inclusive), (89.24)

|Vub| = (3.70± 0.10± 0.12)× 10−3 (exclusive), (89.25)

where the last uncertainty on the inclusive result was added by the
authors of this review and is discussed below. The two determinations
are independent, and the dominant uncertainties are on multiplicative
factors. To combine these values, the inclusive and exclusive values
are weighted by their relative errors and the uncertainties are treated
as normally distributed. The resulting average has p(χ2) = 0.9%, so

we scale the error by
√
χ2/1 = 2.6 to find

|Vub| = (3.94± 0.36)× 10−3 (average). (89.26)

Given the poor consistency between the two determinations, this
average should be treated with caution.

89.3.1. |Vub| from inclusive decays :

The theoretical description of inclusive B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ decays is based
on the Heavy Quark Expansion, as for B̄ → Xcℓν̄ℓ decays, and leads
to a predicted total decay rate with uncertainties below 5% [84,85].
Unfortunately, the total decay rate is hard to measure due to the large
background from CKM-favored B̄ → Xcℓν̄ℓ transitions. Technically,
the calculation of the partial decay rate in regions of phase space
where B̄ → Xcℓν̄ℓ decays are suppressed requires the introduction
of a non-perturbative distribution function, the “shape function”
(SF) [86,87], whose form is unknown. The shape function becomes
important when the light-cone momentum component P+ ≡ EX−|PX |
is not large compared to ΛQCD, as is the case near the endpoint of
the B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ lepton spectrum. Partial rates for B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ are
predicted and measured in a variety of kinematic regions that differ in
their sensitivity to shape-function effects.

At leading order a single shape function appears, which is universal
for all heavy-to-light transitions [86,87] and can be measured in
B̄ → Xsγ decays. At subleading order in 1/mb, several shape
functions appear [88]. Thus, prescriptions that relate directly the
partial rates for B̄ → Xsγ and B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ decays [89–92] are limited
to leading order in 1/mb.

Existing approaches have tended to use parameterizations of the
leading SF that respect constraints on the normalization and on the
first and second moments, which are given in terms of the HQE
parameters Λ = MB −mb and µ2π, respectively. The relations between
SF moments and HQE parameters are known to second order in
αs [93]. As a result, measurements of HQE parameters from global
fits to B̄ → Xcℓν̄ℓ and B̄ → Xsγ moments can be used to constrain
the SF moments, as well as to provide accurate values of mb and other
parameters for use in determining |Vub|. Flexible parameterizations
of the SF using orthogonal basis functions [94] or artificial neural
networks [95] would allow global fits to inclusive B meson decay
data that incorporate the known short-distance contributions and
renormalization properties of the SF.

HFLAV performs fits on the basis of several approaches, with
varying degrees of model dependence. We will consider here the
approaches documented in Ref. 97 (BLNP), Ref. 98 (GGOU) and
Ref. 99 (DGE).

The triple diffential rate in the variables

Pl = MB − 2El, P− = EX + |~PX |, P+ = EX − |~PX | (89.27)

is

d3Γ

dP+ dP− dPl
=

G2
F |Vub|2
16π2

(MB − P+) (89.28)

{
(P− − Pl)(MB − P− + Pl − P+)F1

+(MB − P−)(P− − P+)F2 + (P− − Pl)(Pl − P+)F3

}
.

The “structure functions” Fi can be calculated using factorization
theorems that have been proven to subleading order in the 1/mb
expansion [96].

The BLNP [97] calculation uses these factorization theorems to
write the Fi in terms of perturbatively calculable hard coefficients H
and jet functions J , which are convolved with the (soft) light-cone
distribution functions S, the shape functions of the B meson. The
calculation of O(α2

S) contributions [101,102] is not yet complete and
is not included in the |Vub| determination given below.

The leading order term in the 1/mb expansion of the Fi contains
a single non-perturbative function and is calculated to subleading
order in αs, while at subleading order in the 1/mb expansion there
are several independent non-perturbative functions that have been
calculated only at tree level in the αs expansion.

A distinct approach (GGOU) [98] uses a hard, Wilsonian cut-off
that matches the definition of the kinetic mass. The non-perturbative
input is similar to what is used in BLNP, but the shape functions are
defined differently. In particular, they are defined at finite mb and
depend on the light-cone component k+ of the b quark momentum and
on the momentum transfer q2 to the leptons. These functions include
subleading effects to all orders; as a result they are non-universal,
with one shape function corresponding to each structure function in
Eq. (89.28). Their k+ moments can be computed in the OPE and
related to observables and to the shape functions defined in Ref. 97.

Going to subleading order in αs requires the definition of a
renormalization scheme for the HQE parameters and for the SF. The
relation between the moments of the SF and the forward matrix
elements of local operators is plagued by ultraviolet problems and
requires additional renormalization. A scheme for improving this
behavior was suggested in Refs. 97 and 103, which introduce a
definition of the quark mass (the so-called shape-function scheme)
based on the first moment of the measured B̄ → Xsγ photon
energy spectrum. Likewise, the HQE parameters can be defined from
measured moments of spectra, corresponding to moments of the SF.

One can attempt to calculate the SF by using additional
assumptions. One approach (DGE) is the so-called “dressed gluon
exponentiation” [99], where the perturbative result is continued into
the infrared regime using the renormalon structure obtained in the
large β0 limit, where β0 has been defined following Eq. (89.15).

In order to reduce sensitivity to SF uncertainties, measurements
that use a combination of cuts on the leptonic momentum transfer
q2 and the hadronic invariant mass mX , as suggested in Ref. 100,
have been made. In general, efforts to extend the experimental
measurements of B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ into charm-dominated regions (in
order to reduce SF uncertainties) lead to an increased experimental
sensitivity to the modeling of B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ decays, resulting in
measured partial rates with an undesirable level of model dependence.
The measurements quoted below have used a variety of functional
forms to parameterize the leading SF; a specific error budget for
one determination is quoted in the next section. In no case is the
parameterization uncertainty estimated to be more than a 2% on
|Vub|.

Weak Annihilation [104,105,98] (WA) can in principle contribute
significantly in the high-q2 region of B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ decays. Estimates
based on semileptonic Ds decays [105,54,100] lead to a ∼ 2%
uncertainty on the total B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ rate from the Υ(4S). The q2

spectrum of the WA contribution is not well known, but from the
OPE it is expected to contribute predominantly at high q2. More
recent theoretical investigations [54,106,107] and a direct search [108]
indicate that WA is a small effect, but may become a significant
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source of uncertainty for |Vub| measurements that accept only a small
fraction of the full B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ phase space.

89.3.2. Measurements :

We summarize the measurements used in the determination of |Vub|
below. Given the improved precision and more rigorous theoretical
interpretation of more recent measurements, determinations [109–112]
done at LEP are not considered in this review.

Inclusive electron momentum measurements [113–115] reconstruct
a single charged electron to determine a partial decay rate for
B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ near the kinematic endpoint. This results in a selection
efficiency of order 50% and only modest sensitivity to the modeling
of detector response. The inclusive electron momentum spectrum
from BB̄ events, after subtraction of the e+e− → qq̄ continuum
background, is fitted to a model B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ spectrum and several
components (Dℓν̄ℓ, D∗ℓν̄ℓ, ...) of the B̄ → Xcℓν̄ℓ background; the
dominant uncertainties are related to this subtraction and modelling.
The decay rate can be cleanly extracted for Ee > 2.3GeV, but
this is deep in the SF region, where theoretical uncertainties are
large. The resulting |Vub| values for various Ee cuts are given in
Table 89.1; the measurements listed there do not include the most
recent determination from the electron momentum spectrum,which is
discussed below.

An untagged “neutrino reconstruction” measurement [116] from
BABAR uses a combination [117] of a high-energy electron with a
measurement of the missing momentum vector. This allows S/B∼ 0.7
for Ee > 2.0GeV and a ≈ 5% selection efficiency, but at the cost of a
smaller accepted phase space for B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ decays and uncertainties
associated with the determination of the missing momentum. The
corresponding values for |Vub| are given in Table 89.1.

The large samples accumulated at the B factories allow studies in
which one B meson is fully reconstructed and the recoiling B decays
semileptonically [118–122]. The experiments can fully reconstruct a
“tag” B candidate in about 0.5% (0.3%) of B+B− (B0B̄0) events.
An electron or muon with center-of-mass momentum above 1.0GeV is
required amongst the charged tracks not assigned to the tag B and
the remaining particles are assigned to the Xu system. The full set of
kinematic properties (Eℓ, mX , q2, etc.) are available for studying the
semileptonically decaying B, making possible selections that accept
up to 90% of the full B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ rate; however, the sensitivity to
B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ decays is still driven by the regions where B̄ → Xcℓν̄ℓ
decays are suppressed. Despite requirements (e.g. on the square of
the missing mass) aimed at rejecting events with additional missing
particles, undetected or mis-measured particles from B̄ → Xcℓν̄ℓ decay
(e.g., K0

L and additional neutrinos) remain an important source of
uncertainty.

BABAR [118] and Belle [119,120] have measured partial rates with
cuts on mX , mX and q2, P+ and Eℓ using the recoil method. In each
case the experimental systematics have significant contributions from
the modeling of B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ and B̄ → Xcℓν̄ℓ decays and from the
detector response to charged particles, photons and neutral hadrons.
The corresponding |Vub| values are given in Table 89.1.

89.3.3. |Vub| from inclusive partial rates :

The measured partial rates and theoretical calculations from BLNP,
GGOU and DGE described previously are used to determine |Vub|
from all measured partial B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ rates [5]; selected values are
given in Table 89.1. The correlations amongst the multiple BABAR
recoil-based measurements [118] are fully accounted for in the average.
The statistical correlations amongst the other measurements used in
the average are tiny (due to small overlaps among signal events and
large differences in S/B ratios) and have been ignored. Correlated
systematic and theoretical errors are taken into account, both within
an experiment and between experiments. As an illustration of the
relative sizes of the uncertainties entering |Vub| we give the error
breakdown for the GGOU average: statistical—2.0%; experimental—
1.7%; B̄ → Xcℓν̄ℓ modeling—1.3%; B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ modeling—1.8%;
HQE parameters (mb) —1.4%; higher-order corrections—1.5%; q2

modeling—1.2%; Weak Annihilation—+0.0
−1.9%; SF parameterization—

0.2%.

The averages quoted here are based on the following mb values:
mSF

b = 4.582±0.023±0.018 GeV for BLNP, mkin
b = 4.554±0.018 GeV

for GGOU, and mMS
b = 4.188± 0.043 GeV for DGE. The mkin

b value
is determined in a global fit to moments in the kinetic scheme; this

value is translated into mSF
b and mMS

b at fixed order in αs. The
second uncertainty quoted on mb arises from the scheme translation.

Table 89.1: |Vub| (in units of 10−5) from inclusive B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ
measurements. The first uncertainty on |Vub| is experimental,
while the second includes both theoretical and HQE parameter
uncertainties. The values are listed in order of increasing
kinematic acceptance fu (0.19 to 0.90); those below the
horizontal bar are based on recoil methods.

Ref. cut (GeV) BLNP GGOU DGE

[113] Ee > 2.1 422± 49 + 29
− 34 423± 49 + 22

− 31 386± 45 + 25
− 27

[116] Ee – q2 471± 32 + 33
− 38 not available 435± 29 + 28

− 30

[115] Ee > 2.0 452± 26 + 26
− 30 452± 26 + 17

− 24 430± 24 + 23
− 25

[114] Ee > 1.9 493± 46 + 26
− 29 495± 46 + 16

− 21 482± 45 + 23
− 23

[118]
q2>8

mX<1.7 432± 23 + 26
− 28 433± 23 + 24

− 27 424± 22 + 18
− 21

[118] P+ < 0.66 409± 25 + 25
− 25 425± 26 + 26

− 27 417± 25 + 28
− 37

[118] mX < 1.7 403± 22 + 22
− 22 410± 23 + 16

− 17 422± 23 + 21
− 27

[118] Eℓ > 1 433± 24 + 19
− 21 444± 24 + 9

− 10 445± 24 + 12
− 13

[120] Eℓ > 1 450± 27 + 20
− 22 462± 28 + 9

− 10 462± 28 + 13
− 13

[5] HFLAV 444± 15 + 21
− 22 452± 15 + 11

− 14 452± 16 + 15
− 16

Hadronization uncertainties also impact the |Vub| determination.
The theoretical expressions are valid at the parton level and do
not incorporate any resonant structure (e.g. B̄ → πℓν̄ℓ); this must
be added to the simulated B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ event samples, since the
detailed final state multiplicity and structure impacts the estimates
of experimental acceptance and efficiency. The experiments have
adopted procedures to input resonant structure while preserving the
appropriate behavior in the kinematic variables (q2, Eℓ,mX) averaged
over the sample, but these prescriptions are ad hoc. The resulting
uncertainties have been estimated to be ∼ 1-2% on |Vub|.

All calculations yield compatible |Vub| values and similar error
estimates. The arithmetic mean of the values and errors is |Vub| =
(4.49 ± 0.15exp

+0.16
−0.17 theo) × 10−3. However, for reasons discussed

below, we believe there is an additional uncertainty due to model
dependence that is not reflected in the HFLAV averages.

A new measurement [121] from BABAR based on the inclusive
electron spectrum determines the partial branching fraction and
|Vub| for Ee > 0.8GeV. This analysis shows clearly that the
partial branching fraction itself has substantial model dependence
when the kinematic acceptance includes regions dominated by
B̄ → Xcℓν̄ℓ background. The values obtained for |Vub| × 103

are [121] 4.56 ± 0.13 +0.28
−0.26 (BLNP), 3.96 ± 0.10 ± 0.17 (GGOU) and

3.85 ± 0.11 +0.08
−0.07 (DGE), where the first uncertainty is experimental

and the second combines HQE parameter and theoretical uncertainties.
The model dependence enters primarily through the partial branching
fractions, and arises because the fit has sensitivity to B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ
decays only in regions with good signal to noise (see Fig. 13 of
Ref. 121). Each of the analyses shown in Table 89.1 was based on
a partial branching fraction determined in a single model (i.e. the
one used by that analysis when simulating B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ decays). The
|Vub| value quoted by HFLAV for each model was derived from this
unique partial branching fraction and the model-specific partial rate
calculation. This translation from a single partial branching fraction
into |Vub| values in different models suffers, in principle, from the
difficulties made explicit in the recent BABAR measurement. The
model dependence in the partial branching fraction is sensitive to
how the model predictions compare in the restricted region with
good signal-to-noise, not by how they compare when integrated over
the full kinematic range used in the fit. This effect needs to be
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accounted for by the experiments; the published results are insufficient
to determine it. To try to account for this model dependence, we
add in quadrature to the |Vub| average an additional uncertainty
whose size is estimated by taking the quadrature difference, averaged
over the models, between the theory errors on |Vub| for the regions
mX < 1.7GeV (good signal-to-noise) and Ee > 1.0GeV (more
inclusive, low signal-to-noise). With this addition, the inclusive |Vub|
average is

|Vub| = (4.49± 0.15exp
+0.16
−0.17 theo ± 0.17∆BF)× 10−3 (inclusive).

(89.29)

89.3.4. |Vub| from exclusive decays :

Exclusive charmless semileptonic decays offer a complementary
means of determining |Vub|. For the experiments, the specification of
the final state provides better background rejection, but the branching
fraction to a specific final state is typically only a few percent of that
for inclusive decays. For theory, the calculation of the form factors
for B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ decays is challenging, but brings in a different set
of uncertainties from those encountered in inclusive decays. In this
review we focus on B̄ → πℓν̄ℓ, as it is the most promising decay mode
for both experiment and theory. Measurements of other exclusive
B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ decays can be found in Refs. [124–131].

89.3.5. B̄ → πℓν̄ℓ form factor calculations :

The relevant form factors for the decay B̄ → πℓν̄ℓ are usually
defined as

〈π(pπ)|V µ|B(pB)〉 = (89.30)

f+(q
2)

[
p
µ
B + pµπ − m2

B −m2
π

q2
qµ

]
+ f0(q

2)
m2

B −m2
π

q2
qµ

in terms of which the rate becomes (in the limit mℓ → 0)

dΓ

dq2
=

G2
F |Vub|2
24π3

|pπ|3|f+(q2)|2, (89.31)

where pπ is the pion momentum in the B meson rest frame.

Currently available non-perturbative methods for the calculation
of the form factors include lattice QCD (LQCD) and light-cone sum
rules (LCSR). The two methods are complementary in phase space,
since the lattice calculation is restricted to the kinematical range of
high momentum transfer q2 to the leptons, while light-cone sum rules
provide information near q2 = 0. Interpolations between these two
regions can be constrained by unitarity and analyticity.

Unquenched simulations for heavy-to-light decays, where quark
loop effects are fully incorporated, are now standard, and have been
performed by the Fermilab/MILC [132], the HPQCD [133] and the
RBC/UKQCD [134] collaborations. The calculations differ in the way
the b quark is simulated, with HPQCD using nonrelativistic QCD,
and Fermilab/MILC and RBC/UKQCD using relativistic b quarks
with the Fermilab and Columbia heavy-quark forumulations; they
agree within the quoted errors. The result from Ref. 132 represents a
significant improvement in precision. The form factor f+ evaluated at
q2 = 20GeV2 has an estimated uncertainty of 3.4%, where the leading
contribution is due to the chiral-continuum extrapolation fit, which
includes statistical and heavy-quark discretization errors. However,
the lattice simulations are restricted to the region of large q2, i.e. the
region q2max > q2 >∼ 15GeV2.

The extrapolation to small values of q2 is performed using guidance
from analyticity and unitarity. Making use of the heavy-quark
limit, stringent constraints on the shape of the form factor can be
derived [135], and the conformal mapping of the kinematical variables
onto the complex unit disc yields a rapidly converging series in the
variable

z =

√
t+ − t− −

√
t+ − q2

√
t+ − t− +

√
t+ − q2

where t± = (MB ±mπ)
2. The use of lattice data in combination with

experimental measurements of the differential decay rate provides a

Table 89.2: Total and partial branching fractions for B̄0 →
π+ℓ−ν̄ℓ. B-tagged analyses are indicated (SL for semileptonic,
Had for hadronic). The first uncertainty listed is from statistics,
the second from systematics. Measurements of B(B− → π0ℓ−ν̄ℓ)
have been multiplied by a factor 2τB0/τB+ to obtain the values
below.

B×104 B(q2 > 16)× 104GeV2

CLEO π+, π0 [129] 1.38± 0.15± 0.11 0.41± 0.08± 0.04
BABAR π+, π0 [130] 1.41± 0.05± 0.08 0.32± 0.02± 0.03
BABAR π+ [131] 1.44± 0.04± 0.06 0.37± 0.02± 0.02
Belle π+, π0 [143] 1.48± 0.04± 0.07 0.40± 0.02± 0.02

Belle SL π+ [144] 1.41± 0.19± 0.15 0.37± 0.10± 0.04
Belle SL π0 [144] 1.41± 0.26± 0.15 0.37± 0.15± 0.04
Belle Had π+ [124] 1.49± 0.09± 0.07 0.45± 0.05± 0.02
Belle Had π0 [124] 1.48± 0.15± 0.08 0.36± 0.07± 0.02
BABAR SL π+ [145] 1.38± 0.21± 0.08 0.46± 0.13± 0.03
BABAR SL π0 [145] 1.78± 0.28± 0.15 0.44± 0.17± 0.06
BABAR Had π+ [146] 1.07± 0.27± 0.19 0.65± 0.20± 0.13
BABAR Had π0 [146] 1.52± 0.41± 0.30 0.48± 0.22± 0.12

Average [147] 1.45± 0.02± 0.04 0.38± 0.01± 0.01

stringent constraint on the shape of the form factor in addition to
precise determination of |Vub| [136].

Another established non-perturbative approach to obtain the form
factors is through Light-Cone QCD Sum Rules (LCSR). The sum-rule
approach provides an estimate for the product fBf+(q

2), valid in
the region 0 < q2 <∼ 12 GeV2. The determination of f+(q

2) itself
requires knowledge of the decay constant fB, which is usually obtained
by replacing fB by its two-point QCD (SVZ) sum rule [137] in
terms of perturbative and condensate contributions. The advantage of
this procedure is the approximate cancellation of various theoretical
uncertainties in the ratio (fBf+)/(fB).

The LCSR for fBf+ is based on the light-cone OPE of the relevant
vacuum-to-pion correlation function, calculated in full QCD at finite
b-quark mass. The resulting expressions actually comprise a triple
expansion: in the twist t of the operators near the light-cone, in
αs, and in the deviation of the pion distribution amplitudes from
their asymptotic form, which is fixed from conformal symmetry. The
sources of uncertainties in the LCSR calculation are discussed in
Refs. 138 and 139; currently a total uncertainty slightly larger than
10% on |Vub| is obtained from a LCSR calculation of

∆ζ(0, q2max) =
G2
F

24π3

q2max∫

0

dq2 p3π|f+(q2)|2

=
1

|Vub|2τB0

q2max∫

0

dq2
dB(B → πℓν)

dq2
(89.32)

which gives [140]

∆ζ(0, 12GeV2) = 4.59+1.00
−0.85 ps

−1. (89.33)

The recent calculation of two loop contributions to the LCSR [141]
and the estimation of statistical correlations [142] results in only small
changes to the central value and uncertainty.

89.3.6. B̄ → πℓν̄ℓ measurements :

The B̄ → πℓν̄ℓ measurements fall into two broad classes: untagged,
in which case the reconstruction of the missing momentum of the
event serves as an estimator for the unseen neutrino, and tagged, in
which the second B meson in the event is fully reconstructed in either
a hadronic or semileptonic decay mode. The tagged measurements
have high and uniform acceptance and S/B as high as 10, but low
statistical power. The untagged measurements have somewhat higher
background (S/B< 1) and make slightly more restrictive kinematic
cuts, but provide better precision on the q2 dependence of the form
factor.
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CLEO has analyzed B̄ → πℓν̄ℓ and B̄ → ρℓν̄ℓ using an untagged
analysis [129]. Similar analyses have been done at BABAR [130,131]
and Belle [143]. The leading systematic uncertainties in the untagged
B̄ → πℓν̄ℓ analyses are associated with modeling the missing
momentum reconstruction, with backgrounds from B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ decays
and e+e− → qq̄ continuum events, and with varying the form factor
used to model B̄ → ρℓν̄ℓ decays. The values obtained for the full
and partial branching fractions are listed in Table 89.2 above the
horizontal line.

Analyses [144,145] based on reconstructing a B in the D̄(∗)ℓ+νℓ
decay mode and looking for a B̄ → πℓν̄ℓ or B̄ → ρℓν̄ℓ decay amongst
the remaining particles in the event make use of the fact that the B
and B̄ are back-to-back in the Υ(4S) frame to construct a discriminant
variable that provides a signal-to-noise ratio above unity for all q2

bins. A related technique was discussed in Ref. 148. BABAR [145]
and Belle [124] have also used their samples of B mesons reconstructed
in hadronic decay modes to measure exclusive charmless semileptonic
decays, resulting in very clean but small samples. The corresponding
full and partial branching fractions are given in Table 89.2. The
averages [147] take account of correlations and common systematic
uncertainties, and have p(χ2) > 0.5 in each case.

|Vub| can be obtained from the average B̄ → πℓν̄ℓ branching
fraction and the measured q2 spectrum. Fits to the q2 spectrum
using a theoretically motivated parameterization (e.g. ”BCL” from
Ref. 149) remove most of the model dependence from theoretical
uncertainties in the shape of the spectrum. The most sensitive method
for determining |Vub| from B̄ → πℓν̄ℓ decays employs a simultaneous
fit [5,132,150] to measured experimental partial rates and lattice points
versus q2 (or z) to determine |Vub| and the first few coefficients of the
expansion of the form factor in z. We quote the result from Ref. 5,
which uses as experimental input an average of the measurements in
Refs. [124,130,131,143] and an average [151] of the LQCD input from
Refs. 132 and 134 and finds

|Vub| = (3.70± 0.10± 0.12 )× 10−3 (exclusive), (89.34)

where the first uncertainty is experimental and the second is from
theory. Adding an additional constraint using input [152] from LCSR
gives [5] |Vub| = (3.67±0.09±0.12 )×10−3 (exclusive,LQCD+ LCSR).

89.4. Semileptonic b-baryon decays and determina-
tion of |Vub|/|Vcb|

Summary: A significant sample of Λ0
b baryons is available at the

LHCb experiment, and methods have been developed to study their
semileptonic decays. Both Λ0

b → pµν̄ and Λ0
b → Λ+

c µν̄ decays have
been measured at LHCb, and the ratio of branching fractions to these
two decay modes is used to determine the ratio |Vub/Vcb|. Averaging
the LHCb determination with those obtained from inclusive and
exclusive B meson decays, we find

|Vub|/|Vcb| = 0.092± 0.008 (average)

where the average has p(χ2) = 0.9% and the uncertainty has been

scaled by a factor
√
χ2/2 = 2.2. In light of the poor consistency of the

three determinations considered, the average should be treated with
caution.

89.4.1. Λ0
b → Λ+

c µν̄ and Λ0
b → pµν̄ :

The Λ0
b → Λ+

c and Λ0
b → p semileptonic transitions are described in

terms of six form factors each. The three form factors corresponding
to the vector current can be defined as [153]

〈F (p′, s′)|q̄ γµ b|Λ0
b(p, s)〉 = ūF (p

′, s′)
{
f0(q

2) (MΛ0
b
−mF )

qµ
q2

+f+(q
2)

MΛ0
b
+mF

s+

(
pµ + p′µ − qµ

q2
(M2

Λ0
b
−m2

F )

)

+f⊥(q
2)

(
γµ − 2mF

s+
pµ −

2MΛ0
b

s+
p′µ

)}
uΛ0

b
(p, s) , (89.35)

where F = p or Λ+
c and where we define s± = (MΛ0

b
± mF )

2 − q2.

At vanishing momentum transfer, q2 → 0, the kinematic constraint

f0(0) = f+(0) holds. The form factors are defined in such a way
that they correspond to time-like (scalar), longitudinal and transverse
polarization with respect to the momentum-transfer qµ for f0, f+
and f⊥, respectively. Furthermore we have chosen the normalization
in such a way that for f0, f+, f⊥ → 1 one recovers the expression for
point-like baryons.

Likewise, the expression for the axial-vector current is

〈F (p′, s′)|q̄ γµγ5 b|Λ0
b(p, s)〉 = − ūF (p

′, s′)γ5{
g0(q

2) (MΛ0
b
+mF )

qµ
q2

+g+(q
2)

MΛ0
b
−mF

s−

(
pµ + p′µ − qµ

q2
(M2

Λ0
b
−m2

F )

)

+g⊥(q
2)

(
γµ +

2mF

s−
pµ −

2MΛ0
b

s−
p′µ

)}
uΛ0

b
(p, s) , (89.36)

with the kinematic constraint g0(0) = g+(0) at q
2 → 0.

The form factors have been discussed in the heavy quark limit;
assuming both b and c as heavy, all the form factors fi and gi turn
out to be identical [153]

f0 = f+ = f⊥ = g0 = g+ = g⊥ = ξB (89.37)

and equal to the Isgur Wise function ξB for baryons. In the limit of a
light baryon in the final state, the number of independent form factors
is still reduced to two through the heavy quark symmetries of the Λ0

b .

It should be noted that the Λ0
b → (p/Λ+

c )µν decay rates peak at high

q2, which facilitates both lattice QCD calculations and experimental
measurements.

The form factors for Λ0
b decays have been studied on the lattice [154].

Based on these results the differential rates for both Λ0
b → Λ+

c µν̄ as

well as for Λ0
b → pµν̄ can be predicted in the full phase space. In

particular, for the experimentally interesting region they find the ratio
of decay rates to be [154]

B(Λ0
b → pµν̄)

q2>15 GeV 2

B(Λ0
b → Λ+

c µν̄)q2>7 GeV 2

= (1.471± 0.095± 0.109)

∣∣∣∣
Vub
Vcb

∣∣∣∣
2

(89.38)

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second, systematic.

89.4.2. Measurements at LHCb :

The LHCb experiment has measured the branching fractions of
the semileptonic decays Λ0

b → Λ+
c µν̄ and Λ0

b → pµν̄, from which
they determine |Vub|/|Vcb|. This is the first such determination at
a hadron collider, the first to use a b baryon decay, and the first
observation of Λ0

b → pµν̄. Excellent vertex resolution allows the pµ
and production vertices to be separated, which permits the calculation
of the transverse momentum p⊥ of the pµ pair relative to the Λ0

b

flight direction. The corrected mass, mcorr =
√
p2⊥ +m2

pµ + p⊥, peaks

at the Λ0
b mass for signal decays and provides good discrimination

against background combinations. The topologically similar decay
Λ0
b → Λ+

c µν̄ is also measured, which eliminates the need to know the

production cross-section or absolute efficiencies. Using vertex and Λ0
b

mass constraints, q2 can be determined up to a two-fold ambiguity.
The LHCb analysis requires both solutions to be in the high q2

region to minimise contamination from the low q2 region. Their
result [155], rescaled [5] to take into account the recent branching
fraction measurement [156] B(Λ+

c → pK−π+) = (5.84± 0.27± 0.23)%,
is

B(Λ0
b → pµν̄)

q2>15GeV2

B(Λ0
b → Λ+

c µν̄)q2>7GeV2

= (0.95± 0.04± 0.07)× 10−2 . (89.39)

The largest systematic uncertainty is from the measured B(Λ+
c →

pK−π+); uncertainties due to trigger, tracking and the Λ+
c selection

efficiency are each about 3%.

A recent LHCb analysis [157] measures the normalized q2

spectrum and finds good agreement with the shape calculated on the
lattice [154].
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89.4.3. The ratio |Vub|/|Vcb| :
The ratio of matrix elements, |Vub|/|Vcb|, is often required when

testing the compatibility of a set of measurements with theoretical
predictions. It can be determined from the ratio of branching fractions
measured by the LHCb experiment, quoted in the previous section.
It can also be calculated based on the |Vub| and |Vcb| values quoted
earlier in this review.

As previously noted, the decay rate for Λ0
b → pµν̄ peaks at high q2

where the calculation of the associated form factors using lattice QCD
is under good control. Using the measured ratio from Eq. (89.39)
along with the calculations of Ref. 154 results in [5]

|Vub|/|Vcb| = 0.080± 0.004± 0.004 (LHCb). (89.40)

where the first uncertainty is experimental and the second is from the
LQCD calculation.

Given the similarities in the theoretical frameworks used for
charmed and charmless decays, we choose to quote the ratio |Vub|/|Vcb|
separately for inclusive and exclusive decays:

|Vub|/|Vcb| = 0.107± 0.007 (inclusive), (89.41)

|Vub|/|Vcb| = 0.088± 0.006 (exclusive). (89.42)

We average these values, along with the result in Eq. (89.40), weighting
by relative errors. The average has p(χ2) = 0.9%, so we scale the

uncertainty by a factor
√
χ2/2 = 2.2 to find

|Vub|/|Vcb| = 0.092± 0.008 (average). (89.43)

89.5. Semitauonic decays

Summary: Semileptonic decays to third-generation leptons provide
sensitivity to non-Standard Model amplitudes, such as from a
charged Higgs boson [158]. The ratios of branching fractions of
semileptonic decays involving tau leptons to those involving e/µ,

R
D(∗) ≡ B(B̄ → D(∗)τ ν̄τ )/B(B̄ → D(∗)ℓν̄ℓ), are predicted with good

precision in the Standard Model [34,159–163]. For RD the most
precise value comes from a fit to lattice and experimental data [163],
while for RD∗ we use a calculation [161] based on the heavy quark
expansion, combined with the measurements for B̄ → D∗ℓν̄ℓ

RSM
D = 0.299± 0.003 ,

RSM
D∗ = 0.252± 0.003 . (89.44)

Measurements [164–170] of these ratios yield higher values; averaging
B-tagged measurements of RD and RD∗ at the Υ(4S) and the LHCb
measurements of RD∗ yields [171]

Rmeas
D = 0.407± 0.039± 0.024

Rmeas
D∗ = 0.304± 0.013± 0.007 (89.45)

with a linear correlation of −0.20. These values exceed Standard
Model predictions by 2.3σ and 3.4σ, respectively. A variety of new
physics models have been proposed [158,172–178] to explain this
excess. Most models proposed to explain the semitauonic decays have
very little impact on semileptonic decays involving muons or electrons,
so they do not significantly modify the |Vub| or |Vcb| determinations
discussed previously in this review.

89.5.1. Sensitivity of B̄ → D(∗)τ ν̄τ to additional amplitudes
: In addition to the helicity amplitudes present for decays to eν̄e and
µν̄µ, decays proceeding through τ ν̄τ include a scalar amplitude Hs.
The differential decay rate is given by [179]

dΓ

dq2
=

G2
F |Vcb|2 |p∗

D(∗) |q2

96π3m2
B

(
1− m2

τ

q2

)2

[
(|H+|2 + |H−|2 + |H0|2)

(
1 +

m2
τ

2q2

)
+

3m2
τ

2q2
|Hs|2

]
, (89.46)

where |p∗
D(∗) | is the 3-momentum of the D(∗) in the B̄ rest frame

and the helicity amplitudes H depend on the four-momentum transfer
q2. All four helicity amplitudes contribute to B̄ → D∗τ ν̄τ , while
only H0 and Hs contribute to B̄ → Dτν̄τ ; as a result, new physics
contributions tend to produce larger effects in the latter mode.

The (semi)-leptonic B decays into a τ lepton provide a stringent
test of the two-Higgs doublet model of type II (2HDMII), i.e. where
the two Higgs doublets couple separately to up- and down-type quarks.
This is also of relevance for Supersymmetry, since this corresponds to
the Higgs sector of any commonly used supersymmetric model. These
models involve additional charged scalar particles, which contribute
at tree level to the (semi)-leptonic B decays into a τ . The distinct
feature of the 2HDMII is that the contributions of the charged scalars
scale as m2

τ/m
2
H+ , since the couplings to the charged Higgs particles

are proportional to the mass of the lepton. As a consequence, one
may expect visible effects in decays into a τ , but only small effects for
decays into e and µ.

As discussed in the next section, the 2HDMII does not describe the
observations any better than the Standard Model. To achieve a better
description one has to extend the analysis to other models, where the
scaling of the new contributions with the lepton mass is different.

89.5.2. Measurement of R
D(∗) :

B̄ → D(∗)τ ν̄τ decays have been studied at the Υ(4S) resonance and
in pp collisions. At the Υ(4S), the experimental signature consists
of a D or D∗ meson, an electron or muon (denoted here by ℓ) from
the decay τ → ℓντνℓ, a fully-reconstructed decay of the second B
meson in the event, and multiple missing neutrinos. The analyses
that use hadronic B tags separate signal decays from B̄ → D(∗)ℓν̄ℓ
decays using the lepton momentum and the measured missing mass
squared; decays with only a single missing neutrino peak sharply at
zero in this variable, while the signal is spread out to positive values.
When a semileptonic B tag is used, the main discrimination between
signal and B̄ → D(∗)ℓν̄ℓ decays comes from the calorimeter energy
that is unassociated with any particle used in the reconstruction of
the B meson candidates and the cosine of the angle between the
D∗ℓ system and its parent B meson, which is calculated under the
assumption that only one particle (a neutrino) is missing. In both
these approaches, background from B̄ → D∗∗ℓν̄ℓ decays with one or
more unreconstructed particles is harder to separate from signal, as
is background from B̄ → D(∗)Hc̄X (where Hc̄ is a hadron containing
a c̄ quark) decays. The leading sources of systematic uncertainty are
due to the limited size of simulation samples used in constructing the
PDFs, the composition of the D∗∗ states, efficiency corrections, and
cross-feed (swapping soft particles between the signal and tag B).

A recent measurement [168] uses hadronic B tags and τ+

decays to π+ν̄τ or ρ+ν̄τ to measure RD∗ and the polarization of
the τ+ lepton. The main discriminant variables are the measured
missing mass squared and the unassociated calorimeter energy. This
measurement provides the first determination of the τ polarization in
the B̄ → D∗τ ν̄τ decay, P(D∗) = −0.38± 0.51 +0.21

−0.16, compatible with
the standard model expectation [180], −0.497 ± 0.013. The main
uncertainties on the RD∗ measurement come from the composition
of the hadronic B background and from modeling of semileptonic B
decays and mis-reconstructed D∗ mesons.

The LHCb experiment has studied the decay B̄ → D∗+τ ν̄τ with
D∗+ → D0π+, D0 → K−π+ and τ → µντνµ in pp collisions. Their
analysis [169] takes advantage of the measurable flight lengths of b
and c hadrons and τ leptons. A multivariate discriminant is used
to select decays where no additional charged particles are consistent
with coming from the signal decay vertices. The separation between
the primary and B decay vertices is used to calculate the momentum
of the B decay products transverse to the B flight direction. The
longitudinal component of the B momentum can be estimated based
on the visible decay products; this allows a determination of the B rest
frame, with modest resolution, and enables the calculation of the same
discrimination variables available at the e+e− B factories. The (rest
frame) muon energy, missing mass-squared and q2 are used in a 3-d fit.
The leading sources of systematic uncertainty are due to the size of the
simulation sample used in constructing the fit templates, the shape of
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the muon misidentification template, and uncertainties in modelling
the background from B̄ → D∗∗ℓν̄ℓ and B̄ → D(∗)Hc̄X decays. The
most recent LHCb preliminary result [170] on RD∗ uses three-prong
decays that take advantage of their excellent vertex resolution.

Measurements from BABAR [164,165], Belle [166–168] and
LHCb [169,170] result in values for RD and RD∗ that exceed
Standard Model predictions. Table 89.3 lists these values and their
average. The simultaneous measurements of RD and RD∗ have linear
correlation coefficients of −0.27 (BABAR) and −0.49 (Belle); the RD
and RD∗ averages have a correlation of −0.20. Two untagged Belle
measurements [181,182] are subject to larger systematic uncertainties;
they are not included in the average. All three experiments assume
the Standard Model kinematic distributions for B̄ → D(∗)τ ν̄τ in their
determinations of the branching fraction ratios.

Table 89.3: Measurements of RD and RD∗ and their
averages [171]. The correlation between the RD and RD∗
averages is −0.20.

RD × 102 RD∗ × 102

BABAR [165] B0, B+ 44.0± 5.8± 4.2 33.2± 2.4± 1.8
Belle [166] B0, B+ 37.5± 6.4± 2.6 29.3± 3.8± 1.5
Belle [167] B0, B+ 30.2± 3.0± 1.1

Belle [168] B0, B+ 27.0± 3.5 + 2.8
− 2.5

LHCb [169] B0 33.6± 2.7± 3.0
LHCb [170] B0 28.5± 1.9± 2.9

Average B0, B+ 40.7± 3.9± 2.4 30.4± 1.3± 0.7
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Figure 89.1: The R
D(∗) measured in Ref. 165 (thick bands)

along with expectations in the 2HDMII (thin bands) as a
function of tanβ/mH+ .

The tension between the SM prediction and the measurements is
at the level of 2.3σ (RD) and 3.4σ (RD∗); if one considers these
deviations together the significance rises to 4.1σ. This motivates
speculation on possible new physics contributions. It is striking that
an interpretation in terms of the 2HDMII seems to be ruled out by
the data. Fig. 89.1 shows that the interpretation of the deviation
of RD in terms of the 2HDMII requires vastly different values of
the relevant parameter tanβ/mH+ than for RD∗ , excluding this
possibility. The BABAR [165] and Belle [166] analyses use kinematical
distributions from the 2HDMII when comparing the compatibility of
their measurements with predictions; this is why the band in Fig. 89.1
corresponding to the measurement varies with tanβ/mH+ . In general,
new physics contributions with a different operator structure to the

SM could modify R
D(∗) from the measured values, and could have a

different effect in different experiments.

A more general approach has been formulated in Ref. 174 on the
basis of an effective field theory. Assuming lepton-flavour-universality-
violating operators of dimension six and eight, the coefficients of these
operators can be fitted to the observed values. Although a detailed
analysis along these lines requires more data on related decays (such
as B → πτν̄, for which only a limit [183] exists at present), there
are indications that the tension in R

D(∗) cannot be explained by a
minimally flavor-violating scenario with only left-handed interactions;
a better fit is obtained once right-handed and scalar currents are
included.

89.6. Conclusion

The study of semileptonic B meson decays continues to be an
active area for both theory and experiment. The application of HQE
calculations to inclusive decays is mature, and fits to moments of
B̄ → Xcℓν̄ℓ decays provide precise values for |Vcb| and, in conjunction
with input on mc or from B → Xsγ decays, provide precise and
consistent values for mb.

The determination of |Vub| from inclusive B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ decays
is based on multiple calculational approaches and independent
measurements over a variety of kinematic regions, all of which
provide consistent results. Further progress in this area is possible,
but will require better theoretical control over higher-order terms,
improved experimental knowledge of the B̄ → Xcℓν̄ℓ background and
improvements to the modeling of the B̄ → Xuℓν̄ℓ signal distributions.

In both b → u and b → c exclusive channels there has been
significant recent progress in lattice-QCD calculations, resulting in
improved precision on both |Vub| and |Vcb|. These calculations now
provide information on the form factors well away from the high
q2 region, allowing better use of experimental data. Projections for
future uncertainties from lattice calculations can be found in Ref. 184.

The values from the inclusive and exclusive determinations of |Vub|
are only marginally consistent. This is a long-standing puzzle, and
the new measurement of |Vub|/|Vcb| from LHCb based on Λ0

b decays
does not simplify the picture. The exclusive determination of |Vcb| is
currently under discussion to clarify the impact of different form-factor
parameterizations.

Both |Vcb| and |Vub| are indispensable inputs into unitarity triangle
fits. In particular, knowing |Vub| with good precision allows a test of
CKM unitarity in a most direct way, by comparing the length of the
|Vub| side of the unitarity triangle with the measurement of sin(2β).
This comparison of a “tree” process (b → u) with a “loop-induced”
process (B0− B̄0 mixing) provides sensitivity to possible contributions
from new physics.

The observation of semileptonic decays into τ leptons has opened a
new window to the physics of the third generation. The measurements
indicate a tension between the data and the Standard Model
prediction, which could be a hint for new physics, manifesting itself as
a violation of lepton universality beyond the standard-model couplings
to the Higgs. However, the most prominent and simplest candidate,
the 2HDMII, cannot explain the current data. More general ansatzes
fit the data, but do not provide deeper insight until measurements
of related processes (such as B → πτν̄) are available. In addition,
searches for a non-standard model lepton universality violation in
the light lepton sector would complement the measurements of
semi-tauonic decays.

The authors would like to acknowledge helpful input from
M. Artuso, F. Bernlochner, G. Ricciardi and P. Urquijo.
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A golden age for heavy quarkonium physics dawned at the
turn of this century, initiated by the confluence of exciting
advances in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and an explosion
of related experimental activity. The subsequent broad spectrum
of breakthroughs, surprises, and continuing puzzles had not been
anticipated. Since that time CLEO-c, BESIII and the B-factories,
recently joined by ATLAS, CMS and LHCb, have continued to make
groundbreaking observations. For an extensive presentation of the
status of heavy quarkonium physics, the reader is referred to several
reviews [1–9]. This note focuses on experimental developments in
heavy quarkonium spectroscopy with very few theoretical comments.
Some other comments on possible theoretical interpretations of
the states not predicted by the quark model are presented in the
minireview on non-qq̄ states. Note that in this review we follow the
new naming scheme for hadrons (see the review “Naming scheme for
hadrons” in the current edition).

This minireview covers the newly discovered states, where “newly”
is interpreted to include the period since 2002. In earlier versions
of this write-up the particles were sorted according to an assumed
conventional or unconventional nature with respect to the quark
model. However, since this classification is not always unambiguous,
we here follow Ref. [9] and sort the states into three groups, namely
states below (cf. Table 90.1), near (cf. Table 90.2) and above (cf.
Table 90.3) the lowest open-flavor thresholds.

Table 90.1 lists properties of newly observed heavy quarkonium
states located below the lowest open-flavor thresholds. Those are
expected to be (at least prominently) conventional quarkonia. The
hc(1P ) is the 1P1 state of charmonium, singlet partner of the
long-known χcJ triplet 3PJ . The ηc(2S) is the first excited state of
the pseudoscalar ground state ηc(1S), lying just below the mass of its
vector counterpart, ψ(2S).

Table 90.1: New states below the open-flavor thresholds in the cc̄, bc̄, and bb̄ regions, ordered by mass. Masses m and widths
Γ represent the PDG18 weighted averages with statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. In the Production
column, the state is always denoted by X . Ellipses (...) indicate inclusively selected event topologies; i.e., additional particles
not required by the Experiments to be present. A question mark (?) indicates an unmeasured value. The Discovery Year
column gives the date of the first measurement cited. The Summary Table column indicates whether or not the state appears
in the summary tables, usually requiring at least two independent experiments with significance of >5σ. Refer to the particle
listings for references and further information.

PDG Former/Common m (MeV) Γ (MeV) IG(JPC) Production Decay Discovery Summary
Name Name(s) Year Table

hc(1P ) 3525.38 ± 0.11 0.7± 0.35 0−(1+−) ψ(2S) → π0X γηc(1S) 2004 YES
pp̄ → X hadrons

e+e− → ππX (see listings)

ηc(2S) 3639.2 ± 1.2 11.3+3.2
−2.9 0+(0−+) B → KX K0

SK
−π+ 2002 YES

e+e− → e+e−X hadrons
e+e− → J/ψX (see listings)

ψ2(3823) X(3823) 3822.2 ± 1.2 < 16 0−(2−−) B → KX γ χc1(1P ) 2013 YES

e+e− → π+π−X
B+
c 6274.9 ± 0.8 ? 0(0−) p̄p → X... π+J/ψ 2007 YES

pp → X... (see listings)

B+
c (2S) 6842 ± 6 ? 0(0−) pp → X... B+

c π+π− 2014 NO

ηb(1S) 9399.0 ± 1.3 10+5
−4 0+(0−+) Υ(2S, 3S) → γX 2008 YES

hb(1P, 2P ) → γX

hb(1P ) 9899.3 ± 0.8 ? 0−(1+−) Υ(10860) → π+π−X γηb(1S) 2011 YES

Υ(3S) → π0X

ηb(2S) 9999.0+4.5
−4.0 < 24 0+(0−+) hb(2P ) → γX hadrons 2012 NO

Υ2(1D) 10163.7 ± 1.4 ? 0−(2−−) Υ(3S) → γγX γγΥ(1S) 2004 YES

Υ(10860) → π+π−X π+π−Υ(1S)

hb(2P ) 10259.8 ± 1.2 ? 0−(1+−) Υ(10860) → π+π−X γηb(1S, 2S) 2011 NO

χb1(3P ) 10512.1 ± 2.3 ? 0+(1++) pp → X... γµ+µ− 2011 YES

Although ηc(2S) measurements began to converge towards a mass
and a width some time ago, refinements are still in progress. In
particular, Belle [10] has revisited its analysis of B → Kηc(2S),
ηc(2S) → KKπ decays with more data and methods that account for
interference between the above decay chain, an equivalent one with
the ηc(1S) instead, and one with no intermediate resonance. The net
effect of this interference is far from trivial; it shifts the apparent mass
by ∼+10 MeV and blows up the apparent width by a factor of six.
The updated ηc(2S) mass and width are in better accordance with
other measurements than the previous treatment [11], which did not
include interference. Complementing this measurement in B-decay,
BaBar [12] updated their previous [13] ηc(2S) mass and width
measurements in two-photon production, where interference effects,
judging from studies of ηc(1S), appear to be small. In combination,
precision on the ηc(2S) mass has improved dramatically.

Belle reported an observation of the ψ2(1D) decaying to γχc1 with
JPC presumed to be 2−− [14]. This state is listed in Table 90.1
as ψ2(3823). Its existence was confirmed with high significance by
BESIII [15]. While the negative C-parity is indeed established by
its observed decay channel, the assignment of J = 2 was done by
matching to the closest quark model state. This assignment therefore
requires experimental confirmation.

A new cb̄ state was discovered by the ATLAS Collaboration [16].
Its properties are consistent with expectations for the first excited
state of the B±

c meson, the B±
c (2S).

The ground state of bottomonium, ηb(1S), was confirmed with a
second observation of more than 5σ significance at Belle. In addition,
the same experiment collected strong evidence for the ηb(2S) [17], but
it still needs experimental confirmation at the 5σ level.

Using dipion transitions from the Υ(10860) (Fig. 90.1), Belle
simultaneously discovered the hb(1P ), the bottomonium counterpart
of the hc(1P ), and the next excited state, the hb(2P ) [18]. The
same analysis also showed the Υ2(1D) , the lowest-lying D-wave
triplet of the bb̄ system. The search for the hb(1P ) was directly
inspired by a CLEO result [19], which found a surprisingly copious
production of e+e− → π+π−hc(1P ) as well as an indication that
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ψ(4260) → π+π−hc(1P ) occurs at a comparable rate with the
signature mode, ψ(4260) → π+π−J/ψ. The presence of Υ(nS) peaks
in Fig. 90.1 at rates two orders of magnitude larger than expected,
along with separate studies with exclusive decays Υ(nS) → µ+µ−,
allow precise calibration of the π+π− recoil mass spectrum and
very accurate measurements of hb(1P ) and hb(2P ) masses. Both
corresponding hyperfine splittings are consistent with zero within an
uncertainty of about 1.5 MeV (lowered to ±1.1 MeV for hb(1P ) in
Ref. [20]) .

Figure 90.1: From Belle [18], the mass recoiling against π+π−

pairs, Mmiss, in e+e− collision data taken near the peak of the
Υ(10860) (points with error bars). The smooth combinatorial and
K0

S → π+π− background contributions have been subtracted.
The fit to the various labeled signal contributions is overlaid
(curve). Adapted from [18] with kind permission, copyright
(2011) The American Physical Society.

We no longer mention a hypothetical Yb(10888) state since a
new analysis of the Υ(10860) energy range does not show evidence
for an additional state with a mass different from the mass of the
Υ(10860) [21]. After the mass of the ηb(1S) was shifted upwards
by about 10 MeV based on the new Belle measurements [17,22], all
of the bottomonium states mentioned above fit into their respective
spectroscopies roughly where expected. An independent experimental
confirmation of the shifted masses came from the Belle observation of
Υ(4S) → ηhb(1P ) [22].

Table 90.2: As in Table 90.1, but for new states near the first open-flavor thresholds in the cc̄ and bb̄ regions, ordered by
mass. Updated from [8] with kind permission, copyright (2011), Springer, and [9] with kind permission from the authors.

PDG Former/Common m (MeV) Γ (MeV) IG(JPC) Production Decay Discovery Summary
Name Name(s) Year Table

χc1(3872) X(3872) 3871.69±0.17 < 1.2 0+(1++) B → KX π+π−J/ψ 2003 YES
pp̄ → X... 3πJ/ψ

pp → X... D∗0D
0

e+e− → γX γJ/ψ
γψ(2S)

Zc(3900) 3886.6 ± 2.4 28.2 ± 2.6 1+(1+−) ψ(4260) → π−X π+J/ψ 2013 YES

ψ(4260) → π0X π0J/ψ

(DD̄∗)+

(DD̄∗)0

X(4020) Zc(4020) 4024.1 ± 1.9 13± 5 1+(??−) ψ(4260, 4360) → π−X π+hc 2013 YES

ψ(4260, 4360) → π0X π0hc

(D∗D̄∗)+

(D∗D̄∗)0

Zb(10610) 10607.2 ± 2.0 18.4 ± 2.4 1+(1+−) Υ(10860) → π−X π+Υ(1S, 2S, 3S) 2011 YES

Υ(10860) → π0X π0Υ(1S, 2S, 3S)

π+hb(1P, 2P )

(BB̄∗)+

Zb(10650) 10652.2 ± 1.5 11.5 ± 2.2 1+(1+−) Υ(10860) → π−X π+Υ(1S, 2S, 3S) 2011 YES

π+hb(1P, 2P )

(B∗B̄∗)+

Figure 90.2: From ATLAS [23] pp collision data (points
with error bars) taken at

√
s = 7 TeV, the effective mass of

χbJ (1P, 2P, 3P ) → γΥ(1S, 2S) candidates in which Υ(1S, 2S) →
µ+µ− and the photon is reconstructed as an e+e− conversion in
the tracking system. Fits (smooth curves) show significant signals
for each triplet (J-merged) on top of a smooth background.
From [23] with kind permission, copyright (2012) The American
Physical Society.

The χbJ (nP ) states have been observed at the LHC by ATLAS [23]
and confirmed by D0 [24] for n = 1, 2, 3, although in each case
the three J states are not distinguished from one another. Events
are sought which have both a photon and an Υ(1S, 2S) → µ+µ−

candidate which together form a mass in the χb region. All three
J-merged peaks are observed with a significance in excess of 6σ for
both unconverted and converted photons. The mass plot for converted
photons, which provide better mass resolution, is shown in Fig. 90.2.
This marks the first observation of the χbJ (3P ) triplet, quite near
the expected mass. A precise confirmation of this result came from
LHCb [25].
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Table 90.3: As in Table 90.1, but for new states above the first open-flavor thresholds in the cc̄ and bb̄ regions, ordered by
mass.

PDG Former/Common m (MeV) Γ (MeV) IG(JPC) Production Decay Discovery Summary
Name Name(s) Year Table

χc0(3860) 3862+48
−35 201+177

−106 0+(0++) e+e− → J/ψX DD 2017 NO

X(3915) χc0(3915), Y (3940) 3918.4 ± 1.9 20± 5 0+(0/2++) B → KX ωJ/ψ 2004 YES

e+e− → e+e−X
χc2(3930) χc2(2P ), Z(3930) 3927.2 ± 2.6 24±6 0+(2++) e+e− → e+e−X DD 2005 YES

X(3940) 3942+9
−8 37+27

−17 ??(???) e+e− → J/ψX DD
∗

2007 NO

X(4050)± Z1(4050) 4051+24
−43 82+51

−28 1−(??+) B → KX π+χc1(1P ) 2008 NO

X(4055)± Zc(4055) 4054± 3 45± 13 1+(??−) e+e− → π−X π+ψ(2S) 2017 NO

χc1(4140) Y (4140) 4146.8 ± 2.4 22+8
−7 0+(1++) B+ → K+X φJ/ψ 2009 YES

e+e− → e+e−X
X(4160) 4156+29

−25 139+113
−65 ??(???) e+e− → J/ψX DD

∗
2007 NO

Zc(4200) 4196+35
−32 370+99

−149 1+(1+−) B̄0 → K−X J/ψπ+ 2014 NO

ψ(4230) Y (4230) 4218+5
−4 59+12

−10 0−(1−−) e+e− → X ωχc0(1P ) 2015 NO

π+π−ψ(2S)

π+π−hc(1P )

Rc0(4240) Zc(4240) 4239+48
−21 220+118

−88 1+(0−−) B̄0 → K−X π+ψ(2S) 2014 NO

X(4250)± Z2(4250) 4248+185
− 45 177+321

− 72 1−(??+) B → KX π+χc1(1P ) 2008 NO

ψ(4260) Y (4260) 4230± 8 55±19 0−(1−−) e+e− → X ππJ/ψ 2005 YES
γχc0(3872)

χc1(4274) Y (4274) 4274+8
−6 49± 12 0+(1++) B+ → K+X φJ/ψ 2011 NO

X(4350) 4350.6+4.6
−5.1 13.3+18.4

−10.0 0+(??+) e+e− → e+e−X φJ/ψ 2009 NO

ψ(4360) Y (4360) 4368± 13 96±7 0−(1−−) e+e− → X π+π−ψ(2S) 2007 YES

ψ(4390) Y (4390) 4391.5+6.4
−6.9 139.5+16.2

−20.6 0−(1−−) e+e− → X π+π−hc(1P ) 2017 NO

Zc(4430) 4478+15
−18 181± 31 1+(1+−) B̄0 → K−X π+ψ(2S) 2007 YES

π+J/ψ

χc0(4500) X(4500) 4506+16
−19 92+30

−29 0+(0++) B+ → K+X φJ/ψ 2017 NO

ψ(4660) X(4630),Y (4660) 4643±9 72±11 0−(1−−) e+e− → X π+π−ψ(2S) 2007 YES

Λ+
c Λ−

c

χc0(4700) X(4700) 4704+17
−26 120+52

−45 0+(0++) B+ → K+X φJ/ψ 2017 NO

Υ(10860) Υ(5S) 10889.9+3.2
−2.6 51+6

−7 0−(1−−) e+e− → X B
(∗)
(s)

B̄
(∗)
(s)

(π) 1985 YES

ππΥ(1S, 2S, 3S)

π+π−hb(1P, 2P )
ηΥ(1S, 2S)

π+π−Υ(1D)

Υ(11020) Υ(6S) 10992.9+10.0
−3.1 49+9

−15 0−(1−−) e+e− → X B
(∗)
(s)

B̄
(∗)
(s)

(π) 1985 YES

ππΥ(1S, 2S, 3S)

π+π−hb(1P, 2P )

There is a large number of newly discovered states both near
and above the lowest open-flavor thresholds. They are displayed
in Table 90.2 and Table 90.3, respectively. With the exception of
the tensor state located at 3930 MeV, now called χc2(3930), which
has properties consistent with those expected for the χc2(2P ), none
of these states can easily be assigned a place in the quark model
spectrum of charmonia or bottomonia. At the same time, these states
have no universally accepted unconventional interpretation either.
The χc1(3872), also known as X(3872), is widely studied and seen in
many transitions — c.f. Table 90.2. Yet its interpretation demands
additional experimental attention: after the quantum numbers were
fixed at LHCb [26,27], the next experimental challenge will be a
measurement of its lineshape.

Another state (referred to here as the X(3915)), was discovered at
3915 MeV [28] and from a subsequent measurement its quantum num-
bers were determined to be JPC = 0++ [29]. This suggests it may be
the χc0(2P ) quark model state, but this interpretation is not generally
accepted [30,31]. In addition, it was pointed out in Ref. [32] that if
the assumption of helicity-2 dominance is abandoned and instead one
allows for a sizable helicity-0 component, a JPC = 2++ assignment
is possible. This could imply that the state at 3930 MeV (referred
to here as the χc2(3930)) is actually identical to the one at 3915
MeV—but to explain the large helicity-0 component a sizable portion
of non-qq̄ is necessary [32]. Because of this analysis, the name of the

state was changed from χc0(3915) back to X(3915). An alternative
candidate for the χc0(2P ) (referred to here as the χc0(3860)) was
reported in Ref. [33] with properties more consistent with expectation:
its mass is close to the potential model expectations, it decays to DD,
and the preferred quantum numbers are JPC = 0++ (this hypothesis
is favored over the 2++ one with a 2.5σ significance).

The ψ(4260), also known as Y (4260), and the ψ(4360), also known
as Y (4360), are vector states decaying to π+π−J/ψ and π+π−ψ(2S),
respectively, yet, unlike most conventional vector charmonia, they do
not correspond to enhancements in the e+e− hadronic cross section
nor decay to DD. Furthermore, BESIII observed the χc1(3872), also
known as X(3872), in e+e− → γχc1(3872) in the ψ(4260) mass
range [34], which could allow for additional insight into the structure
of both the ψ(4260) as well as the χc1(3872) (c.f. the minireview on
non-qq̄ states). Recently BESIII produced a high-accuracy data set
for e+e− → π+π−J/ψ [35], not only demonstrating that the mass of
the ψ(4260) is significantly lower than previously believed, but also
that the lineshape is highly non-trivial. The latter observation was
interpreted by the authors as the presence of two states. However, this
lineshape is also consistent with other possible interpretations, such
as one assuming a molecular structure for the ψ(4260) [36]. Note
that the data of Ref. [35] does not show any indication of the Y (4008)
reported by Belle – the data in this region can either be fit with a
non-resonant background component or a much wider resonance at
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lower mass. Also see the analysis of the Y (4008) region in Ref. [37],
where a wide resonance is also extracted. BESIII also performed a
recent study of the process e+e− → π+π−ψ(2S) and found evidence
for a lower mass state, possibly the ψ(4260), in addition to the more
dominant ψ(4360) [38].

Another interesting question is whether a heavier π+π−ψ(2S) state,
the ψ(4660), discovered by Belle [39,40] and confirmed by BaBar [41],
is identical to the Λ+

c Λ
−
c state observed by Belle with a nearby mass

and width [42]. Most probably it is, with Λ+
c Λ

−
c just being one

more decay mode of the ψ(4660) (c.f. the minireview on non-qq̄ states
for more detail). Note that this is the interpretation adopted in the
particle listings.

Based on a full amplitude analysis of B0 → K+π−ψ(2S) decays,
Belle determined the spin-parity of the Zc(4430) to be JP = 1+ [43].
From their study of B0 → K+π−J/ψ decays, Belle also found
evidence for the decay mode Zc(4430) → πJ/ψ [44], which has
an order of magnitude lower branching fraction than the discovery
mode Zc(4430) → πψ(2S). In the same analysis, Belle also reported
evidence for one more charged state, dubbed Zc(4200), decaying to
πJ/ψ. The existence of the Zc(4430) in πψ(2S) as well as its quantum
number assignments were confirmed at LHCb [45] with much higher
statistics. Improved values for the mass and width of the Zc(4430)
from LHCb are consistent with earlier measurements; the experiment
even reports a resonant behavior of the Zc(4430) amplitude. The
Zc(4430) was not confirmed (or excluded) by BaBar [46].

Belle also reported an observation of two charged states decaying
to πχc1 in an analysis of B0 → K+π−χc1 decays [47]. These were
originally called the Z1(4050)

± and the Z2(4250)
±, but are referred

to in Table 90.3 as X(4050)± and X(4250)±. These states were
also not confirmed by BaBar [48]. Belle observes signals with 5.0σ
significance for both the Z1(4050)

± and Z2(4250)
±, whereas BABAR

reports 1.1σ and 2.0σ effects, respectively, setting upper limits on
product branching fractions that are not inconsistent with Belle’s
measured rates. The situation remains unresolved.
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Figure 90.3: J/ψπ invariant mass distributions from BES-
III [49] e+e− collision data taken near the peak of the Y (4260).
Adapted from [49] with kind permission, copyright (2013) The
American Physical Society.

In addition to the Zc states discussed above, in 2013 a state named
Zc(3900) was unearthed in the charmonium region at BESIII [49]
and Belle [50]. The corresponding spectrum from BESIII is shown in
Fig. 90.3. Ref. [51] confirmed this finding and also provided evidence
for a neutral partner. A nearby signal was also seen in the DD

∗

channel [52] whose quantum numbers were fixed to 1+−. BESIII
reported its neutral partner in both J/ψπ0 [53] and DD

∗
[54] decay

modes. The masses extracted from these experiments in different
decay modes have differences reaching up to 2σ. However, since the
extraction of the mass and width parameters did not allow for an

interference with the background and used Breit-Wigner line shapes,
which is not justified near thresholds, there might be some additional
systematic uncertainty in the mass values. Therefore in the RPP
listings as well as Table 90.2, both structures appear under the name
Zc(3900). BESIII also reported an observation of another charged
state, the X(4020)± (originally called Zc(4020)

±), in two decay modes
— hcπ

± [55] and (D∗D∗
)± [56]. The neutral partners have also been

observed by BESIII in the hcπ
0 [57] and (D∗D∗

)0 [58] final states.
The Zc states show some remarkable similarities to the Zb states
(discussed below), e.g. they decay dominantly to D(∗)D̄∗ channels.
However, current analyses suggest that the mass of the Zc(3900) might
be somewhat above the DD̄∗ threshold. If confirmed, this feature
would clearly challenge a possible DD̄∗–molecular interpretation.
Finally, 3.5σ evidence for one more charged charmoniumlike state
at 4055 MeV decaying into ψ(2S)π± was reported by Belle in their
analysis of the process e+e− → ψ(2S)π+π− [40]. This state was
confirmed by BESIII, although there appears to be complications in
the Dalitz plot requiring further investigation [38].

Figure 90.4: From Belle [69] e+e− collision data taken near
the peak of the Υ(10860) for events with a π+π−-missing mass
consistent with an Υ(2S) → µ+µ−, (a) the maximum of the two
possible single π±-missing-mass-squared combinations vs. the
π+π−-mass-squared; and (b) projection of the maximum of the
two possible single π±-missing-mass combinations (points with
error bars) overlaid with a fit (curve). Events to the left of
the vertical line in (a) are excluded from amplitude analysis.
The hatched histogram in (b) corresponds to the combinatorial
background. The two horizontal stripes in (a) and two peaks in
(b) correspond to the two Zb states. Adapted from [69] with kind
permission, copyright (2011) The American Physical Society.

The Y (4140) observed in 2008 by CDF [59,60] was confirmed at
D0 and CMS [61,62]. However, a second structure, the Y (4274),
could not be established unambiguously. Neither of the two states
was seen in B decays at Belle [63], LHCb [64] and BaBar [65] or in
γγ collisions at Belle [66]. The real breakthrough happened recently
when LHCb performed a full amplitude analysis of B+ → J/ψφK+

with J/ψ → µ+µ−, φ → K+K− decays and showed that the data
cannot be described in a model that contains only excited kaon
states decaying into φK+ [67,68]. They observe two 1++ states with
masses close to those originally reported by CDF (the χc1(4140) and
χc1(4274)), but the width of the one at 4140 MeV is much larger. In
addition, they find two significant 0++ structures at 4500 and 4700
MeV (the χc0(4500) and χc0(4700)).

New results on the ηb, hb, and Zb mostly come from Belle [17–18],
[20–22], [69–75], all from analyses of 121.4 fb−1 of e+e− collision
data collected near the peak of the Υ(10860) resonance as well as from
an additional 25 fb−1 of data collected during the scans of the c.m.
energy range 10.63-11.05 GeV. The ηb, hb, and Zb appear in the decay
chains: Υ(10860)→ π−Z+

b , Z+
b → π+(bb̄), and, when the bb̄ forms an

hb(1P ), frequently decaying as hb(1P ) → γηb.

Belle soon noticed that, for events in the peaks of Fig. 90.1, there
seemed to be two intermediate charged states. For example, Fig. 90.4
shows a Dalitz plot for events restricted to the Υ(2S) region of π+π−
recoil mass, with Υ(2S) → µ+µ− [69]. The two bands observed
in the maximum of the two M [π±Υ(2S)]2 values also appear for
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Υ(1S), Υ(3S), hb(1P ), and hb(2P ) samples. Belle fits all subsamples
to resonant plus non-resonant amplitudes, allowing for interference
(notably, between π−Z+

b and π+Z−
b ), and finds consistent pairs of Zb

masses for all bottomonium transitions, and comparable strengths of
the two states. A recent angular analysis assigned JP = 1+ for both
Zb states [70], which must also have negative G-parity. Transitions
through Zb to the hb(nP ) saturate the observed π+π−hb(nP ) cross
sections. While the two masses of the Zb states as extracted from
Breit-Wigner fits for the various channels are just a few MeV above
the B∗B̄ and B∗B̄∗ thresholds, respectively, more refined analyses
find pole locations right below the corresponding thresholds either on
the physical [76] or the unphysical sheet [77]. Regardless of their
proximity to the corresponding thresholds, both states predominantly
decay into these open-flavor channels [72,78] with branching fractions
that exceed 80% and 70%, respectively, at 90% CL. This feature
provides strong evidence for their molecular nature.
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The level scheme of the cc states showing experimentally established states with solid lines. Singlet states are called ηc and hc, triplet states
ψ and χcJ , and unassigned charmonium-like states X . In parentheses it is sufficient to give the radial quantum number and the orbital angular
momentum to specify the states with all their quantum numbers. Only observed hadronic transitions are shown; the single photon transitions
ψ(nS) → γηc(mP ), ψ(nS) → γχcJ(mP ), and χcJ(1P ) → γJ/ψ are omitted for clarity.
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Since 2002, the treatment of the branching ratios of the ψ(2S) and
χc0,1,2 has undergone an important restructuring.

When measuring a branching ratio experimentally, it is not
always possible to normalize the number of events observed in the
corresponding decay mode to the total number of particles produced.
Therefore, the experimenters sometimes report the number of observed
decays with respect to another decay mode of the same or another
particle in the relevant decay chain. This is actually equivalent to
measuring combinations of branching fractions of several decay modes.

To extract the branching ratio of a given decay mode, the
collaborations use some previously reported measurements of the
required branching ratios. However, the values are frequently taken
from the Review of Particle Physics (RPP), which in turn uses the
branching ratio reported by the experiment in the following edition,
giving rise either to correlations or to plain vicious circles Ref. 1,Ref. 2
as discussed in more detail in earlier editions of this mini-review.

The way to avoid these dependencies and correlations is to extract
the branching ratios through a fit that uses the truly measured
combinations of branching fractions and partial widths. This fit, in
fact, should involve decays from the four concerned particles, ψ(2S),
χc0, χc1, and χc2, and occasionally some combinations of branching
ratios of more than one of them. This is what is done since the 2002
edition [3].

The PDG policy is to quote the results of the collaborations
in a manner as close as possible to what appears in their original
publications. However, in order to avoid the problems mentioned
above, we had in some cases to work out the values originally
measured, using the number of events and detection efficiencies given
by the collaborations, or rescaling back the published results. The
information was sometimes spread over several articles, and some
articles referred to papers still unpublished, which in turn contained
the relevant numbers in footnotes.

Even though the experimental collaborations are entitled to extract
whatever branching ratios they consider appropriate by using other

published results, we would like to encourage them to also quote
explicitly in their articles the actual quantities measured, so that they
can be used directly in averages and fits of different experimental
determinations.

To inform the reader how we computed some of the values used
in this edition of RPP, we use footnotes to indicate the branching
ratios actually given by the experiments and the quantities they use
to derive them from the true combination of branching ratios actually
measured.

None of the branching ratios of the χc0,1,2 are measured
independently of the ψ(2S) radiative decays. We tried to identify
those branching ratios which can be correlated in a non-trivial way,
and although we cannot preclude the existence of other cases, we
are confident that the most relevant correlations have already been
removed. Nevertheless, correlations in the errors of different quantities
measured by the same experiment have not been taken into account.

92.1. Fit Information

This is an overall fit to 4 total widths, 1 partial width, 26
combinations of partial widths, 24 branching ratios, and 108
combinations of branching ratios. Of the latter 62 involve decays of
more than one particle.

The overall fit uses 247 measurements to determine 49 parameters
and has a χ2 of 376.8 for 198 degrees of freedom.

The relatively high χ2 of the fit, 1.9 per d.o.f., can be traced back
to a few specific discrepancies in the data. No scaling factors to fit
uncertainties have been applied.

In the listing we provide the inter-particle correlation coefficients
< δxiδxj > / (δxi · δxj), in percent, from the fit to the corresponding
parameter xi.
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94.Width Determinations of the Υ States

As is the case for the J/ψ(1S) and ψ(2S), the full widths of
the bb states Υ(1S), Υ(2S), and Υ(3S) are not directly measurable,
since they are much narrower than the energy resolution of the e+e−

storage rings where these states are produced. The common indirect
method to determine Γ starts from

Γ = Γℓℓ/Bℓℓ , (94.1)

where Γℓℓ is one leptonic partial width and Bℓℓ is the corresponding
branching fraction (ℓ = e, µ, or τ). One then assumes e-µ-τ
universality and uses

Γℓℓ = Γee

Bℓℓ = average of Bee, Bµµ, and Bττ . (94.2)

The electronic partial width Γee is also not directly measurable at
e+e− storage rings, only in the combination ΓeeΓhad/Γ, where Γhad is
the hadronic partial width and

Γhad + 3Γee = Γ . (94.3)

This combination is obtained experimentally from the energy-
integrated hadronic cross section

∫

resonance

σ(e+e− → Υ → hadrons)dE

=
6π2

M2

ΓeeΓhad

Γ
Cr =

6π2

M2

Γ
(0)
ee Γhad

Γ
C
(0)
r , (94.4)

where M is the Υ mass, and Cr and C
(0)
r are radiative correction

factors. Cr is used for obtaining Γee as defined in Eq. (94.1),
and contains corrections from all orders of QED for describing

(bb) → e+e−. The lowest order QED value Γ
(0)
ee , relevant for

comparison with potential-model calculations, is defined by the lowest
order QED graph (Born term) alone, and is about 7% lower than Γee.

The Listings give experimental results on Bee, Bµµ, Bττ , and
ΓeeΓhad/Γ. The entries of the last quantity have been re-evaluated
consistently using the correction procedure of KURAEV 85 [1]. The
partial width Γee is obtained from the average values for ΓeeΓhad/Γ
and Bℓℓ using

Γee =
ΓeeΓhad

Γ(1− 3Bℓℓ)
. (94.5)

The total width Γ is then obtained from Eq. (94.1). We do not list Γee

and Γ values of individual experiments. The Γee values in the Meson
Summary Table are also those defined in Eq. (94.1).
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Jülich).

The constituent quark model describes the observed meson
spectrum as bound qq states grouped into SU(N) flavor multiplets (see
our review on the ‘Quark Model’ in this issue of the Review). However,
the self coupling of gluons in QCD suggests that additional mesons
made of bound gluons (glueballs), or qq-pairs with an excited gluon
(hybrids), may exist. Furthermore, multiquark color singlet states
such as qqqq (tetraquarks as compact diquark-antidiquark systems
and ‘molecular’ bound states of two mesons) or qqqqqq (six-quark and
‘baryonium’ bound states of two baryons) have also been predicted.

In recent years experimental evidence for states beyond the quark
model has accumulated in the heavy quark sector and elsewhere. We
therefore split this minireview into three parts discussing separately
light systems, heavy–light systems and heavy–heavy systems. For a
more detailed discussion on exotic mesons we refer to Ref. 1 for the
light meson sector and Ref. 2 for the heavy meson sector. Reviews
with main focus on tetraquarks and molecular states are presented in
Ref. 3 and Ref. 4, respectively. For an experimental review see Ref. 5.

95.1. Light systems

95.1.1. Glueball candidates : Among the signatures naively
expected for glueballs are (i) isoscalar states that do not fit into
qq nonets, (ii) enhanced production in gluon-rich channels such as
central production and radiative J/ψ(1S) decay, (iii) decay branching
fractions incompatible with SU(N) predictions for qq states, and
(iv) reduced γγ couplings. However, mixing effects with isoscalar qq
mesons [6–14] and decay form factors [17] can obscure these simple
signatures.

Lattice calculations, QCD sum rules, flux tube, and constituent
glue models agree that the lightest glueballs have quantum numbers
JPC = 0++ and 2++. Lattice calculations predict for the ground
state (a 0++ glueball) a mass around 1600 – 1700 MeV [11,18–20]
with an uncertainty of about 100 MeV, while the first excited state
(2++) has a mass of about 2300 MeV. Hence, the low-mass glueballs
lie in the same mass region as ordinary isoscalar qq states, in the
mass range of the 13P0(0

++), 23P2(2
++), 33P2(2

++), and 13F2(2
++)

qq states. The 0−+ state and exotic glueballs (with non-qq quantum
numbers such as 0−−, 0+−, 1−+, 2+−, etc.) are expected above
2 GeV [20]. The lattice calculations were performed so far in the
quenched approximation. Thus neither quark loops nor mixing with
conventional mesons were included, although quenching effects seem
to be small [21]. For a recent comparison between quenched and
unquenched lattice studies see Ref. 22.

The mixing of glueballs with nearby qq states of the same quantum
numbers should lead to a supernumerary isoscalar state in the SU(3)
classification of qq mesons. A lattice study in full QCD (performed
at unphysical quark masses corresponding to a pion mass of 400
MeV) did not identify states with sizeable overlap with pure gluonic
sources [23,24].

In the following we focus on glueball candidates in the scalar sector.
For the 2++ sector we refer to the section on non-qq̄ mesons in the
2006 issue of this Review [25], and for the 0−+ glueball to the note on
‘The Pseudoscalar and Pseudovector Mesons in the 1400 MeV Region’
in the Meson Listings.

Five isoscalar resonances are established: the very broad f0(500)
(or σ), the f0(980), the broad f0(1370), and the comparatively narrow
f0(1500) and f0(1710), see the note on ‘Scalar Mesons below 2 GeV’ in
the Meson Listings, and also Ref. 26. Their isospin 1/2 and isovector
partners are the K∗

0 (700) (or κ), the K∗
0 (1430), the a0(980) and the

a0(1450). We shall see that none of the proposed qq̄ ordering schemes
in scalar multiplets is entirely satisfactory.

The f0(1370) and f0(1500) decay mostly into pions (2π and 4π)
while the f0(1710) decays mainly into KK final states. Naively, this
suggests an nn̄ (= uū+ dd̄) structure for the f0(1370) and f0(1500),
and ss̄ for the f0(1710). The latter is not observed in pp annihilation
[27], as expected from the OZI suppression for an ss state.

In γγ collisions leading to KSKS [28] and K+K− [29] a spin-0
signal is observed at the f0(1710) mass (together with a dominant

spin-2 component), while the f0(1500) is not observed in γγ → KK̄
nor π+π− [30]. The f0(1500) is also not observed by Belle in
γγ → π0π0, although a shoulder is seen which could also be due to
the f0(1370) [31]. The absence of a signal in the ππ channel in γγ
collisions does not favor an nn interpretation for the f0(1500). The
upper limit from π+π− excludes a large nn content, and hence points
to a mainly ss content [32]. This is in contradiction with the small
KK decay branching ratio of the f0(1500) [33–35]. This state could
be mainly glue due its absence of 2γ-coupling, while the f0(1710)
coupling to 2γ would be compatible with an ss̄ state. Indeed, Belle
finds that in γγ → KSKS collisions the 1500 MeV region is dominated
by the f ′2(1525). The f0(1710) is also observed but its production ×
decay rate is too large for a glueball [36]. However, the 2γ-couplings
are sensitive to glue mixing with qq̄ [37].

Since the f0(1370) does not couple strongly to ss [35], the f0(1370)
or f0(1500) appear to be supernumerary. The narrow width of the
f0(1500), and its enhanced production at low transverse momentum
transfer in central collisions [38–40] also favor the f0(1500) to be
non-qq. In Ref. 6 the ground state scalar nonet is made of the
a0(1450), f0(1370), K

∗
0 (1430), and f0(1710). The isoscalars f0(1370)

and f0(1710) contain a small fraction of glue, while the f0(1500)
is mostly gluonic. The light scalars f0(500), f0(980), a0(980), and
K∗

0 (700) are four-quark states or two-meson resonances (see Ref. 1
for a review). For a recent review with focus on f0(500) we refer to
Ref. 41. In the mixing scheme of Ref. 37, which uses central production
data from WA102 and the hadronic J/ψ decay data from BES [42,43],
glue is shared between the f0(1370), f0(1500) and f0(1710). The
f0(1370) is mainly nn̄, the f0(1500) mainly glue and the f0(1710)
dominantly ss̄. This agrees with previous analyses [6,12], but, as
already pointed out, alternative schemes have been proposed [6–16].

In particular, for a scalar glueball the two-gluon coupling to nn̄
appears to be suppressed by chiral symmetry [44] and therefore KK̄
decay could be enhanced. However, KK̄ is naturally enhanced also in
the extended linear sigma model with a dilaton as glueball [15] and in
the holographic model of Ref. 16. It was argued that chiral symmetry
constraints in a multichannel analysis imply that the f0(1710) is an
unmixed scalar glueball [45], a view that is challenged [46].

Different mixing options have been studied in Ref. 14. In the
preferred solution the ground state scalar nonet consists of the
f0(980), a0(980), K

∗
0 (1430), f0(1500) and f0(1710). The f0(980) and

f0(1500) mix similarly to the η and η’ in the pseudoscalar nonet,
while the f0(1500) mixes with a glueball in the 500 – 1000 MeV mass
range, which is identified with the f0(500) (σ). A reanalysis of the
CERN-Munich data shows no signal for the f0(1370) decaying into
ππ, in contrast to Ref. 47. However, in this scheme the K∗

0 (700) (κ)
and the a0(1450) are left out (see also our note on ‘Scalar Mesons
below 2 GeV’ in the Meson Listings). The a0(1450) has recently been
confirmed by LHCb data in D0 → K0

SK
±π∓ [48].

The f0(1370) is not needed either in the COMPASS π−p →
π−π−π+p data [49], which questions its mere existence. However, a
recent analysis from CLEO-c on D0 → π+π−π+π− decay requires a
contribution from f0(500)f0(1370)→ 4π [50].

The Dalitz plots of B± → π±π±π∓ have been studied by
BaBar [51]. A broad 2π signal is observed around 1400 MeV which
is attributed to the f0(1370), but could also be due to the f0(1500).

LHCb has analyzed B
0
decay into J/ψ π+π− [52]. The fit to the ππ

mass spectrum above ∼1.2 GeV does not show any significant scalar
component. However, the data analysis has been challenged [53].

For B
0
s → J/ψ π+π− a strong scalar contribution from the f0(1370)

is found [54]. Suggested by Ref. 14 the data were reanalyzed by
introducing instead the f0(500) and f0(1500) [55].

In B± → K±K±K∓ both BaBar [56] and Belle [57] observe
a strong spin-0 activity in KK̄ around 1550 MeV. B0 decay into
J/ψX filters out the dd content of X while B0

s decay selects its
ss component. B decay into J/ψX may therefore be the ideal
environment to determine the flavor content of neutral mesons [58].

The contribution of f0(1500) production in (the supposedly gluon
rich) radiative J/ψ decay is not well known. The f0(1500) is observed
by BESII in J/ψ → γππ [59] and by BESIII in J/ψ → γηη [60] with
a much smaller rate than for the f0(1710), which speaks against a
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glueball interpretation for the former. However, the f0(1500) mass
found by BES is significantly lower than the expected value. The
overlap with the f0(1370) and f ′2(1525) and the statistically limited
data sample prevent a proper K-matrix analysis to be performed.
Hence more data are needed in radiative J/ψ decay and in γγ
collisions to clarify the spectrum of scalar mesons.

95.1.2. Tetraquark candidates and molecular bound states
: The a0(980) and f0(980) could be tetraquark states [61–63] or KK
molecular states [64–66] due to their strong affinity for KK, in spite of
their masses being very close to threshold. For qq states, the expected
γγ widths [67,68] are not significantly larger than for molecular
states [67,69], both predictions being consistent with data. Radiative
decays of the φ(1020) into a0(980) and f0(980) were claimed to enable
disentangling compact from molecular structures. Interpreting the
data from DAPHNE [70,71] and VEPP - 2M [72,73] along the lines
of Refs. 74,75 seems to favor these mesons to be tetraquark states.
In Ref. 76 they are made of a four-quark core and a virtual KK̄
cloud at the periphery. This is challenged in Ref. 77 showing that
φ radiative decay data are consistent with a molecular structure of
the light scalars. The f0(980) is strongly produced in D+

s decay [78].
This points to a large ss component, assuming Cabibbo-favored c → s
decay. However, the mainly nn̄ f0(1370) is also strongly produced in
D+

s decay, indicating that other graphs must contribute [79].

Ratios of decay rates of B and/or Bs mesons into J/ψ plus
f0(980) or f0(500) were proposed to allow for an extraction of the
flavor mixing angle and to probe the tetraquark nature of those
mesons within a certain model [80,81]. The phenomenological fits
of the LHCb collaboration based on an isobar model do neither
allow for a contribution of the f0(980) in the B → J/ψππ [52] nor
for an f0(500) in Bs → J/ψππ decays [55]. From these analyses
the authors conclude that their data are incompatible with a model
where f0(500) and f0(980) are tetraquarks at the eight standard
deviation level. In addition, they extract an upper limit for the
mixing angle of 17o at 90% C.L. between the f0(980) and the f0(500)
that would correspond to a substantial (s̄s) content in f0(980) [55].
However, in a dispersive analysis of the same data that allows for a
model–independent inclusion of the hadronic final state interactions
in Ref. 82 a substantial f0(980) contribution is also found in the
B–decays putting into question the conclusions of Ref. 55.

COMPASS reports a new 1++ isovector meson at 1414 MeV,
decaying into f0(980)π [83] (called a1(1420) in the 2017 Review of
Particle Physics). The resonance is observed in diffractive dissociation
π−p → π−(π+π−)p. Traditionally, the 1++ ground state nonet is
believed to contain the a1(1260), f1(1285) and f1(1420) (see the
mini-review on ‘The Pseudoscalar and Pseudovector Mesons in the
1400 MeV Region’ in the Meson Listings). However, a molecular
KKπ structure has been proposed for the f1(1420) [84] in view of the
proximity of the K∗K threshold. The new a1(1420) could then also
be a molecular state, the isovector partner of the f1(1420). Ref. [85]
explains the a1(1420) not as a state but as signature of the a1(1260)
distorted by a triangle singularity.

95.1.3. Baryonia :

Bound states of a baryon and an antibaryon have been predicted,
but have remained elusive. The f2(1565) which is only observed in
pp annihilation [86,87] is a good candidate for a 2++ p̄p bound state.
Enhancements in the p̄p mass spectrum have also been reported
below p̄p threshold, in J/ψ → γp̄p [88–90] and in B+ → K+p̄p,
B0 → K0

S p̄p [91,92] and B̄0 → D0p̄p [93]. This enhancement could
be due to a 0−+ baryonium [94]. Note that such a pole is not
necessarily a compact qqqq̄q̄q̄ state but might as well be generated via
non-perturbative nucleon–antinucleon final state interactions [95–98].
However, also other explanations have been proposed, such as the
dynamics of the fragmentation mechanism [92]. Note that also the
copious data on e+e− → nπ [99,100] appear to be largely explained
by the same nucleon–antinucleon final state interactions mentioned
above [101].

The pronounced signal observed in e+e− → Λ+
c Λ

−
c around√

s = 4.63 GeV by Belle [102] was argued to be a strong evidence
in favor of an interpretation of Y (4660) as charmed baryonium [103].

However, this picture was challenged in Ref. 104.

95.1.4. Hybrid mesons : Hybrids may be viewed as qq mesons with
a vibrating gluon flux tube. In contrast to glueballs, they can have
isospin 0 or 1. The mass spectrum of hybrids with exotic (non-qq)
quantum numbers was predicted in Ref. 105, while Ref. 106 also deals
with non-exotic quantum numbers. The ground-state hybrids with
quantum numbers (0−+, 1−+, 1−−, and 2−+) are expected around
1.7 to 1.9 GeV. Lattice calculations predict that the hybrid with exotic
quantum numbers 1−+ lies at a mass of 1.9 ± 0.2 GeV [107,108].
Most hybrids are expected to be rather broad, but some can be as
narrow as 100 MeV [110]. They prefer to decay into a pair of S-
and P -wave mesons. The lattice study in Ref. 23 [109], based on full
QCD with pion masses around 400 MeV, finds that several of the
high–lying states observed in their spectrum show significant overlap
with gluon rich source terms interpreted as hybrid states. For a recent
experimental and theoretical review on hybrid mesons see Ref. 111.

A JPC = 1−+ exotic meson, π1(1400), was reported in π−p → ηπ−p
[112,113] and in π−p → ηπ0n [114]. It was observed as an
interference between the angular momentum L = 1 and L = 2 ηπ
amplitudes, leading to a forward/backward asymmetry in the ηπ
angular distribution. This state has been reported earlier in π−p
reactions [115], but ambiguous solutions in the partial wave analysis
were pointed out in Ref. 116 [117]. A resonating 1−+ contribution
to the ηπ P -wave is also required in the Dalitz plot analysis of pn
annihilation into π−π0η [118], and in pp annihilation into π0π0η [119].
Mass and width are consistent with the results of Ref. 112.

Another 1−+ state, π1(1600), decaying into ρπ, was reported
by COMPASS with 190 GeV pions hitting a lead target [120].
It was observed earlier in π−p interactions in the decay modes
η′π [121], f1(1285)π [122], and ωππ [123], b1(1235)π, but not
ηπ [124]. A strong enhancement in the 1−+ η′π wave, compared
to ηπ, was reported at this mass in [125]. Ref. 126 suggests that
a Deck-generated ηπ background from final state rescattering in
π1(1600) decay could mimic π1(1400). However, this mechanism is
absent in pp annihilation. The ηππ data require π1(1400) and cannot
accommodate a state at 1600 MeV [127]. Finally, evidence for a
π1(2015) has also been reported [122,123].

The flux tube model and the lattice concur to predict a hybrid mass
of about 1.9 GeV while the π1(1400) and π1(1600) are lighter. As
isovectors, π1(1400) and π1(1600) cannot be glueballs. The coupling
to ηπ of the former points to a four-quark state [128], while the strong
η′π coupling of the latter is favored for hybrid states [129,130]. The
mass of π1(1600) is also not far below the lattice prediction.

Hybrid candidates with JPC = 0−+, 1−−, and 2−+ have also
been reported. The π(1800) decays mostly to a pair of S- and
P -wave mesons [120,131], in line with expectations for 0−+ hybrid
mesons. This meson is also somewhat narrow if interpreted as the
second radial excitation of the pion. The evidence for 1−− hybrids
required in e+e− annihilation and in τ decays has been discussed in
Ref. 132. A candidate for the 2−+ hybrid, the η2(1870), was reported
in γγ interactions [133], in pp annihilation [134], and in central
production [135]. The near degeneracy of η2(1645) and π2(1670)
suggests ideal mixing in the 2−+ qq nonet, and hence, the second
isoscalar should be mainly ss. However, η2(1870) decays mainly to
a2(1320)π and f2(1270)π [134], with a relative rate compatible with
a hybrid state [106].

95.2. Heavy-light systems

Two very narrow states, D∗
s0(2317)

± and Ds1(2460)
±, were

observed at B factories [136,137]. They lie far below the predicted
masses for the two expected broad P -wave cs mesons. These states
have hence been interpreted as four-quark states [138–140] or DK
(DK∗) molecules [141–145]. However, strong cusp effects, due to the
nearby DK (DK∗) thresholds, could shift their masses downwards and
quench the observed widths, an effect similar to that occurring for the
a0(980) and f0(980) mesons, which lie just below KK threshold. A
hadronic width of typically 100 keV would be the unequivocal signature
for a prominent molecular nature of D∗

s0(2317)
± [143–145]. More
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compact structures typically produce widths below 10 keV [146,147].
Currently there exists an upper bound for the width of 3.8 MeV.

It should be stressed that – akin to qq mesons – hadronic molecules
also appear in multiplets. Recent studies [148–150] show that, if
Ds0(2317) were of molecular nature, the lowest non-strange scalar
D-state, the D∗

0(2400), would also be molecular in nature, with a
two-pole structure similar to the Λ(1405) (see the minireview “Pole
structure of the Λ(1405) region”). In Ref. 149 this assignment is
demonstrated to be consistent with recent data from LHCb on
B− → D+π−π− [151].

95.3. Heavy-heavy systems

Several unexpected states have been observed in the previous years
in both the charmonium and the bottomonium region. With the
discovery of the X(3872) in B± → K±X (X → J/ψ π+π−) by Belle
[152] in 2003, soon confirmed by BaBar [153], many searches for
states beyond the standard quark model were initiated both in the
charm and in the bottom sectors. For an updated collection of the
currently available experimental information on multiquark states we
refer to the mini-review on ‘Spectroscopy of mesons containing two
heavy quarks’ in this Review. Moreover, in the decay Λ0

b → J/ψK−p
the LHCb collaboration has recently reported the observation of two
new baryons decaying into J/ψ p, which are candidates for heavy
pentaquark states [154]. Those are discussed in some depth in the
mini-review on ’Pentaquarks’ in this Review.

When restricting ourselves to confirmed states we are faced with
several states that do not seem to fit into the standard quark model.
This is clear for the six established charged states (Zc(3900)

±,
Zc(4020)

±, Zc(4200)
± and Zc(4430)

± in the charmonium sector,
and Zb(10610)

± and Zb(10650)
± in the bottomonium sector). The

neutral ones (X(3872), Y (4260), Y (4360), Y (4660)) also challenge the
standard quark model since their masses and decay properties are in
conflict with expectations.

The quantum numbers of the X(3872) have been determined by
LHCb to be JPC = 1++, first by assuming the angular momentum
zero between the J/ψ and the dipion [155] and then by relaxing
this constraint [156]. The X(3872) can hardly be identified with
the 23P1 χ′

c1 since the latter is predicted to lie about 100 MeV
higher in mass [157]. Instead, the X(3940) reported by Belle in
e+e− → J/ψX , decaying into D∗D̄ but not into DD̄ [158], and
also observed in B → K(X → ωJ/ψ) [159] could be the χ′

c1. The
23P2 tensor partner (χ′

c2) was reported by Belle at 3931 MeV in γγ
interactions [160].

The X(3872) lies within 200 keV of the D0D̄∗0 threshold and
therefore the most natural explanation for this state is a 1++ DD̄∗

molecule [161] for which strong isospin breaking is predicted [161,162]
due to the nearby D+D∗− threshold. Indeed, the comparable rates
for ωJ/ψ and ρ0J/ψ are consistent with an interpretation of X(3872)
as an isoscalar DD̄∗ molecule when the different widths of the ρ
and ω are taken into account [163]. A four-quark state cqc̄q̄′ is also
possible [140] but unlikely, since the charged partner of the X(3872)
has not been observed (e.g. in B− → K̄0X− nor in B0 → K+X−,
where X− → J/ψ π−π0 [164]) — see also Ref. 165 for a possible
explanation of this non-observation within the tetraquark approach.
The claim that X(3872) must be a compact (tetraquark) state, since
it is also produced at very high pT in p̄p collisions [166], was
challenged in [167] which stresses the importance of rescattering, see
also [168,169].

A broad structure, Y (4260), decaying into J/ψ π+π− was reported
by BaBar in initial state radiation e+e− → γ(e+e− → Y (4260)) [170].
Recently a measurement with significantly improved statistics was
reported from BESIII [171]. The Breit-Wigner fit of these data lead
to a mass reduction of 40 MeV, but also required a second state at
4320 MeV. However, the D1D̄ molecular model for the Y (4260) [172]
is capable to describe the same data with just one single pole [173].

There are no charmonium states with the quantum numbers
1−− not expected in this mass region. In addition, a charmonium
at this mass should have a significant coupling to D̄D, a decay
channel that is not observed for the Y (4260). This state could be a
hybrid charmonium with a spin-1 c̄c [174,175] or a spin-0 [176,177]

core. However, provided that the observation of Y (4260) decay into
hc(1P )ππ by BESIII [178] is confirmed, the hybrid hypothesis would
be under pressure, since the spin of the heavy quarks (coupled to
zero in the hc(1P )) should be conserved in leading order in the
expansion in (ΛQCD/mc). (The individual conservation of the heavy
quark spin and the total angular momentum of the light quark cloud
is a consequence of the heavy-quark spin symmetry, see the review on
‘Heavy-Quark and Soft-Collinear Effective Theory’ in this issue of the
Review.)

The same criticism applies to the hadrocharmonium interpretation
of the Y (4260) which describes this state as spin-1 quarkonium
surrounded by a light quark cloud [179]. To circumvent the spin-
symmetry argument [180] argues that Y (4260) and Y (4360) could be
mixtures of two hadrocharmonia with spin–triplet and spin–singlet
heavy quark pairs. The same kind of mixing could also operate for a
hybrid.

A dominant D1D̄ component in the Y (4260) [181] would explain
naturally why Zc(3900)

± (interpreted by the authors as a D̄D∗
bound state) is seen in Y (4260) → π∓Zc(3900)

±. Furthermore, a
prominent D1D̄ component of the Y (4260) allowed for the prediction
of a copious production of X(3872) in Y (4260) radiative decays [182].
This prediction was confirmed shortly after at BESIII [183]. The
Y (4360) as a D1D̄

∗ bound state could be the spin partner of the
Y (4260) [184,185], but a detailed microscopic calculation is still
lacking.

The tetraquark picture explains the observed Y states [186] and,
when including a tailor-made spin-spin interaction [187], is also
capable to describe the X(3872), both Zc(3900)

±,0 and Zc(4020)
±

and even the recently confirmed Z(4430)± by Belle [188]. However,
the model predicts many additional charged and neutral states which
have not yet been discovered. For a possible explanation of this we
refer to Ref. 165.

The charged states Zc(3900)
±, first observed by BESIII [189]

and the Zc(4020)
± [190] decay predominantly into D̄D∗ and D̄∗D∗,

respectively, while Zb(10610)
±,0 and Zb(10650)

± [191,192] decay
predominantly into B̄B∗ and B̄∗B∗ [193], respectively, although
all of them were discovered in the decay mode heavy quarkonium
and pion. This suggests that the states are close relatives and
their interactions are connected via heavy quark flavor symmetry. A
molecular interpretation for the bottomonium states was proposed
shortly after the discovery of the Z±

b states [194] and also shortly

after that of the Zc(3900)
± [181]. However, some of their properties

also appear to be consistent with tetraquark structures [195]. If the
molecular picture were correct for the Zb states spin, symmetry allows
for the prediction of spin partner states [196] which are still to be
found.

The heaviest confirmed charged state in the charmonium sector
is the Z(4430)± observed by Belle [188]. It is interpreted as
hadrocharmonium [179], D̄1D

∗ molecule [197] as well as tetraquark
state [187]. Alternatively, in Refs. 198,199 the Z(4430)± was
explained as a cross-channel effect enhanced by a triangle singularity.

It should be stressed that the various scenarios, while describing
the data, also make decisive predictions, e.g. yet unobserved
quantum numbers [200,186]. The forthcoming data on heavy meson
spectroscopy from various facilities should soon provide a much deeper
understanding on how QCD forms matter out of quarks and gluons.
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96. BaryonDecay Parameters

Written 1996 by E.D. Commins (University of California, Berkeley).

96.1. Baryon semileptonic decays

The typical spin-1/2 baryon semileptonic decay is described by a
matrix element, the hadronic part of which may be written as:

Bf

[
f1(q

2)γλ + i f2(q
2)σλµq

µ + g1(q
2)γλγ5 + g3(q

2)γ5qλ

]
Bi .

(96.1)
Here Bi and Bf are spinors describing the initial and final baryons,
and q = pi − pf , while the terms in f1, f2, g1, and g3 account for
vector, induced tensor (“weak magnetism”), axial vector, and induced
pseudoscalar contributions [1]. Second-class current contributions are
ignored here. In the limit of zero momentum transfer, f1 reduces to
the vector coupling constant gV , and g1 reduces to the axial-vector
coupling constant gA. The latter coefficients are related by Cabibbo’s
theory [2], generalized to six quarks (and three mixing angles) by
Kobayashi and Maskawa [3]. The g3 term is negligible for transitions
in which an e± is emitted, and gives a very small correction, which can
be estimated by PCAC [4], for µ± modes. Recoil effects include weak
magnetism, and are taken into account adequately by considering
terms of first order in

δ =
mi −mf

mi +mf
, (96.2)

where mi and mf are the masses of the initial and final baryons.

The experimental quantities of interest are the total decay rate,
the lepton-neutrino angular correlation, the asymmetry coefficients in
the decay of a polarized initial baryon, and the polarization of the
decay baryon in its own rest frame for an unpolarized initial baryon.
Formulae for these quantities are derived by standard means [5]
and are analogous to formulae for nuclear beta decay [6]. We
use the notation of Ref. 6 in the Listings for neutron beta decay.
For comparison with experiments at higher q2, it is necessary to
modify the form factors at q2 = 0 by a “dipole” q2 dependence,
and for high-precision comparisons to apply appropriate radiative
corrections [7].

The ratio gA/gV may be written as

gA/gV = | gA/gV | eiφAV . (96.3)

The presence of a “triple correlation” term in the transition probability,
proportional to Im(gA/gV ) and of the form

σi·(pℓ × pν) (96.4)

for initial baryon polarization or

σf ·(pℓ × pν) (96.5)

for final baryon polarization, would indicate failure of time-reversal
invariance. The phase angle φ has been measured precisely only in
neutron decay (and in 19Ne nuclear beta decay), and the results are
consistent with T invariance.

96.2. Hyperon nonleptonic decays

The amplitude for a spin-1/2 hyperon decaying into a spin-1/2
baryon and a spin-0 meson may be written in the form

M = GF m2
π · Bf (A−Bγ5)Bi , (96.6)

where A and B are constants [1]. The transition rate is proportional
to

R = 1 + γ ω̂f · ω̂i + (1− γ)(ω̂f · n̂)(ω̂i · n̂)

+ α(ω̂f · n̂+ ω̂i · n̂) + βn̂ · (ω̂f × ω̂i) , (96.7)

where n̂ is a unit vector in the direction of the final baryon momentum,
and ω̂i and ω̂f are unit vectors in the directions of the initial and
final baryon spins. (The sign of the last term in the above equation
was incorrect in our 1988 and 1990 editions.) The parameters α, β,
and γ are defined as

α = 2Re(s∗p)/( | s |2 + | p |2) ,

β = 2 Im(s∗p)/( | s |2 + | p |2) ,

γ = ( | s |2 − | p |2)/( | s |2 + | p |2) , (96.8)

where s = A and p = |pf |B/(Ef +mf ); here Ef and pf are the
energy and momentum of the final baryon. The parameters α, β, and
γ satisfy

α2 + β2 + γ2 = 1 . (96.9)

If the hyperon polarization is PY , the polarization PB of the decay
baryons is

PB =
(α+PY · n̂)n̂+ β(PY × n̂) + γn̂× (PY × n̂)

1 + αPY · n̂ . (96.10)

Here PB is defined in the rest system of the baryon, obtained by a
Lorentz transformation along n̂ from the hyperon rest frame, in which
n̂ and PY are defined.

An additional useful parameter φ is defined by

β = (1− α2)1/2 sinφ . (96.11)

In the Listings, we compile α and φ for each decay, since these
quantities are most closely related to experiment and are essentially
uncorrelated. When necessary, we have changed the signs of reported
values to agree with our sign conventions. In the Baryon Summary
Table, we give α, φ, and ∆ (defined below) with errors, and also give
the value of γ without error.

Time-reversal invariance requires, in the absence of final-state
interactions, that s and p be relatively real, and therefore that β = 0.
However, for the decays discussed here, the final-state interaction is
strong. Thus

s = | s | eiδs and p = | p | eiδp , (96.12)

where δs and δp are the pion-baryon s- and p-wave strong interaction
phase shifts. We then have

β =
−2 | s | | p |
| s |2 + | p |2 sin(δs − δp) . (96.13)

One also defines ∆ = −tan−1(β/α). If T invariance holds,
∆ = δs − δp. For Λ → pπ− decay, the value of ∆ may be
compared with the s- and p-wave phase shifts in low-energy π−p
scattering, and the results are consistent with T invariance.

See also the note on “Radiative Hyperon Decays” in this Review.
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97.N and∆Resonances

Revised February 2018 by V. Burkert (Jefferson Lab), E. Klempt
(University of Bonn), U. Thoma (University of Bonn), L. Tiator
(University of Mainz), and R.L. Workman (George Washington
University).

97.1. Introduction

The excited states of the nucleon have been studied in a large
number of formation and production experiments. Until recently,
the Breit-Wigner masses and widths, the pole positions, and the
elasticities of the N and ∆ resonances in the Baryon Summary Table
came largely from partial-wave analyses of πN total, elastic, and
charge-exchange scattering data. The most comprehensive analyses
were carried out by the Karlsruhe-Helsinki (KH80) [1], Carnegie
Mellon-Berkeley (CMB80) [2], and George Washington U (GWU) [3]
groups. Partial-wave analyses have also been performed on much
smaller πN reaction data sets to get ηN , KΛ, and KΣ branching
fractions (see the Listings for references). Other branching fractions
come from analyses of πN → ππN data.

In recent years, a large amount of data on photoproduction of many
final states has been accumulated, and these data are beginning to
tell us much about the properties of baryon resonances. A survey of
data on photoproduction can be found in the proceedings of recent
conferences [4] and workshops [5], and in recent reviews [6,7].

97.2. Naming scheme for baryon resonances

In the past, when nearly all resonance information came from elastic
πN scattering, it was common to label resonances with the incoming
partial wave L2I,2J , as in ∆(1232)P33 and N(1680)F15. However,
most recent information has come from γN experiments. Therefore,
we have replaced L2I,2J with the spin-parity JP of the state, as in

∆(1232)3/2+ and N(1680)5/2+; this name gives intrinsic properties
of the resonance that are independent of the specific particles and
reactions used to study them. This applies equally to all baryons,
including Ξ resonances and charm baryons that are not produced
in formation experiments. We do not, however, attach the mass
or spin-parity to the names of the ground-state (“stable”) baryons
N,Λ,Σ,Ξ,Ω, Λc, · · ·.

97.3. Using the N and ∆ listings

Tables 97.1 and 97.2 list all the N and ∆ entries in the Baryon
Listings and give our evaluation of the overall status and the status
channel by channel. Only the established resonances (overall status
3 or 4 stars) are promoted to the Baryon Summary Table. We long
ago omitted from the Listings information from old analyses, prior to
KH80 and CMB80, which can be found in earlier editions. A rather
complete survey of older results was given in our 1982 edition [8].

As a rule, we award an overall status **** or *** only to those
resonances which are derived from analyses of data sets that include
precision differential cross sections and polarization observables, and
are confirmed by independent analyses. All other signals are given **
or * status. New results that are not accompanied by proper error
evaluation are less valuable for evaluating star ratings. The following
criteria are guidelines for future error analysis.

1. Uncertainties in resonance parameters: The publication should
have a detailed discussion on how the uncertainties of parameters
were estimated. This requires that the error estimates go beyond the
simple fit error as e.g. given by MINUIT, and the robustness of the
results should be demonstrated.

2. Fit quality: Concrete measures for the fit quality should be
provided. The reduced global χ2 value of the fit, while useful, is
insufficient. Other possibilities include quoting variations of local
χ2 values in kinematic regions where evidence for new resonances,
or significantly improved information on resonance parameters, is
claimed.

3. Weight factors in observables: Analyses sometimes use weight
factors for certain data sets to either increase or reduce their
impact on the results. This has been particularly important when
polarization observables are involved, which often are sensitive to

resonance amplitudes through interferences, but usually have much
poorer statistics than differential cross section data. To evaluate
sensitivities, the resulting resonance parameters should be checked
against variations of the specific weight factors.

Claims of evidence for new baryon states must be based on a
sufficiently complete set of partial waves in the fit. The robustness of
signals must be demonstrated, e.g. by examining the effect of higher
partial waves in the fit.

97.4. Properties of resonances

Resonances are defined by poles of the S-matrix, whether in
scattering, production or decay matrix elements. These are poles in
the complex plane in s, as discussed in the new review on Resonances.
As is traditional, we quote here the pole positions in the complex
energy w =

√
s plane. Crucially, the position of the pole of the

S-matrix is independent of the process, and the production and decay
properties factorize. This is the rationale for listing the pole position
first for each resonance.

Table 97.1. The status of the N resonances and their
decays. Sub-threshold decay modes are omitted. Only
resonances with an overall status of ∗∗∗ or ∗∗∗∗ are
included in the main Baryon Summary Table.

Status as seen in

Particle JP overall Nγ Nπ ∆π Nσ Nη ΛK ΣK Nρ Nω Nη′
N 1/2+ ∗∗∗∗

N(1440)1/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
N(1520)3/2− ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗
N(1535)1/2− ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗∗∗
N(1650)1/2− ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗∗∗∗
N(1675)5/2− ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
N(1680)5/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
N(1700)3/2− ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
N(1710)1/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
N(1720)3/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ ∗ ∗
N(1860)5/2+ ∗∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗
N(1875)3/2− ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
N(1880)1/2+ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗
N(1895)1/2− ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗∗∗
N(1900)3/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗∗
N(1990)7/2+ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
N(2000)5/2+ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
N(2040)3/2+ ∗ ∗
N(2060)5/2− ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
N(2100)1/2+ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗
N(2120)3/2− ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
N(2190)7/2− ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
N(2220)9/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
N(2250)9/2− ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
N(2300)1/2+ ∗∗ ∗∗
N(2570)5/2− ∗∗ ∗∗
N(2600)11/2−∗∗∗ ∗∗∗
N(2700)13/2+∗∗ ∗∗

∗∗∗∗ Existence is certain.
∗∗∗ Existence is very likely.
∗∗ Evidence of existence is fair.
∗ Evidence of existence is poor.

These key properties of the S-matrix pole are in contrast to
other quantities related to resonance phenomena, such as Breit-
Wigner parameters or any K-matrix pole. Thus, Breit-Wigner
parameters depend on the formalism used, such as angular-momentum
barrier factors, or cut-off parameters, and the assumed or modeled
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background. However, the accurate determination of pole parameters
from the analysis of data on the real energy axis is not necessarily
simple or even straightforward. It requires the implementation of the
correct analytic structure of the relevant (often coupled) channels.
The example in the meson sector of the σ-pole highlights the need
to incorporate right and left hand cut analyticity (and their relation
imposed by crossing symmetry) into a dispersive analysis to obtain a
robust determination of the pole position for a very short-lived state
close to the lowest threshold. The development of general methods
that are simpler to implement in the baryon sector is a research
problem of current interest, often exploiting techniques introduced
long ago when the experimental data were far poorer than those
presently available for reactions like γN → πN [9]. No consensus
yet exists for the use of any particular method, beyond the need to
incorporate the general properties mentioned here and discussed more
fully in the review of Resonances.

Table 97.2. The status of the ∆ resonances and their decays.
Sub-threshold decay modes are omitted. Only resonances with
an overall status of ∗∗∗ or ∗∗∗∗ are included in the main
Baryon Summary Table.

Status as seen in

Particle JP overall Nγ Nπ ∆π ΣK Nρ ∆η

∆(1232)3/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗
∆(1600)3/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗
∆(1620)1/2− ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗
∆(1700)3/2− ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗∗ ∗
∆(1750)1/2+ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∆(1900)1/2− ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗
∆(1905)5/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗∗
∆(1910)1/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗
∆(1920)3/2+ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗
∆(1930)5/2− ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗
∆(1940)3/2− ∗∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗
∆(1950)7/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗
∆(2000)5/2+ ∗∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗
∆(2150)1/2− ∗ ∗
∆(2200)7/2− ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗
∆(1930)5/2− ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗
∆(1940)3/2− ∗∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗
∆(1950)7/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗
∆(2000)5/2+ ∗∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗
∆(2150)1/2− ∗ ∗
∆(2200)7/2− ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗
∆(2300)9/2+ ∗∗ ∗∗
∆(2350)5/2− ∗ ∗
∆(2390)7/2+ ∗ ∗
∆(2400)9/2− ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗
∆(2420)11/2+∗∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗∗∗
∆(2750)13/2−∗∗ ∗∗
∆(2950)15/2+∗∗ ∗∗

∗∗∗∗ Existence is certain.
∗∗∗ Existence is very likely.
∗∗ Evidence of existence is fair.
∗ Evidence of existence is poor.

97.5. Photoproduction

A new approach to the nucleon excitation spectrum is provided by
dedicated facilities at the Universities of Bonn, Grenoble, and Mainz,
and at the national laboratories Jefferson Lab in the US and SPring-8
in Japan. High-precision cross sections and polarization observables
for the photoproduction of pseudoscalar mesons provide a data set
that is approaching a “complete experiment,” one that fully constrains

the four complex amplitudes describing the spin-structure of the
reaction [11]. A large number of photoproduction reactions has been
studied.

In pseudoscalar meson photoproduction, the four independent
helicity amplitudes can be expressed in terms of the four CGLN [12]
amplitudes allowed by Lorentz and gauge invariance. These amplitudes
can be expanded in a series of electric and magnetic multipoles. Except
for J = 1/2, one electric and one magnetic multipole contributes to
each JP combination.

For a given state, these two amplitudes determine the resonance
photo-decay helicity amplitudes A1/2 and A3/2. As described below,
this resonance extraction has been carried out either assuming a
Breit-Wigner resonance or at the pole.

If a Breit-Wigner parametrization is used, the Nγ partial width,
Γγ , is given in terms of the helicity amplitudes A1/2 and A3/2 by

Γγ =
k2BW

π

2mN

(2J + 1)mBW

(
|A1/2|2 + |A3/2|2

)
. (1)

Here mN and mBW are the nucleon and resonance masses, J is the
resonance spin, and kBW is the photon c.m. decay momentum. Most
earlier analyses have provided these real quantities A1/2 and A3/2.

More recent studies have quoted related complex quantities,
evaluated at the T-matrix pole. These complex helicity amplitudes,
Ã1/2 and Ã3/2, can be cast onto the form

Ãh =

√
π(2J + 1)wpole

mNk2pole

Res(Th(γN → N b))√
Res(T (N b → N b))

(2)

where the residues (Res) are evaluated at the pole position, wpole, and

k2pole = (w2
pole − m2

N )2/4w2
pole [13]. For Breit-Wigner amplitudes,

wpole = mBW and Ãh = Ah. Similar relations for the photo and
electro couplings at the pole position can be found in [14,15].

The determination of eight real numbers from four complex
amplitudes (with one overall phase undetermined) requires at least
seven independent measurements. At least one further measurement
is required to resolve discrete ambiguities that result from the fact
that data are proportional to squared amplitudes. Photon beams and
nucleon targets can be polarized (with linear or circular polarization

P⊥, P⊙ and ~T , respectively); the recoil polarization of the outgoing

baryon ~R can be measured. The experiments can be divided into three
classes: (1) the beam and target are polarized (BT); (2) the beam is
polarized and the recoil baryon polarization is measured (BR); (3)
the target is polarized and the recoil polarization is measured (TR).
Different sign conventions are used in the literature, as summarized
in [16].

One of the best studied reactions is γp → ΛK+. Published data
include differential cross sections, the beam asymmetry Σ, the
target asymmetry T , the recoil polarization P , and the BR double-
polarization variables Cx′ , Cz′ , Ox′ , and Oz′ . For the photoproduction
of pions and etas, off proton and neutron targets, differential cross
sections, single- and double-polarization asymmetries have been
measured, mainly for pions.

97.6. Electroproduction

Electroproduction of mesons provides information on the internal
structure of resonances. The helicity amplitudes are functions of the
(squared) momentum transfer Q2 = −(e − e′)2, where e and e′ are
the 4-momenta of the incident and scattered electron, and a third
amplitude, S1/2, measures the resonance response to the longitudinal
component of the virtual photon. Most data stem from the reactions
e−p → e− nπ+ and e−p → e− pπ0 but also the reactions e−p → e− pη,
e−p → e− pπ+π−, and e−p → e−Λ(Σ0)K+ have been studied. The
data and their interpretation are reviewed in Refs. [18,19].

The transition to the ∆(1232)3/2+ is often quantified in terms
of the magnetic dipole transition moment M1+ (or the magnetic
transition form factor G∗

M,Ash(Q
2)) [20], and the electric and scalar

quadrupole transition moments E1+ and S1+ . Figure 97.1 shows the
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strength of the p → ∆+ transition plotted versus the photon virtuality
Q2. At Q2 = 0, M1+ dominates the resonance transition strength.
The two amplitudes E1+ and S1+ imply a quadrupole deformation
of the transition to the lowest excited state. The magnitude of
REM = E1+/M1+ remains nearly constant, while the magnitude of
RSM = S1+/M1+ increases rapidly up to 25% at the highest Q2

value.
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Figure 97.1: Left: The magnetic transition form factor for
the γ∗p → ∆+(1232) transition versus the photon virtuality Q2.
Right: The electric and scalar quadrupole ratios REM and RSM .
The different symbols are results from different experiments at
JLab (squares, diamonds, circle) and MAMI (triangle, cross).
The boxes near the horizontal axis indicate model uncertainties
of the squares. Curves to guide the eyes.

Figure 97.2 shows the transverse and scalar helicity amplitudes
for the N(1440)1/2+, N(1520)3/2−, and N(1535)1/2− resonances
from JLab [18]. Similar results have been achieved at Mainz [19].
For the states N(1440)1/2+ and N(1520)3/2−, helicity amplitudes
and π∆ and ρp decays were determined at JLab in an analysis of
π+π−p electroproduction [21]. The data show distinctly different Q2

dependencies that indicate different internal structures.

The N(1520)3/2− helicity amplitudes reveal the dominance of its
three-quark nature: the A3/2 amplitude is large at the photon point

and decreases rapidly ∼ Q−5 with increasing Q2; A1/2 is small at the

photon point, increases rapidly with Q2 and then falls off with ∼ Q−3.
Quantitative agreement with the data is, however, achieved only when
meson cloud effects are included.

At high Q2, both amplitudes for N(1440)1/2+ are qualitatively
described by light front quark models [22]: at short distances the
resonance behaves as expected from a radial excitation of the nucleon.
On the other hand, A1/2 changes sign at about 0.6GeV2. This
remarkable behavior has not been observed before for any nucleon
form factor or transition amplitude. Obviously, an important change
in the structure occurs when the resonance is probed as a function of
Q2.

The Q2 dependence of A1/2 of the N(1535)1/2− resonance exhibits

the expected Q−3 dependence, except for small Q2 values where
meson cloud effects set in.

Figure 97.3 shows the transverse and scalar amplitudes for three
states in the 3rd nucleon resonance region, the ∆(1620)1/2−, the
N(1675)5/2− and N(1680)5/2+. The latter two states have nearly
degenerate masses and are parity partners. In the quark model
picture, the transverse amplitudes for N(1675)5/2− on the proton
are suppressed due to the Moorhouse selection rule, allowing for a
quantitative evaluation of the meson-baryon contributions. The data
show significant meson-baryon strength in the A1/2 amplitude even at

quite high Q2, while A3/2 drops much faster with Q2. N(1680)5/2+

shows qualitatively the features predicted in constituent quark models,
a dominant A3/2 at the real photon point that drops rapidly with

increasing Q2, while A1/2 becomes the dominant contribution at high

Q2, indicating a switch of the helicity structure in the resonance
transition at short distances.
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Figure 97.2: Transverse and scalar (longitudinal) helicity
amplitudes for γp → N(1440)1/2+ (top), γp → N(1520)3/2−

(center), and γp → N(1535)1/2− (bottom) as extracted from the
JLab/CLAS data in nπ+ production (full circles), MAMI/A1
data in pπ0 production (full down triangle), in pπ+π− (open
triangles), and combined single and double pion production
(open squares). The solid triangle is the PDG 2014 value at
Q2 = 0. The open boxes are the model uncertainties of the full
circles.
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Figure 97.3: Transverse and scalar helicity amplitudes for
γp → ∆(1620)1/2− (top), γp → N(1675)5/2− (center), and
γp → N(1680)5/2+ (bottom) as extracted from the JLab/CLAS
data in nπ+ production (full circles), pπ+π− (open triangles),
combined single and double pion production (open square). The
solid triangle is the 2014 PDG value at Q2 = 0. The open boxes
are the model uncertainties of the full circles. The curves are to
guide the eye.
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97.7. Partial wave analyses

Several PWA groups are now actively involved in the analysis of
the new data. The GWU group maintains a nearly complete database
covering reactions from πN and KN elastic scattering to γN → Nπ,
Nη, and Nη′. It is presently the only group determining πN elastic
amplitudes from scattering data in sliced energy bins. Given the
high-precision of photoproduction data already or soon to be collected,
the spectrum of N and ∆ resonances will in the near future be better
known.

Fits to the data are performed by various groups with the aim
to understand the reaction dynamics and to identify N and ∆
resonances. For practical reasons, approximations have to be made.
We mention several analyses here: (1) The Mainz unitary isobar
model [23] focuses on the correct treatment of the low-energy domain.
Resonances are added to the unitary amplitude as a sum of Breit-
Wigner amplitudes. This model also obtains resonance transition
form factors and helicity amplitudes from electroproduction [19].
(2) For Nπ electroproduction, the Yerevan/JLab group uses both
the unitary isobar model and the dispersion relation approach
developed in [22]. A phenomenological model was developed
to extract resonance couplings and partial decay widths from
exclusive π+π−p electroproduction [21]. (3) Multichannel analyses
using K-matrix parameterizations derive background terms from
a chiral Lagrangian - providing a microscopical description of the
background - (Giessen [24,25]) or from phenomenology (KSU [26,27],
Bonn-Gatchina [28]) . (4.) Several groups (EBAC-Jlab [29,30],
ANL-Osaka [31], Dubna-Mainz-Taipeh [32], Bonn-Jülich [33,34,35],
Valencia [36]) use dynamical reaction models, driven by chiral
Lagrangians, which take dispersive parts of intermediate states into
account. Several other groups have made important contributions.
The Giessen group pioneered multichannel analyses of large data sets
on pion- and photo-induced reactions [24,25]. The Bonn-Gatchina
group included recent high-statistics data and reported systematic
searches for new baryon resonances in all relevant partial waves. A
summary of their results can be found in [28].
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98. BaryonMagneticMoments

Written 1994 by C.G. Wohl (LBNL).

The figure below shows the measured magnetic moments of the
stable baryons. It also shows the predictions of the simplest quark
model, using the measured p, n, and Λ moments as input. In this
model, the moments are [1]

µp = (4µu − µd)/3 µn = (4µd − µu)/3

µΣ+ = (4µu − µs)/3 µΣ− = (4µd − µs)/3

µΞ0 = (4µs − µu)/3 µΞ− = (4µs − µd)/3

µΛ = µs µΣ0 = (2µu + 2µd − µs)/3
µΩ− = 3µs

and the Σ0 → Λ transition moment is

µΣ0Λ = (µd − µu)/
√
3 .

The quark moments that result from this model are µu =
+1.852µN , µd = −0.972µN , and µs = −0.613µN . The corresponding
effective quark masses, taking the quarks to be Dirac point particles,
where µ = q~/2m, are 338, 322, and 510 MeV. As the figure shows, the
model gives a good first approximation to the experimental moments.
For efforts to make a better model, we refer to the literature [2].
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99. Λ and ΣResonances

Revised 2016 by C.G. Wohl, (LBNL).

99.1. Introduction

Since our last edition, there have been a few measurements of
properties of the lowest Λ and Σ resonances—mostly of masses and
widths. But the field remains at a standstill. What follows is a much
abbreviated version of the note on Λ and Σ Resonances from our 1990
edition [1]. In particular, see that edition for some representative
Argand plots from partial-wave analyses.

Table 99.1 is an attempt to evaluate the status, both overall and
channel by channel, of each Λ and Σ resonance in the Particle Listings.
The evaluations are of course partly subjective. A blank indicates
there is no evidence at all: either the relevant couplings are small or
the resonance does not really exist. The main Baryon Summary Table
includes only the established resonances (overall status 3 or 4 stars).
A number of the 1- and 2-star entries may eventually disappear, but
there are certainly many resonances yet to be discovered underlying
the established ones.

99.2. Sign conventions for resonance couplings

In terms of the isospin-0 and -1 elastic scattering amplitudes A0

and A1, the amplitude for K−p → K
0
n scattering is ±(A1 − A0)/2,

where the sign depends on conventions used in conjunction with the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (such as, is the baryon or the meson
the “first” particle). If this reaction is partial-wave analyzed and if
the overall phase is chosen so that, say, the Σ(1775)D15 amplitude
at resonance points along the positive imaginary axis (points “up”),
then any Σ at resonance will point “up” and any Λ at resonance will
point “down” (along the negative imaginary axis). Thus the phase
at resonance determines the isospin. The above ignores background
amplitudes in the resonating partial waves.

Σ π
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{10}
P13
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S01
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Figure 99.1: The signs of the imaginary parts of resonating
amplitudes in the KN → Λπ and Σπ channels. The signs of the
Σ (1385) and Λ(1405), marked with a •, are set by convention,
and then the others are determined relative to them. The signs
required by the SU(3) assignments of the resonances are shown
with an arrow, and the experimentally determined signs are
shown with an ×.

That is the basic idea. In a similar but somewhat more complicated
way, the phases of the KN → Λπ and KN → Σπ amplitudes for
a resonating wave help determine the SU(3) multiplet to which the
resonance belongs. Again, a convention has to be adopted for some
overall arbitrary phases: which way is “up”? Our convention is that of
Levi-Setti [2] and is shown in Fig. 1, which also compares experimental
results with theoretical predictions for the signs of several resonances.
In the Listings, a + or − sign in front of a measurement of an inelastic
resonance coupling indicates the sign (the absence of a sign means that
the sign is not determined, not that it is positive). For more details,
see Appendix II of our 1982 edition [3].

99.3. Errors on masses and widths

The errors quoted on resonance parameters from partial-wave
analyses are often only statistical, and the parameters can change
by more than these errors when a different parametrization of the
waves is used. Furthermore, the different analyses use more or less
the same data, so it is not really appropriate to treat the different
determinations of the resonance parameters as independent or to
average them together. In any case, the spread of the masses, widths,
and branching fractions from the different analyses is certainly a
better indication of the uncertainties than are the quoted errors. In
the Baryon Summary Table, we usually give a range reflecting the
spread of the values rather than a particular value with error.

For three states, the Λ(1520), the Λ(1820), and the Σ(1775), there
is enough information to make an overall fit to the various branching
fractions. It is then necessary to use the quoted errors, but the errors
obtained from the fit should not be taken seriously.
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99.4. Production experiments

Partial-wave analyses of course separate partial waves, whereas
a peak in a cross section or an invariant mass distribution usually
cannot be disentangled from background and analyzed for its quantum
numbers; and more than one resonance may be contributing to
the peak. Results from partial-wave analyses and from production
experiments are generally kept separate in the Listings, and in the
Baryon Summary Table results from production experiments are used
only for the low-mass states. The Σ(1385) and Λ(1405) of course
lie below the KN threshold and nearly everything about them is
learned from production experiments; and production and formation
experiments agree quite well in the case of Λ(1520) and results have
been combined. There is some disagreement between production and
formation experiments in the 1600–1700 MeV region: see the note on
the Σ(1670).

Table 99.1. The status of the Λ and Σ resonances. Only those with an
overall status of ∗∗∗ or ∗∗∗∗ are included in the main Baryon Summary
Table.

Status as seen in —

Particle JP Overall
status NK Λπ Σπ Other channels

Λ(1116) 1/2+ ∗∗∗∗ F Nπ(weakly)
Λ(1405) 1/2− ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ o ∗∗∗∗
Λ(1520) 3/2− ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ r ∗∗∗∗ Λππ,Λγ
Λ(1600) 1/2+ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ b ∗∗
Λ(1670) 1/2− ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ i ∗∗∗∗ Λη
Λ(1690) 3/2− ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ d ∗∗∗∗ Λππ,Σππ

Λ(1800) 1/2− ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ d ∗∗ NK
∗
,Σ(1385)π

Λ(1810) 1/2+ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ e ∗∗ NK
∗

Λ(1820) 5/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ n ∗∗∗∗ Σ(1385)π
Λ(1830) 5/2− ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ F ∗∗∗∗ Σ(1385)π

Λ(1890) 3/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ o ∗∗ NK
∗
,Σ(1385)π

Λ(2000) ∗ r ∗ Λω,NK
∗

Λ(2020) 7/2+ ∗ ∗ b ∗
Λ(2100) 7/2− ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ i ∗∗∗ Λω,NK

∗
Λ(2110) 5/2+ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ d ∗ Λω,NK

∗
Λ(2325) 3/2− ∗ ∗ d Λω
Λ(2350) ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ e ∗
Λ(2585) ∗∗ ∗∗ n
Σ(1193) 1/2+ ∗∗∗∗ Nπ(weakly)
Σ(1385) 3/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗
Σ(1480) ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
Σ(1560) ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗
Σ(1580) 3/2− ∗ ∗ ∗
Σ(1620) 1/2− ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗
Σ(1660) 1/2+ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗
Σ(1670) 3/2− ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ several others
Σ(1690) ∗∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ Λππ
Σ(1750) 1/2− ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗ Ση
Σ(1770) 1/2+ ∗
Σ(1775) 5/2− ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ several others
Σ(1840) 3/2+ ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗
Σ(1880) 1/2+ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ NK

∗
Σ(1915) 5/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ Σ(1385)π
Σ(1940) 3/2− ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ quasi-2-body

Σ(2000) 1/2− ∗ ∗ NK
∗
,Λ(1520)π

Σ(2030) 7/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗ several others
Σ(2070) 5/2+ ∗ ∗ ∗
Σ(2080) 3/2+ ∗∗ ∗∗
Σ(2100) 7/2− ∗ ∗ ∗
Σ(2250) ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗
Σ(2455) ∗∗ ∗
Σ(2620) ∗∗ ∗
Σ(3000) ∗ ∗ ∗
Σ(3170) ∗ multi-body

∗∗∗∗ Existence is certain, and properties are at least fairly well explored.
∗∗∗ Existence ranges from very likely to certain, but further confirmation is desirable

and/or quantum numbers, branching fractions, etc. are not well determined.
∗∗ Evidence of existence is only fair.
∗ Evidence of existence is poor.
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100. Pole Structure of the Λ(1405) Region

Written November 2015 by Ulf-G. Meißner (Bonn Univ. / FZ Jülich)
and Tetsuo Hyodo (YITP, Kyoto Univ.).

The Λ(1405) resonance emerges in the meson-baryon scattering
amplitude with the strangeness S = −1 and isospin I = 0. It is the
archetype of what is called a dynamically generated resonance, as
pioneered by Dalitz and Tuan [1]. The most powerful and systematic
approach for the low-energy regime of the strong interactions is
chiral perturbation theory (ChPT), see e.g. Ref. 2. A perturbative
calculation is, however, not applicable to this sector because of the
existence of the Λ(1405) just below the K̄N threshold. In this case,
ChPT has to be combined with a non-perturbative resummation
technique, just as in the case of the nuclear forces. By solving the
Lippmann-Schwinger equation with the interaction kernel determined
by ChPT and using a particular regularization, in Ref. 3 a successful
description of the low-energy K−p scattering data as well as the mass
distribution of the Λ(1405) was achieved (for further developments,
see Ref. 4 and references therein).

The study of the pole structure was initiated by Ref. 5, which finds
two poles of the scattering amplitude in the complex energy plane
between the K̄N and πΣ thresholds. The spectrum in experiments
exhibits one effective resonance shape, while the existence of two poles
results in the reaction-dependent lineshape [6]. The origin of this
two-pole structure is attributed to the two attractive channels of the
leading order interaction in the SU(3) basis (singlet and octet) [6] and
in the isospin basis (K̄N and πΣ) [7]. It is remarkable that the sign
and the strength of the leading order interaction is determined by a
low-energy theorem of chiral symmetry, i.e. the so-called Weinberg-
Tomozawa term. The two-pole nature of the Λ(1405) is qualitatively
different from the case of the N(1440) resonance. Two poles of the
N(1440) appear on different Riemann sheets of the complex energy
plane separated by the π∆ branch point. These poles reflect a single
state, with a nearby pole and a more distant shadow pole. In contrast,
the two poles in the Λ(1405) region on the same Riemann sheet
(where πΣ channels are unphysical and all other channels physical,
correspondingly to the one, connected to the real axis beween the
πΣ and K̄N thresholds) are generated from two attractive forces
mentioned above [6,7].

Recently, various new experimental results on the Λ(1405) have
become available [4]. Among these, the most striking measurement
is the precise determination of the energy shift and width of kaonic
hydrogen by the SIDDHARTA collaboration [8], [9], which provides
a quantitative and stringent constraint on the K−p amplitude at
threshold through the improved Deser formula [10]. Systematic
studies with error analyses based on the next-to-leading order ChPT
interaction including the SIDDHARTA constraint have been performed
by various groups [11–15]. All these studies confirm that the new
kaonic hydrogen data are compatible with the scattering data above
threshold.

The results of the pole positions of Λ(1405) in the various
approaches are summarized in Table 100.1. We may regard the
difference among the calculations as a systematic error, which stems
from the various approximations of the Bethe-Salpeter equation, the
fitting procedure, and also the inclusion of SU(3) breaking effects
such as the choice of the various meson decay constants, and so on.
The main component for the Λ(1405) is the pole 1, whose position
converges within a relatively small region near the K̄N threshold. On
the other hand, the position of the pole 2 shows a sizeable scatter.

Detailed studies of the πΣ spectrum in various reaction processes,
together with the precise experimental lineshape (see e.g. the recent
precise photoproduction data from the LEPS collaboration [16] and
from the CLAS collaboration [17,18], electroproduction data from
the CLAS collaboration [19], and proton-proton collision data from
COSY [20] and the HADES collaboration [21]) , will shed light on the
position of the second pole. The πΣ spectra from the CLAS data and
the HADES data are analyzed in Ref. 22 and Ref. 23, respectively.
Although the result of the pole positions in Ref. 22 is similar to those
in Table 100.1, the pole found in Ref. 23 is not compatible with other
results. Therefore, the analysis with only the πΣ spectrum is not
completely conclusive. It is thus desirable to perform a comprehensive
analysis of πΣ spectra together with the systematic error analysis
of the scattering data as done in Ref. 15. It was shown there that
several solutions, which agree with the scattering data are ruled out,
if confronted with the recent CLAS data. The remaining solutions are
collected as solution #2 and solution #4 of Ref. 15 in Table 100.1.

Table 100.1: Comparison of the pole positions of Λ(1405)
in the complex energy plane from next-to-leading order chiral
unitary coupled-channel approaches including the SIDDHARTA
constraint.

approach pole 1 [MeV] pole 2 [MeV]

Refs. 11,12, NLO 1424+7
−23 − i 26+3

−14 1381+18
−6 − i 81+19

−8

Ref. 14, Fit II 1421+3
−2 − i 19+8

−5 1388+9
−9 − i 114+24

−25

Ref. 15, solution #2 1434+2
−2 − i 10+2

−1 1330+4
−5 − i 56+17

−11

Ref. 15, solution #4 1429+8
−7 − i 12+2

−3 1325+15
−15 − i 90+12

−18
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101. Σ(1670) Region

101.1. Production experiments

The measured Σπ/Σππ branching ratio for the Σ(1670) produced
in the reaction K−p → π−Σ(1670)+ is strongly dependent on
momentum transfer. This was first discovered by EBERHARD 69 [1],
who suggested that there exist two Σ resonances with the same mass
and quantum numbers: one with a large Σππ (mainly Λ(1405)π)
branching fraction produced peripherally, and the other with a large Σπ
branching fraction produced at larger angles. The experimental results
have been confirmed by AGUILAR-BENITEZ 70 [2], APSELL 74 [3],
ESTES 74 [4], and TIMMERMANS 76 [5]. If, in fact, there are two
resonances, the most likely quantum numbers for both the Σπ and
the Λ(1405)π states are D13. There is also possibly a third Σ in this
region, the Σ(1690) in the Listings, the main evidence for which is
a large Λπ/Σπ branching ratio. These topics have been reviewed by
EBERHARD 73 [6] and by MILLER 70 [7].

101.2. Formation experiments

Two states are also observed near this mass in formation
experiments. One of these, the Σ(1670)D13, has the same quantum
numbers as those observed in production and has a large Σπ/Σππ
branching ratio; it may well be the Σ(1670) produced at larger angles
(see TIMMERMANS 76 [5]) . The other state, the Σ(1660)P11, has
different quantum numbers, its Σπ/Σππ branching ratio is unknown,
and its relation to the produced Σ(1670) states is obscure.
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102. Radiative Hyperon Decays

Revised July 2011 by J.D. Jackson (LBNL).

The weak radiative decays of spin-1/2 hyperons, Bi → Bfγ, yield
information about matrix elements (form factors) similar to that
gained from weak hadronic decays. For a polarized spin-1/2 hyperon
decaying radiatively via a ∆Q = 0, ∆S = 1 transition, the angular
distribution of the direction p̂ of the final spin-1/2 baryon in the
hyperon rest frame is

dN

dΩ
=

N

4π
(1 + αγ Pi ·p̂) . (102.1)

Here Pi is the polarization of the decaying hyperon, and αγ is the
asymmetry parameter. In terms of the form factors F1(q

2), F2(q
2),

and G(q2) of the effective hadronic weak electromagnetic vertex,

F1(q
2)γλ + iF2(q

2)σλµq
µ +G(q2)γλγ5 ,

αγ is

αγ =
2Re[G(0)F ∗

M (0)]

|G(0)|2 + |FM (0)|2 , (102.2)

where FM = (mi−mf )[F2 − F1/(mi+mf )]. If the decaying hyperon
is unpolarized, the decay baryon has a longitudinal polarization given
by Pf = −αγ [1].

The angular distribution for the weak hadronic decay, Bi → Bfπ,
has the same form as Eq. (102.1), but of course with a different
asymmetry parameter, απ. Now, however, if the decaying hyperon is
unpolarized, the decay baryon has a longitudinal polarization given
by Pf = +απ [2,3]. The difference of sign is because the spins of the
pion and photon are different.

102.1. Ξ0 → Λγ decay

The radiative decay Ξ0 → Λγ of an unpolarized Ξ0 uses the
hadronic decay Λ → pπ− as the analyzer. As noted above, the
longitudinal polarization of the Λ will be PΛ = −αΞΛγ . Let α− be the

Λ → pπ− asymmetry parameter and θΛp be the angle, as seen in the
Λ rest frame, between the Λ line of flight and the proton momentum.
Then the hadronic version of Eq. (102.1) applied to the Λ → pπ−

decay gives
dN

d cos θΛp
=

N

2
(1− αΞΛγ α− cos θΛp) (102.3)

for the angular distribution of the proton in the Λ frame. Our
current value, from the CERN NA48/1 experiment [4], is αΞΛγ =
−0.704± 0.019± 0.064.

102.2. Ξ0 → Σ0γ decay

The asymmetry parameter here, αΞΣγ , is measured by following the

decay chain Ξ0 → Σ0γ, Σ0 → Λγ, Λ → pπ−. Again, for an unpolarized
Ξ0, the longitudinal polarization of the Σ0 will be PΣ = −αΞΣγ . In

the Σ0 → Λγ decay, a parity-conserving magnetic-dipole transition,
the polarization of the Σ0 is transferred to the Λ, as may be seen
as follows. Let θΣΛ be the angle seen in the Σ0 rest frame between
the Σ0 line of flight and the Λ momentum. For Σ0 helicity +1/2,
the probability amplitudes for positive and negative spin states of
the Σ0 along the Λ momentum are cos(θΣΛ/2) and sin(θΣΛ/2). Then
the amplitude for a negative helicity photon and a negative helicity
Λ is cos(θΣΛ/2), while the amplitude for positive helicities for the
photon and Λ is sin(θΣΛ/2). For Σ0 helicity −1/2, the amplitudes
are interchanged. If the Σ0 has longitudinal polarization PΣ, the
probabilities for Λ helicities ±1/2 are therefore

p(±1/2) =
1

2
(1∓ PΣ) cos

2(θΣΛ/2) +
1

2
(1± PΣ) sin

2(θΣΛ/2) , (102.4)

and the longitudinal polarization of the Λ is

PΛ = −PΣ cos θΣΛ = +αΞΣγ cos θΣΛ . (102.5)

Using Eq. (102.1) for the Λ → pπ− decay again, we get for the joint
angular distribution of the Σ0 → Λγ, Λ → pπ− chain,

d2N

d cos θΣΛ d cos θΛp
=

N

4

(
1 + αΞΣγ cos θΣΛ α− cos θΛp

)
. (102.6)

Our current average for αΞΣγ is −0.69± 0.06 [4,5].
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1. R.E. Behrends, Phys. Rev. 111, 1691 (1958); see Eq. (7) or (8).
2. In ancient times, the signs of the asymmetry term in the

angular distributions of radiative and hadronic decays of polarized
hyperons were sometimes opposite. For roughly 50 years, however,
the overwhelming convention has been to make them the same.
The aim, not always achieved, is to remove ambiguities.

3. For the definition of απ, see the note on “Baryon Decay
Parameters” in the Neutron Listings.

4. J.R. Batley et al., Phys. Lett. B693, 241 (2010).
5. A. Alavi-Harati et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 3239 (2001).
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103. Ξ Resonances

Revised 2004 by C.G. Wohl, (LBNL).

The accompanying table gives our evaluation of the present status
of the Ξ resonances. Not much is known about Ξ resonances. This
is because (1) they can only be produced as a part of a final state,
and so the analysis is more complicated than if direct formation were
possible, (2) the production cross sections are small (typically a few
µb), and (3) the final states are topologically complicated and difficult
to study with electronic techniques. Thus early information about Ξ
resonances came entirely from bubble chamber experiments, where
the numbers of events are small, and only in the 1980’s did electronic
experiments make any significant contributions. However, nothing of
significance on Ξ resonances has been added since our 1988 edition.

For a detailed earlier review, see Meadows [1].

103.1. The status of the Ξ resonances. Only those with an overall
status of ∗∗∗ or ∗∗∗∗ are included in the Baryon Summary Table.

Status as seen in —

Particle JP
Overall
status Ξπ ΛK ΣK Ξ(1530)π Other channels

Ξ(1318) 1/2+ ∗∗∗∗ Decays weakly
Ξ(1530) 3/2+ ∗∗∗∗ ∗∗∗∗
Ξ(1620) ∗ ∗
Ξ(1690) ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗
Ξ(1820) 3/2− ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗
Ξ(1950) ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗
Ξ(2030) ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗
Ξ(2120) ∗ ∗
Ξ(2250) ∗∗ 3-body decays
Ξ(2370) ∗∗ 3-body decays
Ξ(2500) ∗ ∗ ∗ 3-body decays

∗∗∗∗ Existence is certain, and properties are at least fairly well explored.
∗∗∗ Existence ranges from very likely to certain, but further confirmation is desirable and/or

quantum numbers, branching fractions, etc. are not well determined.
∗∗ Evidence of existence is only fair.
∗ Evidence of existence is poor.

References:

1. B.T. Meadows, in Proceedings of the IV th International Conference
on Baryon Resonances (Toronto, 1980), ed. N. Isgur, p. 283.
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104. Charmed Baryons

Revised March 2018 by C.G. Wohl (LBNL).

Figure 104.1(a) shows the spectrum of the charmed baryons—there
are now 24 of them. The Λc(2860) and the top five Ω0

c ’s are new
with this 2018 edition. Figure 104.1(b) shows the spectrum of the
nine known bottom baryons. Since the latter set differs only by the
replacement of a charm quark with a bottom quark, the spectra ought
to be very similar—and they are. We discuss the charmed baryons
here; nearly all we say would apply to the bottom baryons with the
replacement of a c with a b.

We review briefly the theory of SU(4) multiplets, which tells what
charmed baryons to expect.

104.1. SU(4) multiplets

Baryons made from u, d, s, and c quarks belong to SU(4) multi-
plets. The multiplet numerology, analogous to 3×3×3 = 10+81+82+1
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Figure 104.1: (a) The 24 known charmed baryons, and (b) the nine know bottom baryons. We discuss the charmed baryons; similar
remarks would apply to the bottom baryons. The five JP = 1/2+ states, all tabbed with a circle, belong to the udsc-SU(4) multiplet
that includes the nucleon. States with a circle with the same fill belong to the same SU(3) multiplet within that SU(4) multiplet (see
below). The three JP = 3/2+ states tabbed with a square belong to the SU(4) multiplet that includes the ∆(1232). The JP = 1/2−

and 3/2− states tabbed with triangles complete two SU(4) 4̄ multiplets.

for the subset of baryons made from just u, d, and s quarks, is
4 × 4 × 4 = 20 + 20 ′

1 + 20 ′
2 + 4̄. Figure 104.2(a) shows the 20-plet

whose bottom level is an SU(3) decuplet, such as the decuplet that
includes the ∆(1232); each of its three sloping faces are also decuplets.
Figure 104.2(b) shows the 20 ′-plet whose bottom level is an SU(3)
octet, such as the octet that includes the nucleon; each of its three
sloping faces are also octets. Figure 104.2(c) shows the 4̄ multiplet,
an inverted tetrahedron; each of its sloping faces are also triangles.
The tetrahedral symmetry of the diagrams is of course what the
SU(4) symmetry is about. As the masses in a multiplet are widely
different, the symmetry is badly broken, but that does not spoil it as
a classification scheme.

The baryons with one c quark are one level up from the bottom of
each multiplet. The baryons in a given multiplet all have the same
spin and parity. Each N or ∆ or SU(3)-singlet-Λ resonance calls for
another 20 ′- or 20- or 4̄-plet, respectively. We expect to find (and do!)
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Figure 104.2: SU(4) multiplets of baryons made of u, d, s,
and c quarks. (a) The 20-plet with an SU(3) decuplet on the
lowest level. (b) The 20 ′-plet with an SU(3) octet on the lowest
level. (c) The 4-plet. Note that here and in Fig. 104.3, but not
in Fig. 104.1, each charge state is shown separately.

in the same JP = 1/2+ 20 ′-plet as the nucleon a Λc, a Σc, two Ξc’s,
and an Ωc. Note that this Ωc has JP = 1/2+ and is not in the same
SU(4) multiplet as the famous JP = 3/2+ Ω−.

Figure 104.3 shows in more detail the middle level of the 20 ′-plet
of Fig. 104.2, which splits apart into two SU(3) multiplets, a 3̄ and a
6. The states of the 3̄ are antisymmetric under the interchange of the
two light quarks (the u, d, and s quarks), whereas the states of the 6
are symmetric under this interchange. We use a prime to distinguish
the Ξc in the 6 from the one in the 3̄.

The spacing in mass of the particles with open circles in Figs.
104.1(a) and (b) and with squares in Fig. 104.1(a) brings to mind an
old, approximate U -spin rule for the mass differences, one to the next,
between the ∆(1232)−, Σ(1385)−, Ξ(1530)−, and Ω−, which lie along
the bottom left edge of the multiplet in Fig. 104.2(a): the differences
should be and are about equal.∗ The same rule also predicts that the
mass differences along the left edges of the 6-plets on the second level
of Fig. 104.2(a) and in Figure 104.3(b) should be the same. It does

∗ Reminder: the mass is part of a particle’s name if it decays strongly.

Ξ +
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Σ ++
c
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uucudc

ssc
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Σ +
cΛ+

c
udc

Ξc
0 Ξ'c

0 Ξ'c
+

Ω 0
c

Σ 0
c

(b)(a)

Figure 104.3: The SU(3) multiplets on the second level of
the SU(4) multiplet of Fig. 104.2(b). The Λc and Ξc tabbed
with closed circles in Fig. 104.1(a) complete a JP = 1/2+ SU(3)
3-plet, as in (a) here. The Σc, Ξc, and Ωc tabbed with open
circles in Fig. 104.1(a) complete a JP = 1/2+ SU(3) 6-plet, as in
(b) here. Together the nine particles complete the charm = +1
level of a JP = 1/2+ SU(4) 20′-plet, as in Fig. 104.2(b).

not work well here:

Particle 1 Particle 2 Mass difference (MeV)

J = 3/2 : Ξc(2645)
0 Σc(2520)

0 127.84± 0.37
Ωc(2770)

0 Ξc(2645)
0 119.6± 2.0

J = 1/2 : Ξ′0
c Σ0

c 125.1± 0.5
Ω0
c Ξ′0

c 116.4± 1.8

J = 1/2 : Ξ′0
b Σ0

b 119.5± 1.8

Ω0
b Ξ′0

b 111.1± 1.7

For what it is worth, the rule fails by the same amount in the three
cases: 8.2± 2.0, 8.7± 1.9, and 8.4± 2.5 MeV. This is not the place for
further explorations of the mass spectra.
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105. Pentaquarks

Written March 2016 by M. Karliner (Tel Aviv U.), T. Skwarnicki
(Syracuse U.)

Experimental searches for pentaquark hadrons comprised of light
flavors have a long and vivid history. No undisputed candidates have
been found in 50 years. The first wave of observations of pentaquark
candidates containing a strange antiquark occurred in the early
seventies, see e.g. a review in the 1976 edition of Particle Data Group
listings for Z0(1780), Z0(1865) and Z1(1900) [1]. The last mention
of these candidates can be found in the 1992 edition [2] with the
perhaps prophetic comment “the results permit no definite conclusion
- the same story for 20 years. [...] The skepticism about baryons
not made of three quarks, and lack of any experimental activity
in this area, make it likely that another 20 years will pass before
the issue is decided.” A decade later, a second wave of observations
occurred, possibly motivated by specific theoretical predictions for
their existence [3–5]. The evidence for pentaquarks was based on
observations of peaks in the invariant mass distributions of their decay
products. More data, or more sensitive experiments did not confirm
these claims [6]. In the last mention of the best known candidate
from that period, Θ(1540)+, the 2006 Particle Data Group listing [7]
included a statement: “The conclusion that pentaquarks in general,
and that Θ+, in particular, do not exist, appears compelling.” which
well reflected the prevailing mood in the particle physics community
until a study of Λ0

b → JψpK− (Jψ → µ+µ−) decays by LHCb [8](
charge conjugate modes are implied). In addition to many excitations
of the Λ baryon (hereafter denoted as Λ∗ resonances) decaying to
K−p, these data contain a narrow peak in the Jψp mass distribution,
which is evident as a horizontal band in the Dalitz plot (Fig. 105.1).

Figure 105.1: Dalitz plot distributions for Λ0
b → JψpK−

decays as observed by LHCb.

An amplitude analysis was performed to clarify the nature of
this band that followed in the footsteps of a similar analysis of
B̄0 → ψ(2S)π+K− (ψ(2S) → µ+µ−) performed by the LHCb a year
earlier in which the Z(4430)+ tetraquark candidate [9] was confirmed
and the resonant character of its amplitude was demonstrated by
an Argand diagram [10]. The final states are very similar, with
π+ being replaced by p. The signal statistics, 26 000± 166, and the
background level, 5.4%, are also very comparable. The quasi-two-body
amplitude model was constructed based on an isobar approximation
(i.e. summing up Breit-Wigner amplitudes) and helicity formalism
to parameterize dynamics of contributing decay processes. The
amplitude fit spanned a kinematically complete, six-dimensional space
of independent kinematic variables. All six dimensions of Λb decay
kinematics were used in the amplitude fit, including invariant masses
of K−p (mKp) and Jψp, (mJψp) helicity angles (θ) of Λb, Jψ, Λ

∗ or

pentaquark candidate P+
c → Jψp, and angles between decay planes

of the particles. Fourteen reasonably well established Λ∗ resonances

were considered with masses and widths fixed to the values listed in
2014 PDG edition [11], and varied within their uncertainties when
evaluating systematic errors. Their helicity couplings (1-6 complex
numbers per resonance) were determined from the fit to the data. It
was found that the Λ∗ contributions alone failed to describe the data
and it was necessary to add two exotic P+

c → Jψp contributions to
the matrix element (10 free parameters per resonance), before the
narrow structure seen in mJψp could be reasonably well reproduced,
as illustrated in Fig. 105.2.

Figure 105.2: Projections of the amplitude fits with Pc(4380)
+

and Pc(4450)
+ states to the Λ0

b → JψpK− data onto the
invariant mass distributions of mKp (top) and mJψp (bottom).

The lower mass state, Pc(4380)
+, has a fitted mass of 4380± 8± 29

MeV, width of 205 ± 18 ± 86 MeV, fit fraction of 8.4 ± 0.7 ± 4.2 %
and significance of 9σ. The higher mass state, Pc(4450)

+, has a fitted
mass of 4449.8± 1.7± 2.5 MeV, narrower width of 39± 5± 19 MeV, a
fit fraction of 4.1± 0.5± 1.1 % and significance of 12σ. The need for a
second P+

c state becomes visually apparent in the mJψp distribution
for events with high values of mKp, where Λ∗ contributions are the
smallest (in the inset of Fig. 105.2). Even though contributions from
the two P+

c states are most visible in this region, they interfere
destructively in this part of the Dalitz plane. The constructive P+

c
interference makes their combined contribution the largest at the other
end of their band on the Dalitz plane, corresponding to the opposite
end of the cos θ

P+
c

distribution (see Fig. 8b in Ref. 8). This pattern

requires them to be of opposite parity. A similar interference pattern
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is observed in the cos θΛ∗ distribution (Fig. 7 in Ref. 8), which is
a consequence of parity-doublets in the Λ∗ spectrum. Unfortunately,
spins of the two P+

c states were not uniquely determined. Within
the statistical and systematic ambiguities, (3/2, 5/2) and (5/2, 3/2)
combinations with either (−,+) or (+,−) parities, were not well
resolved. The other combinations were disfavored. The Argand
diagrams for the two P+

c states are shown in Fig. 105.3. They
were obtained by replacing the Breit-Wigner amplitude for one of
the P+

c states at a time by a combination of independent complex
amplitudes at six equidistant points in the ±Γ0 range (interpolated in
mass for continuity) which were fit to the data simultaneously with
the other parameters of the full matrix element model. While the
narrower Pc(4450)

+ state shows the expected resonant behavior, the
diagram for Pc(4380)

+ deviates somewhat from the expectation. The
statistical errors are large, especially for the broader Pc(4380)

+ state.
Higher statistics data might make these diagrams more conclusive.
The addition of further Λ states beyond the well-established ones,
of Σ excitations (expected to be suppressed) and of non-resonant
contributions with a constant amplitude, did not remove the need
for two pentaquark states in the model to describe the data. Yet
Λ∗ spectroscopy is a complex problem, from both experimental and
theoretical points of view. This is illustrated by the recent reanalysis
of K̄N scattering data [12] in which the Λ(1800) state, which was
previously considered to be “well established”, is not seen, and where
evidence for a few previously unidentified states is included. In fact,
all theoretical models of Λ∗ baryons [13–18] predict a much larger
number of higher mass excitations than is established experimentally.
Because of the high density of predicted states, presumably with large
widths, these may be difficult to identify experimentally. Non-resonant
contributions with a non-trivial K−p mass dependence may also
be present. Therefore, LHCb also inspected their data with an
approach that is nearly model-independent with respect to K−p
contributions [19].

Figure 105.3: Fitted values of the real and imaginary parts
of the amplitudes of the Pc(4450)

+ (left) and Pc(4380)
+

(right) states for Λ0
b → JψpK− shown in the Argand diagrams

as connected points with the error bars (masses increase
counterclockwise). The solid red curves are the predictions from
the Breit-Wigner formula, with resonance masses and widths set
to the nominal fit results, scaled to the displayed points.

A representation of the Dalitz plane distribution was constructed using
the observed mKp distribution and Legendre polynomial moments of
the cosine of the Λ∗ helicity angle determined from the data as a
function of mKp. The maximal rank of the moments generated by the

K−p contributions alone cannot be higher than twice the largest total
angular momentum. Since high-spin Λ∗ states cannot significantly
contribute at low mKp values, high rank moments were excluded from
the representation (see Fig. 1 and 3 in Ref. 19). When projected onto
mJψp axis of the Dalitz plane, this representation cannot describe
the data as shown in Fig. 105.4. The disagreement was quantified
to be at least 9σ, thus the hypothesis that only K−p contributions
can generate the observed mJψp mass structure could be rejected
with very high confidence without any assumptions about number of

K−p contributions, their resonant or non-resonant character, their
mass shapes or their interference patterns. This proved a need for
contributions from exotic hadrons or from rescattering effects of
conventional ones. However, this approach is not suitable for their
characterization.

Figure 105.4: The efficiency-corrected and back-ground-
subtracted distribution of mJψp for the data (black points

with error bars), with the reflection of K−p mass distribution
and of the moments of the K−p helicity angle, which can be
accommodated by any plausible K−p contribution (solid blue
line) superimposed. The data and the reflection are inconsistent
at > 9σ level.

Many theoretical groups interpreted the P+
c states in terms

of diquarks and triquarks as building blocks of a compact pen-
taquark [20–26]. The pair of states of opposite parity with the 3/2
spin assignment to Pc(4380)

+ and 5/2 to Pc(4450)
+ can be achieved

by increasing the angular momentum between the constituents by one
unit, which can also make the heavier state narrower. However, their
mass splitting is too small to be only due to this mechanism [20] and
requires fine-tuning of such models. It is also not clear if centrifugal
barrier factor provides enough width suppression via spatial separation
of c and c̄ quarks to explain the width ratio between the two P+

c
states and the narrowness of Pc(4450)

+ in absolute units as the phase
space for J/ψp decay is very large (more than 400 MeV).

More effective width suppression mechanism is offered by a loosely
bound charmed baryon-anticharmed meson molecular model, in which
c and c̄ can be separated to much larger distances resulting in a
smaller probability of them getting close to each other in order to
make a J/ψ. Since molecular binding energy cannot be large, masses
of such molecules must be near the sum of the baryon and meson
masses. The narrowness of Pc(4450)

+ and its proximity to appropriate
baryon-meson mass threshold make the molecular model attractive in
spite of its inability to account for other features of the LHCb results
(see below).

In order to view the narrow pentaquark in a wider perspective, it
is useful to consider it together with several analogous exotic states
with hidden charm and bottom in the meson sector. This provides
additional significant motivation for the molecular model. At least
five exotic mesons are close to thresholds of two heavy-light mesons:
X(3872) [27–30], Zb(10610) and Zb(10650) in the bottomonium
sector [31–35] and Zc(3900) [36–40] and Zc(4020/4025) [41–43] in
the charmonium sector (see Table II if Ref. 44). They share several
important features: a) their masses are near thresholds and their spin
and parity correspond to S-wave combination of the two mesons; b)
they are very narrow, despite very large phase space for decay into
quarkonium + pion(s); c) the branching fractions for “fall apart”
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mode into two mesons are much larger than branching fractions for
decay into quarkonium and pion(s); d) there are no states at two
pseudoscalar thresholds (D̄D and B̄B), where there can be no binding
through pseudoscalar exchange.

The above provide a strong hint that these states are deuteron-like
loosely bound states of two heavy mesons [45–53]. It is then natural
to conjecture that similar bound states might exist of two heavy
baryons [54,55], or a meson and a baryon or a baryon and an
antibaryon, leading to a rather accurate prediction of the Pc(4450)

+

mass as 3/2− ΣcD̄
∗ molecule: 4462.4 MeV [56,44]. It is essential that

the two hadrons be heavy, in order to minimize the repulsive kinetic
energy [54–57].

One may also consider a wider framework of doubly heavy baryon-
meson hadronic molecules, which might include mixtures of various
two-hadron states [58,59]. In this context it is important to keep in
mind that the molecule’s width cannot be smaller than the sum of its
constituents’ widths [60–62].

Following the LHCb discovery, several groups carried out a detailed
analysis of the P+

c states as hadronic molecules [63–71]. The molecular
picture has also been extended to a hadronic molecule built from a
colored “baryon” and ”meson” [72].

When trying to interpret both Pc(4380)
+ and Pc(4380)

+ as
hadronic molecules, it is essential to remember that these two states
have opposite parities. Thus one cannot construct both of them
as S-wave bound states of a meson and a baryon with natural
parities. Therefore, the interpretation of the P+

c states as hadronic
molecules has been by no means unanimous. Moreover, the molecular
model is not consistent with one of the P+

c states having a spin
of 5/2, since S-wave combinations of baryon-meson combination
that can produce such spin have thresholds which are too high in
mass to be plausible. Therefore, the confirmation or disproval of the
presence of this high-spin structure is a critical test of the molecular
model. The large Pc(4380)

+ width is also difficult to accommodate
in the molecular bound state model, but could have its origin in
baryon-meson rescattering effects discussed below.

Shortly after the experimental discovery it has been conjectured
that the observed resonances could be kinematic effects due to vicinity
of thresholds and so-called triangle singularity [73–76]. While these
effects might explain the large Pc(4380)

+ width, since such models
involve S-wave rescattering of virtual baryon-meson pairs, they also
cannot be reconciled with one of the P+

c peaks having effective spin of
5/2.

In addition to the molecular and diquark approach, the P+
c

pentaquarks have also been analysed within the soliton picture of
baryons, as a bound state of a soliton and an anticharmed meson [77].
Quite recently an interesting attempt has been made to explain the
narrow width of tetraquarks and pentaquarks by extending to these
states the string junction picture of baryons in QCD [78].

More extensive reviews of the theoretical issues can be found in
Refs. 79,80.

So far the P+
c states have been observed by only one experiment

in only one channel. It is essential to explore other possible
experimental channels. Proposals have been made for searching for
heavy pentaquarks in photoproduction [81–83], (c.f. also related
work on computation of J/ψ(ηc)N and Υ(ηb)N cross sections [84],
in heavy ion collisions at LHC [85], in pA collisions [86], and in
pion-induced processes [87,88].
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106.1. Introduction

Proposals for a spacetime with more than three spatial dimensions
date back to the 1920s, mainly through the work of Kaluza and Klein,
in an attempt to unify the forces of nature [1]. Although their initial
idea failed, the formalism that they and others developed is still useful
nowadays. Around 1980, string theory proposed again to enlarge the
number of space dimensions, this time as a requirement for describing
a consistent theory of quantum gravity. The extra dimensions were
supposed to be compactified at a scale close to the Planck scale, and
thus not testable experimentally in the near future.

A different approach was given by Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, and
Dvali (ADD) in their seminal paper in 1998 [2], where they showed
that the weakness of gravity could be explained by postulating two or
more extra dimensions in which only gravity could propagate. The size
of these extra dimensions should range between roughly a millimeter
and ∼1/TeV, leading to possible observable consequences in current
and future experiments. A year later, Randall and Sundrum (RS) [3]
found a new possibility using a warped geometry, postulating a five-
dimensional Anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime with a compactification
scale of order TeV. The origin of the smallness of the electroweak
scale versus the Planck scale was explained by the gravitational
redshift factor present in the warped AdS metric. As in the ADD
model, originally only gravity was assumed to propagate in the extra
dimensions, although it was soon clear that this was not necessary
in warped extra-dimensions and also the SM gauge fields [4] and SM
fermions [5,6] could propagate in the five-dimensional spacetime.

The physics of warped extra-dimensional models has an alternative
interpretation by means of the AdS/CFT correspondence [7]. Models
with warped extra dimensions are related to four-dimensional strongly-
interacting theories, allowing an understanding of the properties of
five-dimensional fields as those of four-dimensional composite states [8].
This approach has opened new directions for tackling outstanding
questions in particle physics, such as the flavor problem, grand
unification, and the origin of electroweak symmetry breaking or
supersymmetry breaking.

106.1.1. Experimental Constraints :

Constraints on extra-dimensional models arise from astrophysical
and cosmological considerations. In addition, as we will show below,
tabletop experiments exploring gravity at sub-mm distances restrict
certain models. Collider limits on extra-dimensional models are
dominated by LHC results. This review includes the most recent
limits, most of which are published results based on LHC data
collected in 2015-16 at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeVand legacy
results from 20 fb−1of 8 TeVdata collected in Run 1. In addition,
there are a few preliminary 13 TeV results, which can be found on the
public WWW pages of public ATLAS [9] and CMS [10]. For most of
the models, Run 2 results surpass the sensitivity of Run 1, even in the
cases when the integrated luminosity is smaller.

106.1.2. Kaluza-Klein Theories :

Field theories with compact extra dimensions can be written as
theories in ordinary four dimensions (4D) by performing a Kaluza-
Klein (KK) reduction. As an illustration, consider a simple example,
namely a field theory of a complex scalar in flat five-dimensional (5D)

spacetime. The action will be given by †

S5 = −
∫

d4xdyM5

[
|∂µφ|2 + |∂yφ|2 + λ5|φ|4

]
, (106.1)

where y refers to the extra (fifth) dimension. A universal scale M5

has been extracted in front of the action in order to keep the 5D field
with the same mass-dimension as in 4D. This theory is perturbative
for energies E <∼ ℓ5M5/λ5 where ℓ5 = 24π3 [11].

† Our convention for the metric is ηMN = Diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1).

Let us now consider that the fifth dimension is compact with
the topology of a circle S1 of radius R, which corresponds to the
identification of y with y+2πR. In such a case, the 5D complex scalar
field can be expanded in a Fourier series:

φ(x, y) =
1√

2πRM5

∞∑

n=−∞
einy/Rφ(n)(x) ,

that, inserted in Eq. (106.1) and integrating over y, gives

S5 = S
(0)
4 + S

(n)
4 ,

where

S
(0)
4 = −

∫
d4x

[
|∂µφ(0)|2 + λ4|φ(0)|4

]
, and (106.2)

S
(n)
4 = −

∫
d4x

∑

n 6=0

[
|∂µφ(n)|2 +

( n

R

)2
|φ(n)|2

]
+ quartic int.

The n = 0 mode self-coupling is given by

λ4 =
λ5

2πRM5
. (106.3)

The above action corresponds to a 4D theory with a massless scalar
φ(0), referred to as the zero mode, and an infinite tower of massive
modes φ(n), known as KK modes. The KK reduction thus allows a
treatment of 5D theories as 4D field theories with an infinite number of
fields. At energies smaller than 1/R, the KK modes can be neglected,
leaving the zero-mode action of Eq. (106.2). The strength of the
interaction of the zero-mode, given by Eq. (106.3), decreases as R
increases. Thus, for a large extra dimension R ≫ 1/M5, the massless
scalar is weakly coupled.

106.2. Large Extra Dimensions for Gravity

106.2.1. The ADD Scenario :

The ADD scenario [2,12,13] assumes a D = 4 + δ dimensional
spacetime, with δ compactified spatial dimensions. The apparent
weakness of gravity arises since it propagates in the higher-dimensional
space. The SM is assumed to be localized in a 4D subspace, a 3-brane,
as can be found in certain string constructions [14]. Gravity is
described by the Einstein-Hilbert action in D = 4 + δ spacetime
dimensions

SD = −M̄2+δ
D

2

∫
d4xdδy

√−gR+

∫
d4x

√−gindLSM , (106.4)

where x labels the ordinary four coordinates, y the δ extra coordinates,
g refers to the determinant of the D-dimensional metric whose Ricci
scalar is defined by R, and M̄D is the reduced Planck scale of the
D-dimensional theory. In the second term of Eq. (106.4), which
gives the gravitational interactions of SM fields, the D-dimensional
metric reduces to the induced metric on the 3-brane where the SM
fields propagate. The extra dimensions are assumed to be flat and
compactified in a volume Vδ . As an example, consider a toroidal
compactification of equal radii R and volume Vδ = (2πR)δ. After a
KK reduction, one finds that the fields that couple to the SM are
the spin-2 gravitational field Gµν(x, y) and a tower of spin-1 KK
graviscalars [15]. The graviscalars, however, only couple to SM fields
through the trace of the energy-momentum tensor, resulting in weaker
couplings to the SM fields. The Fourier expansion of the spin-2 field
is given by

Gµν(x, y) = G
(0)
µν (x) +

1√
Vδ

∑

~n 6=0

ei~n·~y/RG(~n)
µν (x) , (106.5)

where ~y = (y1, y2, ..., yδ) are the extra-dimensional coordinates and
~n = (n1, n2, ..., nδ). Eq. (106.5) contains a massless state, the 4D
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graviton, and its KK tower with masses m2
~n = |~n|2/R2. At energies

below 1/R the action is that of the zero mode

S
(0)
4 = −M̄2+δ

D

2

∫
d4xVδ

√
−g(0)R(0) +

∫
d4x

√
−g

(0)
indLSM ,

where we can identify the 4D reduced Planck mass, MP ≡ GN/
√
8π ≃

2.4× 1018 GeV, as a function of the D-dimensional parameters:

M2
P = V δM̄2+δ

D ≡ RδM2+δ
D . (106.6)

Fixing MD at around the electroweak scale MD ∼ TeV to avoid
introducing a new mass scale in the model, Eq. (106.6) gives a
prediction for R:

δ = 1, 2, ..., 6 → R ∼ 109 km , 0.5 mm , ... , 0.1 MeV−1 . (106.7)

The option δ = 1 is clearly ruled out, as it leads to modifications
of Newton’s law at solar system distances. However this is not the
case for δ ≥ 2, and possible observable consequences can be sought in
present and future experiments.

Consistency of the model requires a stabilization mechanism for
the radii of the extra dimensions, to the values shown in Eq. (106.7).
The fact that we need R ≫ 1/MD leads to a new hierarchy problem,
the solution of which might require imposing supersymmetry in the
extra-dimensional bulk [16].

106.2.2. Tests of the Gravitational Force Law at Sub-mm
Distances :

The KK modes of the graviton give rise to deviations from Newton’s
law of gravitation for distances .R. Such deviations are usually
parametrized by a modified Newtonian potential of the form

V (r) = −GN
m1m2

r

[
1 + α e−r/λ

]
. (106.8)

For a 2-torus compactification, α = 16/3 and λ = R. Searches for
deviations from Newton’s law of gravitation have been performed
in several experiments. Ref. [17] gives the present constraints:
R < 37µm at 95% CL for δ = 2, corresponding to MD > 3.6 TeV.

106.2.3. Astrophysical and Cosmological Constraints :

The light KK gravitons could be copiously produced in stars,
carrying away energy. Ensuring that the graviton luminosity is low
enough to preserve the agreement of stellar models with observations
provides powerful bounds on the scale MD. The most stringent
arises from supernova SN1987A, giving MD > 27 (2.4) TeV for
δ = 2 (3) [18]. After a supernova explosion, most of the KK
gravitons stay gravitationally trapped in the remnant neutron star.
The requirement that neutron stars are not excessively heated by KK
decays into photons leads to MD > 1700 (76) TeV for δ = 2 (3) [19].

Cosmological constraints are also quite stringent [20]. To avoid
overclosure of the universe by relic gravitons one needs MD > 7 TeV
for δ = 2. Relic KK gravitons decaying into photons contribute to the
cosmic diffuse gamma radiation, from which one can derive the bound
MD > 100 TeV for δ = 2.

We must mention however that bounds coming from the decays
of KK gravitons into photons can be reduced if we assume that KK
gravitons decay mainly into other non-SM states. This could happen,
for example, if there were other 3-branes with hidden sectors residing
on them [12].

106.2.4. Collider Signals :

106.2.4.1. Graviton and Other Particle Production:

Although each KK graviton has a purely gravitational coupling,
suppressed by 1/MP , inclusive processes in which one sums over the
almost continuous spectrum of available gravitons have cross sections
suppressed only by powers of MD. Processes involving gravitons are
therefore detectable in collider experiments if MD ∼ TeV. A number
of experimental searches for evidence of large extra dimensions have

been performed at colliders, and interpreted in the context of the
ADD model.

One signature arises from direct graviton emission. By making a
derivative expansion of Einstein gravity, one can construct an effective
theory, valid for energies much lower than MD, and use it to make
predictions for graviton-emission processes at colliders [15,21,22].
Gravitons produced in the final state would escape detection, giving
rise to missing transverse energy (6ET ). The results quoted below are
95% CL lower limits on MD for a range of values of δ between 2 and
6, with more stringent limits corresponding to lower δ values.

At hadron colliders, experimentally sensitive channels include
the jet (j) + 6ET and γ + 6ET final states. ATLAS j + 6ET
preliminary results with 36.1 fb−1 of 13 TeV data provide limits
of MD > 4.79 − 7.74 TeV [23]. A preliminary CMS analysis using
35.9 fb−1of Run 2 data sets limits of MD > 5.2− 10.0 TeV [24]. For
these analyses, both experiments are assuming leading order (LO)
cross sections. Since the effective theory is only valid for energies much
less than MD, the results are quoted for the full space, and include
the information that suppressing the graviton cross section by a factor
M4

D/ŝ2 for
√
ŝ > MD, where

√
ŝ is the parton-level center-of-mass

energy of the hard collision, weakens the limits on MD by a negligible
amount (∼3%) for δ = 2 (δ = 6). Less stringent limits are obtained by
both CMS [25] and ATLAS [26] from analyses of respectively 12.9 and
3.2 fb−1of 13 TeVdata in the γ + 6ET final state.

In models in which the ADD scenario is embedded in a string
theory at the TeV scale [14], we expect the string scale Ms to be
smaller than MD, and therefore expect production of string resonances
at the LHC [27]. A Run 2 result from CMS analyzing the dijet
invariant mass distribution for 2.4 fb−1of 13 TeV data excludes string
resonances that decay predominantly to q + g with masses below
7.0 TeV [28]. ATLAS dijet analysis uses 37 fb−1of 13 TeV data [29],
and provide their results in the context of model-independent limits on
the cross section times acceptance for generic resonances of a variety
of possible widths.

106.2.4.2. Virtual graviton effects:

One can also search for virtual graviton effects, the calculation of
which however depends on the ultraviolet cut-off of the theory and
is therefore very model dependent. In the literature, several different
formulations exist [15,22,30] for the dimension-eight operator for
gravity exchange at tree level:

L8 = ± 4

M4
TT

(
TµνT

µν − 1

δ + 2
Tµ
µ T

ν
ν

)
, (106.9)

where Tµν is the energy-momentum tensor and MTT is related to MD
by some model-dependent coefficient [31]. The relations with the
parametrizations of Refs. [30] and [15] are, respectively, MTT = MS

and MTT = (2/π)1/4ΛT . The experimental results below are given as
95% CL lower limits on MTT , including in some cases the possibility
of both constructive or destructive interference, depending on the sign
chosen in Eq. (9).

The most stringent limits arise from LHC analyses of the dijet
angular distribution. Using 35.9 fb−1of 13 TeV data, CMS [32] obtains
results that correspond to an approximate limit of MTT > 9.5 TeV.
The next most restrictive result (6.4 TeV) is obtained by the ATLAS
analysis of the di-photon mass spectrum in 37 fb−1of 13 TeV data [33],
followed by the combination of the dielectron and dimuon final states
of Run 1 data, with both experiments providing similar limits of
approximately MTT > 3.7 TeV. The ATLAS [34]( CMS [35]) dilepton
results assume LO (NLO) signal cross section values.

At the one-loop level, gravitons can also generate dimension-
six operators with coefficients that are also model dependent.
Experimental bounds on these operators can also give stringent
constraints on MD [31].

106.2.4.3. Black Hole Production:

The physics at energies
√
s ∼ MD is sensitive to the details

of the unknown quantum theory of gravity. Nevertheless, in the
transplanckian regime,

√
s ≫ MD, one can rely on a semiclassical

description of gravity to obtain predictions. An interesting feature of
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transplanckian physics is the creation of black holes [36]. A black
hole is expected to be formed in a collision in which the impact
parameter is smaller than the Schwarzschild radius [37]:

RS =
1

MD

[
2δπ(δ−3)/2

δ + 2
Γ

(
δ + 3

2

)
MBH

MD

]1/(δ+1)

, (106.10)

where MBH is the mass of the black hole, which would roughly
correspond to the total energy in the collision. The cross section for
black hole production can be estimated to be of the same order as
the geometric area σ ∼ πR2

S . For MD ∼ TeV, this gives a production

of ∼ 107 black holes at the
√
s = 14 TeV LHC with an integrated

luminosity of 30 fb−1 [36]. A black hole would provide a striking
experimental signature since it is expected to thermally radiate with
a Hawking temperature TH = (δ + 1)/(4πRS), and therefore would
evaporate democratically into all SM states. Nevertheless, given the
present constraints on MD, the LHC will not be able to reach
energies much above MD. This implies that predictions based on the
semiclassical approximation could receive sizable modifications from
model-dependent quantum-gravity effects.

The most stringent limits on microscopic black holes arise from
LHC searches which observed no excesses above the SM background
in high-multiplicity final states. The results are usually quoted as
model-independent limits on the cross section for new physics in
the final state and kinematic region analyzed. These results can
then be used to provide constraints of models of low-scale gravity
and weakly-coupled string theory. In addition, limits are sometimes
quoted on particular implementations of models, which are used as
benchmarks to illustrate the sensitivity. A Run 2 ATLAS search [38]
for an excess of events with multiple high transverse momentum
objects, including charged leptons and jets, using 3.2 fb−1of 13 TeV
data, excludes semiclassical black holes below masses of ∼ 8.7 TeV for
MD = 2 TeV and δ = 6. Another Run 2 ATLAS analysis [39], using
3.6 fb−1of 13 TeV data, looks at very high transverse energy multijet
events and excludes black hole masses in the range 9.0 − 9.7 TeV,
depending on MD, for δ = 6. A CMS analysis [40] of multi-object final
states using 2.3 fb−1 of 13 TeV data provides similar limits, extending
out to values of MD ∼ 8.4− 9.3 TeV. The 8 TeV ATLAS analysis [41]
of the track multiplicity in same-sign dimuon events provides lower
mass limits of 5.1− 5.7 TeV for MD = 1.5 TeV, with the range of the
limits depending on details of the model and also the number of extra
dimensions.

A complementary approach is to look for jet extinction at high
transverse momenta, as we expect hard short distance scattering
processes to be highly suppressed at energies above MD [42]. CMS
analysis [43] of inclusive jet pT spectrum in 10.7 fb−1of 8 TeV data
set a lower limit of 3.3 TeV on the extinction mass scale.

For black hole masses near MD, the semi-classical approximation is
not valid, and one could instead expect quantum black holes (QBH)
that decay primarily into two-body final states [44]. LHC Run 2
results at 13 TeV provide lower limits on QBH masses of order
2.3 − 9.0 TeV, depending on the details of the model. Searches that
consider interpretations in terms of QBH limits include the CMS
multi-object [40] analysis, ATLAS dijet analysis [29], and different
flavor di-lepton analyses at CMS (eµ, 2.0 fb−1 at 13 TeV [45]) and
ATLAS (eµ, eτ, µτ , 3.2fb−1 at 13 TeV [46]) .

In weakly-coupled string models the semiclassical description of
gravity fails in the energy range between Ms and Ms/g

2
s where stringy

effects are important. In this regime one expects, instead of black
holes, the formation of string balls, made of highly excited long strings,
that could be copiously produced at the LHC for Ms ∼ TeV [47], and
would evaporate thermally at the Hagedorn temperature giving rise to
high-multiplicity events. The same analyses used to search for black
holes can be interpreted in the context of string balls. For example, for
the case of δ = 6 with Ms = MD/1.26 = 3 TeV, the ATLAS multiple
high transverse momentum object analysis [38] excludes string balls
with masses below 6.5 to 9.0 TeV for values of 0.2 < gs < 0.8. The
CMS multi-object analysis [40] excludes the production of string balls
with a mass below 8 to 8.6 TeV for 0.2 < gs < 0.5, MD in the range
of 5.9− 8.6 TeV, and 1.1 < Ms < 2.0.

106.3. TeV-Scale Extra Dimensions

106.3.1. Warped Extra Dimensions :

The RS model [3] is the most attractive setup of warped extra
dimensions at the TeV scale, since it provides an alternative solution
to the hierarchy problem. The RS model is based on a 5D theory with
the extra dimension compactified in an orbifold, S1/Z2, a circle S1

with the extra identification of y with −y. This corresponds to the
segment y ∈ [0, πR], a manifold with boundaries at y = 0 and y = πR.
Let us now assume that this 5D theory has a cosmological constant in
the bulk Λ, and on the two boundaries Λ0 and ΛπR:

S5 = −
∫

d4xdy
{√−g

[
1

2
M3

5R+ Λ

]

+
√−g0δ(y)Λ0 +

√−gπRδ(y − πR)ΛπR

}
,

(106.11)

where g0 and gπR are the values of the determinant of the induced
metric on the two respective boundaries. Einstein’s equations can be
solved, giving in this case the metric

ds2 = a(y)2dxµdxνηµν + dy2 , a(y) = e−ky , (106.12)

where k =
√
−Λ/6M3

5 . Consistency of the solution requires Λ0 =

−ΛπR = −Λ/k. The metric in Eq. (106.12) corresponds to a 5D AdS
space. The factor a(y) is called the “warp” factor and determines how
4D scales change as a function of the position in the extra dimension.
In particular, this implies that energy scales for 4D fields localized
at the boundary at y = πR are red-shifted by a factor e−kπR with
respect to those localized at y = 0. For this reason, the boundaries at
y = 0 and y = πR are usually referred to as the ultraviolet (UV) and
infrared (IR) boundaries, respectively.

As in the ADD case, we can perform a KK reduction and obtain
the low-energy effective theory of the 4D massless graviton. In this
case we obtain

M2
P =

∫ πR

0
dy e−2kyM3

5 =
M3

5

2k

(
1− e−2kπR

)
. (106.13)

Taking M5 ∼ k ∼ MP , we can generate an IR-boundary scale of
order ke−kπR ∼ TeV for an extra dimension of radius R ≃ 11/k.
Mechanisms to stabilize R to this value have been proposed [48] that,
contrary to the ADD case, do not require introducing any new small or
large parameter. Therefore a natural solution to the hierarchy problem
can be achieved in this framework if the Higgs field, whose vacuum
expectation value (VEV) is responsible for electroweak symmetry
breaking, is localized at the IR-boundary where the effective mass
scales are of order TeV. The radion field is generically heavy in models
with a stabilized R. Nevertheless, it has been recently discussed that
under some conditions a naturally light radion can arise [49]. In
these cases the radion is identified with the dilaton, the Goldstone
boson associated to the spontaneous breaking of scale invariance, and
its mass can be naturally below ke−kπR ∼ TeV.

In the RS model [3], all the SM fields were assumed to be localized
on the IR-boundary. Nevertheless, for the hierarchy problem, only
the Higgs field has to be localized there. SM gauge bosons and
fermions can propagate in the 5D bulk [4,5,6,50]. By performing a
KK reduction from the 5D action of a gauge boson, we find [4]

1

g24
=

∫ πR

0
dy

1

g25
=

πR

g25
,

where gD (D = 4, 5) is the gauge coupling in D-dimensions. Therefore
the 4D gauge couplings can be of order one, as is the case of the SM,
if one demands g25 ∼ πR. Using kR ∼ 10 and g4 ∼ 0.5, one obtains
the 5D gauge coupling

g5 ∼ 4/
√
k . (106.14)

Boundary kinetic terms for the gauge bosons can modify this relation,
allowing for larger values of g5

√
k.

Fermions propagating in a warped extra dimension have 4D massless
zero-modes with wavefunctions which vary as f0 ∼ exp[(1/2− cf )ky],
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where cfk is their 5D mass [51,6]. Depending on the free parameter
cfk, fermions can be localized either towards the UV-boundary
(cf > 1/2) or IR-boundary (cf < 1/2). Since the Higgs boson
is localized on the IR-boundary, one can generate exponentially
suppressed Yukawa couplings by having the fermion zero-modes
localized towards the UV-boundary, generating naturally the light
SM fermion spectrum [6]. A large overlap with the wavefunction
of the Higgs is needed for the top quark, in order to generate its
large mass, thus requiring it to be localized towards the IR-boundary.
In conclusion, the large mass hierarchies present in the SM fermion
spectrum can be easily obtained in warped models via suitable choices
of the order-one parameters cf [52]. In these scenarios, deviations
in flavor physics from the SM predictions are expected to arise from
flavor-changing KK gluon couplings [53], putting certain constraints
on the parameters of the models and predicting new physics effects to
be observed in B-physics processes [54].

The masses of the KK states can also be calculated. One finds [6]

mn ≃
(
n+

α

2
− 1

4

)
πke−πkR , (106.15)

where n = 1, 2, ... and α = {|cf − 1/2|, 0, 1} for KK fermions, KK
gauge bosons and KK gravitons, respectively. Their masses are of
order ke−πkR ∼ TeV; the first KK state of the gauge bosons would be
the lightest, while gravitons are expected to be the heaviest.

106.3.1.1. Models of Electroweak Symmetry Breaking:

Theories in warped extra dimensions can be used to implement
symmetry breaking at low energies by boundary conditions [55]. For
example, for a U(1) gauge symmetry in the 5D bulk, this can be
easily achieved by imposing a Dirichlet boundary condition on the
IR-boundary for the gauge-boson field, Aµ|y=πR = 0. This makes the

zero-mode gauge boson get a mass, given by mA = g4

√
2k/g25e

−πkR.

A very different situation occurs if the Dirichlet boundary condition is
imposed on the UV-boundary, Aµ|y=0 = 0. In this case the zero-mode
gauge boson disappears from the spectrum. Finally, if a Dirichlet
boundary condition is imposed on the two boundaries, one obtains
a massless 4D scalar corresponding to the fifth component of the
5D gauge boson, A5. Thus, different scenarios can be implemented
by appropriately choosing the 5D bulk gauge symmetry, G5, and
the symmetries to which it reduces on the UV and IR-boundary,
HUV and HIR, respectively. In all cases the KK spectrum comes in
representations of the group G5.

The discovery of a light Higgs boson with mH ∼ 125 GeV [56]
rules out Higgsless 5D models for electroweak symmetry breaking [57].
This discovery, however, is consistent with 5D composite Higgs models
where a light Higgs boson is present in the spectrum.

Composite Higgs models: Warped extra dimensions can give rise
to scenarios, often called gauge-Higgs unified models, where the Higgs
boson appears as the fifth component of a 5D gauge boson, A5. The
Higgs mass is protected by the 5D gauge invariance and can only get a
nonzero value from non-local one-loop effects [58]. To guarantee the
relation M2

W ≃ M2
Z cos2 θW , a custodial SU(2)V symmetry is needed

in the bulk and IR-boundary [59]. The simplest realization [60] has

G5 = SU(3)c × SO(5)× U(1)X ,

HIR = SU(3)c × SO(4)× U(1)X ,

HUV = GSM .

The Higgs boson gets a potential at the one-loop level that triggers
a VEV, breaking the electroweak symmetry. In these models there
is a light Higgs boson whose mass can be around 125 GeV, as
required by the discovered Higgs boson [56]. This state, as will be
explained in Sec. III.2, behaves as a composite pseudo-Goldstone
boson with couplings that deviate from the SM Higgs [61]. The
present experimental determination of the Higgs couplings at the
LHC, that agrees with the SM predictions, put important constraints
on these scenarios [56]. The lightest KK modes of the model are
color fermions with charges Q = −1/3, 2/3 and 5/3 [62].

106.3.1.2. Constraints from Electroweak Precision Tests:

Models in which the SM gauge bosons propagate in 1/TeV-sized
extra dimensions give generically large corrections to electroweak
observables. When the SM fermions are confined on a boundary these
corrections are universal and can be parametrized by four quantities:
Ŝ, T̂ , W and Y , as defined in Ref. [63]. For warped models, where
the 5D gauge coupling of Eq. (106.14) is large, the most relevant

parameter is T̂ , which gives the bound mKK
>∼ 10 TeV [50]. When a

custodial symmetry is imposed [59], the main constraint comes from

the Ŝ parameter, requiring mKK
>∼ 3 TeV, independent of the value

of g5. Corrections to the ZbLb̄L coupling can also be important [50],
especially in warped models for electroweak symmetry breaking as the
ones described above.

106.3.1.3. Kaluza-Klein Searches:

The main prediction of 1/TeV-sized extra dimensions is the presence
of a discretized KK spectrum, with masses around the TeV scale,
associated with the SM fields that propagate in the extra dimension.

In the RS model [3], only gravity propagates in the 5D bulk.
Experimental searches have been performed for the lightest KK
graviton through its decay to a variety of SM particle-antiparticle
pairs. The results are usually interpreted in the plane of the
dimensionless coupling k/MP versus m1, where MP is the reduced
Planck mass defined previously and m1 is the mass of the lightest KK
excitation of the graviton. Since the AdS curvature ∼ k cannot exceed

the cut-off scale of the model, which is estimated to be ℓ
1/3
5 M5 [31],

one must demand k ≪ √
2ℓ5MP . The results quoted below are 95%

CL lower limits on the KK graviton mass for a coupling k/MP = 0.1.

The most stringent limits currently arise from LHC searches for
resonances in the dilepton and diphoton final states, using 13 TeV
collisions. The CMS [64] dilepton analyses, combining results from
the ee and µµ channels, exclude gravitons with masses below 3.1 TeV.
ATLAS [65] analysis, while similar, does not include a RS KK graviton
interpretation of the results.

Similar sensitivities are obtained in the γγ final state, which is
quite powerful since it has a branching fraction twice that of any
individual lepton flavor. The ATLAS γγ analysis [33] provides a lower
limit on the graviton mass of 3.2 TeV, while the CMS result [66]
excludes gravitons below 3.85 TeV. Less stringent limits on the KK
graviton mass come from analyses of the dijet [67], HH [68,69,70],
and V V [71,72] final states, where V can represent either a W or
Z boson. Experimental searches for the radion [68,69], through its
production via gluon fusion and decaying to HH , exclude masses from
300 to 1100 and from 1150 to 1550 GeV for a decay constant of 1
TeV.

In warped extra-dimensional models in which the SM fields
propagate in the 5D bulk, the couplings of the KK graviton to
ee/µµ/γγ are suppressed [73], and the above bounds do not
apply. Furthermore, the KK graviton is the heaviest KK state (see
Eq. (106.15)), and therefore experimental searches for KK gauge
bosons and fermions are more appropriate discovery channels in these
scenarios. For the scenarios discussed above in which only the Higgs
boson and the top quark are localized close to the IR-boundary, the KK
gauge bosons mainly decay into top quarks, longitudinal W/Z bosons,
and Higgs bosons. Couplings to light SM fermions are suppressed by a

factor g/
√
g25k ∼ 0.2 [6] for the value of Eq. (106.14) that is considered

from now on. Searches have been made for evidence of the lightest
KK excitation of the gluon, through its decay to tt pairs. The searches
take into account the natural KK gluon width, which is typically
∼ 15% of its mass. The decay of a heavy particle to tt would tend to
produce highly boosted top (anti-)quarks in the final state. Products
of the subsequent top decays would therefore tend to be close to each
other in the detector. In the case of t → Wb → jjb decays, the three
jets could overlap one another and not be individually reconstructed
with the standard jet algorithms, while t → Wb → ℓνb decays could
result in the lepton failing standard isolation requirements due to
its proximity to the b-jet; in both cases, the efficiency for properly
reconstructing the final state would fall as the mass of the original
particle increases. To avoid the loss in sensitivity which would result,
a number of techniques, known generally as “top quark tagging”, have
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been developed to reconstruct and identify highly boosted top quarks,
for example by using a single “wide” jet to contain all the decay
products of a hadronic top decay. The large backgrounds from QCD
jets can then be reduced by requiring the “jet mass” be consistent
with that of a top quark, and also by examining the substructure of
the wide jet for indication that it resulted from the hadronic decay
of a top quark. These techniques are key to extending to very high
masses the range of accessible resonances decaying to tt pairs. The
CMS analysis [74] of 2.6 fb−1 of 13 TeV data excludes KK gluons with
masses below 3.3 TeV.

A gauge boson KK excitation could be also sought through its
decay to longitudinal W/Z bosons. Recent analyses from ATLAS [75]
and CMS [76] searching for heavy vector resonances decaying to a W
or Z boson and a Higgs in the qq̄bb̄ final state have set a lower limit
on the mass of these KK of ∼ 2.5 TeV (warped models are equivalent
to the Model B considered in the analyses with gV ∼ g5

√
k). The

decay to a pair of intermediate vector bosons has also been exploited
to search for KK gravitons in models in which the SM fields propagate
in the 5D bulk. The analyses typically reconstruct hadronic W/Z
decays using variants of the boosted techniques mentioned previously.
A preliminary ATLAS analysis [77] searching in the single-lepton-
plus-jets final state from the KK graviton decay G∗ → V V , where V
can represent either a W or Z boson, exclude gravitons with masses
below 1.8 TeV, for a value of k/MP = 1. CMS V V analyses [78] also
provide cross section limits in the context of bulk gravitons; however,
a maximum value of k/MP = 0.5 is presented, for which no mass
exclusion is possible using the combination of the full 8 TeV sample
and 2.7 fb−1of 13 TeV data. Less restrictive limits in these models
result from searching for G∗ → HH [79].

The lightest KK states are, in certain models, the partners of
the top quark. For example, in 5D composite Higgs models these
are colored states with charges Q = −1/3, 2/3 and 5/3 (arising from
SU(2)L doublets with Y = 7/6, 1/6), and masses expected to be
below the TeV [62]. They can be either singly or pair-produced,
and mainly decay into a combination of W/Z with top/bottom
quarks [80]. An exhaustive review of these searches can be found in
Ref. [81]. Of particular note, the Q = 5/3 state decays mainly into
W+t → W+W+b, giving a pair of same-sign leptons in the final state.
An analysis by ATLAS [82] searching in the lepton-plus-jets final
state for evidence of pair production of the Q = 5/3 state provides a
lower mass limit of 1.25 TeV. Their analysis requiring in addition to
a pair of same-sign leptons at least one b-tagged jet in the event [83]
provides a lower mass limit of 990 GeV from pair production, and
also from single production, the cross section for which is model-
dependent [84]. The most recent CMS analysis [85] searching for
pair production of the Q = 5/3 state with a lepton-plus-jets final
state excludes masses below 1.32 TeV. Both LHC experiments have
searched for pair production of vector-like quarks T and B of charges
Q = 2/3 and −1/3 respectively, assuming the allowable decays are
T → Wb/Zt/Ht and B → Wt/Zb/Hb. In each case, it is assumed
the branching fractions of the three decay modes sum to unity, but
the individual branching fractions, which are model-dependent, are
allowed to vary within this constraint. Depending on the values of
the individual branching fractions, CMS obtains lower limits on the
mass of the T [86], [87] (B [88]) vector-like quark in the range of
720− 940 GeV (740− 900 GeV), while ATLAS searches [82,83,89,90]
provide lower limits on the T (B) mass in the range of 1000−1350 GeV
(700− 1250 GeV).

106.3.2. Connection with Strongly Coupled Models via the
AdS/CFT Correspondence :

The AdS/CFT correspondence [7] provides a connection between
warped extra-dimensional models and strongly-coupled theories in
ordinary 4D. Although the exact connection is only known for certain
cases, the AdS/CFT techniques have been very useful to obtain,
at the qualitative level, a 4D holographic description of the various
phenomena in warped extra-dimensional models [8].

The connection goes as follows. The physics of the bulk AdS5
models can be interpreted as that of a 4D conformal field theory
(CFT) which is strongly coupled. The extra-dimensional coordinate
y plays the role of the renormalization scale µ of the CFT by

means of the identification µ ≡ ke−ky. Therefore the UV-boundary
corresponds in the CFT to a UV cut-off scale at ΛUV = k ∼ MP ,
breaking explicitly conformal invariance, while the IR-boundary can
be interpreted as a spontaneous breaking of the conformal symmetry
at energies ke−kπR ∼ TeV. Fields localized on the UV-boundary are
elementary fields external to the CFT, while fields localized on the
IR-boundary and KK states corresponds to composite resonances of
the CFT. Furthermore, local gauge symmetries in the 5D models, G5,
correspond to global symmetries of the CFT, while the UV-boundary
symmetry can be interpreted as a gauging of the subgroup HUV of G5
in the CFT. Breaking gauge symmetries by IR-boundary conditions
corresponds to the spontaneous breaking G5 → HIR in the CFT at
energies ∼ ke−kπR. Using this correspondence one can easily derive
the 4D massless spectrum of the compactified AdS5 models. One also
has the identification k3/M3

5 ≈ 16π2/N2 and g25k ≈ 16π2/Nr (r = 1
or 2 for CFT fields in the fundamental or adjoint representation of
the gauge group), where N plays the role of the number of colors of
the CFT. Therefore the weak-coupling limit in AdS5 corresponds to a
large-N expansion in the CFT.

Following the above AdS/CFT dictionary one can understand the
RS solution to the hierarchy problem from a 4D viewpoint. The
equivalent 4D model is a CFT with a TeV mass gap and a Higgs boson
emerging as a composite state. In the particular case where the Higgs
is the fifth-component of the gauge-boson, A5 [91], this corresponds
to models, similar to those proposed in Ref. [92], where the Higgs
is a composite pseudo-Goldstone boson arising from the spontaneous
breaking G5 → HIR in the CFT. The AdS/CFT dictionary tells us
that KK states must behave as composite resonances. For example,
if the SM gauge bosons propagate in the 5D bulk, the lowest KK
SU(2)L-gauge boson must have properties similar to those of the
Techni-rho ρT [81] with a coupling to longitudinal W/Z bosons
given by g5

√
k ≈ gρT , while the coupling to elementary fermions is

g2/
√
g25k ≈ g2FρT /MρT .

Fermions in compactified AdS5 also have a simple 4D holographic
interpretation. The 4D massless mode described in Sec. III.1
corresponds to an external fermion ψi linearly coupled to a fermionic
CFT operator Oi: Lint = λiψ̄iOi + h.c.. The dimension of the
operator Oi is related to the 5D fermion mass according to
Dim[Oi] = |cf +1/2|−1. Therefore, by varying cf one varies Dim[Oi],
making the coupling λi irrelevant (cf > 1/2), marginal (cf = 1/2) or
relevant (cf < 1/2). When irrelevant, the coupling is exponentially
suppressed at low energies, and then the coupling of ψi to the CFT
(and eventually to the composite Higgs) is very small. When relevant,
the coupling grows in the IR and become as large as g5 (in units
of k), meaning that the fermion is as strongly coupled as the CFT
states [60]. In this latter case ψi behaves as a composite fermion.

106.3.3. Flat Extra Dimensions :

Models with quantum gravity at the TeV scale, as in the ADD
scenario, can have extra (flat) dimensions of 1/TeV size, as happens
in string scenarios [93]. All SM fields may propagate in these extra
dimensions, leading to the possibility of observing their corresponding
KK states.

A simple example is to assume that the SM gauge bosons propagate
in a flat five-dimensional orbifold S1/Z2 of radius R, with the
fermions localized on a 4D boundary. The KK gauge bosons behave
as sequential SM gauge bosons with a coupling to fermions enhanced
by a factor

√
2 [93]. The experimental limits on such sequential

gauge bosons could therefore be recast as limits on KK gauge bosons.
Such an interpretation of the ATLAS 7 TeV dilepton analysis [94]
yielded the bound 1/R > 4.16 TeV, while a CMS 8 TeV search
with a lepton and missing transverse energy in the final state [95]
give 1/R > 3.4 TeV. Indirect bounds from LEP2 require however
1/R >∼ 6 TeV [96,63], a bound that can considerable improve in the
future by high-energy measurements of the dilepton invariant mass
spectrum from Drell-Yan processes at the LHC [97]. More recent LHC
limits on leptonically decaying gauge bosons [98,99,100,35] are not
interpreted as bounds on 1/R by the collaborations, but the published
results allow for independent derivation of such bound.

An alternative scenario, known as Universal Extra Dimensions
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(UED) [101], assumes that all SM fields propagate universally in a
flat orbifold S1/Z2 with an extra Z2 parity, called KK-parity, that
interchanges the two boundaries. In this case, the lowest KK state is
stable and is a Dark Matter candidate. At colliders, the KK particles
would have to be created in pairs, and would then cascade decay to
the lightest KK particle, which would be stable and escape detection.
The UED mass-spectrum not only depend on the extra-dimensional
radius R, but also on the cut-off of the 5D theory Λ, since quantum
corrections sensitive to ΛR induce mass-splittings between the KK
states. Experimental signatures, such as jets or leptons and 6ET , would
be similar to those of typical R-parity conserving SUSY searches.
An interpretation of the recent LHC experimental SUSY searches for
UED models has been presented in Refs. [102,103]. A lower bound
1/R > 1.4− 1.5 TeV was derived for ΛR ∼ 5− 35 [102].

Finally, realistic models of electroweak symmetry breaking can
also be constructed with flat extra spatial dimensions, similarly to
those in the warped case, requiring, however, the presence of sizeable
boundary kinetic terms [104]. There is also the possibility of breaking
supersymmetry by boundary conditions [105]. Models of this type
could explain naturally the presence of a Higgs boson lighter than
MD ∼ TeV [106].
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107.W ′-Boson Searches

Revised October 2017 by B.A. Dobrescu (Fermilab) and S. Willocq
(Univ. of Massachusetts).

The W ′ boson is a massive hypothetical particle of spin 1 and
electric charge ±1, which is a color singlet and is predicted in various
extensions of the Standard Model (SM).

107.1. W ′ couplings to quarks and leptons.

The Lagrangian terms describing couplings of a W ′+ boson to
fermions are given by

W ′+
µ√
2

[
ui

(
CR
qij

PR+CL
qij

PL

)
γµdj+νi

(
CR
ℓij

PR+CL
ℓij

PL

)
γµej

]
. (107.1)

Here u, d, ν and e are the SM fermions in the mass eigenstate basis,
i, j = 1, 2, 3 label the fermion generation, and PR,L = (1 ± γ5)/2.

The coefficients CL
qij

, CR
qij

, CL
ℓij

, and CR
ℓij

are complex dimensionless

parameters. If CR
ℓij

6= 0, then the ith generation includes a right-

handed neutrino. Using this notation, the SM W couplings are
CL
q = gVCKM, CL

ℓ = g ≈ 0.63 and CR
q = CR

ℓ = 0.

Unitarity considerations imply that the W ′ boson is associated
with a spontaneously-broken gauge symmetry. This is true even when
it is a composite particle (e.g., ρ±-like bound states [1]) if its mass is
much smaller than the compositeness scale, or a Kaluza-Klein mode in
theories where the W boson propagates in extra dimensions [2]. The
simplest extension of the electroweak gauge group that includes a W ′

boson is SU(2)1 × SU(2)2 × U(1), but larger groups are encountered
in some theories. A generic property of these gauge theories is that
they also include a Z ′ boson [3]; the Z ′-to-W ′ mass ratio is often a
free parameter.

A tree-level mass mixing may be induced between the electrically-
charged gauge bosons. Upon diagonalization of their mass matrix,
the W − Z mass ratio and the couplings of the observed W boson
are shifted from the SM values. Their measurements imply that the
mixing angle between the gauge eigenstates, θ+ , must be smaller than

about 10−2. In certain theories the mixing is negligible (e.g. due to a
new parity [4]), even when the W ′ mass is near the electroweak scale.

The W ′ coupling to WZ is fixed by Lorentz and gauge invariances,
and to leading order in θ+ is given by [5]

g θ+ i

cos θW

[
W ′+

µ

(
W−

ν Zνµ + ZνW
−µν)+ ZνW−µW ′+

νµ

]
+H.c., (107.2)

where Wµν ≡ ∂µW ν − ∂νWµ, etc. The θW dependence shown here
corrects the one given in [6] , which has been referred to as the
Extended Gauge Model by the experimental collaborations. The W ′

coupling to Wh0, where h0 is the SM Higgs boson, is

−ξh gW ′MW W ′+
µ Wµ−h0 +H.c., (107.3)

where g
W ′ is the gauge coupling of the W ′ boson, and the coefficient

ξh satisfies ξh ≤ 1 in simple Higgs sectors [5].

In models based on the “left-right symmetric” gauge group [7] ,
SU(2)L × SU(2)R ×U(1)B−L, the SM fermions that couple to the W
boson transform as doublets under SU(2)L while the other fermions
transform as doublets under SU(2)R. Consequently, the W ′ boson
couples primarily to right-handed fermions; its coupling to left-handed
fermions arises due to the θ+ mixing, so that CL

q is proportional to
the CKM matrix and its elements are much smaller than the diagonal
elements of CR

q . Generically, CR
q does not need to be proportional to

VCKM.

There are many other models based on the SU(2)1×SU(2)2×U(1)
gauge symmetry. In the “alternate left-right” model [8] , all the
couplings shown in Eq. (107.1) vanish, but there are some new
fermions such that the W ′ boson couples to pairs involving a SM
fermion and a new fermion. In the “ununified SM” [9], the left-handed
quarks are doublets under one SU(2), and the left-handed leptons
are doublets under a different SU(2), leading to a mostly leptophobic
W ′ boson: CL

ℓij
≪ CL

qij
and CR

ℓij
= CR

qij
= 0. Fermions of different

generations may also transform as doublets under different SU(2)
gauge groups [10] . In particular, the couplings to third generation
quarks may be enhanced [11].

It is also possible that the W ′ couplings to SM fermions are highly
suppressed. For example, if the quarks and leptons are singlets under
one SU(2) [12], then the couplings are proportional to the tiny mixing
angle θ+. Similar suppressions may arise if some vectorlike fermions
mix with the SM fermions [13].

Gauge groups that embed the electroweak symmetry, such as
SU(3)W × U(1) or SU(4)W × U(1), also include one or more W ′

bosons [14].

107.2. Collider searches.

At LEP-II, W ′ bosons could have been produced in pairs via their
photon and Z couplings. The production cross section is large enough
to rule out MW ′ <

√
s/2 ≈ 105 GeV for most patterns of decay

modes.

At hadron colliders, W ′ bosons can be detected through resonant
pair production of fermions or electroweak bosons. Assuming that
the W ′ width is much smaller than its mass, the contribution of the
s-channel W ′ boson exchange to the total rate for pp → f f̄ ′X , where
f and f ′ are fermions whose difference of electric charges is ±1, and
X is any final state, may be approximated by the branching fraction
B(W ′ → f f̄ ′) times the production cross section

σ
(
pp→W ′X

)
≃ π

48 s

∑

i,j

[
(CL

qij
)2+(CR

qij
)2
]
wij

(
M2

W ′/s,MW ′
)
.

(107.4)
The functions wij include the information about proton structure, and
are given to leading order in αs by

wij(z, µ) =

∫ 1

z

dx

x

[
ui(x, µ) dj

( z

x
, µ

)
+ ui(x, µ) dj

( z
x
, µ

)]
, (107.5)

where ui(x, µ) and di(x, µ) are the parton distributions inside the
proton, at the factorization scale µ and parton momentum fraction x,
for the up- and down-type quark of the ith generation, respectively.
QCD corrections to W ′ production are sizable (they also include
quark-gluon initial states), but preserve the above factorization of
couplings at next-to-leading order [15].

The most commonly studied W ′ signal consists of a high-momentum
electron or muon and large missing transverse momentum, with the
transverse mass distribution forming a Jacobian peak with its endpoint
at MW ′ (see Fig. 1a of [16]). Given that the branching fractions for
W ′ → eν and W ′ → µν could be very different, the results in these
channels should be presented separately. Searches in these channels
often implicitly assume that the left-handed couplings vanish (no
interference between W and W ′), and that the right-handed neutrino is
light compared to the W ′ boson and escapes the detector. An example
of parameter values that satisfy these assumptions is CR

q = gVCKM,

CR
ℓ = g, CL

q = CL
ℓ = 0, which define a model that preserves lepton

universality and is essentially equivalent to the Sequential SM used
in many W ′ searches. However, if a W ′ boson were discovered and
the final state fermions have left-handed helicity, then the effects
of W − W ′ interference could be observed [17] , providing useful
information about the W ′ couplings.

In the eν channel, the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations set limits
on the W ′ production cross section times branching fraction (and
thus indirectly on the W ′ couplings) when MW ′ is in the 0.15 − 6
TeV range, based on 2–36 fb−1 at

√
s = 13 TeV [16,18], as shown

in Fig. 107.1. ATLAS sets the strongest mass lower limit MW ′ > 5.2
TeV in the Sequential SM (all limits in this mini-review are at the
95% CL). The coupling limits are much weaker for MW ′ < 150 GeV,
a range last explored with the Tevatron at

√
s = 1.8 TeV [19].

In the µν channel, ATLAS and CMS set rate limits for MW ′ in the
0.15− 6 TeV range from the same analyses as mentioned above, with
the strongest lower mass limit of 4.5 TeV set by ATLAS [16] using
36.1 fb−1 of

√
s = 13 TeV data. When combined with the eν channel

assuming lepton universality, the upper limit on the
√
s = 13 TeV
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)
B(W ′ → eν) from

ATLAS [16], at 95% CL. The red line shows the theoretical prediction
in the Sequential SM.

cross section times branching fraction to ℓν varies between 0.2 and 4
fb for MW ′ between 1 and 5 TeV [16]. Only weak limits on W ′ → µν
exist for MW ′ < 150 GeV [20]. Note that masses of the order of the
electroweak scale are interesting from a theory point of view, while
lepton universality does not necessarily apply to a W ′ boson.

Dedicated searches for W ′ → τν have been performed by CMS at 8
TeV [21] and 13 TeV [22]. Limits are set on σ · B for MW ′ between
0.3 and 4 TeV for the former and between 1.0 and 5.8 TeV for the
latter. A lower mass limit of 3.3 TeV is set in the Sequential SM.

The W ′ decay into a lepton and a right-handed neutrino, νR,
may also be followed by the νR decay through a virtual W ′ boson
into a lepton and two quark jets. The CMS [23,24] and ATLAS [25]
searches in the eejj and µµjj channels have set limits on the cross
section times branching fraction as a function of the νR mass or of
MW ′. These searches are typically performed with same-charge lepton
pairs that provide strong background reduction and are motivated by
models with a left-right symmetry. However, it is also interesting to
search in final states with opposite-charge lepton pairs, as done in the
CMS analysis. A related W ′ search in the ττjj channel with hadronic
τ ’s was also performed by CMS [26].

The tb̄ channel is particularly important because a W ′ boson that
couples only to right-handed fermions cannot decay to leptons when
the right-handed neutrinos are heavier than the W ′ boson (additional
motivations are provided by a W ′ boson with enhanced couplings
to the third generation [11], and by a leptophobic W ′ boson). The
usual signature consists of a leptonically-decaying W boson and two
b-jets. Recent studies have also incorporated the fully hadronic decay
channel for MW ′ ≫ mt with the use of jet substructure techniques to
tag highly boosted top-jets. For a detailed discussion of this channel,
see [27].

Searches for dijet resonances may be used to set limits on W ′ → qq̄′.
CMS [28] and ATLAS [29] provide similar coverage in the ∼ 0.75− 7.0
TeV mass range with data collected at

√
s = 8 and 13 TeV, with the

most stringent lower W ′ mass limit in the Sequential SM set to 3.6
TeV using 37 fb−1 of 13 TeV data. For lower masses, the best limits
on W ′ couplings to quarks have been set by CDF [30] in the 300− 500
GeV range, and by CMS [31] in the 500− 750 GeV range. Limits for
W ′ masses in the 50 − 300 GeV range can be derived from the dijet
limits on Z ′ bosons set by CMS [32].

In some theories [4] the W ′ couplings to SM fermions are suppressed
by discrete symmetries. W ′ production then occurs in pairs, through a
photon or Z boson. The decay modes are model-dependent and often
involve other new particles. The ensuing collider signals arise from
cascade decays and typically include missing transverse momentum.

Searches for WZ resonances at the LHC have focused on the
process pp → W ′ → WZ with the production mainly from ud̄ → W ′
assuming SM-like couplings to quarks. ATLAS and CMS have set the
strongest upper limits on the W ′WZ coupling for MW ′ in the 0.2−5.0
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TeV range with a combination of fully leptonic, semi-leptonic and
fully hadronic channels (see also [27]) at both 8 and 13 TeV [33]-[37].
The strongest lower limit on the mass is set by CMS at 13 TeV with
35.5 fb−1 in the WZ → (jj)(νν̄) final state, where the parentheses
represent a resonance; the limit is MW ′ > 3.2 TeV in the context of
the Heavy Vector Triplet (HVT) weakly-coupled scenario A [38].

A fermiophobic W ′ boson that couples to WZ may be produced
at hadron colliders in association with a Z boson, or via WZ fusion.
This would give rise to (WZ)Z and (WZ)jj final states [39].

W ′ bosons have also been searched for recently in final states with
a W boson and a SM Higgs boson in the channels W → ℓν or W → qq
and h0 → bb̄ or h0 → WW by ATLAS [40,41] and CMS [36,42,43,44]
at

√
s = 8 and 13 TeV. Cross section limits are set for W ′ masses

in the range between 0.4 and 4.5 TeV. The ATLAS and CMS 13
TeV analyses both set the most stringent lower limit on the mass:
MW ′ > 2.4 TeV for the HVT weakly-coupled scenario A, as shown in
Fig. 107.2.

107.3. Low-energy constraints.

The properties of W ′ bosons are also constrained by measurements
of processes at energies much below MW ′. The bounds on W −W ′

mixing [45] are mostly due to the change in W properties compared
to the SM. Limits on deviations in the ZWW couplings provide a
leading constraint for fermiophobic W ′ bosons [13].

Constraints arising from low-energy effects of W ′ exchange are
strongly model-dependent. If the W ′ couplings to quarks are not
suppressed, then box diagrams involving a W and a W ′ boson
contribute to neutral meson-mixing. In the case of W ′ couplings to
right-handed quarks as in the left-right symmetric model, the limit
from KL−KS mixing is severe: MW ′ > 2.9 TeV for CR

q = gVCKM [46].
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However, if no correlation between the W ′ andW couplings is assumed,
then the limit on MW ′ may be significantly relaxed [47].

W ′ exchange also contributes at tree level to various low-energy
processes. In particular, it would impact the measurement of the
Fermi constant GF in muon decay, which in turn would change the
predictions of many other electroweak processes. A recent test of
parity violation in polarized muon decay [48] has set limits of about
600 GeV on MW ′, assuming W ′ couplings to right-handed leptons
as in left-right symmetric models and a light νR. There are also W ′

contributions to the neutron electric dipole moment, β decays, and
other processes [45].

If right-handed neutrinos have Majorana masses, then there are
tree-level contributions to neutrinoless double-beta decay, and a
limit on MW ′ versus the νR mass may be derived [49]. For νR
masses below a few GeV, the W ′ boson contributes to leptonic and
semileptonic B meson decays, so that limits may be placed on various
combinations of W ′ parameters [47]. For νR masses below ∼30 MeV,
the most stringent constraints on MW ′ are due to the limits on νR
emission from supernovae.
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The Z ′ boson is a massive, electrically-neutral and color-singlet
hypothetical particle of spin 1. This particle is predicted in many
extensions of the Standard Model (SM) and has been the object of
extensive phenomenological studies [1].

108.1. Z ′ boson couplings to quarks and leptons.

The couplings of a Z ′ boson to the first-generation fermions are
given by

Z ′
µ (g

L
u uLγ

µuL + gLd dLγ
µdL + gRu uRγ

µuR + gRd dRγ
µdR

+ gLν νLγ
µνL + gLe eLγ

µeL + gRe eRγ
µeR

)
, (108.1)

where u, d, ν and e are the quark and lepton fields in the mass
eigenstate basis, and the coefficients gLu, g

L
d, g

R
u , g

R
d , g

L
ν , g

L
e , g

R
e are real

dimensionless parameters. If the Z ′ couplings to quarks and leptons
are generation-independent, then these seven parameters describe the
couplings of the Z ′ boson to all SM fermions. More generally, however,
the Z ′ couplings to fermions are generation-dependent, in which case
Eq. (108.1) may be written with generation indices i, j = 1, 2, 3
labeling the quark and lepton fields, and with the seven coefficients

promoted to 3 × 3 Hermitian matrices (e.g., gLeij e
i
Lγ

µe
j
L, where e2L is

the left-handed muon, etc.).

These parameters describing the Z ′ boson interactions with quarks
and leptons are subject to some theoretical constraints. Quantum
field theories that include a heavy spin-1 particle are well behaved at
high energies only if that particle is a gauge boson associated with
a spontaneously broken gauge symmetry. Quantum effects preserve
the gauge symmetry only if the couplings of the gauge boson to
fermions satisfy anomaly cancellation conditions. Furthermore, the
fermion charges under the new gauge symmetry are constrained
by the requirement that the quarks and leptons get masses from
gauge-invariant interactions with Higgs fields.

The relation between the couplings displayed in Eq. (108.1) and
the gauge charges zLfi and zRfi of the fermions f = u, d, ν, e involves

the unitary 3 × 3 matrices VL
f and VR

f that transform the gauge

eigenstate fermions f iL and f iR, respectively, into the mass eigenstates.
The Z ′ couplings are also modified if the new gauge boson in the
gauge eigenstate basis (Z̃ ′

µ) has a kinetic mixing (−χ/2)BµνZ̃ ′
µν with

the hypercharge gauge boson Bµ (χ is a dimensionless parameter), or
a mass mixing δM2 Z̃µZ̃ ′

µ with the linear combination (Z̃µ) of neutral
bosons that couples as the SM Z boson [2]. Since both the kinetic and
mass mixings shift the mass and couplings of the Z boson, electroweak
measurements impose upper limits on χ and δM2/(M2

Z′ − M2
Z) of

the order of 10−3 [3]. Keeping only linear terms in these two small
quantities, the couplings of the mass-eigenstate Z ′ boson are given by

gLf ij
= gzV

L
fii′ z

L
f i′

(
VL
f

)†
i′j

+
e

cW


 sW χM2

Z′ + δM2

2sW

(
M2

Z′−M2
Z

)σ3f − ǫQf


 ,

gRf ij
= gzV

R
fii′ z

R
fi′

(
VR
f

)†
i′j

− e

cW
ǫQf , (108.2)

where gz is the new gauge coupling, Qf is the electric charge of f , e
is the electromagnetic gauge coupling, sW and cW are the sine and
cosine of the weak mixing angle, σ3f = +1 for f = u, ν and σ3f = −1

for f = d, e, and

ǫ =
χ
(
M2

Z′ − c2WM2
Z

)
+ sW δM2

M2
Z′ −M2

Z

. (108.3)

The interaction of the Z ′ boson with a pair of W bosons has the
form
[
i
(
W−

µ Z ′
ν−W−

ν Z ′
µ

)
∂µW+ν+H.c.

]
+ i

(
W+

µ W−
ν −W+

ν W−
µ

)
∂µZ ′ν

(108.4)
with a coefficient of order M2

W /M2
Z′ [4]. The Z ′ also couples to one

SM Higgs boson and one Z boson, Z ′
µZ

µ h0, with a coefficient of order
MZ .

108.2. U(1) gauge groups.

A simple origin of a Z ′ boson is a new U(1)′ gauge symmetry. In
that case, the matricial equalities zLu = zLd and zLν = zLe are required by
the SM SU(2)W gauge symmetry. Given that the U(1)′ interaction
is not asymptotically free, the theory may be well-behaved at high
energies (e.g., by embedding U(1)′ in a non-Abelian gauge group) only
if the charges are commensurate numbers, i.e. any ratio of charges
is a rational number. Satisfying the anomaly cancellation conditions
(which include an equation cubic in charges) with rational numbers is
highly nontrivial and in general new fermions charged under U(1)′ are
necessary.

Table 108.1: Examples of generation-independent U(1)′

charges for quarks and leptons. The parameter x is an arbitrary
rational number. Anomaly cancellation requires certain new
fermions [5].

fermion U(1)B−xL U(1)10+x5̄ U(1)d−xu U(1)q+xu

(uL, dL) 1/3 1/3 0 1/3
uR 1/3 −1/3 −x/3 x/3
dR 1/3 −x/3 1/3 (2− x)/3

(νL, eL) −x x/3 (−1 + x)/3 −1
eR −x −1/3 x/3 −(2 + x)/3

Consider first generation-independent couplings (the Vf matrices

then disappear from Eq. (108.2)) and neglect the Z̃ − Z̃ ′ mixing, so
that there are five commensurate couplings: gRu , g

R
d , g

R
e , g

L
q (q = u or

d), gLl (l = ν or e). Four sets of charges are displayed in Table 108.1,
each of them spanned by a free parameter x [5]. The first set, labelled
B−xL, has charges proportional to the baryon number minus x times
the lepton number. These charges allow all SM Yukawa couplings to
a Higgs doublet which is neutral under U(1)B−xL, so that there is

no tree-level Z̃ − Z̃ ′ mixing. For x = 1 one recovers the U(1)B−L
group, which is non-anomalous in the presence of one “right-handed
neutrino” (a chiral fermion that is a singlet under the SM gauge
group) per generation. For x 6= 1, it is necessary to include some
fermions that are vectorlike (i.e. their mass terms are gauge invariant)
with respect to the electroweak gauge group and chiral with respect
to U(1)B−xL. In the particular cases x = 0 or x ≫ 1, the Z ′ is
leptophobic or quark-phobic, respectively.

The second set, U(1)10+x5̄, has charges that commute with the
representations of the SU(5) grand unified group. Here x is related
to the mixing angle between the two U(1) bosons encountered in
the E6→SU(5)× U(1)× U(1) symmetry breaking patterns of grand
unified theories [1,6] . This set leads to Z̃ − Z̃ ′ mass mixing at tree
level, such that for a Z ′ mass close to the electroweak scale, the
measurements at the Z-pole require some fine tuning between the
charges and VEVs of the two Higgs doublets. Vectorlike fermions
charged under the electroweak gauge group and also carrying color
are required (except for x = −3) to make this set anomaly free.
The particular cases x = −3, 1,−1/2 are usually labelled U(1)χ,
U(1)ψ, and U(1)η, respectively. Under the third set, U(1)d−xu, the
weak-doublet quarks are neutral, and the ratio of uR and dR charges
is −x. For x = 1 this is the “right-handed” group U(1)R. For x = 0,
the charges are those of the E6-inspired U(1)I group, which requires
new quarks and leptons. Other generation-independent sets of U(1)′

charges are given in [7].

In the absence of new fermions charged under the SM group, the
most general generation-independent charge assignment is U(1)q+xu,
which is a linear combination of hypercharge and B − L. Many
other anomaly-free solutions exist if generation-dependent charges
are allowed. An example is B − xLe − yLµ + (y − 3)Lτ , with x, y
free parameters. This allows all fermion masses to be generated
by Yukawa couplings to a single Higgs doublet, without inducing
tree-level flavor-changing neutral current (FCNC) processes. There
are also lepton-flavor dependent charges that allow neutrino masses to
arise only from operators of high dimensionality [8].
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If the SU(2)W -doublet quarks have generation-dependent U(1)′

charges, then the mass eigenstate quarks have flavor off-diagonal

couplings to the Z ′ boson (see Eq. (108.1), and note that VL
u

(
VL
d

)†
is

the CKM matrix). These are severely constrained by measurements
of FCNC processes, which in this case are mediated at tree-level by
Z ′ boson exchange [9]. The constraints are relaxed if the first and
second generation charges are the same, although they are increasingly
tightened by the measurements of B meson properties [10]. If only
the SU(2)W -singlet quarks have generation-dependent U(1)′ charges,
there is more freedom in adjusting the flavor off-diagonal couplings
because the V R

u,d matrices are not observable in the SM.

The anomaly cancellation conditions for U(1)′ could be relaxed
only if there is an axion with certain dimension-5 couplings to the
gauge bosons. However, such a scenario violates unitarity unless
the quantum field theory description breaks down at a scale near
MZ′ [11].

108.3. Other models.

Z ′ bosons may also arise from larger gauge groups. These may
extend the electroweak group, as in SU(2) × SU(2) × U(1), or may
embed the electroweak group, as in SU(3)W ×U(1) [12]. If the larger
group is spontaneously broken down to SU(2)W ×U(1)Y ×U(1)′ at a
scale v∗ ≫ MZ′/gz, then the above discussion applies up to corrections
of order M2

Z′/(gzv∗)2. For v∗ ∼ MZ′/gz, additional gauge bosons have
masses comparable to MZ′ , including at least a W ′ boson [12]. If the
larger gauge group breaks together with the electroweak symmetry
directly to the electromagnetic U(1)em, then the left-handed fermion
charges are no longer correlated (zLu 6= zLd, z

L
ν 6= zLe) and a Z ′W+W−

coupling is induced.

If the electroweak gauge bosons propagate in extra dimensions, then
their Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations include a series of Z ′ boson pairs.
Each of these pairs can be associated with a different SU(2) × U(1)
gauge group in four dimensions. The properties of the KK particles
depend strongly on the extra-dimensional theory [13]. For example,
in universal extra dimensions there is a parity that forces all couplings
of Eq. (108.1) to vanish in the case of the lightest KK bosons,
while allowing couplings to pairs of fermions involving a SM and a
heavy vectorlike fermion. There are also 4-dimensional gauge theories
(e.g. little Higgs with T parity) with Z ′ bosons exhibiting similar
properties. By contrast, in a warped extra dimension, the couplings of
Eq. (108.1) may be sizable even when SM fields propagate along the
extra dimension.

Z ′ bosons may also be composite particles. For example, in
confining gauge theories [14], the ρ-like bound state is a spin-1 boson
that may be interpreted as arising from a spontaneously broken gauge
symmetry [15].

108.4. Resonances versus cascade decays.

In the presence of the couplings shown in Eq. (108.1), the Z ′ boson
may be produced in the s-channel at colliders, and would decay to
pairs of fermions. The decay width into a pair of electrons is given by

Γ
(
Z ′ → e+e−

)
≃

[(
gLe

)2
+
(
gRe

)2] MZ′
24π

, (108.5)

where small corrections from electroweak loops are not included. The
decay width into qq̄ is similar, except for an additional color factor
of 3, QCD radiative corrections, and fermion mass corrections. Thus,
one may compute the Z ′ branching fractions in terms of the couplings
of Eq. (108.1). However, other decay channels, such as WW or a pair
of new particles, could have large widths and need to be added to the
total decay width.

As mentioned above, there are theories in which the Z ′ couplings
are controlled by a discrete symmetry that forbids decays into a
pair of SM particles. Typically, such theories involve several new
particles, which may be produced only in pairs and undergo cascade
decays through Z ′ bosons, leading to signals involving some missing
(transverse) momentum. Given that the cascade decays depend on
the properties of new particles other than the Z ′ boson, this case is
not discussed further here.

108.5. LEP-II limits.

The Z ′ contribution to the cross sections for e+e− → f f̄ proceeds
through an s-channel Z ′ exchange (when f = e, there are also t-
and u-channel exchanges). For MZ′ <

√
s, the Z ′ appears as an f f̄

resonance in the radiative return process where photon emission tunes
the effective center-of-mass energy to MZ′ . The agreement between
the LEP-II measurements and the SM predictions implies that either
the Z ′ couplings are smaller than or of order 10−2, or else MZ′ is
above 209 GeV, the maximum energy of LEP-II. In the latter case, the
Z ′ exchange may be approximated up to corrections of order s/M2

Z′
by the contact interactions

g2z
M2

Z′ − s

[
ēγµ

(
zLePL + zRe PR

)
e
] [

f̄γµ
(
zLfPL + zRfPR

)
f
]
, (108.6)

where PL,R are chirality projection operators, and the relation between
Z ′ couplings and charges (see Eq. (108.2) in the limit where the
mass and kinetic mixings are neglected) is used, assuming generation-
independent charges. The four LEP collaborations have set limits
on the coefficients of such operators for all possible chiral structures
and for various combinations of fermions [16]. Thus, one may derive

bounds on (MZ′/gz)|zLezLf |−1/2 and the analogous combinations of

LR, RL and RR charges, which are typically on the order of a few
TeV. LEP-II limits were derived [5] on the four sets of charges shown
in Table 108.1.

Somewhat stronger bounds can be set on MZ′/gz for specific sets
of Z ′ couplings if the effects of several operators from Eq. (108.6)
are combined. Dedicated analyses by the LEP collaborations have set
limits on Z ′ bosons for particular values of the gauge coupling (see
section 3.5 of [16]). For example, MZSSM

> 1.76 TeV for a “sequential”

Z ′ of same couplings as the SM Z boson, while MZχ > 0.785 TeV for

the Z ′ associated with U(1)χ assuming a unification condition for the
gauge coupling.

108.6. Searches at hadron colliders.

Z ′ bosons with couplings to quarks (see Eq. (108.1)) may be
produced at hadron colliders in the s-channel and would show up as
resonances in the invariant mass distribution of the decay products.
The cross section for producing a Z ′ boson at the LHC, which then
decays to some f f̄ final state, takes the form

σ
(
pp → Z ′X → f f̄X

)
≃ π

48 s

∑

q

cfq wq

(
s,M2

Z′
)

(108.7)

for flavor-diagonal couplings to quarks. Here, we have neglected the
interference with the SM contribution to f f̄ production, which is a
good approximation for a narrow Z ′ resonance (deviations from the
narrow width approximation are discussed in [17]). The coefficients

cfq =

[(
gLq

)2
+
(
gRq

)2]
B(Z ′ → f f̄) (108.8)

contain all the dependence on the Z ′ couplings, while the functions
wq include all the information about parton distributions and QCD
corrections [5,7] . This factorization holds exactly to NLO and the
deviations from it induced at NNLO are very small. Note that the wu

and wd functions are substantially larger than the wq functions for
the other quarks. Eq. (108.7) also applies to the Tevatron, except for
changing the pp initial state to pp̄, which implies that the wq(s,M

2
Z′)

functions are replaced by some other functions w̄q((1.96TeV)
2,M2

Z′).

It is common to present results of Z ′ searches as limits on the cross
section versus MZ′ (see for example Fig. 108.1). An alternative is

to plot exclusion curves for fixed MZ′ values in the c
f
u − c

f
d planes,

allowing a simple derivation of the mass limit within any Z ′ model.
The CMS upper limits in the cℓu − cℓd plane (ℓ = e or µ) for different
MZ′ are shown in Fig. 108.2 (for Tevatron limits, see [7,18]).
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Figure 108.1: Upper limit on σ
(
pp →Z ′X→ℓ+ℓ−X

)
with

ℓ = e or µ as a function of MZ′ [24], assuming equal couplings
for electrons and muons. The lines labelled by Z ′

ψ and Z ′
χ are

theoretical predictions for the U(1)10+x5̄ models in Table 108.1
with x = −3 and x = +1, respectively, for gz fixed by an E6

unification condition. The Z ′
SSM line corresponds to Z ′ couplings

equal to those of the Z boson.

The discovery of a dilepton resonance at the LHC would determine
the Z ′ mass and width. A measurement of the total cross section
would define a band in the cℓu − cℓd plane. Angular distributions can
be used to measure several combinations of Z ′ parameters (angular
distributions were used in [19] to improve the Tevatron sensitivity).
Even though the original quark direction in a pp collider is unknown,
the leptonic forward-backward asymmetry Aℓ

FB can be extracted
from the kinematics of the dilepton system, and is sensitive to
parity-violating couplings. A fit to the Z ′ rapidity distribution can
distinguish between the couplings to up and down quarks. These
measurements, combined with off-peak observables, have the potential
to differentiate among various Z ′ models [20]. In some cases, Aℓ

FB
may provide discovery sensitivity that is competitive with the mass
distribution [21]. With 100 fb−1 of data at

√
s = 14 TeV, the spin of

the Z ′ boson may be determined for MZ′ ≤ 3 TeV [22].

Searches for Z ′ decays to e+e− and µ+µ− by the ATLAS and CMS
collaborations [24,25] have set 95% C.L. upper cross-section limits as
low as 0.1 fb (see Fig. 108.1), with the lower mass limits in specific
models as high as 4.5 TeV. In the case of final states with taus, the
lower mass limits obtained at 13 TeV are as high as ∼ 2.4 TeV for the
τ+τ− [26] decay. Limits in the flavor-violating leptonic final states
have also been reported by ATLAS and CMS [26,27], for resonances
in the e±µ∓, e±τ∓ and µ±τ∓ channels.

Final states with higher background, tt̄, bb̄ and jj, are also
important as they probe various combinations of Z ′ couplings to
quarks, see [28] for further discussion. Besides the improved sensitivity
at masses of several TeV, the LHC searches in the dijet channel have
been also extended to masses as low as 50 GeV, through the use of new
techniques involving boosted topologies and initial state radiation [29].

Z ′ decays to Zh0 with Z → ℓ+ℓ−, νν̄ or qq̄ and h0 → bb̄ have been
studied by ATLAS [30] and CMS [31,35] using 13 TeV data. The most
stringent constraint is set in the fully hadronic channel, with a lower
mass limit of 2.35 TeV in the context of the Heavy Vector Triplet
model weakly-coupled scenario A [32].

The pp →Z ′X →W+W−X process has also been searched for at
the LHC. The channel where the Z ′ boson is produced through its
couplings to quarks, and the W bosons decay hadronically, has been
explored using boosted techniques to analyze the 13 TeV data [33]
. The Z ′ boson may also be produced through its couplings to W
bosons [34], which has been explored by ATLAS with the use of
forward jets consistent with a vector boson fusion event topology.
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Figure 108.2: Upper limits in the cℓu–c
ℓ
d plane (ℓ = e or µ),

set by CMS [23], are shown as thin lines for certain MZ′ values.
For specific sets of charges (labelled by E6, GSM and LR, and
described in [7]) parametrized by a mixing angle, the lower mass
limit is given by the intersection of thick and thin lines. The
black dots with smaller labels represent particular models.

At the Tevatron, the CDF and DØ collaborations have searched for
Z ′ bosons in the e+e− [36], µ+µ− [37], e±µ∓ [38], τ+τ− [39], tt̄ [40],
jj [41] and W+W− [42] final states. Although these limits have been
mostly superseded by the LHC results, the Tevatron limits on certain
Z ′ couplings (especially those arising from jj resonance searches [43])
remain competitive for some mass ranges below ∼ 0.4 TeV.

108.7. Low-energy constraints.

Z ′ boson properties are also constrained by a variety of low-energy
experiments [44] . Polarized electron-nucleon scattering and atomic
parity violation are sensitive to electron-quark contact interactions,
which get contributions from Z ′ exchange that can be expressed in
terms of the couplings introduced in Eq. (108.1) and M ′

Z . Further
corrections to the electron-quark contact interactions are induced in
the presence of Z̃ − Z̃ ′ mixing because of the shifts in the Z couplings
to quarks and leptons [2]. Deep-inelastic neutrino-nucleon scattering
is similarly affected by Z ′ bosons. Other low-energy observables are
discussed in [3]. For Z ′ bosons much lighter than the Z boson, many
additional experimental constraints exist [45].

In some models, the lower limits on MZ′ set by low-energy data
are above 1 TeV. For example, MZχ > 1.1 TeV and MZη > 0.43
TeV assuming that the Higgs sectors consist of electroweak doublets
and singlets only [3], while the gauge coupling is fixed by an SO(10)
unification condition for U(1)χ and U(1)η. For more general models,
see [1,5,46]. The mass bounds from direct searches at the LHC [24,25]
exceed the electroweak constraints by a factor of three or more for
the models mentioned here. While the electroweak constraints can be
slightly improved by fixing the Higgs mass to the value measured at
the LHC, and the collider bounds are moderately weakened if there
are open exotic decay channels [47], this conclusion will not change.

Although the LHC data are most constraining for many Z ′ models,
one should be careful in assessing the relative reach of various
experiments given the freedom in Z ′ couplings. For example, a Z ′

coupled to B − yLµ + (y − 3)Lτ has implications for the muon g − 2,
neutrino oscillations or τ decays, and would be hard to see in processes
involving first-generation fermions. Moreover, the combination of
LHC searches and low-energy measurements could allow a precise
determination of the Z ′ parameters [48].
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109.1. Introduction

Supersymmetry (SUSY) is a generalization of the space-time
symmetries of quantum field theory that transforms fermions into
bosons and vice versa [1]. The existence of such a non-trivial extension
of the Poincaré symmetry of ordinary quantum field theory was
initially surprising, and its form is highly constrained by theoretical
principles [2]. Supersymmetry also provides a framework for the
unification of particle physics and gravity [3–6] at the Planck energy
scale, MP ∼ 1019 GeV, where the gravitational interactions become
comparable in magnitude to the gauge interactions. Moreover, super-
symmetry can provide an explanation of the large hierarchy between
the energy scale that characterizes electroweak symmetry breaking,
MEW ∼ 100 GeV, and the Planck scale [7–10]. The stability of this
large gauge hierarchy with respect to radiative quantum corrections is
not possible to maintain in the Standard Model without an unnatural
fine-tuning of the parameters of the fundamental theory at the Planck
scale. In contrast, in a supersymmetric extension of the Standard
Model, it is possible to maintain the gauge hierarchy while providing
a natural framework for elementary scalar fields.

If supersymmetry were an exact symmetry of nature, then particles
and their superpartners, which differ in spin by half a unit, would
be degenerate in mass. Since superpartners have not (yet) been
observed, supersymmetry must be a broken symmetry. Nevertheless,
the stability of the gauge hierarchy can still be maintained if
the supersymmetry breaking is soft [11,12], and the corresponding
supersymmetry-breaking mass parameters are no larger than a few
TeV. Whether this is still plausible in light of recent supersymmetry
searches at the LHC [13] will be discussed in Section 109.7.

In particular, soft-supersymmetry-breaking terms of the Lagrangian
involve combinations of fields with total mass dimension of three or
less, with some restrictions on the dimension-three terms as elucidated
in Ref. 11. The impact of the soft terms becomes negligible at energy
scales much larger than the size of the supersymmetry-breaking
masses. Thus, a theory of weak-scale supersymmetry, where the
effective scale of supersymmetry breaking is tied to the scale of

electroweak symmetry breaking, provides a natural framework for the
origin and the stability of the gauge hierarchy [7–10].

At present, there is no unambiguous experimental evidence for
the breakdown of the Standard Model at or below the TeV scale.
The expectations for new TeV-scale physics beyond the Standard
Model are based primarily on three theoretical arguments. First, in
a theory with an elementary scalar field of mass m and interaction
strength λ (e.g., a quartic scalar self-coupling, the square of a gauge
coupling or the square of a Yukawa coupling), the stability with
respect to quantum corrections requires the existence of an energy
cutoff roughly of order (16π2/λ)1/2m, beyond which new physics
must enter [14]. A significantly larger energy cutoff would require
an unnatural fine-tuning of parameters that govern the low-energy
theory. Applying this argument to the Standard Model leads to an
expectation of new physics at the TeV scale [10].

Second, the unification of the three Standard Model gauge couplings
at a very high energy close to the Planck scale is possible if new
physics beyond the Standard Model (which modifies the running
of the gauge couplings above the electroweak scale) is present. The
minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM),
where superpartner masses lie below a few TeV, provides an example
of successful gauge coupling unification [15].

Third, the existence of dark matter, which makes up approximately
one quarter of the energy density of the universe, cannot be explained
within the Standard Model of particle physics [16]. Remarkably, a
stable weakly-interacting massive particle (WIMP) whose mass and
interaction rate are governed by new physics associated with the
TeV-scale can be consistent with the observed density of dark matter
(this is the so-called WIMP miracle, which is reviewed in Ref. 17). The
lightest supersymmetric particle, if stable, is a promising (although
not the unique) candidate for the dark matter [18–22]. Further aspects
of dark matter can be found in Ref. 23.

109.2. Structure of the MSSM

The minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model
consists of the fields of the two-Higgs-doublet extension of the
Standard Model and the corresponding superpartners [24,25]. A
particle and its superpartner together form a supermultiplet. The
corresponding field content of the supermultiplets of the MSSM and
their gauge quantum numbers are shown in Table 1. The electric
charge Q = T3 +

1
2Y is determined in terms of the third component of

the weak isospin (T3) and the U(1) weak hypercharge (Y ).

Table 109.1: The fields of the MSSM and their SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1)
quantum numbers are listed. For simplicity, only one generation
of quarks and leptons is exhibited. For each lepton, quark,
and Higgs super-multiplet, there is a corresponding anti-particle
multiplet of charge-conjugated fermions and their associated scalar
partners [26].

Field Content of the MSSM

Super- Super- Bosonic Fermionic

multiplets field fields partners SU(3) SU(2) U(1)

gluon/gluino V̂8 g g̃ 8 1 0

gauge boson/ V̂ W± , W 0 W̃± , W̃ 0 1 3 0

gaugino V̂ ′ B B̃ 1 1 0

slepton/ L̂ (ν̃L, ẽ
−
L ) (ν, e−)L 1 2 −1

lepton Êc ẽ+R ecL 1 1 2

squark/ Q̂ (ũL, d̃L) (u, d)L 3 2 1/3

quark Û c ũ∗R ucL 3̄ 1 −4/3

D̂c d̃∗R dcL 3̄ 1 2/3

Higgs/ Ĥd (H0
d , H−

d ) (H̃0
d , H̃

−
d ) 1 2 −1

higgsino Ĥu (H+
u , H0

u) (H̃+
u , H̃0

u) 1 2 1

The gauge supermultiplets consist of the gluons and their gluino
fermionic superpartners and the SU(2)×U(1) gauge bosons and
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their gaugino fermionic superpartners. The matter supermultiplets
consist of three generations of left-handed quarks and leptons and
their scalar superpartners (squarks and sleptons, collectively referred
to as sfermions), and the corresponding antiparticles. The Higgs
supermultiplets consist of two complex Higgs doublets, their higgsino
fermionic superpartners, and the corresponding antiparticles. The
enlarged Higgs sector of the MSSM constitutes the minimal structure
needed to guarantee the cancellation of gauge anomalies [27] generated
by the higgsino superpartners that can appear as internal lines in
triangle diagrams with three external electroweak gauge bosons.
Moreover, without a second Higgs doublet, one cannot generate mass
for both “up”-type and “down”-type quarks (and charged leptons) in
a way consistent with the underlying supersymmetry [28–30].

In the most elegant treatment of supersymmetry, spacetime is
extended to superspace which consists of the spacetime coordinates
and new anticommuting fermionic coordinates θ and θ† [31]. Each
supermultiplet is represented by a superfield that is a function of the
superspace coordinates. The fields of a given supermultiplet (which
are functions of the spacetime coordinates) are components of the
corresponding superfield.

Vector superfields contain the gauge boson fields and their
gaugino partners. Chiral superfields contain the spin-0 and spin-
1/2 fields of the matter or Higgs supermultiplets. A general
supersymmetric Lagrangian is determined by three functions of the
chiral superfields [4]: the superpotential, the Kähler potential, and
the gauge kinetic function (which can be appropriately generalized
to accommodate higher derivative terms [32]). Minimal forms for
the Kähler potential and gauge kinetic function, which generate
canonical kinetic energy terms for all the fields, are required for
renormalizable globally supersymmetric theories. A renormalizable
superpotential, which is at most cubic in the chiral superfields, yields
supersymmetric Yukawa couplings and mass terms. A combination
of gauge invariance and supersymmetry produces couplings of
gaugino fields to matter (or Higgs) fields and their corresponding
superpartners. The (renormalizable) MSSM Lagrangian is then
constructed by including all possible supersymmetric interaction terms
(of dimension four or less) that satisfy SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) gauge
invariance and B−L conservation (where B = baryon number and
L= lepton number). Finally, the most general soft-supersymmetry-
breaking terms consistent with these symmetries are added [11,12,33].

Although the MSSM is the focus of much of this review, there
is some motivation for considering non-minimal supersymmetric
extensions of the Standard Model. For example, extra structure
is needed to generate non-zero neutrino masses as discussed in
Section 109.8. In addition, in order to address some theoretical
issues and tensions associated with the MSSM, it has been fruitful
to introduce one additional singlet Higgs superfield. The resulting
next-to-minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model
(NMSSM) [34] is considered further in Section 109.4–Section 109.7
and Section 109.9. Finally, one is always free to add additional fields
to the Standard Model along with the corresponding superpartners.
However, only certain choices for the new fields (e.g., the addition of
complete SU(5) multiplets) will preserve the successful gauge coupling
unification. Some examples will be briefly mentioned in Section 109.9.

109.2.1. R-parity and the lightest supersymmetric particle :

The (renormalizable) Standard Model Lagrangian possesses an
accidental global B−L symmetry due to the fact that B and L-
violating operators composed of Standard Model fields must have
dimension d = 5 or larger [35]. Consequently, B and L-violating
effects are suppressed by (MEW/M)d−4, where M is the characteristic
mass scale of the physics that generates the corresponding higher
dimensional operators. Indeed, values of M of order the grand
unification scale or larger yield the observed (approximate) stability of
the proton and suppression of neutrino masses. Unfortunately, these
results are not guaranteed in a generic supersymmetric extension of
the Standard Model. For example, it is possible to construct gauge
invariant supersymmetric dimension-four B and L-violating operators
made up of fields of Standard Model particles and their superpartners.
Such operators, if present in the theory, would yield a proton decay

rate many orders of magnitude larger than the current experimental
bound. It is for this reason that B−L conservation is imposed on
the supersymmetric Lagrangian when defining the MSSM, which is
sufficient for eliminating all B and L-violating operators of dimension
d ≤ 4.

As a consequence of the B−L symmetry, the MSSM possesses
a multiplicative R-parity invariance, where R = (−1)3(B−L)+2S for
a particle of spin S [36]. This implies that all the particles of the
Standard Model have even R-parity, whereas the corresponding
superpartners have odd R-parity. The conservation of R-parity in
scattering and decay processes has a critical impact on supersymmetric
phenomenology. For example, any initial state in a scattering
experiment will involve ordinary (R-even) particles. Consequently,
it follows that supersymmetric particles must be produced in pairs.
In general, these particles are highly unstable and decay into
lighter states. Moreover, R-parity invariance also implies that the
lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is absolutely stable, and must
eventually be produced at the end of a decay chain initiated by the
decay of a heavy unstable supersymmetric particle.

In order to be consistent with cosmological constraints, a stable LSP
is almost certainly electrically and color neutral [20]. Consequently,
the LSP in an R-parity-conserving theory is weakly interacting
with ordinary matter, i.e., it behaves like a stable heavy neutrino
and will escape collider detectors without being directly observed.
Thus, the canonical signature for conventional R-parity-conserving
supersymmetric theories is missing (transverse) energy, due to the
escape of the LSP. Moreover, as noted in Section 109.1 and reviewed
in Refs. 21 and 22, the stability of the LSP in R-parity-conserving
supersymmetry makes it a promising candidate for dark matter.

The possibility of relaxing the R-parity invariance of the MSSM
(which would generate new B and/or L-violating interactions) will be
addressed in Section 109.8.2

109.2.2. The goldstino and gravitino :

In the MSSM, supersymmetry breaking is accomplished by including
the most general renormalizable soft-supersymmetry-breaking terms
consistent with the SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) gauge symmetry and R-parity
invariance. These terms parameterize our ignorance of the fundamental
mechanism of supersymmetry breaking. If supersymmetry breaking
occurs spontaneously, then a massless Goldstone fermion called the
goldstino (G̃1/2) must exist. The goldstino would then be the LSP, and

could play an important role in supersymmetric phenomenology [37].

However, the goldstino degrees of freedom are physical only in
models of spontaneously-broken global supersymmetry. If super-
symmetry is a local symmetry, then the theory must incorporate
gravity; the resulting theory is called supergravity [5,38]. In models of
spontaneously-broken supergravity, the goldstino is “absorbed” by the
gravitino (G̃) [often called g̃3/2 in the older literature], the spin-3/2

superpartner of the graviton, via the super-Higgs mechanism [39].
Consequently, the goldstino is removed from the physical spectrum
and the gravitino acquires a mass (denoted by m3/2). If m3/2 is
smaller than the mass of the lightest superpartner of the Standard
Model particles, then the gravitino is the LSP.

In processes with center-of-mass energy E ≫ m3/2, the goldstino–

gravitino equivalence theorem [40] states that the interactions of
the helicity ±1

2 gravitino (whose properties approximate those of

the goldstino) dominate those of the helicity ±3
2 gravitino. The

interactions of gravitinos with other light fields can be described by
a low-energy effective Lagrangian that is determined by fundamental
principles [41].

Theories in which supersymmetry breaking is independently
generated by a multiplicity of sources will yield multiple goldstino
states, collectively called goldstini [42]. One linear combination of

the goldstini is identified with the exactly massless goldstino G̃1/2
of global supersymmetry, which is absorbed by the gravitino in
local supersymmetry as described above. The linear combinations of
goldstini orthogonal to G̃1/2, sometimes called pseudo-goldstinos in
the literature, acquire radiatively generated masses. Theoretical and
phenomenological implications of the pseudo-goldstinos are discussed
further in Ref. 42.
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109.2.3. Hidden sectors and the structure of supersymmetry
breaking :

It is very difficult (perhaps impossible) to construct a realistic
model of spontaneously-broken weak-scale supersymmetry where
the supersymmetry breaking arises solely as a consequence of the
interactions of the particles of the MSSM. An alternative scheme
posits a theory with at least two distinct sectors: a visible sector
consisting of the particles of the MSSM [33] and a so-called hidden
sector where supersymmetry breaking is generated. It is often (but not
always) assumed that particles of the hidden sector are neutral with
respect to the Standard Model gauge group. The effects of the hidden
sector supersymmetry breaking are then transmitted to the MSSM
by some mechanism (often involving the mediation by particles that
comprise an additional messenger sector). Two theoretical scenarios
that exhibit this structure are gravity-mediated and gauge-mediated
supersymmetry breaking.

Supergravity models provide a natural mechanism for transmitting
the supersymmetry breaking of the hidden sector to the particle
spectrum of the MSSM. In models of gravity-mediated super-
symmetry breaking, gravity is the messenger of supersymmetry
breaking [43–47]. More precisely, supersymmetry breaking is mediated
by effects of gravitational strength (suppressed by inverse powers
of the Planck mass). The soft-supersymmetry-breaking parameters
arise as model-dependent multiples of the gravitino mass m3/2. In
this scenario, m3/2 is of order the electroweak-symmetry-breaking
scale, while the gravitino couplings are roughly gravitational in
strength [3,48]. However, such a gravitino typically plays no direct
role in supersymmetric phenomenology at colliders (except perhaps
indirectly in the case where the gravitino is the LSP [49]).

Under certain theoretical assumptions on the structure of the
Kähler potential (the so-called sequestered form introduced in
Ref. 50), supersymmetry breaking is due entirely to the super-
conformal (super-Weyl) anomaly, which is common to all supergravity
models [50]. In particular, gaugino masses are radiatively generated
at one-loop, and squark and slepton squared-mass matrices are flavor-
diagonal. In sequestered scenarios, sfermion squared-masses arise at
two-loops, which implies that gluino and sfermion masses are of the
same order or magnitude. This approach is called anomaly-mediated
supersymmetry breaking (AMSB). Indeed, anomaly mediation is
more generic than originally conceived, and provides a ubiquitous
source of supersymmetry breaking [51]. However in the simplest
formulation of AMSB as applied to the MSSM, the squared-masses of
the sleptons are negative (known as the so-called tachyonic slepton
problem). It may be possible to cure this otherwise fatal flaw in
non-minimal extensions of the MSSM [52]. Alternatively, one can
assert that anomaly mediation is not the sole source of supersymmetry
breaking in the sfermion sector. In non-sequestered scenarios, sfermion
squared-masses can arise at tree-level, in which case squark masses
would be parametrically larger than the loop-suppressed gaugino
masses [53].

In gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking (GMSB), gauge
forces transmit the supersymmetry breaking to the MSSM. A
typical structure of such models involves a hidden sector where
supersymmetry is broken, a messenger sector consisting of particles
(messengers) with nontrivial SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) quantum numbers,
and the visible sector consisting of the fields of the MSSM [54–56].
The direct coupling of the messengers to the hidden sector generates
a supersymmetry-breaking spectrum in the messenger sector. Super-
symmetry breaking is then transmitted to the MSSM via the virtual
exchange of the messenger fields. In models of direct gauge mediation,
there is no separate hidden sector. In particular, the sector in which
the supersymmetry breaking originates includes fields that carry
nontrivial Standard Model quantum numbers, which allows for the
direct transmission of supersymmetry breaking to the MSSM [57].

In models of gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking, the gravitino
is the LSP [18], as its mass can range from a few eV (in the case
of low supersymmetry breaking scales) up to a few GeV (in the case
of high supersymmetry breaking scales). In particular, the gravitino
is a potential dark matter candidate (for a review and guide to the
literature, see Ref. 22). Big bang nucleosynthesis also provides some
interesting constraints on the gravitino and the properties of the

next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle that decays into the gravitino
LSP [58]. The couplings of the helicity ±1

2 components of G̃ to the
particles of the MSSM (which approximate those of the goldstino as
previously noted in Section 109.2.2) are significantly stronger than
gravitational strength and amenable to experimental collider analyses.

The concept of a hidden sector is more general than supersymmetry.
Hidden valley models [59] posit the existence of a hidden sector of new
particles and interactions that are very weakly coupled to particles of
the Standard Model. The impact of a hidden valley on supersymmetric
phenomenology at colliders can be significant if the LSP lies in the
hidden sector [60].

109.2.4. Supersymmetry and extra dimensions :

Approaches to supersymmetry breaking have also been developed
in the context of theories in which the number of space dimensions
is greater than three. In particular, a number of supersymmetry-
breaking mechanisms have been proposed that are inherently
extra-dimensional [61]. The size of the extra dimensions can be
significantly larger than M−1

P ; in some cases of order (TeV)−1 or even
larger [62,63].

For example, in one approach the fields of the MSSM live on
some brane (a lower-dimensional manifold embedded in a higher-
dimensional spacetime), while the sector of the theory that breaks
supersymmetry lives on a second spatially-separated brane. Two
examples of this approach are anomaly-mediated supersymmetry
breaking [50] and gaugino-mediated supersymmetry breaking [64]. In
both cases, supersymmetry breaking is transmitted through fields that
live in the bulk (the higher-dimensional space between the two branes).
This setup has some features in common with both gravity-mediated
and gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking (e.g., a hidden and
visible sector and messengers).

Alternatively, one can consider a higher-dimensional theory that
is compactified to four spacetime dimensions. In this approach,
supersymmetry is broken by boundary conditions on the compactified
space that distinguish between fermions and bosons. This is the
so-called Scherk-Schwarz mechanism [65]. The phenomenology of such
models can be strikingly different from that of the usual MSSM [66].

109.2.5. Split-supersymmetry :

If supersymmetry is not connected with the origin of the electroweak
scale, it may still be possible that some remnant of the superparticle
spectrum survives down to the TeV-scale or below. This is the idea
of split-supersymmetry [67,68], in which scalar superpartners of the
quarks and leptons are significantly heavier (perhaps by many orders
of magnitude) than 1 TeV, whereas the fermionic superpartners of the
gauge and Higgs bosons have masses on the order of 1 TeV or below.
With the exception of a single light neutral scalar whose properties
are practically indistinguishable from those of the Standard Model
Higgs boson, all other Higgs bosons are also assumed to be very heavy.
Among the supersymmetric particles, only the fermionic superpartners
may be kinematically accessible at the LHC.

In models of split supersymmetry, the top squark masses cannot be
arbitrarily large, as these parameters enter in the radiative corrections
to the observed Higgs mass. In the MSSM, a Higgs boson mass of 125
GeV [69] implies an upper bound on the top squark mass scale in the
range of 10 to 107 TeV [70–72], depending on the value of the ratio
of the two neutral Higgs field vacuum expectation values, although
this mass range can be somewhat relaxed by varying other relevant
MSSM parameters [72]. In some approaches, gaugino masses are
one-loop suppressed relative to the sfermion masses, corresponding to
the so-called mini-split supersymmetry spectrum [71,73]. The higgsino
mass scale may or may not be likewise suppressed depending on the
details of the model [74].

The supersymmetry breaking required to produce such a split-
supersymmetry spectrum would destabilize the gauge hierarchy, and
thus would not yield an explanation for the scale of electroweak
symmetry breaking. Nevertheless, models of split-supersymmetry can
account for the dark matter (which is assumed to be the LSP gaugino
or higgsino) and gauge coupling unification, thereby preserving two
of the desirable features of weak-scale supersymmetry. Finally, as a
consequence of the very large squark and slepton masses, neutral
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flavor changing and CP-violating effects, which can be problematic for
TeV-scale supersymmetry-breaking masses, are sufficiently reduced to
avoid conflict with experimental observations.

109.3. Parameters of the MSSM

The parameters of the MSSM are conveniently described by
considering separately the supersymmetry-conserving and the super-
symmetry-breaking sectors. A careful discussion of the conventions
used here in defining the tree-level MSSM parameters can be found
in Refs. 75 and 76. For simplicity, consider first the case of one
generation of quarks, leptons, and their scalar superpartners.

109.3.1. The supersymmetry-conserving parameters :

The parameters of the supersymmetry-conserving sector consist of:
(i) gauge couplings, gs, g, and g′, corresponding to the Standard Model
gauge group SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) respectively; (ii) a supersymmetry-
conserving higgsino mass parameter µ; and (iii) Higgs-fermion Yukawa
coupling constants, λu, λd, and λe, corresponding to the couplings of
one generation of left- and right-handed quarks and leptons, and their
superpartners to the Higgs bosons and higgsinos. Because there is no
right-handed neutrino (and its superpartner) in the MSSM as defined
here, a Yukawa coupling λν is not included. The complex µ parameter
and Yukawa couplings enter via the most general renormalizable
R-parity-conserving superpotential,

W = λdĤdQ̂D̂c − λuĤuQ̂Û c + λeĤdL̂Ê
c + µĤuĤd , (109.1)

where the superfields are defined in Table 1 and the gauge group
indices are suppressed.

109.3.2. The supersymmetry-breaking parameters :

The supersymmetry-breaking sector contains the following sets of
parameters: (i) three complex gaugino Majorana mass parameters,
M3, M2, and M1, associated with the SU(3), SU(2), and U(1)
subgroups of the Standard Model; (ii) five diagonal sfermion squared-
mass parameters, M2

Q̃
, M2

Ũ
, M2

D̃
, M2

L̃
, and M2

Ẽ
, corresponding

to the five electroweak gauge multiplets, i.e., superpartners of the
left-handed fields (u, d)L, ucL, dcL, (ν, e−)L, and ecL, where the
superscript c indicates a charge-conjugated fermion field [26]; and
(iii) three Higgs-squark-squark and Higgs-slepton-slepton trilinear
interaction terms, with complex coefficients TU ≡ λuAU , TD ≡ λdAD,
and TE ≡ λeAE (which define the so-called “A-parameters”). The
notation TU , TD and TE is employed in Ref. 76. Following Ref. 75,
it is conventional to separate out the factors of the Yukawa couplings
in defining the A-parameters (originally motivated by a simple class
of gravity-mediated supersymmetry-breaking models [3,6]). If the
A-parameters are parametrically of the same order (or smaller)
relative to other supersymmetry-breaking mass parameters, then only
the third generation A-parameters are phenomenologically relevant.

Finally, we have (iv) two real squared-mass parameters (m2
1 and m2

2)
and one complex squared-mass parameter, m2

12 ≡ µB (the latter
defines the “B-parameter”), which appear in the MSSM tree-level
scalar Higgs potential [30],

V = (m2
1 + |µ|2)H†

dHd + (m2
2 + |µ|2)H†

uHu + (m2
12HuHd + h.c.)

+ 1
8 (g

2 + g′ 2)(H†
dHd −H†

uHu)
2 + 1

2 |H
†
dHu|2 ,

(109.2)
where the SU(2)-invariant combination, HuHd ≡ H+

u H−
d − H0

uH
0
d .

Note that the quartic Higgs couplings are related to the gauge
couplings g and g′ as a consequence of supersymmetry. The breaking
of the electroweak symmetry SU(2)×U(1) to U(1)EM is only possible
after introducing the supersymmetry-breaking Higgs squared-mass
parametersm2

1, m
2
2 (which can be negative) andm2

12. After minimizing
the Higgs scalar potential, these three squared-mass parameters can
be re-expressed in terms of the two Higgs vacuum expectation values,
〈H0

d〉 ≡ vd/
√
2 and 〈H0

u〉 ≡ vu/
√
2, and the CP-odd Higgs mass mA

[cf. Eqs. (109.4) and (109.5) below]. One is always free to rephase
the Higgs doublet fields such that vd and vu (also called v1 and v2,
respectively, in the literature) are both real and positive.

The quantity, v2d + v2u = 4m2
W /g2 = (2G2

F )
−1/2 ≃ (246 GeV)2, is

fixed by the Fermi constant, GF , whereas the ratio

tanβ = vu/vd (109.3)

is a free parameter such that 0 ≤ β ≤ π/2. The tree-level conditions
for the scalar potential minimum relate the diagonal and off-diagonal
Higgs squared-masses in terms of m2

Z = 1
4 (g

2 + g′ 2)(v2d + v2u), the
angle β and the CP-odd Higgs mass mA:

sin 2β =
2m2

12

m2
1 +m2

2 + 2|µ|2 =
2m2

12

m2
A

, (109.4)

1
2m

2
Z = −|µ|2 + m2

1 −m2
2 tan

2 β

tan2 β − 1
. (109.5)

One must also guard against the existence of charge and/or color
breaking global minima due to non-zero vacuum expectation values for
the squark and charged slepton fields. This possibility can be avoided
if the A-parameters are not unduly large [44,77,78]. Additional
constraints must also be respected to avoid the possibility of directions
in scalar field space in which the full tree-level scalar potential can
become unbounded from below [78].

Note that supersymmetry-breaking mass terms for the fermionic
superpartners of scalar fields and non-holomorphic trilinear scalar
interactions (i.e., interactions that mix scalar fields and their complex
conjugates) have not been included above in the soft-supersymmetry-
breaking sector. These terms can potentially destabilize the gauge
hierarchy [11] in models with gauge-singlet superfields. The latter are
not present in the MSSM; hence as noted in Ref. 12, these so-called
non-standard soft-supersymmetry-breaking terms are benign. The
phenomenological impact of non-holomorphic soft supersymmetry-
breaking terms has recently been considered in Refs. 79–81. However,
in the most common approaches to constructing a fundamental theory
of supersymmetry-breaking, the coefficients of these terms (which
have dimensions of mass) are significantly suppressed compared to the
TeV-scale [82]. Consequently, we follow the usual approach and omit
these terms from further consideration.

109.3.3. MSSM-124 :

The total number of independent physical parameters that define
the MSSM (in its most general form) is quite large, primarily due to
the soft-supersymmetry-breaking sector. In particular, in the case of
three generations of quarks, leptons, and their superpartners, M2

Q̃
,

M2
Ũ
, M2

D̃
, M2

L̃
, and M2

Ẽ
are hermitian 3 × 3 matrices, and AU , AD,

and AE are complex 3 × 3 matrices. In addition, M1, M2, M3, B,
and µ are in general complex parameters. Finally, as in the Standard
Model, the Higgs-fermion Yukawa couplings, λf (f = u, d, and e),
are complex 3 × 3 matrices that are related to the quark and lepton
mass matrices via: Mf = λf vf/

√
2, where ve ≡ vd [with vu and vd as

defined above Eq. (109.3)].

However, not all these parameters are physical. Some of the MSSM
parameters can be eliminated by expressing interaction eigenstates
in terms of the mass eigenstates, with an appropriate redefinition
of the MSSM fields to remove unphysical degrees of freedom. The
analysis of Ref. 83 shows that the MSSM possesses 124 independent
parameters. Of these, 18 correspond to Standard Model parameters
(including the QCD vacuum angle θQCD), one corresponds to a Higgs
sector parameter (the analogue of the Standard Model Higgs mass),
and 105 are genuinely new parameters of the model. The latter
include: five real parameters and three CP -violating phases in the
gaugino/higgsino sector, 21 squark and slepton (sfermion) masses, 36
real mixing angles to define the sfermion mass eigenstates, and 40
CP -violating phases that can appear in sfermion interactions. The
most general R-parity-conserving minimal supersymmetric extension
of the Standard Model (without additional theoretical assumptions)
will be denoted henceforth as MSSM-124 [84].

109.4. The supersymmetric-particle spectrum

The supersymmetric particles (sparticles) differ in spin by half a
unit from their Standard Model partners. The superpartners of the
gauge and Higgs bosons are fermions, whose names are obtained
by appending “ino” to the end of the corresponding Standard
Model particle name. The gluino is the color-octet Majorana fermion
partner of the gluon with mass Mg̃ = |M3|. The superpartners
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of the electroweak gauge and Higgs bosons (the gauginos and
higgsinos) can mix due to SU(2)×U(1) breaking effects. As a result,
the physical states of definite mass are model-dependent linear
combinations of the charged or neutral gauginos and higgsinos, called
charginos and neutralinos, respectively (sometimes collectively called
electroweakinos). The neutralinos are Majorana fermions, which can
lead to some distinctive phenomenological signatures [85,86]. The
superpartners of the quarks and leptons are spin-zero bosons: the
squarks, charged sleptons, and sneutrinos, respectively. A complete
set of Feynman rules for the sparticles of the MSSM can be found
in Ref. 87. The MSSM Feynman rules also are implicitly contained
in a number of Feynman diagram and amplitude generation software
packages (see e.g., Refs. 88–90).

It should be noted that all mass formulae quoted below in
this section are tree-level results. Radiative loop corrections will
modify these results and must be included in any precision study of
supersymmetric phenomenology [91]. Beyond tree level, the definition
of the supersymmetric parameters becomes convention-dependent.
For example, one can define physical couplings or running couplings,
which differ beyond the tree level. This provides a challenge to any
effort that attempts to extract supersymmetric parameters from
data. The Supersymmetry Les Houches Accord (SLHA) [76,92] has
been adopted, which establishes a set of conventions for specifying
generic file structures for supersymmetric model specifications and
input parameters, supersymmetric mass and coupling spectra, and
decay tables. These provide a universal interface between spectrum
calculation programs, decay packages, and high energy physics event
generators.

109.4.1. The charginos and neutralinos :

The mixing of the charged gauginos (W̃±) and charged higgsinos

(H̃+
u and H̃−

d ) is described (at tree-level) by a 2 × 2 complex mass
matrix [93,94],

MC ≡
(

M2
1√
2
gvu

1√
2
gvd µ

)
. (109.6)

To determine the physical chargino states and their masses, one must
perform a singular value decomposition [95,96] of the complex matrix
MC :

U∗MCV
−1 = diag(M

χ̃+1
, M

χ̃+2
) , (109.7)

where U and V are unitary matrices, and the right-hand side of
Eq. (109.7) is the diagonal matrix of (real non-negative) chargino
masses. The physical chargino states are denoted by χ̃±

1 and χ̃±
2 .

These are linear combinations of the charged gaugino and higgsino
states determined by the matrix elements of U and V [93,94] The
chargino masses correspond to the singular values [95] of MC , i.e., the

positive square roots of the eigenvalues of M
†
CMC :

M2
χ̃+1 ,χ̃+2

= 1
2

{
|µ|2 + |M2|2 + 2m2

W

∓
√(

|µ|2 + |M2|2 + 2m2
W

)2 − 4|µM2 −m2
W sin 2β|2

}
, (109.8)

where the states are ordered such that M
χ̃+1

≤ M
χ̃+2

. The relative

phase of µ and M2 is physical and potentially observable.

The mixing of the neutral gauginos (B̃ and W̃ 0) and neutral

higgsinos (H̃0
d and H̃0

u) is described (at tree-level) by a 4× 4 complex
symmetric mass matrix [93,94],

MN ≡




M1 0 −1
2g

′vd 1
2g

′vu

0 M2
1
2gvd −1

2gvu

−1
2g

′vd 1
2gvd 0 −µ

1
2g

′vu −1
2gvu −µ 0




. (109.9)

To determine the physical neutralino states and their masses, one must
perform a Takagi-diagonalization [95–98] of the complex symmetric
matrix MN :

WTMNW = diag(Mχ̃01
, Mχ̃02

, Mχ̃03
, Mχ̃04

) , (109.10)

where W is a unitary matrix and the right-hand side of Eq. (109.10)
is the diagonal matrix of (real non-negative) neutralino masses. The
physical neutralino states are denoted by χ̃0

i (i = 1, . . . 4), where the

states are ordered such that Mχ̃01
≤ Mχ̃02

≤ Mχ̃03
≤ Mχ̃04

. The χ̃0
i are

the linear combinations of the neutral gaugino and higgsino states
determined by the matrix elements of W (which is denoted by N−1

in Ref. 93). The neutralino masses correspond to the singular values

of MN , i.e., the positive square roots of the eigenvalues of M †
NMN .

Exact formulae for these masses can be found in Refs. 99 and 100. A
numerical algorithm for determining the mixing matrix W has been
given in Ref. 101.

If a chargino or neutralino state approximates a particular gaugino
or higgsino state, it is convenient to employ the corresponding
nomenclature. Specifically, if |M1| and |M2| are small compared to
mZ and |µ|, then the lightest neutralino χ̃0

1 would be nearly a pure
photino, γ̃, the superpartner of the photon. If |M1| and mZ are small
compared to |M2| and |µ|, then the lightest neutralino would be nearly

a pure bino, B̃, the superpartner of the weak hypercharge gauge boson.
If |M2| and mZ are small compared to |M1| and |µ|, then the lightest
chargino pair and neutralino would constitute a triplet of roughly
mass-degenerate pure winos, W̃±, and W̃ 0

3 , the superpartners of the
weak SU(2) gauge bosons. Finally, if |µ| and mZ are small compared
to |M1| and |M2|, then the lightest chargino pair and neutralino would
be nearly pure higgsino states, the superpartners of the Higgs bosons.
Each of the above cases leads to a strikingly different phenomenology.

In the NMSSM, an additional Higgs singlet superfield is added to
the MSSM. This superfield comprises two real Higgs scalar degrees
of freedom and an associated neutral higgsino degree of freedom.
Consequently, there are five neutralino mass eigenstates that are
obtained by a Takagi-diagonalization of the 5 × 5 neutralino mass
matrix. In many cases, the fifth neutralino state is dominated by its
SU(2)×U(1) singlet component, and thus is very weakly coupled to
the Standard Model particles and their superpartners.

109.4.2. The squarks, sleptons and sneutrinos :

For a given Dirac fermion f , there are two superpartners, f̃L
and f̃R, where the L and R subscripts simply identify the scalar
partners that are related by supersymmetry to the left-handed and
right-handed fermions, fL,R ≡ 1

2 (1 ∓ γ5)f , respectively. (There is

no ν̃R in the MSSM.) However, f̃L–f̃R mixing is possible, in which

case f̃L and f̃R are not mass eigenstates. For three generations of
squarks, one must diagonalize 6×6 matrices corresponding to the basis
(q̃iL, q̃iR), where i = 1, 2, 3 are the generation labels. For simplicity,
only the one-generation case is illustrated in detail below. (The effects
of second and third generation squark mixing can be significant and is
treated in Ref. 102.)

Using the notation of the third family, the one-generation tree-level
squark squared-mass matrix is given by [103],

M2 =

(
M2

Q̃
+m2

q + Lq mqX
∗
q

mqXq M2
R̃
+m2

q +Rq

)
, (109.11)

where
Xq ≡ Aq − µ∗(cotβ)2T3q , (109.12)

and T3q = 1
2 [−1

2 ] for q = t [b]. The diagonal squared-masses are

governed by soft-supersymmetry-breaking squared-masses M2
Q̃

and

M2
R̃

≡ M2
Ũ

[M2
D̃
] for q = t [b], the corresponding quark masses mt

[mb], and electroweak correction terms:

Lq ≡ (T3q − eq sin
2 θW )m2

Z cos 2β , Rq ≡ eq sin
2 θW m2

Z cos 2β ,
(109.13)

where eq = 2
3 [−1

3 ] for q = t [b]. The off-diagonal squark squared-
masses are proportional to the corresponding quark masses and
depend on tanβ, the soft-supersymmetry-breaking A-parameters and
the higgsino mass parameter µ. Assuming that the A-parameters
are parametrically of the same order (or smaller) relative to other
supersymmetry-breaking mass parameters, it then follows that q̃L–q̃R
mixing effects are small, with the possible exception of the third
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generation, where mixing can be enhanced by factors of mt and
mb tanβ.

In the case of third generation q̃L–q̃R mixing, the mass eigenstates
(usually denoted by q̃1 and q̃2, with mq̃1 < mq̃2) are determined

by diagonalizing the 2 × 2 matrix M2 given by Eq. (109.11). The
corresponding squared-masses and mixing angle are given by [103]:

m2
q̃1,2

=
1

2

[
TrM2 ∓

√
(TrM2)2 − 4 detM2

]
,

sin 2θq̃ =
2mq|Xq|

m2
q̃2

−m2
q̃1

. (109.14)

The one-generation results above also apply to the charged sleptons,
with the obvious substitutions: q → ℓ with T3ℓ = −1

2 and eℓ = −1,
and the replacement of the supersymmetry-breaking parameters:
M2

Q̃
→ M2

L̃
, M2

D̃
→ M2

Ẽ
, and Aq → Aτ . For the neutral sleptons, ν̃R

does not exist in the MSSM, so ν̃L is a mass eigenstate.

In the case of three generations, the supersymmetry-breaking scalar-
squared masses [M2

Q̃
, M2

Ũ
, M2

D̃
, M2

L̃
, and M2

Ẽ
] and the A-parameters

[AU , AD, and AE ] are now 3× 3 matrices as noted in Section 109.3.3

The diagonalization of the 6× 6 squark mass matrices yields f̃iL–f̃jR
mixing. In practice, since the f̃L–f̃R mixing is appreciable only for the
third generation, this additional complication can often be neglected
(although see Ref. 102 for examples in which the mixing between the
second and third generation squarks is relevant).

109.5. The supersymmetric Higgs sector

Consider first the MSSM Higgs sector [29,30,104]. Despite the
large number of potential CP -violating phases among the MSSM-124
parameters, the tree-level MSSM Higgs potential given by Eq. (109.2)
is automatically CP -conserving. This follows from the fact that
the only potentially complex parameter (m2

12) of the MSSM Higgs
potential can be chosen real and positive by rephasing the Higgs fields,
in which case tanβ is a real positive parameter. Consequently, the
physical neutral Higgs scalars are CP -eigenstates. The MSSM Higgs
sector contains five physical spin-zero particles: a charged Higgs boson
pair (H±), two CP -even neutral Higgs bosons (denoted by h0 and
H0 where mh < mH), and one CP -odd neutral Higgs boson (A0).
The discovery of a Standard Model-like Higgs boson at the LHC with
a mass of 125 GeV [69] strongly suggests that this state should be
identified with h0, although the possibility that the 125 GeV state
should be identified with H0 cannot be completely ruled out [105].

In the NMSSM [34], the scalar component of the singlet Higgs
superfield adds two additional neutral states to the Higgs sector.
In this model, the tree-level Higgs sector can exhibit explicit CP-
violation. If CP is conserved, then the two extra neutral scalar states
are CP -even and CP -odd, respectively. These states can potentially
mix with the neutral Higgs states of the MSSM. If scalar states exist
that are dominantly singlet, then they are weakly coupled to Standard
Model gauge bosons and fermions through their small mixing with the
MSSM Higgs scalars. Consequently, it is possible that one (or both)
of the singlet-dominated states is considerably lighter than the Higgs
boson that was observed at the LHC.

109.5.1. The tree-level Higgs sector :

The tree-level properties of the Higgs sector are determined by
the Higgs potential given by Eq. (109.2). The quartic interaction
terms are manifestly supersymmetric (although these are modified
by supersymmetry-breaking effects at the loop level). In general,
the quartic couplings arise from two sources: (i) the supersymmetric
generalization of the scalar potential (the so-called “F -terms”), and
(ii) interaction terms related by supersymmetry to the coupling of the
scalar fields and the gauge fields, whose coefficients are proportional
to the corresponding gauge couplings (the so-called “D-terms”).

In the MSSM, F -term contributions to the quartic Higgs self-
couplings are absent. As a result, the strengths of the MSSM quartic
Higgs interactions are fixed in terms of the gauge couplings, as
noted below Eq. (109.2). Consequently, all the tree-level MSSM

Higgs-sector parameters depend only on two quantities: tanβ [defined
in Eq. (109.3)] and one Higgs mass usually taken to be mA. From
these two quantities, one can predict the values of the remaining
Higgs boson masses, an angle α that measures the mixture of the
hypercharge ±1 scalar fields, H0

u and H0
d , in the physical CP -even

neutral scalars, and the Higgs boson self-couplings. Moreover, the
tree-level mass of the lighter CP -even Higgs boson is bounded,
mh ≤ mZ | cos 2β| ≤ mZ [29,30]. This bound can be substantially
modified when radiative corrections are included, as discussed in
Section 109.5.2.

In the NMSSM, the superpotential contains a trilinear term that
couples the two Y = ±1 Higgs doublet superfields and the singlet Higgs
superfield. The coefficient of this term is denoted by λ. Consequently,
the tree-level bound for the mass of the lightest CP -even MSSM Higgs
boson is modified [106],

m2
h ≤ m2

Z cos2 2β + 1
2λ

2v2 sin2 2β , (109.15)

where v ≡ (v2u + v2d)
1/2 = 246 GeV. If one demands that λ should stay

finite after renormalization-group evolution up to the Planck scale,
then λ is constrained to lie below about 0.7–0.8 at the electroweak
scale [34]. However, in light of the observed Higgs mass of 125 GeV,
there is some motivation for considering larger values of λ [107].

The tree-level Higgs-quark and Higgs-lepton interactions of the
MSSM are governed by the Yukawa couplings defined by the
superpotential given in Eq. (109.1). In particular, the Higgs sector of
the MSSM is a Type-II two-Higgs doublet model [108], in which one
Higgs doublet (Hd) couples exclusively to the right-handed down-type
quark (or lepton) fields and the second Higgs doublet (Hu) couples
exclusively to the right-handed up-type quark fields. Consequently,
the diagonalization of the fermion mass matrices simultaneously
diagonalizes the matrix Yukawa couplings, resulting in flavor-diagonal
couplings of the neutral Higgs bosons h0, H0 and A0 to quark and
lepton pairs.

109.5.2. The radiatively-corrected Higgs sector :

When radiative corrections are incorporated, additional parameters
of the supersymmetric model enter via virtual supersymmetric
particles that can appear in loops. The impact of these corrections
can be significant [109]. The qualitative behavior of these radiative
corrections can be most easily seen in the large top-squark mass
limit, where in addition, both the splitting of the two diagonal entries
and the off-diagonal entries of the top-squark squared-mass matrix
[Eq. (109.11)] are small in comparison to the geometric mean of the
two top-squark squared-masses, M2

S ≡ Mt̃1
Mt̃2

. In this case (assuming

mA > mZ), the predicted upper bound for mh is approximately given
by

m2
h.m2

Z cos2 2β +
3g2m4

t

8π2m2
W

[
ln

(
M2

S

m2
t

)
+

X2
t

M2
S

(
1− X2

t

12M2
S

)]
,

(109.16)
where Xt ≡ At − µ cotβ [cf. Eq. (109.12)] is proportional to the
off-diagonal entry of the top-squark squared-mass matrix (where for
simplicity, At and µ are taken to be real). The Higgs mass upper limit
is saturated when tanβ is large (i.e., cos2 2β ∼ 1) and Xt =

√
6MS ,

which defines the so-called maximal mixing scenario.

A more complete treatment of the radiative corrections [110]
shows that Eq. (109.16) somewhat overestimates the true upper
bound of mh. These more refined computations, which incorporate
renormalization group improvement, the two loop and the leading
three-loop contributions, yield mh. 135 GeV in the region of large
tanβ (with an accuracy of a few GeV) for mt = 175 GeV and
MS . 2 TeV [110].

In addition, one-loop radiative corrections can introduce CP -
violating effects in the Higgs sector that depend on some of the
CP -violating phases among the MSSM-124 parameters [111]. This
phenomenon is most easily understood in a scenario where mA ≪ MS
(i.e., all five physical Higgs states are significantly lighter than the
supersymmetry breaking scale). In this case, one can integrate out
the heavy superpartners to obtain a low-energy effective theory
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with two Higgs doublets. The resulting effective two-Higgs doublet
model will now contain all possible Higgs self-interaction terms (both
CP-conserving and CP-violating) and Higgs-fermion interactions
(beyond those of Type-II) that are consistent with electroweak gauge
invariance [112].

In the NMSSM, the dominant radiative correction to Eq. (109.15)
is the same as the one given in Eq. (109.16). However, in contrast
to the MSSM, one does not need as large a boost from the radiative
corrections to achieve a Higgs mass of 125 GeV in certain regimes of
the NMSSM parameter space (e.g., tanβ ∼ 2 and λ ∼ 0.7 [113]).

109.6. Restricting the MSSM parameter freedom

In Section 109.4 and Section 109.5, we surveyed the parameters that
comprise the MSSM-124. However, without additional restrictions on
the choice of parameters, a generic parameter set within the MSSM-124
framework is not phenomenologically viable. In particular, a generic
point of the MSSM-124 parameter space exhibits: (i) no conservation
of the separate lepton numbers Le, Lµ, and Lτ ; (ii) unsuppressed
flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNCs); and (iii) new sources of
CP violation that are inconsistent with the experimental bounds.

For example, the MSSM contains many new sources of CP
violation [114]. Indeed, for TeV-scale sfermion and gaugino masses,
some combinations of the complex phases of the gaugino-mass
parameters, the A-parameters, and µ must be less than about 10−2–
10−3 to avoid generating electric dipole moments for the neutron,
electron, and atoms in conflict with observed data [115–117]. The
non-observation of FCNCs [118–120] places additional constraints
on the off-diagonal matrix elements of the squark and slepton
soft-supersymmetry-breaking squared-masses and A-parameters (see
Section 109.3.3).

The MSSM-124 is also theoretically incomplete as it provides no
explanation for the fundamental origin of the supersymmetry-breaking
parameters. The successful unification of the Standard Model gauge
couplings at very high energies close to the Planck scale [8,68,121,122]
suggests that the high-energy structure of the theory may be
considerably simpler than its low-energy realization. In a top-down
approach, the dynamics that governs the more fundamental theory at
high energies is used to derive the effective broken-supersymmetric
theory at the TeV scale. A suitable choice for the high energy
dynamics is one that yields a TeV-scale theory that satisfies all
relevant phenomenological constraints.

In this Section, we examine a number of theoretical frameworks
that potentially yield phenomenologically viable regions of the
MSSM-124 parameter space. The resulting supersymmetric particle
spectrum is then a function of a relatively small number of input
parameters. This is accomplished by imposing a simple structure on
the soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters at a common high-energy
scale MX (typically chosen to be the Planck scale, MP, the grand
unification scale, MGUT, or the messenger scale, Mmess). These serve
as initial conditions for the MSSM renormalization group equations
(RGEs), which are given in the two-loop approximation in Ref. 123 (an
automated program to compute RGEs for the MSSM and other models
of new physics beyond the Standard Model has been developed in
Ref. 124). Solving these equations numerically, one can then derive the
low-energy MSSM parameters relevant for collider physics. A number
of software packages exist that numerically calculate the spectrum of
supersymmetric particles, consistent with theoretical conditions on
supersymmetry breaking at high energies and some experimental data
at low energies [125,126].

Examples of this scenario are provided by models of gravity-
mediated, anomaly mediated and gauge-mediated supersymmetry
breaking, to be discussed in more detail below. In some of these
approaches, one of the diagonal Higgs squared-mass parameters is
driven negative by renormalization group evolution [127]. In such
models, electroweak symmetry breaking is generated radiatively, and
the resulting electroweak symmetry-breaking scale is intimately tied
to the scale of low-energy supersymmetry breaking.

109.6.1. Gaugino mass relations :

One prediction of many grand unified supergravity models is
the unification of the (tree-level) gaugino mass parameters at some

high-energy scale, MX ,

M1(MX) = M2(MX) = M3(MX) = m1/2 . (109.17)

Due to renormalization group running, in the one-loop approximation
the effective low-energy gaugino mass parameters (at the electroweak
scale) are related,

M3 = (g2s/g
2)M2 ≃ 3.5M2 , M1 = (5g′ 2/3g2)M2 ≃ 0.5M2.

(109.18)
Eq. (109.18) can also arise more generally in gauge-mediated
supersymmetry-breaking models where the gaugino masses are
generated at the messenger scale Mmess (which typically lies
significantly below the unification scale where the gauge couplings
unify). In this case, the gaugino mass parameters are proportional to
the corresponding squared gauge couplings at the messenger scale.

When Eq. (109.18) is satisfied, the chargino and neutralino masses
and mixing angles depend only on three unknown parameters: the
gluino mass, µ, and tanβ. It then follows that the lightest neutralino
must be heavier than 46 GeV due to the non-observation of charginos
at LEP [128]. If in addition |µ| ≫ |M1|&mZ , then the lightest
neutralino is nearly a pure bino, an assumption often made in
supersymmetric particle searches at colliders. Although Eq. (109.18)
is often assumed in many phenomenological studies, a truly model-
independent approach would take the gaugino mass parameters, Mi, to
be independent parameters to be determined by experiment. Indeed,
an approximately massless neutralino cannot be ruled out at present
by a model-independent analysis [129].

It is possible that the tree-level masses for the gauginos are zero.
In this case, the gaugino mass parameters arise at one-loop and do
not satisfy Eq. (109.18). For example, the gaugino masses in AMSB
models arise entirely from a model-independent contribution derived
from the super-conformal anomaly [50,130]. In this case, Eq. (109.18)
is replaced (in the one-loop approximation) by:

Mi ≃
big

2
i

16π2
m3/2 , (109.19)

where m3/2 is the gravitino mass and the bi are the coefficients of the

MSSM gauge beta-functions corresponding to the corresponding U(1),
SU(2), and SU(3) gauge groups, (b1, b2, b3) = (335 , 1,−3). Eq. (109.19)
yields M1 ≃ 2.8M2 and M3 ≃ −8.3M2, which implies that the lightest
chargino pair and neutralino comprise a nearly mass-degenerate triplet
of winos, W̃±, W̃ 0 (cf. Table 1), over most of the MSSM parameter
space. For example, if |µ| ≫ mZ , |M2|, then Eq. (109.19) implies
that M

χ̃±1
≃ Mχ̃01

≃ M2 [131]. The corresponding supersymmetric

phenomenology differs significantly from the standard phenomenology
based on Eq. (109.18) [132,133].

Finally, it should be noted that the unification of gaugino masses
(and scalar masses) can be accidental. In particular, the energy
scale where unification takes place may not be directly related to
any physical scale. One version of this phenomenon has been called
mirage unification and can occur in certain theories of fundamental
supersymmetry breaking [134].

109.6.2. The constrained MSSM: mSUGRA, CMSSM, . . . :

In the minimal supergravity (mSUGRA) framework [3–6,43–45],
a form of the Kähler potential is employed that yields minimal
kinetic energy terms for the MSSM fields [47]. As a result, the soft
supersymmetry-breaking parameters at the high-energy scale MX take
a particularly simple form in which the scalar squared-masses and the
A-parameters are flavor-diagonal and universal [45]:

M2
Q̃
(MX) = M2

Ũ
(MX) = M2

D̃
(MX) = m2

01 ,

M2
L̃
(MX ) = M2

Ẽ
(MX) = m2

01 ,

m2
1(MX) = m2

2(MX ) = m2
0 ,

AU (MX) = AD(MX ) = AE(MX ) = A01 , (109.20)
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where 1 is a 3 × 3 identity matrix in generation space. As in
the Standard Model, this approach exhibits minimal flavor viola-
tion [135,136], whose unique source is the nontrivial flavor structure
of the Higgs-fermion Yukawa couplings. The gaugino masses are also
unified according to Eq. (109.17).

Renormalization group evolution is then used to derive the values
of the supersymmetric parameters at the low-energy (electroweak)
scale. For example, to compute squark masses, one must use the
low-energy values for M2

Q̃
, M2

Ũ
, and M2

D̃
in Eq. (109.11). Through the

renormalization group running with boundary conditions specified in
Eqs. (109.18) and (109.20), one can show that the low-energy values
of M2

Q̃
, M2

Ũ
, and M2

D̃
depend primarily on m2

0 and m2
1/2. A number

of useful approximate analytic expressions for superpartner masses in
terms of the mSUGRA parameters can be found in Ref. 137.

In the mSUGRA approach, four flavors of squarks (with two squark
eigenstates per flavor) are nearly mass-degenerate. If tanβ is not very

large, b̃R is also approximately degenerate in mass with the first two
generations of squarks. The b̃L mass and the diagonal t̃L and t̃R
masses are typically reduced relative to the common squark mass of
the first two generations. In addition, there are six flavors of nearly
mass-degenerate sleptons (with two slepton eigenstates per flavor
for the charged sleptons and one per flavor for the sneutrinos); the
sleptons are expected to be somewhat lighter than the mass-degenerate
squarks. As noted below Eq. (109.11), third-generation squark masses
and tau-slepton masses are sensitive to the strength of the respective
f̃L–f̃R mixing. The LSP is typically the lightest neutralino, χ̃0

1,
which is dominated by its bino component. Regions of the mSUGRA
parameter space in which the LSP is electrically charged do exist but
are not phenomenologically viable [20].

One can count the number of independent parameters in the
mSUGRA framework. In addition to 18 Standard Model parameters
(excluding the Higgs mass), one must specify m0, m1/2, A0, the

Planck-scale values for µ and B-parameters (denoted by µ0 and B0),
and the gravitino mass m3/2. Without additional model assumptions,
m3/2 is independent of the parameters that govern the mass spectrum

of the superpartners of the Standard Model [45]. In principle, A0, B0,
µ0, and m3/2 can be complex, although in the mSUGRA approach,

these parameters are taken (arbitrarily) to be real.

As previously noted, renormalization group evolution is used to
compute the low-energy values of the mSUGRA parameters, which
then fixes all the parameters of the low-energy MSSM. In particular,
the two Higgs vacuum expectation values (or equivalently, mZ and
tanβ) can be expressed as a function of the Planck-scale supergravity
parameters. The simplest procedure is to remove µ0 and B0 in favor
of mZ and tanβ [the sign of µ0, denoted sgn(µ0) below, is not fixed
in this process]. In this case, the MSSM spectrum and its interaction
strengths are determined by five parameters:

m0 , A0 , m1/2 , tanβ , and sgn(µ0) , (109.21)

and an independent gravitino mass m3/2 (in addition to the 18

parameters of the Standard Model). In Ref. 138, this framework was
dubbed the constrained minimal supersymmetric extension of the
Standard Model (CMSSM).

In the early literature, additional conditions were obtained by
assuming a simplified form for the hidden sector that provides the
fundamental source of supersymmetry breaking. Two additional
relations emerged among the mSUGRA parameters [43,47]: B0 =
A0 − m0 and m3/2 = m0. These relations characterize a theory
that was called minimal supergravity when first proposed. In the
subsequent literature, it has been more common to omit these
extra conditions in defining the mSUGRA model (in which case the
mSUGRA model and the CMSSM are synonymous). The authors of
Ref. 139 advocate restoring the original nomenclature in which the
mSUGRA model is defined with the extra conditions as originally
proposed. Additional mSUGRA variations can be considered where
different relations among the CMSSM parameters are imposed.

One can also relax the universality of scalar masses by decoupling
the squared-masses of the Higgs bosons and the squarks/sleptons.

This leads to the non-universal Higgs mass models (NUHMs), thereby
adding one or two new parameters to the CMSSM depending on
whether the diagonal Higgs scalar squared-mass parameters (m2

1 and
m2

2) are set equal (NUHM1) or taken to be independent (NUHM2)
at the high energy scale M2

X . Clearly, this modification preserves the
minimal flavor violation of the mSUGRA approach. Nevertheless, the
mSUGRA approach and its NUHM generalizations are probably too
simplistic. Theoretical considerations suggest that the universality
of Planck-scale soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters is not
generic [140]. In particular, effective operators at the Planck scale
exist that do not respect flavor universality, and it is difficult to find a
theoretical principle that would forbid them.

In the framework of supergravity, if anomaly mediation is the sole
source of supersymmetry breaking, then the gaugino mass parameters,
diagonal scalar squared-mass parameters, and the supersymmetry-
breaking trilinear scalar interaction terms (proportional to λfAF )
are determined in terms of the beta functions of the gauge and
Yukawa couplings and the anomalous dimensions of the squark and
slepton fields [50,130,133]. As noted in Section 109.2.3, this approach
yields tachyonic sleptons in the MSSM unless additional sources
of supersymmetry breaking are present. In the minimal AMSB
(mAMSB) scenario, a universal squared-mass parameter, m2

0, is added
to the AMSB expressions for the diagonal scalar squared-masses [133].
Thus, the mAMSB spectrum and its interaction strengths are
determined by four parameters, m2

0, m3/2, tanβ and sgn(µ0).

The mAMSB scenario appears to be ruled out based on the
observed value of the Higgs boson mass, assuming an upper limit on
MS of a few TeV, since the mAMSB constraint on AF implies that
the maximal mixing scenario cannot be achieved [cf. Eq. (109.16)].
Indeed, under the stated assumptions, the mAMSB Higgs mass upper
bound lies below the observed Higgs mass value [141]. Thus within
the AMSB scenario, either an additional supersymmetry-breaking
contribution to λfAF and/or new ingredients beyond the MSSM are
required.

109.6.3. Gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking :

In contrast to models of gravity-mediated supersymmetry breaking,
the flavor universality of the fundamental soft supersymmetry-
breaking squark and slepton squared-mass parameters is guaranteed
in gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking (GMSB) because the
supersymmetry breaking is communicated to the sector of MSSM
fields via gauge interactions [55,56]. In GMSB models, the mass scale
of the messenger sector (or its equivalent) is sufficiently below the
Planck scale such that the additional supersymmetry-breaking effects
mediated by supergravity can be neglected.

In the minimal GMSB approach, there is one effective mass scale,
Λ, that determines all low-energy scalar and gaugino mass parameters
through loop effects, while the resulting A-parameters are suppressed.
In order that the resulting superpartner masses be of order 1 TeV
or less, one must have Λ ∼ 100 TeV. The origin of the µ and
B-parameters is model-dependent, and lies somewhat outside the
ansatz of gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking [142].

The simplest GMSB models appear to be ruled out based on
the observed value of the Higgs boson mass. Due to suppressed A
parameters, it is difficult to boost the contributions of the radiative
corrections in Eq. (109.16) to obtain a Higgs mass as large as 125
GeV. However, this conflict can be alleviated in more complicated
GMSB models [143]. To analyze these generalized GMSB models, it
has been especially fruitful to develop model-independent techniques
that encompass all known GMSB models [144]. These techniques are
well-suited for a comprehensive analysis [145] of the phenomenological
profile of gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking.

The gravitino is the LSP in GMSB models, as noted in
Section 109.2.3. As a result, the next-to-lightest supersymmetric
particle (NLSP) now plays a crucial role in the phenomenology of
supersymmetric particle production and decays. Note that unlike
the LSP, the NLSP can be charged. In GMSB models, the most
likely candidates for the NLSP are χ̃0

1 and τ̃±R . The NLSP will decay

into its superpartner plus a gravitino (e.g., χ̃0
1 → γG̃, χ̃0

1 → ZG̃,

χ̃0
1 → h0G̃ or τ̃±R → τ±G̃), with lifetimes and branching ratios that
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depend on the model parameters. There are also GMSB scenarios
in which there are several nearly degenerate co-NLSP’s, any one of
which can be produced at the penultimate step of a supersymmetric
decay chain [146]. For example, in the slepton co-NLSP case, all three
right-handed sleptons are close enough in mass and thus can each play
the role of the NLSP.

Different choices for the identity of the NLSP and its decay rate lead
to a variety of distinctive supersymmetric phenomenologies [56,147].
For example, a long-lived χ̃0

1-NLSP that decays outside collider
detectors leads to supersymmetric decay chains with missing energy
in association with leptons and/or hadronic jets (this case is
indistinguishable from the standard phenomenology of the χ̃0

1-LSP).

On the other hand, if χ̃0
1 → γG̃ is the dominant decay mode, and

the decay occurs inside the detector, then nearly all supersymmetric
particle decay chains would contain a photon. In contrast, in the case
of a τ̃±R -NLSP, the τ̃±R would either be long-lived or would decay inside
the detector into a τ -lepton plus missing energy.

A number of attempts have been made to address the origins
of the µ and B-parameters in GMSB models in the context of the
MSSM (see, e.g., Refs. 142 and 148). An alternative approach is to
consider GMSB models based on the NMSSM [149]. The vacuum
expectation value of the additional singlet Higgs superfield can be used
to generate effective µ and B-parameters [150]. Such models provide
an alternative GMSB framework for achieving a Higgs mass of 125
GeV, while still being consistent with LHC bounds on supersymmetric
particle masses [151].

109.6.4. The phenomenological MSSM :

Of course, any of the theoretical assumptions described above must
be tested experimentally and could turn out to be wrong. To facilitate
the exploration of MSSM phenomena in a more model-independent
way while respecting the constraints noted at the beginning of
this Section, the phenomenological MSSM (pMSSM) has been
introduced [152].

The pMSSM is governed by 19 independent real supersymmetric
parameters: the three gaugino mass parameters M1, M2 and M3, the
Higgs sector parameters mA and tanβ, the Higgsino mass parameter
µ, five sfermion squared-mass parameters for the degenerate first
and second generations (M2

Q̃
, M2

Ũ
, M2

D̃
, M2

L̃
and M2

Ẽ
), the five

corresponding sfermion squared-mass parameters for the third
generation, and three third-generation A-parameters (At, Ab and Aτ ).
As previously noted, the first and second generation A-parameters can
be neglected as their phenomenological consequences are negligible.
(Recently, the pMSSM approach has been extended to include
CP-violating supersymmetry-breaking parameters in Ref. 153.)

A comprehensive study of the 19-parameter pMSSM is computa-
tionally expensive. This is somewhat ameliorated in Ref. 154, where
the number of pMSSM parameters is reduced to ten by assuming one
common squark squared-mass parameter for the first two generations,
a second common squark squared-mass parameter for the third gener-
ation, a common slepton squared-mass parameter and a common third
generation A parameter. Applications of the pMSSM approach to
supersymmetric particle searches, and a discussion of the implications
for past and future LHC and dark matter studies can be found in
Refs. 154–156.

109.6.5. Simplified models :

It is possible to focus on a small subset of the supersymmetric
particle spectrum and study its phenomenology with minimal
theoretical bias. In this simplified model approach [157], one considers
the production of a pair of specific superpartners and follows their
decay chains under the assumption that a limited number of decay
modes dominate. Simplified models depend only on a few relevant
quantities (cross sections, branching ratios and masses), and thus
provide a framework for studies of supersymmetric phenomena,
independently of the precise details of the theory that govern the
supersymmetric parameters.

Applications of the simplified models approach to supersymmetric
particle searches and a discussion of their limitations can be found
in Ref. 13. A contrast between supersymmetry search limits in

the context of simplified models and the corresponding constraints
obtained in a more realistic pMSSM scenario is provided in Ref. 158.

109.7. Experimental data confronts the MSSM

At present, there is no significant evidence for weak-scale
supersymmetry from the data analyzed by the LHC experiments.
Recent LHC data has been especially effective in ruling out the
existence of colored supersymmetric particles (primarily the gluino
and the first generation of squarks) with masses below about
2 TeV [13]. The precise mass limits are model dependent. For
example, higher mass colored superpartners have been ruled out in
the context of the CMSSM. In less constrained frameworks of the
MSSM, regions of parameter space can be identified in which lighter
squarks and gluinos below 1 TeV cannot be definitely ruled out [13].
Additional constraints arise from limits on the contributions of virtual
supersymmetric particle exchange to a variety of Standard Model
processes [118–120].

In light of these negative results, one must confront the tension
that exists between the theoretical expectations for the magnitude of
the supersymmetry-breaking parameters and the non-observation of
supersymmetric phenomena.

109.7.1. Naturalness constraints and the little hierarchy :

In Section 109.1, weak-scale supersymmetry was motivated as a
natural solution to the hierarchy problem, which could provide an
understanding of the origin of the electroweak symmetry-breaking scale
without a significant fine-tuning of the fundamental parameters that
govern the MSSM. In this context, the soft supersymmetry-breaking
masses must be generally of the order of 1 TeV or below [159]. This
requirement is most easily seen in the determination of mZ by the
scalar potential minimum condition. In light of Eq. (109.5), to avoid
the fine-tuning of MSSM parameters, the soft supersymmetry-breaking
squared-masses m2

1 and m2
2 and the higgsino squared-mass |µ|2 should

all be roughly of O(m2
Z ). Many authors have proposed quantitative

measures of fine-tuning [159–162]. One of the simplest measures is
the one advocated by Barbieri and Giudice [159] (which was also
introduced previously in Ref. 160),

∆i ≡
∣∣∣∣∣
∂ lnm2

Z

∂ ln pi

∣∣∣∣∣ , ∆ ≡ max ∆i , (109.22)

where the pi are the MSSM parameters at the high-energy scale MX ,
which are set by the fundamental supersymmetry-breaking dynamics.
The theory is more fine-tuned as ∆ becomes larger.

One can apply the fine-tuning measure to any explicit model of
supersymmetry breaking. For example, in the approaches discussed in
Section 109.6, the pi are parameters of the model at the energy scale
MX where the soft supersymmetry-breaking operators are generated
by the dynamics of supersymmetry breaking. Renormalization group
evolution then determines the values of the parameters appearing
in Eq. (109.5) at the electroweak scale. In this way, ∆ is sensitive
to all the supersymmetry-breaking parameters of the model (see
e.g. Ref. 163).

As anticipated, there is a tension between the present experimental
lower limits on the masses of colored supersymmetric particles [164,165]
and the expectation that supersymmetry-breaking is associated with
the electroweak symmetry-breaking scale. Moreover, this tension
is exacerbated [166] by the observed value of the Higgs mass
(mh ≃ 125 GeV), which is not far from the MSSM upper bound
(mh. 135 GeV) [which depends on the top-squark mass and mixing
as noted in Section 109.5.2].If MSUSY characterizes the scale of
supersymmetric particle masses, then one would crudely expect
∆ ∼ M2

SUSY/m
2
Z . For example, if MSUSY ∼ 1 TeV then there must

be at least a ∆−1 ∼ 1% fine-tuning of the MSSM parameters to
achieve the observed value of mZ . This separation of the electroweak
symmetry-breaking and supersymmetry-breaking scales is an example
of the little hierarchy problem [167,168].

However, one must be very cautious when drawing conclusions
about the viability of weak-scale supersymmetry to explain the
origin of electroweak symmetry breaking [169]. First, one must
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decide the largest tolerable value of ∆ within the framework of
weak-scale supersymmetry (should it be ∆ ∼ 10? 100? 1000?).
Second, the computation of ∆ is often based on Eq. (109.5), which
is a tree-level condition. A recent analysis given in Ref. 81 shows
that the fine tuning measure can be reduced by as much as a
factor of two when loop corrections are included [170]. Third, the
fine-tuning parameter ∆ depends quite sensitively on the structure
of the supersymmetry-breaking dynamics, such as the value of MX
and relations among supersymmetry-breaking parameters in the
fundamental high energy theory [171]. For example, in so-called focus
point supersymmetry models [172], all squark masses can be as heavy
as 5 TeV without significant fine-tuning. This can be attributed to a
focusing behavior of the renormalization group evolution where certain
relations hold among the high-energy values of the scalar squared-mass
supersymmetry-breaking parameters. Although the focus point region
of the CMSSM still yields an uncomfortably high value of ∆ due to
the observed Higgs mass of 125 GeV, one can achieve moderate values
of ∆ in models with NUHM2 boundary conditions for the scalar
masses [166].

Among the colored superpartners, the third generation squarks
generically have the most significant impact on the naturalness
constraints [173], while their masses are the least constrained by
the LHC data. Hence, in the absence of any relation between
third generation squarks and those of the first two generations, the
naturalness constraints due to present LHC data can be considerably
weaker than those obtained in the CMSSM. Indeed, models with
first and second generation squark masses in the multi-TeV range do
not generically require significant fine tuning. Such models have the
added benefit that undesirable FCNCs mediated by squark exchange
are naturally suppressed [174]. Other MSSM mass spectra that
are compatible with moderate fine tuning have been considered in
Refs. 171 and 175.

The lower bounds on squark and gluino masses may not be as
large as suggested by the experimental analyses based on the CMSSM
or simplified models. For example, mass bounds for the gluino and
the first and second generation squarks based on the CMSSM can
often be evaded in alternative or extended MSSM models, e.g.,
compressed supersymmetry [176] and stealth supersymmetry [177].
Moreover, the experimental upper limits for the third generation
squark masses (which have a more direct impact on the fine-tuning
measure) are weaker than the corresponding mass limits for other
colored supersymmetric states.

Among the uncolored superpartners, the higgsinos are typically the
most impacted by the naturalness constraints. Eq. (109.5) suggests
that the masses of the two neutral higgsinos and charged higgsino
pair (which are governed by |µ|) should not be significantly larger
than mZ to avoid an unnatural fine-tuning of the supersymmetric
parameters, which would imply the existence of light higgsinos (whose
masses are not well constrained, as they are difficult to detect directly
at the LHC due to their soft decay products). Nevertheless, it may
be possible to avoid the conclusion that µ ∼ O(mZ) if additional
correlations among the supersymmetry breaking mass parameters and
µ are present. Such a scenario can be realized in models in which
the boundary conditions for supersymmetry breaking are generated
by approximately conformal strong dynamics. For example, in the
so-called scalar-sequestering model of Ref. 178, values of |µ| > 1 TeV
can be achieved while naturally maintaining the observed value of mZ .

Finally, one can also consider extensions of the MSSM in which
the degree of fine-tuning is relaxed. For example, it has already
been noted in Section 109.5.2 that it is possible to accommodate the
observed Higgs mass more easily in the NMSSM due to contributions
to m2

h proportional to the parameter λ. This means that we do not
have to rely on a large contribution from the radiative corrections
to boost the Higgs mass sufficiently above its tree-level bound. This
allows for smaller top squark masses, which are more consistent
with the demands of naturalness. The reduction of the fine-tuning
in various NMSSM models was initially advocated in Ref. 179, and
more recently has been exhibited in Refs. 107,180. Naturalness can
also be relaxed in extended supersymmetric models with vector-like
quarks [181] and in gauge extensions of the MSSM [182].

Thus, it is premature to conclude that weak-scale supersymmetry

is on the verge of exclusion. Nevertheless, it might be possible
to sharpen the upper bounds on superpartner masses based on
naturalness arguments, which ultimately will either confirm or refute
the weak scale supersymmetry hypothesis [183]. Of course, if evidence
for supersymmetric phenomena in the multi-TeV regime were to be
established at a future collider facility (with an energy reach beyond
the LHC [184]), it would be viewed as a spectacularly successful
explanation of the large gauge hierarchy between the (multi-)TeV
scale and Planck scale. In this case, the remaining little hierarchy,
characterized by the somewhat large value of the fine-tuning parameter
∆ discussed above, would perhaps be regarded as a less pressing issue.

109.7.2. Constraints from virtual exchange of supersymmet-
ric particles :

There are a number of low-energy measurements that are sensitive to
the effects of new physics through indirect searches via supersymmetric
loop effects. For example, the virtual exchange of supersymmetric
particles can contribute to the muon anomalous magnetic moment,
aµ ≡ 1

2 (g − 2)µ, as reviewed in Ref. 185. The Standard Model
prediction for aµ exhibits a deviation in the range of 3.5—4.1σ
from the experimentally observed value [186]. This discrepancy is
difficult to accommodate in the constrained supersymmetry models of
Section 109.6.2 and Section 109.6.3 given the present sparticle mass
bounds [165]. Nevertheless, there are regions of the more general
pMSSM parameter space that are consistent with the observed value
of aµ [187].

The rare inclusive decay b → sγ also provides a sensitive probe
to the virtual effects of new physics beyond the Standard Model.
Recent experimental measurements of B → Xs + γ [188] are in very
good agreement with the theoretical Standard Model predictions of
Ref. 189. Since supersymmetric loop corrections can contribute an
observable shift from the Standard Model predictions, the absence
of any significant deviations places useful constraints on the MSSM
parameter space [190].

The rare decays Bs → µ+µ− and Bd → µ+µ− are especially
sensitive to supersymmetric loop effects, with some loop contributions
scaling as tan6 β when tanβ ≫ 1 [191]. At present, the observation
of these rare decay modes [192] are compatible with the predicted
Standard Model rates [193].

The decays B± → τ±ντ and B → D(∗)τ−ντ are noteworthy, since
in models with extended Higgs sectors such as the MSSM, these
processes possess tree-level charged Higgs exchange contributions
that can compete with the dominant W -exchange. Experimental
measurements of B± → τ±ντ [194] initially suggested an enhanced
rate with respect to the Standard Model, although the most recent
results of the Belle Collaboration are consistent with Standard
Model expectations. The BaBar Collaboration measured values of
the rates for B → Dτ−ντ and B → D∗τ−ντ [195] that showed a
combined 3.4σ discrepancy from the Standard Model predictions,
which was also not compatible with the Type-II Higgs Yukawa
couplings employed by the MSSM. Subsequent measurements of the
LHCb and Belle Collaborations [196] are consistent with the BaBar
measurements. A recent assessment of all the data [197] concluded
that the combined difference between the measured and expected
values of the B → Dτ−ντ and B → D∗τ−ντ decay rates relative
to the corresponding Standard Model values has a significance of
about four standard deviations. The possibility of accommodating
these results due to supersymmetric effects has been advocated in
Ref. [198].

There are a number of additional anomalies in B decay data
that have recently attracted some attention, although at present the
observed deviations from Standard Model expectations are typically
at the level of about two standard deviations (see, e.g., Ref. 199).
In summary, although there are a few hints of possible deviations
from the Standard Model in B decays, none of the discrepancies by
themselves are significant enough to conclusively imply the existence
of new physics beyond the Standard Model. Note that the absence of
definitive evidence for deviations in these B-physics observables from
their Standard Model predictions also places useful constraints on the
MSSM parameter space [120,164,200].

Finally, we note that the constraints from precision electroweak
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observables [201] are easily accommodated in models of weak-scale
supersymmetry [202]. Thus, robust regions of the MSSM parameter
space, compatible with the results of direct and indirect searches for
supersymmetry, remain viable.

109.8. Massive neutrinos in weak-scale supersym-
metry

In the minimal Standard Model and its supersymmetric extension,
there are no right-handed neutrinos, and Majorana mass terms for the
left-handed neutrinos are absent. However, given the overwhelming
evidence for neutrino masses and mixing [203,204], any viable model
of fundamental particles must provide a mechanism for generating
neutrino masses [205]. In extended supersymmetric models, various
mechanisms exist for producing massive neutrinos [206]. Although
one can devise models for generating massive Dirac neutrinos [207],
the most common approaches for incorporating neutrino masses are
based on L-violating supersymmetric extensions of the MSSM, which
generate massive Majorana neutrinos. Two classes of L-violating
supersymmetric models will now be considered.

109.8.1. The supersymmetric seesaw :

Neutrino masses can be incorporated into the Standard Model
by introducing SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) singlet right-handed neutrinos
(νR) whose mass parameters are very large, typically near the grand
unification scale. In addition, one must also include a standard
Yukawa couplings between the lepton doublets, the Higgs doublet, and
νR. The Higgs vacuum expectation value then induces an off-diagonal
νL–νR mass on the order of the electroweak scale. Diagonalizing the
neutrino mass matrix (in the three-generation model) yields three
superheavy neutrino states, and three very light neutrino states that
are identified with the light neutrinos observed in nature. This is the
seesaw mechanism [208].

It is straightforward to construct a supersymmetric generalization
of the seesaw model of neutrino masses [209,210] by promoting the

right-handed neutrino field to a superfield N̂ c = (ν̃R ; νR). Integrating
out the heavy right-handed neutrino supermultiplet yields a new term
in the superpotential [cf. Eq. (109.1)] of the form

Wseesaw =
f

MR
(ĤU L̂)(ĤU L̂) , (109.23)

where MR is the mass scale of the right-handed neutrino sector and f
is a dimensionless constant. Note that lepton number is broken by two
units, which implies that R-parity is conserved. The supersymmetric
analogue of the Majorana neutrino mass term in the sneutrino sector
leads to sneutrino–antisneutrino mixing phenomena [210,211].

The Supersymmetry Les Houches Accords [76,92], mentioned at
the end of the introduction to Section 109.4, have been extended to
the supersymmetric seesaw (and other extensions of the MSSM) in
Ref. 212.

109.8.2. R-parity-violating supersymmetry :

In order to incorporate massive neutrinos in renormalizable su-
persymmetric models while retaining the minimal particle content
of the MSSM, one must relax the assumption of R-parity invari-
ance. The most general R-parity-violating (RPV) model involving
the MSSM spectrum introduces many new parameters to both
the supersymmetry-conserving and the supersymmetry-breaking
sectors [213,76]. Each new interaction term violates either B or L
conservation. For example, starting from the MSSM superpotential
given in Eq. (109.1) [suitably generalized to three generations of
quarks, leptons and their superpartners], consider the effect of adding
the following new terms:

WRPV = (λL)pmnL̂pL̂mÊc
n + (λ′L)pmnL̂pQ̂mD̂c

n

+(λB)pmnÛ
c
pD̂

c
mD̂c

n + (µL)pĤuL̂p , (109.24)

where p, m, and n are generation indices, and gauge group indices are
suppressed. Eq. (109.24) yields new scalar-fermion Yukawa couplings
consisting of all possible combinations involving two Standard Model
fermions and one scalar superpartner.

Note that the term in Eq. (109.24) proportional to λB violates
B, while the other three terms violate L. The L-violating term in
Eq. (109.24) proportional to µL is the RPV generalization of the

µĤuĤd term of the MSSM superpotential, in which the Y = −1
Higgs/higgsino supermultiplet Ĥd is replaced by the slepton/lepton

supermultiplet L̂p.

Phenomenological constraints derived from data on various low-
energy B- and L-violating processes can be used to establish limits on
each of the coefficients (λL)pmn, (λ

′
L)pmn, and (λB)pmn taken one at a

time [213,214]. If more than one coefficient is simultaneously non-zero,
then the limits are in general more complicated [215]. All possible
RPV terms cannot be simultaneously present and unsuppressed;
otherwise the proton decay rate would be many orders of magnitude
larger than the present experimental bound. One way to avoid proton
decay is to impose B or L invariance (either one alone would suffice).
Otherwise, one must accept the requirement that certain RPV
coefficients must be extremely suppressed.

One particularly interesting class of RPV models is one in which
B is conserved, but L is violated. It is possible to enforce baryon
number conservation (and the stability of the proton), while allowing
for lepton-number-violating interactions by imposing a discrete Z3

baryon triality symmetry on the low-energy theory [216], in place of
the standard Z2 R-parity. Since the distinction between the Higgs
and matter supermultiplets is lost in RPV models where L is violated,
the mixing of sleptons and Higgs bosons, the mixing of neutrinos
and neutralinos, and the mixing of charged leptons and charginos are
now possible, leading to more complicated mass matrices and mass
eigenstates than in the MSSM. The treatment of neutrino masses and
mixing in this framework can be found, e.g., in Ref. 217.

Alternatively, one can consider imposing a lepton parity such
that all lepton superfields are odd [218,219]. In this case, only the
B-violating term in Eq. (109.24) survives, and L is conserved. Models
of this type have been considered in Ref. 220. Since L is conserved
in these models, the mixing of the lepton and Higgs superfields
is forbidden. However, one expects that lepton parity cannot be
exact due to quantum gravity effects. Remarkably, the standard
Z2 R-parity and the Z3 baryon triality are stable with respect to
quantum gravity effects, as they can be identified as residual discrete
symmetries that arise from spontaneously broken non-anomalous
gauge symmetries [218].

The supersymmetric phenomenology of the RPV models exhibits
features that are distinct from that of the MSSM [213]. The LSP is
no longer stable, which implies that not all supersymmetric decay
chains must yield missing-energy events at colliders. A comprehensive
examination of the phenomenology of the MSSM extended by a single
R-parity violating coupling at the unification scale and its implications
for LHC searches has been given in Ref. 221. As an example, the
sparticle mass bounds obtained in searches for R-parity-conserving
supersymmetry can be considerably relaxed in certain RPV models
due to the absence of large missing transverse energy signatures [222].
This can alleviate some of the tension with naturalness discussed in
Section 109.7.1.

Nevertheless, the loss of the missing-energy signature is often
compensated by other striking signals (which depend on which
R-parity-violating parameters are dominant). For example, super-
symmetric particles in RPV models can be singly produced (in
contrast to R-parity-conserving models where supersymmetric parti-
cles must be produced in pairs). The phenomenology of pair-produced
supersymmetric particles is also modified in RPV models due to
new decay chains not present in R-parity-conserving supersymmetry
models [213].

In RPV models with lepton number violation (these include
weak-scale supersymmetry models with baryon triality mentioned
above), both ∆L= 1 and ∆L= 2 phenomena are allowed, leading
to neutrino masses and mixing [223], neutrinoless double-beta
decay [224], sneutrino-antisneutrino mixing [225], and resonant
s-channel production of sneutrinos in e+e− collisions [226] and
charged sleptons in pp̄ and pp collisions [227].


